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FOREWORD 

In 1978, four scientists from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
visited Budapest at the invitation of the Hungarian Central Office of Geology 
(Kozponti Foldtani Hivatal). The purpose of this exploratory visit was to 
examine possibilities in exchanging scientists and implementing cooperative 
research in geosciences under the 1977 United States-Hungary Agreement on 
Cooperation in Culture, Education, Science and Technology. The USGS de
legation visited several institutes, including the Eotvos Lonind Geophysical 
Institute, the Hungarian Geological Survey, the Oil and Gas Trust and institutes 
of the Academy of Sciences. The review of programs conducted in Hungarian 
geoscience institutes indicated that several areas of scientific research were of 
mutual interest, and that reciprocally, programs of the USGS needed to be 
made familiar to Hungarian scientists. Accordingly, in April 1979, a delegation 
from Hungary visited facilities of the USGS in Virginia, Colorado, California, 
Arizona, and field experiments in Wyoming. A list of possible cooperative 
subjects, with various degrees of commonality to scientists from both coutries 
emerged after these visits and from the ensuing discussions. This included 
seismology, geoelectrical techniques, paleomagnetics, energy resources assess
ment, and engineering geology. Negotiations led to an agreement on coopera
tive scientific research for a two-year duration, and in subsequent years that 
agreement was renewed twice thereafter. 

The joint scientific efforts between the Central Office of Geology and the 
U . S. Geological Survey developed along several lines. A significant effort was 
made in geophysics, particularly in developing instrumented field methods and 
numerical algorithms to test for the presence of mineralized zones and ore 
bodies. Electromagnetic and induced polarization methods were used to probe 
for bauxite and sulfide deposits. Geophysical modeling, in complex geological 
terrain, and graphical display methods were developed or exchanged for mutual 
benefit - an underlying principle of the entire cooperative program. An equally 
significant effort was expended in understanding the Neogene history of the 
Pannonian basin, with several holes drilled and cored for oriented samples for 
deciphering the remanent magnetic record, and 800 km of seismic reflection 
profiles were analyzed jointly to understand the stratigraphic framework and 
the evolution of the basin. Concurrently, paleoenvironmental reconstruction 
was used to study potential reservoir rocks and possible migration paths, as well 
as to understand depositional facies, sediment sources, and the role that tectonic 
events played in the structural development of the basin. Geochemical studies 
of kerogen were to decipher maturation processes for hydrocarbons, and the 
signal characteristics of seismic reflection data were probed to detect gaseous 
horizons. Experts were exchanged to understand how data bases were used to 
manage geological, geochemical, and geophysical data and how best to display 
these data. Concepts and studies began to merge and supplemented by other 
investigations in mineral resources (heavy minerals), and in magnetotellurics, 
and plans were made for intercomparative studies in tectonics. 
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This compendium of papers presents the progress and some of the results 
and sucesses of the projects undertaken jointly by the Hungarian earth science 
institutions and the U. S. Geological Survey, during the first five years of 
cooperative work. The articles in this volume represent the scientific results 
presented at a joint conference, held in Budapest, October 1-3, 1984. Notably, 
not all the subjects envisioned or tried initially as joint efforts endured the test 
of time and these are not reported in this volume. Those scientific investigations, 
however, that persevered, established in the process a con1mon foundation of 
understanding and a spirited desire to search for answers. These attributes were 
certainly characteristic of not only individual studies, but the cooperative pro
gram on the whole. 

Significant results include a substantially new analysis of the sources and 
directions of sedimentation that filled the Pannonian Basin. The deltaic facies 
analyzed by seismic stratigraphic methods (Mattick, Rumpler and Phillips) and 
core hole data (Berczi and Phillips) in southeastern Hungary, were found to 
represent two distinct stages of deltaic sedimentation in a trough that contains 
6000 m of lacustrine and fluvial sedimentary rocks of Neogene and Quaternary 
age. The older deltaic system was deposited in water of 800-900 m and the 
younger system was deposited in water depths of 300-400 m. Both deltaic 
systems contain potential reservoir rocks for petroleum; in the older deltas 
coarse-grained rocks are stored in delta-slope channels, in the younger deltas 
coarse-grained rocks are stored chiefly in delta-front sheet sands. The conditions 
that matured organic matter into petroleun1 were examined at a few locations 
by Fisch and Koncz using the method of pyrolysis on rock samples. 

Paleoenviroments of late Cretaceous and early to mid-Miocene age are 
reported on in two papers, respectively; by Clifton, Brezsnyanszky and Haas, 
and Clifton, Bohn-Havas and Muller. Both emphasize reconstruction of pa
leogeographic settings, using models of sedimentation, including sources, path
ways and sinks for the detritus. Senonian conglomerates of the Biikk Mountains 
are shown to have been emplaced by westward moving gravity flows, and their 
source was subsequently moved tectonically to the north. Miocene sands and 
gravels lend themselves to differentiating inner shelf, nearshore, foreshore, and 
backshore segments of a paleo-shoreline, where the rate of sedimentation kept 
pace with a rising sea-level. 

A particularly vexing problem has been the definition of the Pannonian 
stage. What were thought to be paleontological and palynologic timeline indica
tors have recently been found to be but markers oflocally varying paleoenviron
ments. Hence, magnetostratigraphic studies were initiated by the Hungarian 
Geological Survey (Elston, Hamor, Jambor, Lantos and R6nai) as another 
means to distinguish the time-stratigraphic units composing the Neogene. Pre
liminary results indicate that the boundary bvetween the Lower and Upper 
Pannonian can be dated at 8.8 million years, but further studies are needed for 
completing the reference polarity zonations for the Pannonian (s. 1.) and 
Pleistocene in Hungary. Determination of the Pilo-Pleistocene boundary was 
also the subject of a study by Grosz, R6nai and Lopez, in this case using heavy 
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minerals as possible indicators of climatic shifts. The authors believe denser 
sampling will prove this to be a useful method. A separate study by Marton and 
Elston also used remanent magnetization to find that the Balaton Highlands 
rotated 50° counter-clockwise with respect to the l\1ecsek Mountains, since the 
magnetization of the studied red beds, a step toward deciphering the tectonic 
events of that area. 

Another major thrust of the cooperative investigations focused on 
geophysical methods applied to mineral resources. Several investigations, in
cluding field work and theoretical modeling, sought improvements in techniques 
for detecting ore deposits. Among these, Vero, Smith et al. report on the first 
common basis for interpretation of time-domain and frequency-domain, spec
tral, induced polarization methods using generalized inversion and the Cole
Cole model. Results on applying time-domain electromagnetic (EM) methods 
to bauxite deposits and karst terrain (Kakas, Frischknecht et al.) also includes 
theory for simplified interpretation of time-domain EM soundings. Using seis
mic profiles from the U. S. Atlantic Continental margin, Kesmarky probed 
possibilities of detecting hydrates based on interval velocities. While this study 
was based on conventional seismic reflection profitling, Lee, Miller, and Goncz 
testedAheories about vertical seismic profiling with data from field experiments, 
and their report contains innovations in both th~~ field techniques and in the 
analysis of the data. Geophysical data lend themselves to modeling- the above 
metioned papers all incorporate such- but a specific attampt, by Muller, Lee, 
Kilenyi, Petrovics, Braun and Korvin dealt with specific and difficult problems 
of a tectonically much deformed terrane, that contains coal beds. 

Further, other studies in coal and also in heavy minerals are reported. 
Based on a reconnaissance study, Grosz, Sikhegyi and Fiigedi conclude that the 
amount of particulate gold found in Danube River sediments bears closer and 
more widespread examination, and that heavy-mineral suites /could be used 
productively to delineate sources and sinks of sedimentation in the Pannonian 
Basin. The number of samples that could be colllected for this stuay was not 
adequate to quantify results further; this also was the case for trace element 
analysis of coal samples by Somas, Zubovic an Simon. This latter investigation 
showed, however, that Hungarian Jurassic coal is high in trace elements, while 
Eocene and Miocene coals are high in organic sulfur. Both studies presage 
significant results if pursued further. 

Many of these joint efforts benefitted from gradual understanding of one 
another's data bases, how such were used to manage and display data. The 
substance of this is reported by Bowen, Csercsik and Zilahi-Sebess. 

These papers signify a progressive shift in emphasis that evolved during the 
course of five years of joint Hungarian--American research. What began as a 
collection of independent trials, gradually formed a program of investigation 
supporting one another, sharing concepts, data and results. Still a beginning, 
the aims and aspirations matured in October 1984, at the joint conference, to 
a concerted drive by all to decipher the geological framework, evolution, 
processes and resources of the Pannonian Basin comprehensively. 
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Location map showing USGS- KFH joint field investigation 

.> ,. 

l - Seismic stratigraphy, 2 - Sedimentology/depositional environment, 
3 - Magnetostratigraphy, 4 - Chronostratigraphy, 5 - Paleoenvironment, 

6.- Lithology/Paleogeography, 7 - Heavy minerals, 8 - Coal geochemistry, 
9 - Oil geochemistry, 10 - Paleomagnetics, ll -Seismic modeling, 

12 - Vertical seismic profiling, 13 - Transient electromagnetic soundings 

A USGS- KFH tudomanyos-muszaki egyiittmukodesi szerzodes kereteben vegzett 
kutatasi temak he1yszinei 

1 - Szeizmikus sztratigrafia, 2 - Oledekf6ldtan/iiledekfelhalmoz6dasi kornyezetek, 
_ 3 - Magnetosztratigrafia, 4 - Kronosztratigrafia, 5 - Paleokornyezet, 

6 - Kozettanjosfoldrajz, 7 - Nehezasvanyok, 8 - Szen-geokemia, 9 - Olaj-geokemia, 
10 - Paleomagnesseg, 11 - Szeizmikus modellezes, 12 - Vertikalis szeizmikus szelvenyezes, 

13 - Tranziens elektromagneses szondazas 

flJiaH pacnOJIO:>KeHHSI paHOHOB COBMeCTHbiX HCCJie)l,OBaHHM B paMKaX Hayquo-TeXHH'IeCKOfO 
COTPY.ll.HHqeCTBa Me:>K)l,Y reoJiofHqecKOM cny:>K6oi1 c. III . A. H UeHTpaJibHbiM 

reonorHqecKHM ynpasneHHeM BHP 
1 - Cei1cMocTpaTHrpaqmSI, 2 - Ce)l.HMeHTOJIOfHSI/cpe.ll.hi oca)l.Koo6pa3oBaHHSI, 

3 - MarHHTOCTpaTHrpaqmSI, 4 - XpoHOCTpaTHrpaqmSI, 5 - n aneocpe)l,a, 
6 - JlHTOJIOfHSI/naneoreorpa<f>HSI, 7 - TSI:>KeJihie MHHepaJibl, 8 - reoXHMHSI yrJISI , 

9 - reoxHMHSI ue<f>TH, 10 - naneoMarueTH3M, 11 - Cei1cMHqecKoe MO)l.eJIHposauHe, 
12 - BepTHKaJibHoe cei1cMHqecKoe npo<f>HJIHposauHe, 13 - 3neKTpoMarHHTHoe 30H.ll.HposaHHe 

MeTO.ll.OM nepexo)l.HhiX npoueccos 
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Why the Pannonian Basin? Is it because it covers a large part of Hungary, 
capturing most of the current geoscientific investigations? Undoubtendly, that 
is part of the answer, but a small part only. There is a certain fascination that 
the basin elicits, by virtue of the geologic simplicity of young rock units in some 
areas and the geologic complexity of surrounding areas and older rock units. 
The Pannonian Basin is young, it has subsided and infilled at a relatively fast 
rate, and in the basinal areas, where the sedimentary rocks are relatively undis
turbed, sedimentary processes can be studied. The basinal areas overlie a thin 
crust permeated by high geothermal heat flow that helped generate valuable 
energy and mineral resources. In surrounding areas and in the older rocks 
underlying the Pannonian Basin, relatively recent orogenies and volcanism 
associated with pull-apart tectonics, thrust faulting, and mountain building 
processes that formed the Alps and Carpathian Mountains are displayed. Many 
of these attributes have been summarized recently in a special issue of Earth 
Evolution Sciences (1981). The Pannonian Basin is a virtual laboratory to which 
geologic processes, seildom as active or found in such abundance, can be 
modeled. / 

The papers in/ this volume reflect but a few probings not only into the 
subsurface of a geologically unique area but also into ways scientific coopera
tion can transcend ge:ographic boundaries. We hope, therefore, that these 
contributions will further scientific interest and knowledge in both Hungary and 
the United States, and that exchanges of people and ideas will continue in the 
high-spirited form of prior years. 

Reston, Virginia, U.S.A. and 
Budapest, Hungary 
June, 1985 

Paul G. Teleki (USGS) 
Oszkar Adam (KFH) 

Eva Kilenyi (ELGI) 
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SEISMIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE PANNONIAN BASIN IN 
SOUTHEASTERN HUNGARY 

Robert E. MATTICK*, Janos RUMPLER** and 
R. Lawrence PHILLIPS*** 

Seismic stratigraphic analyses and studies of core samples from three wells indicate that 
infilling of the Pannonian Basin of Hungary resulted primarily from deltaic sedimentation from the 
northwest, north, and northeast. Infilling of the basin involved a single cycle of sedimentation which 
probably began in Sarmatian or earliest Pannonian time when water depths in the basin were 
> 1,000 meters. The subsequent history of the basin, during Pannonian and Quaternary time, 
reflects continuously shoaling waters. This shoaling resulted from sediment influx rates that were 
generally higher than basin subsidence rates . 

In general , two stages of delta construction can be recognized. In an early stage of construc
tion , turbidite-fronted deep-water deltas were built in water depths as deep as 80(}-900 meters. 
During this early constructional stage, subsidence rates and associated sediment influx rates were 
high, and upbuilding and southward progradation of large deltaic sediment wedges filled subbasins 
near the source areas, overwhelmed local basement highs, and spilled sediments into subbasins in 
the southern part of Hungary. During a later stage of construction, prograding shallow-water deltas 
were built in water depths of 20(}-400 meters, and topographically low areas in the southern part 
of Hungary were filled by sediments discharged from river systems that advanced about 100 km 
southward across strata deposited during the initial stages of construction. 

Seismic evidence indicates that in some areas of the Pannonian Basin, the sedimentary rocks 
representing the two stages of delta construction are separated by a depositional unit which possibly 
represents a destructive phase. This unit may have been deposited during a short-lived transgressive 
phase or, perhaps, it was deposited following a period of accelerated lake shoaling. 

The youngest and final stage of deposition is represented by delta plain facies; depositional 
environments varied from shallow lake, fluvial, and marsh to terrestrial soils. This unit is inferred 
to represent more widespread lake conditions coupled with continued shoaling and eventual 
disappearance of the Pannonian lake. During this period of sediment deposition, basin subsidence 
rates and associated sediment influx rates were probably lower, and the sediment influx rate is 
inferred to have kept pace generally with the basin's subsidence rate. 

Keywords: seismic stratigraphy, Pannonian Basin, deltas, depositional environments 

1. Introduction 

The Pannonian Basin lies within a large intramontane basin that comprises 
parts of five countries and is completely encircled by mountain belts of the 
Carpathian mountain system and the Dinaric Alps (Fig. 1). The general geo-

* U.S. Geological Survey, 914 National Center, Reston, Virginia 22 092 
** Geophysical Exploration Company (GKV), POB 213, Budapest, H-1391 

*** U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, MS 999, Menlo Park, California 94 025 
Manuscript received: 23 May, 1985 
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· graphic name for the region inside the mountain arc is the Carpathian basin or 
the intra-Carpathian region [LERNER 1981]. The intramontane region, however, 
is not topographically uniform, and emergent ranges divide it into several 
subbasins, the largest of which is the Pannonian Basin. That part of the Pan
nonian Basin which lies within Hungary generally is subdivided on the basis of 
topography into the Great Hungarian Plain, the Danube-Raba Lowland and 
the SW Transdanubian Basin ( Fig .. 2). 

1 

2 

European Platform N 

t 

0 200 KM 

EXPLAN--ATION SEA 
THRUST FAULT WITH 
SAW TEETH ON 
UPTHROWN SIDE 

DIRECT ION OF THRUSTING 

Fig. L Lbcation of the Pannonian Basin within the intra-Carpathian region. The Carpathian 
Basin 'comprises the Pannonian, Vienna (V), the SW Transdanubian (TO), Transcarpathian 
(TC) and -Traiisylvanian (TS) basins, the Oanube-Raba Lowland (ORL) the Transdanubian 

Central Range (TOCR),, Biikk (Bii) and Aprtseni Mountains (A): [Figure modified from 
BURCHFIEL and ROYDEN 1982, Fig. I] 

1. abra. A Pannon medence helyzete a Karpati-tersegben. A Pann6niai, a Becsi (V), 
a ONy-Oumintuli- (TO), a K-Karpati (TC), es az Erdelyi (TS) reszmedence alkotja a teljes, 

Karpati iven beliili medencet. TOCR = Oumintuli kozephegyseg, Bii = Biikk hegyseg, 
A = Erdelyi kozephegyseg. [BURCHFIEL-ROYDEN 1982, I. abra utan m6dositassal] 

I - feltol6das, fiireszfog a felemelt oldalon; 2 - a kompresszi6 iranya 

Puc 1. OoJIO)I(eHHe naHHOHCKOro 6accei1Ha B KapnaTCKOM pemoHe. BHyTpH-KapnaTCKHH 
6accei1H BKJIJ-OqaeT B ce6H naHHOHCKHH, BeHCKHH (V), 3ana,L(H0-3a.L(yHaHCKHH (TO), 

3aKapnaTCKHH (TC), H TpaHCHJihBaHCKHH (TS) qacTHhie sna.nHHhi, HH3MeHHOCTH pp. 
)J,yHaii-Pa6a (ORL). TOCR = 3a.nyHaiicKoe cpe.nHerophe, Bii = ropbi nJ-OKK, A = AnyceHCKHe 

ropbl. (Oo BURCHFIEL-ROYDEN 1982, PHC I. C MO.L(HcPHKaU:Heii) 
I - Ha,L(BHr, TIHJI006pa3HOe 0603HaqeHHe Ha npHTIO,L(HHTOH CTOpOHe; 

2 - HanpasJieHHe C)I(HMaJ-Omeii Harpy3KH 
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DAN BE-RABA 
LOWLAND 

c 0 s A V I A 

WELL LOCATIONS 
1A Maroslele-1 {MI-1 / 
2• H6dmezovasorhely-J /Hod-I / 3• Bekessdmson-1 / ses-1 1 

Fig. 2. Geographical place names. [Figure modified from DANK and K6KAI 1969] 

2. abra. Foldrajzi helynevek. [DANK es K6KAI 1969 utan modositassal] 

Puc. 2. ieorpaqHttieCKHe Ha3BaHHSI MeCTHOCTeH (no DANK-KOKAI 1969, C MO)J,H¢MKau;KeJ1:] 

15 

In .this paper, the principles of seismic stratigraphy [VAIL et al. 1977] are 
appliedjn, an attempt to reconstruct on a regional basis the post-Mesozoic 
depositional history of the Pannonian Basin in Hungary. Unconformities are 
used to bound groups of reflections into seismic sequences that can be correlated 
over wide areas. The seismic sequences, in turn, are correlated with depositional 
sequences which can be ordered in a relative time-stratigraphic sense. The 
unconformities are picked from the seismic records on the basis of.discordarices 
between reflectors (or strata) at sequence boundaries. The types of discordance 
that occur at sequence boundaries are shown in Figure 3. 

Because the main interest of the authors was the Neogene-QUaternary 
stratigraphy, older seismic sequences are mapped as basement rocks (basement 
consists chiefly of Paleozoic and Mesozoic rock units). Well data, however, has 
shown that, in places, the Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks are overlain by a thin 
cqver of pre-Pannonian Miocene and Paleogene sedimentary rocks that may 
have been involved in the tectonic deformation of the basement or deposited 
during a marine transgression as a thin disconformable or unconformable sheet 
over the basement surface. In some cases, this thin unit is indistinguishable on 
seismic records from the underlying Paleozoic and Mesozoic units, and, 
therefore, the basement c~mplex as mapped on seismic records may include 
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pre-Pannonian Miocene and Paleogene sedimentary rock units as well as older 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic rock units. 

The seismic profiles analyzed in this study are located in the southeastern 
part of the Great Hungarian Plain area (Fig. 4). Table I references the profile 
numbers used in this report to the seismic profile numbering system used by the 
Geophysical Exploration Co. of the National Oil and Gas Trust of Hungary 
(OKGT). The depth to the basement surface (pre-Cenozoic rocks) is shown in 
Figure 5 [KILENYI-RUMPLER 1985]. 

In figures and in the text, abbreviations are used in place of well names. 
In Table II, well abbreviations are listed along with corresponding well names. 

UPPER BOUNDARY 

EROSIONAL TRUNCAT ION TOP LAP CONCORDANCE 

LOWER BOUNDARY 

- ~·~ -
ON LAP DOWN LAP CONCORDANCE 

Fig. 3. Possible types of discordant relations found at the upper and lower boundaries 
(unconformities and disconformities) of seismic or depositional sequences. [Figure modified 

from VAIL et al. 1977] 

3. abra. A szeizmikus, vagy iiledekes retegosszletek also es felso hatarain lehetseges 
diszkordancia-osszefiiggesek. [Atveve: VAIL et al. 1977] 

Puc. 3. Bo3MO:>KHhie CB.SI3H Hecor nacHSI Ha HH:>KHeM H sepxHeM pa3.LJ;enax ceucMHqecKHX HJIH 
oca11oqHbiX ceoHM (3003HOHHbie H yrnoBhie HecomacHSI) [no VAIL et al. 1977] 
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Fig. 4. Location of seismic profiles interpreted in this study. Table I references the profile 
numbers used on this map to the seismic profile numbering system used by the National Oil and 

Gas Trust of Hungary. Profile numbers shown here correspond to figure numbers in which 
seismic records .are displayed. Dash-dot symbols show outline of Hungary within studied area 

4. abra. Jelen tanulmanyban ertelmezett szeizmikus szelvenyek helyszinrajza. Az I. tablazat 
tartalmazza az abraszamozas es az OKGT GKV szelvenyszamozasa kozotti kapcsolatot. Az 

abra szelvenyszamozasa egyezik az egyes szelvenyek abra szamaival 

Puc. 4. CxeMa pacnoJlo)f(emHI ceiicMH'IeCKHx npoqm11eii, HHTepnpeTHposaHHhiX s HaCT051W.eii 
pa6oTe. Ta611m . .~;a I noKa3hiBaeT cooTHoweHHe HyMepauHH pHcyHKOB 11 HyMepaUHH pa3pe3oB, Ha 

Ope.unpHS!THH reo<PH3H'IeCKOro 11ccJ1e)lOBaHI151 rTHrn. HyMepai.J;I151 npo<t>HJleH Ha pHCYHKe 
COBna.uaeT C HOMepaMH pHCYHKOB OTLJ.eJihHhiX npo<i>HJleH 
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Fig. 5. Structure map of pre-Cenozoic rocks in Southeastern Hungary. Sedimentation patterns 
within the three subbasins (Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough (A), Derecske basin (B), and 
Bekes basin (C)) are discussed in text. [Figure modified from KILENYI and RuMPLER 1985] 
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2. Seismic stratigraphy at Hod-1 well 

The seismic stratigraphy in the vicinity of the Hod-I well is illustrated best 
on seismic profile 6 (Fig. 6). The seismic profile can be divided into five seismic 
sequences based on the geometric relationship of reflections to sequence boun
daries and on the internal configuration of reflections within sequences. The 
typical reflection pattern of each sequence (marked by two-way travel times) is 
shown in Figure 7, and, from top to bottom, they are described below. 

Sequence V (0.0--l. 74 sec; 0--2,003 m): Within this sequence, reflectors are 
l:Oncordant to the bottom sequence boundary. Individual reflectors vary from 
parallel to wavy. Although reflections are strong (high amplitude), few, if any, 
can be traced for any distance without interruption. 

Correlation with core data [BERCZI-PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS-BERCZI 
1985] indicates that seismic sequence V represents delta plain facies; deposition
al environments varied from shallow lake, fluvial, and marsh to possible terre
strial soils. At the Hod-I well site, the bottom boundary of sequence Vis placed 
at 2,003 m, about 514 m higher than the base of delta plain facies as determined 
from core analyses. This difference in unit boundaries is a good example of the 
differences that result from seismic sequence analysis in contrast to lithologic 
analysis. Although delta plain facies lie above and below the bottom boundary 
of sequence V, it will be shown later that the bottom boundary of sequence V 
represents an unconformity, probably related to more widespread lake con
ditions and shoaling of the Pannonian lake. 

Sequence IV (1. 74-2.44 sec; 2,003-3,250 m): In general, the internal reflec
tors form an irregular sigmoid pattern. The relation between reflections and 
sequence boundaries is one of toplap at the upper boundary and downlap at 
the lower boundary. 

Q 5. abra. A kainozo6s kepzodmenyek medencealjzatanak terkepe DK-Magyarorszagon. 
l - szeizmikus meresekkel meghatarozott tores-, ill. diszlokaci6s z6nak (a nyil a levetes iranyat 

mutatja); 2 - melysegi szintvonalak, ertekkoz 1000 m (szaggatott vonal 500 m) tengerszint alatt; 
3 - alaphegyseg magaslat; 4 - alaphegysegi melyz6na; 5 - A, B, C reszmedencek (magyarazat 

a szovegben) [KILENYI es RUMPLER 1985 utan m6dositassal] 

(l Puc. 5. KapTa penhe<Pa <PYH.llaMeHTa KaHH030HCKHX <PopMaU.HH Ha lOB qacTH BeHrpHH. 
I - 30Hhi pa3nOMOB 11 )lHCJioKau.H. , onpe.ueneHHhie ceH.cMH'IecKHMH H3MepeHH~MH (cTpenKaMH 
llOKa3hiBaeTC~ HanpasJieHHe c6paCbiBaHH~); 2 - H30J1HHHH rny6HH C HHTepBaJIOM B- 1000 

M (nyHKTHp llOKa3biBaeT 500 M) HH)Ke ypOBH~ MOp~; 3 - llO)lHHH~ $yH)laMeHTa; 4 -
npom6hr <PYH.llaMeHTa; 5 - A, B, C qacTH'IHhre sna)lHhi o6cy)K)laKnc~ s TeKcTe [no 

KILENYI-RUMPLER 1985, c MO.llH$HKau.Hei1] 
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Sequence IV can be subdivided into subsequences IV A and IV B at the 
Hod-1 well site. The subdivision is placed at 2.06 sec (2,517 m). Reflectors above 
2.06 sec lie relatively flat, whereas those below 2.06 sec show a definite pattern 
of progradation to the southeast. 

At the Hod-I well, subsequence IV B is inferred to represent delta plain 
facies; to the southeast, where the reflectors of subsequence /VB exhibit a strong 
progradational pattern with a dip of about 4.5 degrees, the facies probably 
grade to delta front and prodelta. The base of seismic subsequence IV B is placed 
at a depth of 2,517 m, in agreement with the base of delta plain facies as 
determined from lithologic analysis [BERCZI-PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS

B:ERCZI 1985]. 
Subsequence IV A is inferred to represent delta front facies at the Hod-I 

well site. Southeast of the Hod-1 well, where the reflection pattern in subse
quence IV A suggests lesser dips, the facies probably grade to prodelta. 

In general, seismic sequence IV represents prodelta, delta front, and delta 
plain facies. It will be shown, on seismic records from other parts of the basin, 
that sequence IV is part of a supersequence that represents a system of stacked 
deltas built during a late depositional stage. The term "late depositional stage" 
is used to distinguish this supersequence from an earlier and more widespread 
supersequence that represents delta construction during a period when the lake 
was deeper. 

Sequence III (2.44--3.00 sec; 3,250-4,285 m): The boundary between 
sequences IV and ///is placed immediately below the basalmost reflectors that 
exhibit the progradational pattern characteristic of sequence IV. Reflections in 
this sequence are concordant to the upper and lower sequence boundaries. The 
sequence is characterized internally by weak, highly discontinuous, wavy reflec
tions. 

Fig. 6. Interpreted seismic reflection profile 6 recorded near the H6d-I well site showing division 
of the sedimentary rock section into five seismic sequences. Roman numerals identify seismic 
sequences. Sequence V is also referred to as LMT in other sections of this report. Location is 

shown in figure 4. PZ and MZ are Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks, respectively, of the basement 
complex. Note that vertical scale is in time; depths to the tops of seismic sequences are given in 

text. These depths were determined from a velocity survey conducted at the H6d-I well site 

6. abra. A H6d-I melyftmis mellett regisztnilt 6 sz. szeizmikus szelveny ertelmezett valtozata, 
melyen 5 szeizmikus retegosszlet lathat6. A r6mai szamok a szeizmikus retegosszleteket jelolik. 
Az V. retegsort a cikkben LMT-kent is nevezzi.ik. A szelveny helye a 4 sz. abran lathat6. A PZ 
paleozo6s, az MZ mezozoos koru medencealjzati kepzodmenyeket jelol. A szelveny vertikalis 
lepteke ido (s), az egyes szekvenciak melyseget a H6d-I melyfuras szeizmikus sebessegadatai 

alapjan a szoveges reszben adjuk meg 

Puc. 6. BapHaHT HHTepnpeTau,HH cei.fcMwieCKoro npoqmJISI N2 6, 3aperHCTposaHHoro 6JIH3 
CKBa->KHHOM Hod- 1, Ha KOTOpOM Bhi.UeJieHhl 5 CeHCMHqeCKHX cepHH. PHMCKHMH U.H<ppaMH 
o6o3HaqeHhi cei1cMHqecKHe cepHH. CepHSI VB HeKOTOphiX pa3.uenax cTaThH HOCHT TaK)I(e 

Ha3BaHHe LMT. OoJIO)I(eHHe npo<t>HJISI TIOKa3aH Ha pHC. 4. oyKBaMH PZ o603HaqeHhl 
nane03oi1cKHe <PopMaU,HH <PYH.UaMeHTa 6accei1Ha, a 6yKsaMH MZ - Me3030HCKHe. 

BepTHKaJihHhiH MacwTa6 pa3pe3a oTpa)l(aeT speMSI (s), rny6HHa 3aneraHHSI OT.UeJihHhiX cepHi1 
.[{aHa Ha OCHOBaHHH CeHCMHqecKHX CKOpoCTeH CKBa)I(HHhl Hod-1 B TeKCT 
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Fig. 7. Typical seismic reflection patterns of five seismic sequences at the H6d- I well site and 
their inferred environments of deposition or facies. The heavy lines are sequence boundaries, 

and the arrows show the relationship of internal reflectors to sequence boundaries ( V, 
concordant; IV, downlap at basal boundary; Ill, concordant; II, concordant and onlap, /, onlap 

of basal boundary) 

7. abra. A H6d- I melyf(mismil levo 5 szeizmikus reteg6sszlet jellemzo reflexi6-konfigunici6i, es 
a hozzajuk tartoz6 iiledekkepzodesi k6rnyezet es facies. A vastag vonalak reteg6sszlet-hatart, 
a nyilak a belso reflexi6knak a reteg6sszlet-hatarokhoz val6 viszonyat mutatjak. A: reflexi6s 

konfiguraci6k, B: reteg6sszletek, ill. al-reteg6sszletek, C: iiledekkepzodesi k6rnyezet, vagy facies: 
1- sekely tavi, mocsari, folyami- szarazf6ldi; 2 - delta siksagi Uobboldalt) - delta front 

(baloldalt); 3 - deltafront Uobboldalt) - delta eloter (baloldalt); 4 - a felso reszen iiledek 
rogyasok, az also reszen delta eloter facies; 5 - finom szemcses CaC03 es iszap lerak6das 

- melyvizi facies, turbidit retegekkel; 6 - turbiditek es margak; 7 - paleozoos vagy mezozoos 
aljzat 

Puc. 7. XapaKTepHhie KOHQmrypaU;IUf OTpa)l(emfi:i: ,lJ,JlSI 5 CeHCMifqecKHX cepHH 6J1H3 CKBa)l(HHOM 
H6d-I H cooTBeTCTBY}()ll\He HM cpe.LJ.hi oca.LJ.KOo6pa3oBaHHSI H Q>auww. )l(wpHbiMH JlHHHSIMH 

llOKa3aHhl pa3.[1,eJlbl Me)l(.LJ.Y cepHSIMH, CTpeJIKaMH - OTHOWeHHe BHyTpeHHHX OTpa)l(eHHH 
K pa3.LJ.eJiaM cepwi1:. A: KOHQ>Hrypauww oTpa)l(eHHbiX BOJlH, B: cepHH H no,lJ,cepHH, C: cpe.LJ.hi 

oca.LJ.Koo6pa3osaHHSI HJlH Q>auHi1: I - MeJ1KOBO.LJ.HO-o3epHhie, 6oJIOTHhie, 
aJlJli()BHaJlbHO-KOHTHHeHTaJlbHhie; 2 - .[l,eJlhTOBbiX paBHHH (cnpasa)- .[l,eJlhTOBhiX cppOHTOB 

(cJiesa); 3- .LJ.eJlhTOBhiX Q>poHTOB (cnpasa)- ,lJ,eJlhTOBbiX Q>opJiaH.LJ.OB (cJiesa); 4- s sepxHei1 
qaCTH- npoce.[l,aHHSI OCa.[I,KOB, B HH)l(HeH qaCTH- Q>aUHH ,lJ,eJlhTOBhiX cpopJlaH.[I,OB; 5-

TOHK03epHHCThie H3BeCTKOBHCThie H HJlHCThie OTJlO)l(eHHSI- fJly60KOBO.[I,Hhie Q>aUHH 
C npOCJlOSIMH Typ6H.LJ.HTOB; 6 - Typ6H,lJ,HThl H MepreJIH; 7 - naJle030HCKHH HJlH Me3030HCKHH 

cpyH,lJ,aMeHT 
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The absence of strong, continuous reflections, which usually represent 
alternating beds with different reflection coefficients, together with the prepon
derance of sandstone in the cores from the H6d-I well indicate that this 
sequence may represent a relatively massive sandstone unit. However, the 
absence of strong continuous reflections also may be caused by extensively 
slumped strata, and evidence of slumping was present in some of the cores 
[BERCZI- PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS-BERCZI 1985]. The vertical position of 
sequence III in the stratigraphic column, between a delta (sequence IV) and a 
deep-basin facies (sequence II), suggests that the sands could have been de
posited in front of an advancing sand-prone delta or deltas. 

At the H6d-I well site, seismic sequence III lies at depths of between 3,250 
and 4,285 m. Based on core analyses [BERCZI-PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS
BERCZI 1985], therefore, sequence III is equivalent to the lithologic unit inferred 
to represent prodelta facies . These authors divide the prodelta facies into 
subfacies B (slumped strata) and subfacies A (parallel-bedded strata). Such a 
division cannot be made from the seismic data, and it would appear that the 
lithologic data make a finer distinction in comparison to the seismic data. As 
will be shown later, however, seismic evidence from other parts of the Pan
nonian Basin suggests that~updip from the H6d-I well site, at least part of 
seismic sequence III represents distal deposits associated with an early system 
of deep-water deltas and that deep-water delta construction may have been 
followed by a short-lived destructive phase. The lower part of seismic sequence 
III, therefore, apparently represents prodelta facies of the older, deep-water 
delta system, and the upper part of sequence III (slumped strata) may represent 
sands deposited in front of an advancing sand-prone delta system or, perhaps, 
it represents deposition during a destructive phase. 

Sequence II (3.00-3.69 sec; 4,285-5,576 m): Reflections within this sequence 
are strong and, in general, can be traced across the entire record section or until 
they terminate to the southeast in an onlap configuration against underlying 
reflections or reflections that represent the basement surface. Onlapping reflec
tors alternate with concordant reflectors. The concordant reflectors are parallel 
with the basal sequence boundary and have the appearance of being draped over 
the basement surface southeast at the H6d-I well. 

The alternation of concordant and onlapping reflectors suggests that layers 
of deep-basin marl alternate with turbidite deposits . Sediments precipitated 
from the water column tend to drape over basement highs. The sediments 
associated with turbidite deposits, however, would have \been carried through 
canyons into the deeper parts of the basin near the water- sediment interface 
and, therefore, would be expected to show an onlap relation to underlying 
horizons. 

Although core analyses [BERCZI-PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS-BERCZI 
1985] indicate that seismic sequence II correlates with deep basin facies at the 
H6d-I well site, the sequence can be traced seismically updip (northward) where 
it grades to prodelta, delta front, and delta plain facies. In other sections of this 
paper, it is shown that sequence II represents a deep-water, lateral equivalent 
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(in time) of a supersequence of stacked deep-water deltas built during an early 
depositional stage. 

Sequence I (3.69-4.05 sec; 5,576-6,150 m): The pattern of reflections within 
this sequence is similar to that noted for sequence II, except that most reflections 
appear to terminate against the basal boundary (basement surface) in an onlap 
configuration. At the Hod-I site, correlation with core data [BERCZI-PHILLIPS 
this volume, PHILLIPS-BERCZI 1985] and the seismic character (onlap pattern) 
indicate that sequence I represents, for the most part, periodic influxes of 
coarse-grained sediments into a deep basin where the precipitation of CaC03 

and the deposition of mud from suspension occurred. As will be shown later, 
some of coarse-grained sediments were transported by turbidite flovs from 
source areas far to the northwest. In addition, coarse-grained sediments prob .. 
ably were derived from erosion of local basement highs, especially the cong
lomerate layer penetrated in the Hod-I well at a depth of 5450 m [B:ERczi
PHILLIPS 1985]. 

In the next sections of this paper, the authors attempt to trace, on seismic 
records, the subsurface extent of sequences I-V (or their equivalents). Because 
seismic stratigraphic techniques are employed, the tentative correlations that 
result are in a time-stratigraphic, rather than a rock-stratigraphic sense. Seismjt 
sequences, by definition, can contain multiple depositional facies and, therefore, 
multiple lithologies. · 

For purposes of discussion, the seismic profiles are divided into three 
groups by area: southwestern, northern, and eastern. Each group contains 
seismic profiles with common points of intersection. Within each a~ 
therefore, correlation of seismic sequences from profile to profile is relatively 
good. However, correlation of seismic sequences from area to area is more.. 
tentative because the areas are separated by gaps in seismic coverage. In lig;& 
of this, we tried to develop a labeling system for the numerous seismic sequences 
and supersequences that would readily suggest to the reader which seque~ 
are, possibly, time-equivalent. In general, we have mapped two supersequences 
which represent deltaic construction; one represents an early stage, and the 
other represents a later stage. These two stages are differentiated by the use ef 
uppercase versus lowercase latters; for example, in the southwestern area., 
D 1-D6 mark sequences of the early supersequence, and d1-d3 mark sequences 
of the late stage. In the eastern area, B1-B8 and b1-b4 mark sequences of the 
early and late stages, respectively. Roman numerals are used for sequences 
identified at the Hod-I well site (Fig. 6). The use of different symbols or letters 
in each of the areas implies that correlations between the different areas are 
tentative. The relation between the various sequences and supersequences is 
generalized in a summary figure that follows discussions of the three areas. 
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3. Seismic data 

3 .1 Sourlnresrern Area 

The discussion of seismic data begins with the southwestern area. This area 
lies directly north of the Hod- I welL and sedimentation at the well site was 
chiefly from a northerly direction. It should be possible, therefore, to correlate 
seismic sequences mapped in the southwestern area with sequences mapped at 
the Hod- I well site. The southwestern part of the studied area is in the vicinity 
of seismic profiles 6, 8- 14 and the southwestern part of profile 18 (note that 
profile numbers are same as figure numbers: therefore. only profile numbers will 
be given in subsequent text). This area is dominated by a roughly triangular 
shaped basin that is bounded by basement highs to the northwest. southwest, 
and northeast (Fig. 5). Based on analysis of seismic records, maximum depths 
to basement are estimated to be over 7,000 m near the center of the basin 
(Fig. 5). Numerous lesser basement highs and lows occur throughout the main 
basin: evidence from seismic-reflection surveys indicates that these are primarily 
fault-controlled horst and graben structures. 

In general, basement topography was established by fault systems activated 
during middle and late Miocene time. Throughout the history of filling, how
ever, the basin apparently continued to subside along a major fault zone related 
to a hinge line mapped on the northwestern ends of seismic profiles 8, 9, 12. This 
hinge line was a controlling factor for much of the sedimentation that infilled 
the basin from the northwest. 

Prqftle 8 extends furthest to the northwest and is located directly northwest 
from the Hod- I well. Four major seismic sequences can be mapped within the 
sedimentary section along the central and southeastern part of the profile. The 
sequence boundaries are difficult to trace northwest of the major fault zone at 
the hinge line. The basalmost sequence is labeled D 4 . At the southeast end of 
the profile, reflectors within D4 onlap the horizon that represents the basement 
surface. Sequence D5 , which unconformably overlies D 4 in a downlap relation, 
exhibits a strong oblique to sigmoid progradation pattern at its upper boundary 
near the center of the record section. Internal reflectors dip at an angle of about 
8 degrees. Further up in the section, sequence D5 is onlapped by seismic 
sequence D6 , which, in turn, is onlapped by the uppermost sequence LMT(delta 
plain facies in which depositional environments vary from shallow lake, fluvial 
and marsh to possible terrestrial soils). 

The oblique to sigmoid progradation pattern of sequence D 5 is interpreted 
as indicating deltaic sedimentation. The undaform reflectors (topset beds) are 
interpreted as representing delta plain facies; the fondaform reflectors (bottom
set beds) and the clinoform reflectors (inclined beds) are interpreted as re
presenting prodelta and delta front facies, respectively. The apparent direction 
of sedimentation was to the southeast, with sediments derived from the north
west. The clinoform reflectors dip at an angle of about 8 degrees. The vertical 
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distance from undaform to fondaform reflectors indicates that the water depths 
were about 800 m at the time of deposition. 

Because this seismic profile is located directly updip from the H6d-I well, 
a general correlation between these seismic sequences and some of those map
ped on profile 6 can be inferred. The upper part of sequence LMT probably 
correlates to sequence V: the seismic character of high-amplitude, intermittent 
reflectors is similar. The lower part of sequence LMT most likely represents the 
updip continuation of sequence IV and consists, therefore, of delta plain facies 
that represent depositional environments which varied from shallow lake, flu
vial, and marsh to terrestrial soils. The gentle divergence of LMT reflectors (that 
is, thickening of beds in a basin ward direction) seen on profile 8 (in contrast to 
the parallel bedding seen on profile 6) probably reflects the fact that the central 
part of the basin was subsiding as a unit and at a faster rate than the surrounding 
basin margins. 

Sequence D6 is correlated tentatively with sequence ///, at least with its 
upper part that contains slumped strata with a high sandstone content. The 
absence of coherent reflections in D 6 suggests that the sequence has a high 
sandstone content or that it may represent slumped strata. On profile 8 sequence 
D 6 appears to have been deposited at the base of a slope formed by sequence 
D 5 and older deltaic units. Basal reflectors of D 6 are observed to onlap sequence 
D 5 • In contrast, the basal reflectors of sequences D 5 and D4 (as well as basal 
reflectors in older sequences mapped on nearby profiles) terminate against 
bottom sequence boundaries in a downlap pattern. As will be discussed later 
in more detail, the onlap pattern of D6 is inferred to represent a destructive 
phase. This unit may have been deposited during a short-lived transgressive 
phase or, perhaps, it was deposited following a period of accelerated lake 
shoaling. In the latter case, a drop in lake level would have exposed sediments 
deposited on a steep slope, and remobilization of these sediments could have 
caused slumping and a widespread distribution of sands towards the center of 
the basin. At the southeast end of profile 8, sequence D6 thickens where the unit 
overwhelmed the basement high at the Felgyo-I well. 

On profile 9 the deltaic character of sequence D 5 and underlying units is 
more pronounced. Although the correlation between sequence D 4 on seismic 
profile 8 and D4 (?) on profile 9 must be considered tentative because of the 
scarcity of seismic data, the units appear to have similar seismic characteristics 
and to occupy the same stratigraphic position relative to the onlapping D6 

sequence. This would suggest that they are nearly equivalent in age and prob
ably represent the same delta or deltaic system. Comparison of the two profiles 
indicates, however, that D5(?) (mapped on profile 9) may be equivalent (in terms 
of time and source) only to the upper part of D 5 (mapped on profile 8). 

On seismic profile 9, at least four depositionally related seismic sequences 
older than sequence D 5 can be mapped. These are labeled, from youngest to 
oldest: D4 (?), D3 , D2 , and D1 . Basal reflectors in each of the units terminate 
against the underlying sequence boundary in a downlap pattern suggestive of 
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- Fig. 8. Seismic profile No.8. Heavy lines indicate sequence boundaires. D6 , D 5 D 4 , and LMT 
designate seismic sequences discussed in text. Question marks at sequence boundaries indicate 

furthest extent to which boundary could be mapped. Arrows show relation of internal 
reflections to sequence boundaries. Well names corresponding to abbreviations used in figure are 

given in Table II. MZ and PZ represent Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks, respectively. Question 
mark following a seqence designation indicates that the sequence equivalency is based on 

stratigraphic position or other inference, rather than a cross check from intersecting seismic 
profiles. The term TIE 13 indicates that seismic profile 13 intersects at;point shown. Location of 

profile is shown in figure 4. Major subsidence is inferred to have occurred basinward of the 
hinge line 

8. abra. 8. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. A retegosszlet-hatarokat vastag vonalak jelolik. D6 , D 5 , D 4 

es LMT a szovegben reszletezett szeizmikus retegosszleteket jelolik. A retegosszlet-hataroknal 
levo kerdojelek jelolik a legtavolabbi pontot, ameddig az ill. hatar kovetheto. A nyilak 

a retegosszleteken beliili reflexiok kapcsolatat mutatjak a hatarokkal. A furasok neveit, ill. ezek 
roviditeseit a II. tablazat tartalmazza.MZ, ill. PZ a mezozoos, ill. paleozoos kepzodmenyeket 

jelol. A retegosszlet-vegzodesekhez kapcsolt kerdojelek pedig arra utalnak, hogy 
a szekvencia-azonositas inkabb a retegtani helyzetre es egyeb kapcsolatokra alapozott, kevesbe 

a keresztezo szelvenyeken vegzett azonositasra. A TIE 13 megjeloles mutatja 
a szelvenykeresztezodes helyet. A szelvenyek helyzete a 4. abran lathat6. A fO medencesiillyedes 

a lehajlasi tengelytol (hinge line) DK-re tortent 

Puc. 8. CencMuqecxuu npO<fmJih 8. PaJ,neJibi cepuu npo8e,neHhi )f(HpHbiMH JIHHHjfMH. D
6

, D
5

, D
4 

u LMT o6o3HaqaJOT paccMoTpeHHhie 8 TeKcTe cencMuqecxue cepuu. BonpocuTeJibHhiMH 
3HaKaMu y rpaHuu; TOJIIU o6o3HaqaJOTCjf Hau6oJiee y,naJieHHhie Toqxu, .no KOTOpbiX ,naHHaji 

rpaHHI.J;a MO)f(eT 6hiTb TIOCJie)f(eHa. CTpeJIKaMH TIOKa3aHbl C8ji3U OTpa)f(eHHH 8 npe,neJiaX 
OT,neJibHbiX CepHH C pa3,neJiaMH. HauMeH08aHUji CK8a)f(UH HJIH HX COKpai.I.J;eHHji ,naHbl 8 Ta6JIHI.J;e 

II. MZ u PZ o6o3HaqaJOT Me3o3oucxue u naJieoJoucxue cpopMau;uu cooT8eTCT8eHHO. 
BonpocuTeJihHhie 3HaKu y rpaHuu; cepuu yKa3hi8aiOT Ha To, qTo OTO)f(,necT8JieHne cepuu 

OCH08aHO CKOpeif Ha CTpaTHrpacpuqeCKOM TIOJIO)f(eHUH HJIH HHbiX COOTHOIIIeHHjiX, H 8 MeHbllleH 
cTeneHu Ha co8na.neHun no nepeceKaiOI.I.J;HMCji npocpuJijfM. 06o3HaqeHneM TIE 13 noKa3aHo 

MecTo nepeceqeHHjf npocpuJieu. PaJMemeHue npocpnJien npu8e,neHo Ha puc. 4. 0cH08Hoe 
nporu6aHue 8 npe,neJiax 6accenHa HMeJio MecTo K lOB oT JIHHnu neperpu6a (hinge line) 
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deltaic sedimentation. These units, together with D 5 , are interpreted as re
presenting a stacked deltaic system that prograded from the northwest and filled 
the subsiding basin to a short distance southeast of the hinge line. Sequences 
D 1-D5 (supersequence) are inferred to be equivalent to sequence II and the 
lower part of sequence III mapped on profile 10 near the H6d-I site. In proximal 
settings, this supersequence would be represented by deltas; whereas, in distal 
settings, this unit would be represented by turbidites (sequence II) or prodelta 
facies (basal part of sequence Ill). The thick turbidite deposits, represented by 
seismic sequence I at the H6d-I well site, may be age equivalent to the basal 
part of supersequence D 1-D 5 or they could represent still older turbidite-fronted 
deltas located north of profile 9. 

Three seismic sequences overlying sequence D 6 on profile 9 are labeled, 
from oldest to youngest, d1 , d2 , and d3 . Whereas the reflectors of sequence d1 

are configured in an oblique progradational pattern, the reflectors of sequences 
d2 and d3 show a sigmoid progradational pattern. The sigmoid progradational 
sequences d2 and d3 are more likely to represent sediments deposited in a 
low-energy environment [SANGREE-WIDMIER 1978]. The considerable upbuild
ing of the undaform deposits, commonly interpreted as a reflection of rising sea 
or lake level, probably reflects a high rate of basin subsidence as compared to 
the sediment influx rate. The clinoform beds dip at an angle of about 5 degrees 
and the vertical distance between the undaform (topset) and fondaform (bot
tomset) beds indicates deposition in water depths of 200m. As compared to 
sequence d1 , fine-grained clastic sediments probably dominate in sequences d2 

and d3 because of deposition in a low-energy environment and may represent 
delta interlobe areas as reported by BERG [1982]. 

Sequences d1, d2 , and d3 , as well as sequence IV mapped at the H6d-I well 
site, are believed to be part of a supersequence of shallow water, stacked deltas 
that prograded southeastward. This equivalency (between the deltas on profile 
9 and those mapped, as sequence IV, on seismic profile 6) is more in a sense of 
time and stratigraphic position rather than of deltas. The geographic distance 
(35 km), however, between profiles 9 and 6 does not preclude the possibility of 
equivalent deltas or delta systems. Stratigraphically, the two units occupy the 
same position in the sedimentary rock column, represent sedimentation from 
the northwest, and were deposited in water depths of 200-300 m. 

Sequence LMT is readily distinguishable on profile 9 by its characteristic 
reflection pattern of high-amplitude, intermittent refectors and by the strong 
onlap pattern at its base. The onlap pattern associated with this sequence is 
interpreted as indicating more widespread lake conditions. The more wide
spread lake conditions during deposition of LMT, however, must have been 
coupled with progressive shoaling and eventual disapperance of the Pannonian 
lake. This conclusion is based on core analyses which indicate that sequence 
LMT represents depositional environments that mark shallower water con
ditions in comparison to the depositional environments represented by underly
ing sedimentary rock units. The same characteristics can be observed in SW-NE 
direction on profile 11. 
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Fig. 10. Seismic profile No. 10. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

10. abra. 10. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 

Puc. 10. CeiicMuqecKHH npocpHJih 10. YcnoBHhie o6o3HaqeHH.SI CM. Ha puc. 8 H 9 
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Fig. 11 . Seismic profile No. 11. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

11 . abra. 11. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 
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Most of the seismic units discussed thus far also can be recognized in 
similar stratigraphic positions on seismic profile 12. Seismic sequence D 5 , which 
was mapped on profile 8 can be traced southwest along seismic profile 13 to 
seismic profile 12, where the unit again is seen to represent deltaic sedimentation 
from the northwest that built upward over a large basement high. Sequence D 5 
is overlain by D6 which in turn is overlain by units d1 (?) and d2(?), which are 
presumed to be equivalent to sequences d1 and d2 mapped on seismic profile 9. 

The lateral continuity of units d1 and d2 can be seen on seismic profile 14 
which intersects profile 12. On profile 14 these units are combined into unit 
d1 di?), and the combined unit can be traced a short distance southwest towards 
the basement high which bounds the basin to the west. 

3.2 Northern Area 

In the northern part of ,the study area, three short seismic profiles, 15-17, 
are available for analysis. The locations are shown in Figure 4. On these profiles, 
three seismic sequences can be mapped. The basal sequence that directly overlies 
the basement surface is inferred to represent turbidite deposits that grade 
upward to sandstone or sandy turbidites. This unit is believed to be related to 
progradational deltaic sedimentation from the north. 

In the overlying sequence, progradation is towards the southwest on profile 
15 and towards the southeast on profiles 16 and 17. The general direction of 
sedimentation, therefore, was probably from a northerly direction. The dif
ference in elevation between the undaform and fondaform beds suggests deposi
tion in water depths of 200-300 m. 

Fig. 12. Seismic profile No. 12. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

12. abra. 12. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 

Puc. 12. CeikMwqecKHH npo$HJih 12. YcJIOBHhie o6o3HaqeHHH eM. Ha pwc. 8 w 9 
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Fig. 13. Seismic profile No. 13. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

13. abra. 13. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 

Puc. 13. CeucMnqecnlii npo<J>MJih 13. YcJIOBHhie o6o3Ha1feHH.sl CM. Ha pnc. 8 H 9 
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Fig. 14. Seismic profile No. 14. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

14. abra. 14. sz. szeizmikus sze1veny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 

Puc. 14. CeiicMH<IeCKHH npoqniJih 14. YcJIOBHhie o6o3Ha'leHH~ cM. Ha puc. 8 u 9 
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Fig . 15. Sl:ismic profile No . 15. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
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15. abra. IS. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 

Puc. 15. CeHCMHlfeCKHH npo¢HJib 15 . YcJIOBHbie o6o3HalfeHHSI CM . Ha pHc. 8 H 9 
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The uppermost sequence is presumed to be equivalent to sequence LMT 
and, therefore, represents delta plain facies; depositional environments varied 
from shallow lake, fluvial, and marsh to terrestrial soils. 
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Fig. 17. Seismic profile No. 17. See Figures 8 and 9 for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

17. abra. 17. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyanizat a 8. es 9. abra szerint 
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3.3 Eastern Area 

Seismic profiles recorded in the eastern part of the studied area (Figs. 
18-23) indicate that the sediments deposited in this area were derived from the 
north-northeast, transported by a large fluvial system or systems, and deposited 
as a series of large southwest prograding deltas that built upward a distance of 
several thousand meters. The seismic sequences, inferred to represent the oldest 
deltaic units, were mapped· at the northeast end of seismic-reflection profile 18 
where four sigmoid progradational seismic sequences (labeled from lowest to 
highest, B1-B4 ,) are distinguishable. All four of the sequences are seen to pinch 
out against the northeast flank of a basement high centered near the K-9 well. 

The character of the sequences above B4 (B 5-B8 ) are best exhibited on 
profile 19. The continuity of the seismic sequences between profiles 18 and 19 
can be seen on profile 20 which intersects profiles 18 and 19. Sequences B 5-B8 

are interpreted as representing a younger series of southwest-prograding deltas 
built over the basement high, against which the older system of stacked deltas 
(B1-B4 ) pinch out. The seismic units are inferred to represent deposition in 
water depths of about 800-900 m based on the vertical distance between the 
fondaform and undaform zones where measured on good, continuous reflec
tors. 

Between the base of unit B 1 and the horizon inferred to be the top of the 
basement rocks (Fig. 18), a thick basal-most seismic sequence, which extends 
vertically from about 2.4 sec to about 3.6 sec, fills a relatively deep basin from 
a depth of about 5,500 m to about 3,200 m. Near the center of the basin, strong 
parallel reflectors (labeled M, Fig. 18) can be traced over long distances. On the 
flank and in the deepest part of the basin, however, the pattern of reflections 
(labeled n is chaotic to wavy to almost reflection free. The strong, continuous 
reflections probably represent deep-water marls deposited in a low-energy en
vironment; whereas, mass-transport, slump and creep, and related higher energy 
turbidity processes are thought to be responsible for the transportation and 
deposition of the sediments represented by the chaotic to wavy reflection pat
tern. Core data from the T sequence in the Derecske Basin indicate that it 
consists chiefly of tectonic breccia derived from local basement rocks. The age 
of this complex is probably Badenian which corresponds to the opening (pulling 
apart) of the Derecske Basin (written communication, F. HoRvATH, Eotvos 
University, Budapest, 1985). 

At the Bihu-NY-2 well on profile 18, the lower clinoform and fondaform 
zones of sequence B8 are seen to merge into a thick, chaotic to mounded seismic 
facies that directly overlies the inferred basement horizon on the northeast flank 
of a shallow basin. B8 would appear to represent slumped deposits. The strati
graphic position of sequence B8 suggests that it is equivalent (in time) to seismic 
sequence D 6 mapped in the southwestern area. Both sequences are inferred to 
contain slump deposits and to represent the culmination of an early period of 
delta construction in the Pannonian Basin. This unit could be related to a 
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Fig. 18. Seismic profile No. 18. Note that seismil: profile 18 extends through both the 
southwestern and eastern study areas (see text and figure 4 for a discussion or these areas); the 
designation of seismic sequences on profile 18 therefore, is different from that used on figures 

8-14. The seismic sequence designations shown on profile 18 correspond to those used in figures 
6 and 19- 23 

18. libra. lit sz. szcizmikus szclvCny. MegjegyzendO, hogy a 18. sz. sz.clvi:ny :ithalad a kutatasi 
tcrUlet.DNy-i Cs K-i rt':szCn is (1. a 4. <ibnlt Cs a szOvcgct), a 18. <ibnin U:vO rCtegOsszlet-jeiOI<~sek 
czert ellt':rnek a 8- 14. <ibrin jelOlt rCtegOsszletekCtOI Cs egyeznek a 6. Cs 19- 23. ltbnin lllthatOkkal 

Puc. 18. C~i:iCMH<JCCKHil npo¢lliJTh 18. Heo6xOJJ.HMO OTMCn!Th, liTO npo<fmm. 18 rrepeceiCaeT 103 
H B 'lUCTit 113Y'lUCMOrO paHona (CM. pHC. 4 It TCKCT), ll CllW}H C 'ICM o6o:ma•!CHIHI cepaii Ha pHC. 

18 OTJJI1'lUIOTCH 01 TUKOIJLIX IJU puc. 8 14. 06031lll'IClliHI CCpllll Ha pliC. 18, COIJIIa,rulHH 

C o603HU'!CHH.RMH H!l pHC. 6 H 1'}- 23 
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Fig. 19. Seismic profile No. 19. B1 .•• B8 designate seismic sequences. For explanation of other 
symbols, see previous figures 

19. abra. 19. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. B1 •• • B8 tovabbi szeizmikus retegosszleteket jelol. Az osszes 
tobbi jeloles az elozo abrakeval azonos 

Puc. 19. CeiicMHqecnrif rrpocpHJib 19. B1 •• . B8 o6o3HaqaJOT .llaJibHeifume ceifcMHqecKHe cepHH. 
Bee ocTaJibHhie ycnoBHhie o6o3HaqeHH.H cosrra.llaJOT c o6o3uaqeHH.HMH ua rrpe.llbi.llYI.l{HX 

pHCYHKaX 
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shoaling of the lake. A change in lake level would have exposed sediments 
previously deposited on a steep slope. These exposed sediments could have been 
remobilized in front of an advancing delta system, and slumping and funneling 
of sediments through channels allowed sedimentation to bypass the previous 
slope. Apparently, the deltaic system (B1-B8) prograded southwestward, filling 
much of the basin in the vicinity of the Der-I well. The early deltas pinch out 
where they encountered a basement high northeast of the K-9 well; later deltas, 
however, continued to build upward and overwhelmed this basement high. 

In some areas, turbidite flows into topographic lows are believed to have 
occurred prior to or concurrent with delta construction. A possible example is 
recorded on the southwest end of profile 19 where a series of unconformities are 
shown by dashed lines. Internal reflections have a chaotic to broken appearance, 
and noticeable onlap of the lower clinoform beds of the deltaic sequences 
occurs. Although onlap usually is associated with low-energy depositional 
environments, the truncation of reflectors and chaotic appearance of reflections 
indicate deposition in a relatively high energy environment. The sediments 
represented by the seismic units at the southwest end of profile 19 may be 
turbidites and may have been derived from a direction roughly perpendicular 
to the profile (probably from the northwest). The interfingering of the unit 
boundaries indicates that this would have been concurrent with delta construc
tion to the northeast. It is also possible that the seismic units at the southwest 
end of profile 19 represent slumped deposits from the large deltas seen at the 
center of the profile. The numerous angular unconformities, however, suggest 
erosion by downslope movement or turbidite flows. 

Although the major direction of sediment influx during the construction 
of the stacked delta system B 1-B8 was from the northeast, minor(?) amounts 
of sediments also were derived from local basement highs to the east. This 
conclusion is based on inspection of profile 21 where seismic sequences, which 
are tentatively believed to be time correlative to sequences B 5-B8 , are mapped. 
Here the chaotic seismic character of the internal reflectors suggests downslope 
movement of sediments from local basement highs by slump and creep and 
associated gravitational processes. 

The youngest deltaic system in this area is represented by seismic sequences 
b1-b4 , which are mapped near the center of profile 18 and on profile 22. These 
sequences are similar in seismic character to sequences d1-d4 (southwestern 
area) and suggest deposition in relatively shallow water depths. As indicated by 
the dip of reflectors in the clinoform zones on both profiles 18 and 22 they 
appear to represent a continuation of sedimentation derived from the north or 
northeast following deposition of the sediments represented by unit B8 . Reflec
tors in the undaform zones of these sequences appear to onlap sequence B8 • This 
onlap in the undaform zones also appears to have been concurrent with down
lap of reflectors in the fondaform zones. The concurrence of onlap and downlap 
suggests that an aht}_I!dance of fluvial sediments were supplied while subsidence 
of the basinal areas continued. 
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Fig. 21. Seismic profile No. 21. See Figure 19 and text for explanation of symbols and 
abbreviations 

21. abra. 21. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Je1magyanizat a 19. abra szerint 

Puc. 21. CeiicMwqecKHH npo<lmJih 21. YcJIOBHhie o6o3HaqeHHjl eM. Ha pwc. 19 

37 

Infilling of basinal areas during deposition of sequences B 1-B8 is believed 
to have occurred at a faster rate than basinal subsidence. This is evidenced by 
the fact that delta system b1-b4 was deposited in water depths of 200--400 m 
compared to water depths of 800--900 m for the deposition of B 1-B8 • Whether 
this reflects a change in subsidence rates, a change in sediment supply rates, or 
a combination of both is not known. One might speculate, however, that 
subsidence rates were greatest during the basin's early history and that they 
gradually decreased through time as a result of crustal cooling (a generally held 
concept). 
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Fig. 22. Seismic profile No. 22. b1 , b2 , b3 designate further seismic sequences. 
For explanation of other symbols, see previous figures 

22. abra. 22. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyarazat a 19. abra szerint. bl, b2, b3 tovabbi 
szeizmikus retegosszleteket jelol 

Puc. 22. CeiicMH'IeCKHH npo<l>HJib 22. YcnoBHhie o6o3Ha'leHH11 CM. Ha pHc. 19. b 1 , b2 , b3 

0603Ha'IaiOT ,n;aJibHeHIJIHe CeHCMH'IeCKHe cepHH 
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Fig. 23. Seismic profile No. 23. c1 , c2 designate further seismic sequences. 
For explanation of other symbols, see previous figures 

23. abra. 23. sz. szeizmikus szelveny. Jelmagyarazat a 19. a bra szerint. c1 , c2 tovabbi szeizmikus 
retegosszleteket jelol 

Puc. 23. CeiicMH'IeCKHH npocpHJih 23. YcJIOBHhie o6o3Ha'leHHSI cM. ua pHc. 19. c1, c2 

0603Ha 'Ia JOT )laJibHeHllJHe CeHCMH'IeCKHe cepHH 
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Infilling of basinal areas by lacustrine deltas was widespread during deposi
tion of sequences b1-b4 as evidenced by seismic sequences c1 and c2 , which are 
mapped on profile 23. A comparision of the stratigraphic positions of sequences 
b1- b4 and c1-c2 can be made on profile 23 where sequences b1-b4 are shown 
on the far right side at the intersection with profile 18. 

Following deposition of sequences b1-b4 , infilling of topographic lows by 
shallow lake, fluvial, and marsh deposits and by terrestrial soils continued. This 
latest history is recorded in the uppermost seismic sequence LMT on profiles 
18, 19, and 21. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 General 
; 

Figure 24 is a generalized diagram (not to scale) of a compbsite seismic 
record that shows the approximate configuration and relationship of seismic 
sequences mapped in the Pannonian Basin. In the diagram, the inferred source 
area of the sediments is located tq the right, which would correspond to a 
northwest direction in the case of seismic profiles 8- 12 and a northeast direction 
for profiles 18 and 19. From this diagram, the time relation between the various 
seismic sequences can be inferred. 

The oldest seismic sequence, excluding unit B which represents basement 
rocks, is labeled (TM) 1 • This unit represents basalmost basin fill and, near the 
central parts of the deep basins, is inferred to consist chiefly of marls with 
interbedded turbidites. These rocks probably grade laterally to clastic rocks that 
were derived from erosion of local basements highs. 

Although inferred to be lithologically similar to (TM) 1 , sequence (TM) 2 

would appear to span a longer period of time and to contain younger seoiments, 
at least in the upper part of the section, than does (TM) 1 • This general time 
relation probably holds true for most of the subbasins in the Great Hungarian 
Plain area; that is, the basal turbidite--marl sections in subbasins of the Pan
nonian Basin become progressively younger in the upper part of the section with 
distance away from the sediment source area. This tendency would appear to 
be coupled with a thickening of the overall turbidite-marl section in the same 
general direction, and is related to the progressive infilling of the subsiding basin 
area by deltaic progradation from source areas to the northwest, north, and 
northeast. Inspection of Figure 24 indicates that the upper part of (TM) 2 repre
sents distal deposits that are age equivalent to deltaic units seen to prograde 
from the right side of the figure to the left side. 

Overlying sequence (TM) 1, are a series of seismic sequences characterized 
by prograding reflections (Fig. 24). These sequences, inferred to represent 
deltaic sedimentation, can be divided into at least two supersequences, A 1-A 7 

and a 1-a4 . The former diagrammatically represents B 1-B7 (mapped on profiles 
18 and 19) and D 1- D 5 (mapped on profile 9); the second represents b1-b4 and 
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Fig. 24. General configuration of seismic sequences and supersequences in the Pannonian Basin 
of Hungary. Heavy lines are sequence boundaries. The lowest sequence (B), which represents 

basement rocks (Paleozoic or Mesozoic), is shown by a cross pattern. Lines within each 
sequence show general seismic character of internal reflectors. Arrows show type of discordance 
at sequence boundaries. Figure is not to scale and represents a composite of numerous seismic 

records. Sequences (TM) 1 and (TM) 2 represent turbidites and marls; A 1- A 7 , stacked deltaic 
system deposited in water depths of 800-900 m; S, slumped strata deposited when delta system 

prograded across basin margin and probably related to shoaling of lake; a1-a4 , delta system 
deposited in water depths of 200-400 m; LMT, shallow lake, marsh, and fluvial deposits and 

terrestrial soils, unit is inferred to have been deposited as the lake continued to shoal and 
eventually dried up 

24. abra. A Pannon medence szeizmikus n!tegosszleteinek es osszletcsoportjainak altahinositott 
vazlata. A vastag vonalak retegosszlet-hatarokat jelolnek. A legmelyebben levo (B), (paleozoos, 

vagy mezozoos) alapkozetet jelol. Az egyes retegosszlet-hatarokon beliili vekony vonalak a belso 
reflexi6k altalanos kepet jelolik, a nyilak pedig diszkordanciakat jelolnek a hataroknal. Az abra 
nem merethelyes, hanem szamos szelveny altalanositott kompozici6ja. (TM) 1 es (TM) 2 turbidit-

es marga-iiledekeket jelol, az A 1-A 7 egymasra rak6dott delta rendszer 800-900 m-es 
vizmelysegben rak6dott le, az S-el jelolt lejto-eloteri rogyasos retegosszlet a medenceperemi 

delta-elorenyomulas erdmenyekent rak6dott le es val6sziniileg vizmelyseg-csokkenessel 
kapcsolatos. Az a1- a4 jelii delta-iiledekek 200-400 m-es vizmelysegben keletkeztek, az LMT jelii 
sekelytavi, mocsari, foly6vizi es szarazfoldi iiledekek akkor kepzodtek, amikor a t6 feltoltodese 

es kiszaradasa folytat6dott 

Puc. 24. 06o6meHHaR cxeMa ceucMI.PieCKHx cepHu H Ha.LJ.cepHu ITaHHOHcKoro 6acceuHa. 
)I(HpHhiMH JlHHHRMH npose)l.eHhi pa3)l.eJlhi cepHu. CaMaR rJiy6oKaR cepHR (B) o6o3Ha'laeT 
(naJieo3oHCKHH HJlH Me3o3oncKHn) <PYH.LJ.aMeHT. ToHKHMH JlHHHRMH B npe.LJ.eJiax OT.LJ.eJlhHhiX 

cepHH llOKa3aHa 06IUaR KapTHHa BHyTpeHHHX OTpa)l(eHHU. CxeMa BHe Macuna6a, npe)l.CTaBJlRR 
co6ou KoMno3HUHJO pR.LJ.a pa3pe3os. (TM)

1 
H (TM) 2 - Typ6H.LJ.HThi H MepreJIH; A 1-A7 -

HarpOMO)I()l.eHHe )l.eJlhTOBhiX OTJlO)I(eHHH, HaKOpHBlliHXCR npH rJiy6HHe BO)l.hl B 800-900 M; S 
Oll0Jl3ll1He CJlOH, HaKOllHBlliHeCR BO speMR npO)l.BH)I(eHHR )l.eJlhTOBOU CHCTeMhl CKB03h OKpaHHY 

6acceuHa H, BepORTHO, CBR3aHHhie C 06MeJleHHeM 03epa; Q 1- Q 4 - )l.eJlhTOBaR CHCTeMa, 
HaKonHsrnaRcR npH rJiy6HHe BO.LJ.hi s 200-400 M; LMT - MeJlKOBO.LJ.H0-03epHhie, 6oJioTHhie 
H pe'IHhie OTJlO)I(eHHR, a TaK)I(e Ha3eMHhie llO'IBhl, npe)l.llOJlaraeTCR, 'ITO. TOJliUa HaKOllHJlaCh 

B CBR3H C npO)l.OJl)l(aBlliHMCR 06MeJleHHeM 03epa BllJlOTh )].0 ero llOJlHOfO ocyrneHHR 
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d1- d3 (mapped on the same profiles) . The older supersequence (A 1-A 7 ) is 
believed to represent an early stage of turbidite-fronted deltas that were 
constructed in water depths of about 800- 900 m. During this period, subsidence 
rates and corresponding sediment-influx rates must have been exceptionally 
high because delta construction overwhelmed local basement highs and spilled 
into adjacent subbasins. The younger supersequence (a 1-a4 ) is believed to 
represent deposition in water depths of 200- 400 m during a later stage of basin 
infilling and is limited areally to distal (relative to the source areas) subbasins 
or topographic lows . 

Although we infer that supersequences B1-B7 and D 1- D 5 are approximate 
time-equivalent units (with a similar inference for supersequences b1- b4 and 
d1- d3 ) , the equivalence cannot be firmly established because of the large areal 
distance between the areas in which the sequences were mapped. 

The problem of assigning relative ages to the various deltaic' units in the 
Pannonian Basin relates to assigning a definite time when deltaic dbnstruction 
began. Indirect evidence suggests that delta construction may have begun at 
least as early as Sarmatian time. In his discussion of a north-south regional 
profile across Hungary, K6RbssY [1981] notes that, although Sarmatian strata 
are relatively thick ( 480 m) in the northeastern part of Hungary, these strata are 
markedly absent or thin in the Great Hungarian Plain and the Mak6-H6d
mezovasarhely trough (H6d-I well) areas. The absence of older strata in distal 
basinal areas would be expected if sedimentation progressed from the source 
areas to distal basins by deltaic progradation. According to HORVATH (written 
communication, 1985), however, evidence for the absence of Sarmatian strata 
in the H6d-l well is not convincing. He states that there is good evidence of 
Badenian strata in the H6d-I well, where the sequence appears continuous, and 
concludes that Sarmatian strata, although not recognized by fossil evidence, is 
probably present. Deltaic sedimentation, therefore, may not have started until 
Pannonian time. The major direction of sedimentation probably was deter
mined by pre-rift or early rift topography at least as early as Badenian time. The 
course of the major rivers during Pannonian time may have been controlled by 
Paleogene to early Neogene sedimentary troughs and associated structures. At 
that time, major north-south delta construction and progradation could have 
been accelerated when sediment influx from the Carpathian Mountains in
creased. 

According to CoLLINSON [1976], a progression from deep-water delta de
posits to shallow-water delta deposits is part of the normal evolution of a 
basinal sequence of sedimentary fill. The author states that turbidite-fronted 
deep-water deltas are the earliest in any basinal sequence and that they form 
the main basin fill above deep basinal mudstones. The deep-water deltas are 
comprised of thick sedimentary sequences that contain a turbidite apron, delta
slope siltstones, and fluviatile-channel sandstones. The younger, shallow-water 
delta systems generally are comprised of thinner sedimentary sequences, lack 
turbidite deposits, and are topped by a sheet sandstone attributed to migrating 
distributaries. 
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In the Vittorio Veneto region of the Southern Alps, MASSARI [1978] recog
nized two stages of delta construction during the Tortonian. In this area, early 
delta development gave rise to a major delta-building event characterized by a 
high-constructive, turbidite-fronted deep-water delta system. This episode is 
linked to a single high-bedload fluvial system, probably channelized along a 
transverse structural depression. After a destructional phase, a second pro
gradational episode took place on the shallow platform created by the early 
deep-water delta system. The sheet-like geometry and stacked arrangement of 
the shallow-water delta sequences suggested to MASSARI that this later event can 
be attributed to lobate-type sub-deltas which were built out into a low energy 
reservoir by a great number of distributaries with mouth bars dominated by 
frictional forces. 

The shallow-water delta sequences mapped in the Pannonian Basin differ 
somewhat from the shallow-water delta sequences recognized by MASSARI. In 
the Southern Alps, the shallow-water progradational episode took place on top 
of the platform created by earlier deep-water delta construction; whereas, in the 
Pannonian Basin, shallow-water deltas were constructed basinward of the 
platform created by the deep-water deltas after southerly advancement of an 
early fluvial system or systems. 

Important differences, from a standpoint of petroleum exploration, may 
exist between the deep-water delta sequences and the shallow-water delta 
sequences in the Pannonian Basin. CoLLINSON [1976] and MASSARI [1978] em
phasize that turbidite-fronted deep-water deltas are characterized by thick 
sedimentary sequences and the storage of great amounts of coarse-grained 
sediments in delta slope channels, and of small amounts in distributary mouth 
bars. Shallow-water deltas, on the other hand, are characterized by the occur
rence of delta front sheet-sandstones which are probably related to lobate-type 
subdeltas. The shallow-water deltas presumably are built in a low energy 
environment coupled with the existence of a great number of distributaries, and 
this allows the distributary mouth bar deposits associated with each delta lobe 
to merge into one another forming major sheet-like bodies [MASSARI 1978]. The 
dominant mechanism is probably lobe switching which results in a succession 
of stacked regressive sequences [COLEMAN 1976]. 

In Figure 24 supersequences A 1-A 7 and a 1-a4 are separated by sequenceS. 
This sequence diagrammatically represents sequence B 8 mapped on profiles 18 
and 19 and, possibly, the upper part of sequence III (slumped strata) mapped 
at the H6d-I well site and sequence D6 mapped on profile 9. On seismic profiles, 
sequence B8 appears as a thick massive unit with a chaotic reflection pattern; 
whereas, sequence D6 , a thinner sequence, is characterized by a strong onlap 
pattern. Analyses of electric logs from the Bihu-NY -2 well (Fig. 18) indicate 
that sequence B 8 is composed chiefly of clays and siltstones (personnel-commun
ication, Istvan Berczi, SZKFI). Sequence D 6 has not been penetrated by drilling. 
Sequences B 8 and D 6 are similar in that they were deposited at the base of a 
steep slope created by deep-water delta construction and are overlain by sequen
ces which represent a shallow-water prograding episode. The seismic character 
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(onlap and chaotic reflections) of B8 and D6 suggest that they were associated 
with a destructive depositional phase. Although sequences B8 and D 6 are 
inferred to be time-equivalent, this relation is uncertain. In addition, it is also 
uncertain whether the units represent a local destructive phenonenon or, per
haps, are related to a basinwide destructional phase. In his study of Tortonian 
strata from the southern Alps, MASSARI [1978] notes that episodes of deep-water 
and shallow-water delta construction are separated by a destructional phase 
which he attributes to a short-lived transgressive event. In the Pannonian Basin, 
however, the location of the destructive phase between deep-water deltas and 
shallow-water deltas and its possible association with slump deposits suggest 
that the destructional phase was related to a shoaling of the lake. A drop in lake 
level, subsequent to the deposition of A 7 (Fig. 24), would have exposed the steep 
slope associated with constructional sequences A 1-A 7 . Sediment input rates to 
the basin margin were still high, and remobilization of previously deposited 
sediments in front of an advancing delta front may have caused slumping and 
sediment bypass of the previous slope. 

The youngest cycle of deposition is represented by sequence LMT in figure 
24. As stated earlier, the unit represents delta plain facies; depositional environ
ments varied from shallow lake, fluvial, and marsh to terrestrial soils. Seismic
ally, sequence LMT is marked by basinward divergent reflections and, in 
marginal areas, by a strong onlap pattern at the base of the sequence. 

Analyses of core data [BERCZI-PHILLIPS this volume, PHILLIPS-BERCZI 
1985] indicate that sequence LMT represents shallower water environments in 
comparison to the environments represented by underlying sequences. LMT, 
therefore, is inferred to represent a progressive shoaling, with eventual disap
pearance, of the Pannonian lake. The strong onlap pattern that occurs at the 
base of LMT is interpreted as evidence of more witlespread water conditions 
(transgression) at the basin margins. This apparent contradiction - shoaling 
conditions in the central parts of the basin coupled with a transgressive episode 
at the basin margins- can be explained by considering what is inferred by the 
term "transgression", as applied to a lacustrine basin, in contrast to the more 
classical meaning of the term when it is applied to sedimentation cycles that 
occur in ocean basins. In the classical sense, where applied to ocean basins, the 
term transgression implies coastal onlap associated with more widespread 
waters; in conjunction, water depths in marginal areas are increased, and water 
depths rernain relatively unchanged in more central parts of the basin. In the 
case of a lake, however, more widespread water conditions in marginal areas 
can be coupled with decreased water depths in the central parts of the basin. 
The difference results from the fact that oceans contain a relatively infinite 
volume of water and, therefore, coastal onlap (transgression) and shoaling 
(regression) usually are not coeval. On the other hand, the volume of water in 
a lacustrine basin is finite and marginal onlap can be coupled with shoaling 
conditions in more central parts of the basin. 

In general, post-Paleogene infilling of the Pannonian Basin involved a 
single cycle of sedimentation-that is to say that the history of the basin, during 
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Pannonian and Quaternary time, reflects continuously shoaling conditions. This 
shoaling probably resulted from sediment influx rates that were higher than 
basin subsidenye rates. Deltaic sedimentation probably began in Sarmatian or 
earliest Pannonian time and continued throughout much of the Pannonian (s.l.). 
Early deltas were constructed in water depths of about 800-900 m, and deep 
basin marls may have been deposited in water depths > 1000 m. During this 
early stage of deep-water delta construction, subsidence rates and associated 
sediment-influx rates were extremely high as evidenced by upbuilding and 
progradation of large deltaic sediment wedges that filled subbasins near source 
areas, overwhelmed local basement highs, and spilled sediments into more distal 
subbasins. During the later stage of shallow-water delta construction, sub
sidence rates and sediment-input rates apparently slowed; however, sediment
input rates were still higher than the subsidence rates as evidenced by relative 
outbuilding of individual deltaic wedges. During the final stage of sedimenta
tion, represented by sequence LMT, subsidence rates and sediment-input rates 
were nearly equal as evidenced by the thick section of delta plain sediments 
penetrated in the H6d-I well. 

4.2 Basinal Patterns 

Sedimentation patterns within individual subbasins vary depending on the 
direction of sedimentation and the distance of the subbasin from the source 
area. The general sedimentation patterns in three subbasins, the Mak6-H6d
mezovasarhdy trough, the Derecske basin, and the Bekes basin (Fig. 5), were 
analyzed. 

Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough (Fig. 25). The oldest sedimentary rocks 
in this subbasin represent chiefly turbidite deposits containing interbedded 
deep-basin marls (Fig. 25/ A). They correspond to unit I penetrated in the H6d-I 
well where they attain a thickness of about 450 m. The turbidite deposits in this 
unit represent sediments that were derived from the north-northwest and 
transported, possibly via subaqueous canyons, to the central and deepest parts 
of the basin. In the northern part of Hungary, time-equivalent units probably 
are represented by deltaic progradation . 

The next stage of sedimentation (Fig. 25/B) is marked by prograding delta 
construction. On seismic profile 9, at least four distinct advancing delta fronts 
can be mapped; the last of these fronts may correlate with a delta front mapped 
on seismic profile 8. The delta advance, between two basement highs, proceeded 
toward the central part of the basin from the north-northwest. The age relation 
between the sediments in this stage and those penetrated in the H6d-I well is 
not clear. Certainly, age-equivalent turbidite and deep-basin deposits would 
have reached as far southeast as the central parts of the basin. In the H6d-I well, 
age-equivalent sedimentary rocks are believed to be represented by unit II; but 
'the upper part of unit I, as well as the lower part of III, also may be equivalent 
tn age. 
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Fig. 25. Four stages of deposition in the Mak0-H6dmezovasarhely trough. A) Deposition of 
early deep-basin turbidites. B) First stage of delta construction. C) Deposition of slump deposits 

and/or turbidite flow. D) Shallow-water delta construction following shoaling of lake 

25. abra. A Mak0-H6dmezovasarhelyi arok negy iiledekkepzodesi allapota. A) Korai 
mely-medencebeli turbiditek lerak6dasa. B) A delta-kepzodes elso szakasza. C) Oledek rogyasok 

es zagyarak kialakulasa. D) sekelyvizi delta-kepzodes es a belt6 feltoltodese 
I - aljzatkiemelkedes; 2 - melyvizi iiledekek; 3 - deltafront; 4 - szeizmikus vonal; 

5 - homokfolyam (rogyasok); 6 - foly6rendszer 

Puc. 25. lleTbipe cTa,n;HH oca.n;Koo6pa3oBaHHjJ B rpa6eHe MaKo-Xo.n;Me3esarnapxeii. 
A) 0TJIO)KeHHe Typ6H,n;HTOB B paHHeM rny6oKoso,n;HOM 6acceiiHe. B) ITepBbiH :nan 

o6pa3oBaHHjJ ,n;eJibTbi. C) Onon3aHHe oca.n;KOB H cTaHOBJieHHe Typ6H,n;HTHhiX noTOKOB. D) 
06pa30BaHHe MeJIKOBO.D;HOH ,n;eJibTbl H 3aOOJIHeHHe BHyTpeHHero 03epa 

I - B03BhillleHHe $yH.n;aMeHTa; 2- rny6oKoso.n;Hhie OTJIO)KeHHjJ; 3- $poHT .n;eJihT; 4 -
JIHHifjl npo$HJijJ CeHCMOpa3Be.D;KH; 5 - necqaHhie llJibiBYHbl (ODOJI3HH); 6- peKH 
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As the delta wedges advanced further southeastward (Fig. 25/C), the 
basement high shown in the upper left corner of figure 25/B was owerhelmed, 
and sediments were deposited near the base of the previous slope by slumping 
subsequent to a shoaling of the lake. Evidence for this conclusion comes from 
seismic profile 8. Part of the coarser sediment fraction was transported basin
ward by turbidite flows or directly downslope by slumping, and some of it 
reached the central part of the basin in the vicinity of the Hod-I well. The upper 
part of sequence ///, penetrated in this well, is inferred to represent sediments 
involved in this stage of sedimentation. Much of the basin was filled in during 
this stage. 

During the succeeding stage (Fig. 25/D), rivers advanced far to the sout
heast and discharged as far south as the Hod-I site, which generally had been, 
until then, the deepest part of the basin. Shallow-water deltas, (mapped on 
seismic profiles 9, 6, and 12, and penetrated in the Hod-I well) probably related 
to numerous small rivers, now infilled the basin and the depositional center 
shifted southward of the Hod-I well site. 

The last stage (not shown) was marked by deposits of shallow lake, fluvial, 
and marsh sediments and terrestrial soils that were deposited as the lake con
tinued to shoal and eventually disappeared. This cycle is represented by 
sedimentary rocks of unit V penetrated in the Hod-I well and of unit LMT in 
other areas. 

Derecske basin (Fig. 26). As in discussion ofthe Mako-Hodmezovasarhely 
trough, the oldest sedimentary rocks in the Derecske basin are believed to 
represent a period of turbidite and deep basin marl deposition and the erosion 
oflocal basement highs that filled the deepest parts of the basin (Fig. 26/ A). The 
direction of turbidite deposition is not clear but was probably from the north
east as well as the northwest. The earliest deltas (Fig. 26/B) are mapped on 
seismic profile 18. This system of deep-water (800-900 m) deltas prograded 
southwestward, where the delta toes are seen to pinch out against a basement 
high on seismic profile 18. Concurrent with delta progradation, turbidite flows 
funneled down canyons from a northwest direction. 

Subsequently (Fig. 26/C), deep-water (800-900 m) delta construction shif
ted slightly to the west in the vicinity of seismic profile 19. Southwest prograda
tion continued, and delta upbuilding overwhelmed the basement high shown 
near the bottom of Figure 26/B. Massive turbidite flows continued to enter the 
basin from the northwest. Evidence of these flows is seen on seismic profile 19, 
on which numerous unconformities can be mapped, and strong onlap of the 
deltas by turbidite sedimentation is evident. During this cycle, minor(?) amounts 
of sediment entered the basin from the south and east. Seismic evidence from 
profile 21 suggests that these sediments were not transported any great distance 
but, rather, were derived from nearby basement highs and transported by slump 
and creep and downslope mass-transport processes. 

Bekes basin (Fig. 27). The Bekes basin differs from the two subbasins 
discussed above in that it is located far from sediment source areas which lay 
to the northwest, north, and northeast. Other subbasins were located between 
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Fig. 26. Three stages of deposition in the Derecske basin. A) Deposition of early deep-basin 
turbidites. B) First stage of delta construction and turbidite flow down canyon axis. C) Shift of 

delta construction southwestward 

26. abra. A Derecskei medence feltoltodesenek harom allapota. A) Korai mely-medencebeli 
turbiditek lerak6dasa. B) A delta-kepzodes elso szakasza es zagyarak kanyonok menten. 

C) A delta-kepzodes DNY -i elorenyomulasa 
l - aljzat-kiemelkedes; 2 - melyvizi margak; 3 - deltafront; 4- szeizmikus vonal; 5 - turbidit 

i.iledekek ; 6 - anyagszallitas; 7 - foly6rendszer 

Puc. 26. TpH CTaJJ.HH 3anoJmeHHH 6acceH'Ha )J,epe'!Ke. A) 0TJlO)KeHwe Typ6HJJ.MTOB B paHHeM 
my6oKOBO)l.HOM 6accei1He. B) nepBaSI CTa)l.HH cpopMHpOBaHHH )l.eJlhT H Typ6H)l.HTHhie noTOKH 

B)l.OJl h KaHhOHOB. C) npo)l.BH)KCHHe ¢opMHpOBaHHH )l.eJlhThl K I03 
- B03Bbl WCHHC cpyH)l.aMeHTa; 2 - my6oKOBO)l.Hhle MepreJlH; 3 - cppOHT )l.eJlhThi; 4 -

JlHH HH npocpHJlCH CelkMopa3Be).].KH; 5 -- Typ6H)l.HThi ; 6 - HanpaBJleHHC CHOCa OCa)l.OlJHOfO 
MaTepwaJla; 7 - peKH 
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Fig. 27. Two stages of deposition in the Bekes basin. A) Location of basement highs and lows 
at start of deposition. B) Deposition of deep-basin turbidite and marl deposits. C) Stage of 

shallow-water delta construction following shoaling of lake 

27. abra. A Bekesi medence feltoltesenek ket allapota. A) Az iiledekkepzodes kezdeten 
a medencealjzati magaslatok es melyedesek helyzete. B) A mely-medencebeli turbiditek es 

margak lerakodasa. C) Sekelyvizi delta-fazis iiledekeinek lerak6dasa es a medence feltoltodese 
I - aljzat-kiemelkedes; 2- aljzat-bemelyedes; 3 - melyvizi iiledekek; 4- deltafront; 

5 - szeizmikus vonal; 6 - anyagszallitas 

Puc. 27. )J.se cTa.u~m 3anOJIHeHHSI 6acceuna l>eKern. A) lloJio)f(eHue npuno,n:HSIThiX 
H norpy)f(eHHhiX yqacTKOB ¢yn.uaMeHTa s naqaJie oca.uKoo6pa3osaHHSI. B) 0TJIO)f(eHHe 

Typ6u.uuTos H MepreJieu s rJiy6oKoso.unoM 6acceune. C) 0TJIO)f(enue oca.uKoB MeJIKoso.unou 
.ueJihTosou ¢a3hi u 3anoJinenue 6acceuna 

]- B03BbilileHHe <I>YH.UaMeHTa: 2 - nporu6 B <I>YH.UaMeHTe: 3 - rJiy60KOBO.[lHhie OTJIO)f(eHHSI; 
4 - $pOHT ,UeJibT; 5 - JIHHHH npo$HJieU CeUCMOpa3Be.UKH; 6 - HanpaBJieHHe CHOCa 

oca.uoqnoro MaTepuaJia 
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the source areas and the Bekes basin. Therefore, it received chiefly finer grained 
sediments until deltaic sedimentation had prograded across much of the remain
der of the Pannonian Basin late in its history. Deep basin deposits in the Bekes 
basin (Fig. 27 /B) can be expected to be much thicker and more widespread than 
in the areas discussed above. Coarse-grained sediments probably are limited to 
areas in the vicinity of local basement highs where sediment input depended on 
weathering of local basement rocks and subsequent transport by slump and 
creep and downslope mass-transport processes (Fig. 27 jC). Delta construction 
(Fig. 27 /C) was limited to shallow water deltas (200-400 m), which are probably 
equivalent in time to the last stages of delta construction in the Mak6-H6d
mezovasarhely trough. 

Table I. Seismic profile numbers used in figure 4 are shown in first column. The second column 
shows the corresponding seismic profile numbering system used by the National Oil and Gas Trust 
of Hungary. The first two digits of the last number in column 2 indicate the year in which the seismic 
record was recorded. The second two digits indicate the fold of the final stacked record section; for 
example, 7824 indicates that the seismic profile was recorded in 1978 and stacked twenty-four-fold 

I .. tablazat. A 4. abnin hasznalt szeizmikus vonalszamozas es a megfelelo OKGT szamozas 
osszefiiggese. A masodik oszlop utols6 negy szamjegyebol az elso ketto a meres evet, a masodik 

ketto a fedesszamot jeloli 

Ta6!lu!Ja I. HoMepa ceHCMHqecKHx npoqmneii Ha. pHc. 4 rrpHBe)l.eHhi B rrepBOH KOJIOHKe. BTopaSI 
KOJIOHKa IlOKa3biBaeT COOTBeTByiOI.l{yiO HyMepal{HIO CeHCMHqeCKHX rrpoqmJieH, rrpHMeHSieMyiO 

Tipe)l.rrpHSITHeM reo<PH3HqecKoro HccJie)l,OBaHHSI rTHrn. TiepBbie )],Be llHcPPbl IlOCJie)l,Hero 
qHcJia B KOJIOHKe 2 yKa3biBaiOT Ha fO)l,, B KOTOpOM CeHCMOrpaMMa 6hiJia 3allHCaHa. BTOpbie )],Be 

llHcPPbi IlOKa3biBaiOT KpaTHOCTb OKOHqaTeJibHOH HaltOITJieHHOH 3allHCH, Harrp. , 7824 
IlOKa3hiBaeT, qTo CeHCMHqecKHH IlPOcPHJib 6hiJI rrpopa6oTaH B 1978 r. H 6biJIO rrpHMeHeHO 

24-KpaTHOe HaKOITJieHHe 

NUMBER IN THIS REPORT 

6 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

OKGT NUMBERING SYSTEM 

A-11-7824 
VA-11 /c-7924 
A-12/B/C/D, VA-12/E-7824 
A-12/A-7712 
OR-24--7824 
A-10/A-7924, VA-10/B-7824 
A-19/D/E/F/G/H-7824 
A-16/x/y-7824 
FL-7-7606 
VFL-2-7712 
FL-20-7512 
AL- 1-7612, A-16, A-16/B/C/D/E/F/G-7624--
8024 
K0-16-7824, Ka-32-7612, 
Ka-67-8024, Ka-35/a-7912, 
Ka-35-7912, Ka-105-8124 
Ko-44--8024 
Ko-14-7824 
A-16/A/L/M/N-7612 
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Table II. Well names and corresponding abbreviations used in this paper 

II. tablazat. A melyftmisok roviditese es a megfelelo helysegnevek 

Ta6AU1Ja II. nyKBeHHbie lliUQlpbi CKBa)I(UH " COOTBeTCTBYIOlUUe Ha3BaHUSI HaceJieHHbiX nyHKT08 

Abbreviation 
Ab-1 
Algy0-19, 64, 162, 176 
Algyo-K-1 
As-1, 23 
Bes-t 
Bihu-NY-2 
Do-2, 4, 5 
Der- 1 
Er-7 
Felgy0-1, 2, I 
F.kut-6 
Fu-1, 10 
H6d-I 
Kb-1, 3 
K-9 
Kun-1, 3 
Kom-I, 12 
Kiha-D-2 
Lasz-2, 3, 4 
Mak6-2 
Mar-l 
Mora-l, 4 
Mp-3 
Nk-2, 4, 20 
Nsz-2 
Pa1m-1, 2 
Pf-40, 142, 155, 173 
Sark-1 
Szk-91, 95 
Szr DNY-1 
Tif-1 -
Tir-1 

Well name 
A bony 
Aigyo 
AlgyO-East 
Asotthalom 
Bekessamson 
Biharugra 
Dorozsma 
Derecske 
Ereszto 
Felgyo 
Forraskut 
Furta 
H6dmezovasarhely 
Kaba 
Korosszegapati 
Kunszallas 
Komadi 
Kiskunhalas-South 
Jasszentlasz16 
Mak6 
Martfii 
M6raha1om 
Mezopeterd 
Nagykoros 
Nagyszenas 
Pa1monostora 
Pusztaf61dvar 
Sarkadkeresztur 
Szank 
Szarvas-Southeast 
Tiszaf61dvar 
Tiszaroff 

5. Summary of conclusions 

The following conclusions regarding the sedimentary rocks of the Pan
nonian Basin in Hungary are based on stratigraphic analysis of seismic records 
and studies of core samples from three wells: 

(1) Deltaic sedimentation may have started as early as Sarmatian time and 
continued throughout much of the Pannonian (s.l.). " 

(2) Sediment input was chiefly from the northwest, north, and northeast. 
These directions probably were determined by pre-rift or early rift 
topography at least as early as Badenian time. 

(3) Two distinct stages of delta construction can be recognized: an early, 
deep-water stage and a later, shallower water stage. 
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( 4) In the early stage of construction, turbidite fronted deltas were built 
in water depths as deep as 800-900 m. During this stage, subsidence 
rates and associated sediment-influx rates were high, and upbuilding 
and southward progradation of large, deltaic sediment wedges filled 
subbasins near the source areas, overwhelmed local basement highs, 
and spilled sediments into subbasins in the southern part of Hungary. 

(5) During a later stage of construction, deltas were built in water depths 
of about 200-400 m, and topographically low areas in the southern 
part of Hungary were in filled by sediments discharged from river 
systems that had advanced about 100 km southward across strata of 
the older constructional stage. 

(6) Differences, from a standpoint of petroleum exploration, may exist 
between the two deltaic sequences. Coarse-grained sediments in the 
deep-water delta system may be limited to large delta slope channels. 
The shallow-water deltas, in contrast, may be associated with delta 
front sheet-sands which are related to merging and progradation of 
distributary mouth bar sands. 

(7) In some areas, the sedimentary rocks representing the two stages of 
delta construction may be separated by a unit that represents a de
structional phase. This unit is inferred to be related to a shoaling of 
the lake or, possibly, a short-lived transgressive event. 

(8) The final stage of sedimentation is represented by delta plain facies; 
depositional environments varied from shallow lake, fluvial, and 
marsh to terrestrial soils. During this last stage, the lake became more 
widespread but continued to shoal. 

(9) Basal turbidite-marl sections in the deeper parts of the Pannonian 
Basin become progressively younger in a direction away from the 
sediment source areas. This tendency is coupled with a thickening of 
the overall turbidite-marl section in the same general direction. 

(10) Distal (in reference to sediment source areas) subbasins received 
chiefly finer grained sediments until late in their history, when deltaic 
sedimentation had prograded across much of the remainder of the 
Pannonian Basin. Older coarse-grained sediments in these basins 
probably are limited to the vicinity of local basement highs. 

(11) The authors have interpreted the Pannonian and Quaternary history 
of the Pannonian Basin in terms of a continuously shoaling lake due 
to sediment infilling. 
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A szeizmikus sztratignifiai vizsgalatok, valamint harom melyfuras magmintainak reszletes 
analizise arra utalnak, hogy a Pannon medence ENY, E es EK-i iranyb61 delta-iiledekekkel tolto
dott fol. 

A medencefeltoltodes egyetlen szedimentaci6s ciklusban zajlott le, melynek kezdete a szarma
ta, vagy a legkorabbi pannon idoszakra teheto, amikor a vizmelyseg 1000 m-net nagyobb volt. 
A medence ezt koveto fejlodese a pannon es kvarter folyaman a vizmelyseg fokozatos csokkeneset 
tiikrozi. Ezt a csokkenest az iiledekbehordas mertekenek a medence siillyedest uralkod6an meghala
d6 merteke eredmenyezte. 

A delta-feltoltodes ket, egymast6l j6l elkiilonitheto fazisra oszthat6. A delta-kepzodes korai 
szakaszaban turbidit ciklussal kezdodo melytengeri delta-iiledekek rak6dtak le mintegy 800-900 m
es vizmelysegben. E korai delta-epitesi szakaszban a medence-siillyedes., es a kapcsol6d6 iiledekbe
hordasi sebesseg nagy volt. A nagy delta iiledeksorozat egymasra rakodasa es D-i iranyu elorenyo,. 
mulasa soran feltoltotte a forrasteriiletekhez kozeli reszmedenceket, s athaladva az utjaba eso 
lokalis magaslatokon a Magyarorszag D-i reszen levo reszmedencekben rakta le iiledekeit. A delta
iiledekkepzodes kesobbi szakaszaban a fokozatosan elorenyomul6 sekelyvizi delta-kepzodmenyek 
mintegy 200-400 m-es vizmelysegben keletkeztek. Ez~k Magyarorszag D-i reszen levo melyteriilete
ken olyan folyami rendszerekbol rak6dtak le, amelyek a korabbi delta ciklus iiledekeit mintegy 
100 km-el D-i iranyban tulhaladtak. 

A szeizmikus vizsgalatok arra is utalnak, hogy a Pannon medence bizonyos reszein a ket 
delta-kepzodesi ciklust kepviselo iiledekes kozeteket olyan iiledekkepzodesi egyseg valasztja el 
egymast6l, amely val6sziniileg egy destruktiv fazisnak felel meg. Ez az egyseg kepzodhetett rovid 
idejii transzgresszi6s ciklus so ran, vagy esetleg felgyorsult vizmelysegcsokkenesi -ciklus eredmenye
kent. 

Az iiledekkepzodes legfiatalabb es egyben bef(!iezo ciklusat delta-siksag faciesii iiledekek 
kepviselik, melyben az iiledekkepzodesi kornyezet sekelytavi, foly6vizi, es mocsarit6l szarazfoldi 
kornyezetig valtozott. Ez az egyseg egy kiterjedtebb tavi kornyezetet jelentett, mely a Pannon belt6 
fokozatos elsekelyesedesevel es eltiinesevel parosult. Az iiledekkepzodesnek ebben a peri6dusaban 
a medence siillyedes merteke es a kapcsol6d6 iiledekbehordasi mertek kisebb volt, mint a korabbi 
szakaszban, es minden bizonnyal egyensulyban volt egymassal. 
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CEHCMOCTPATMrPA«J»MqECKOE MCCJIE,l],OBAHME llAHHOHCKOrO JiACCEHHA 
B lOB qACTM BEHrPMM 

Po6epT 3. METHK, ~Horn PYMnJlEP H P. JlopeHc <l>MJlHnC 

Cei:fcMOCTpaTurpaqmqecKHe uccne.LJ.oBaHHSI , a TaK)I(e .LJ.eTaJihHhiH aHaJIH3 KepHos H3 Tpex 

rny60KHX CKBa)l(lfH npHBeJIH K 3aKmoqeHlfl{) 0 3aTIOJIHeHHH naHHOHCKOrO 6accei1.Ha MaTepHaJlOM, 

npHBHOCHBWHMCSI c C3, C H CB. 

oaCCeHH 3aTIOJIHHJICSI B pe3yJihTaTe O.LJ.HOrO IJ;HKJia OCa.LJ.KOHaKOTIJieHHSI, HaqasrueMCSI B Cap

MaTCKOM BeKe, HO B JII060M CJiyqae He paHee naHHOHCKOrO BeKa, TipH rJiy6HHe BO.LJ.hl, npeBhilllaB

llleH 1000 M. nocJie.LJ.yi{)WHH XO.LJ. HCTOpHH pa3BHTHSI 6accei1.Ha B TeqeHHe naHHOHCKOrO BeKa 

If qeTBepTHqHoro nepHO.LJ.a OTpa)l(aeT TIOCTeTieHHOe yMeHhllleHHe rJiy 6HHhl BO.LJ.hl. 3TO yMeHhllleHHe 

6hiJIO Bhi3BaHO TeM, qTo CKOpOCTH OCa.LJ.KOHaKOTIJieHHSI B u;eJIOM npeBhilllaJIH CKOpOCTH TIOrpy)l(eHHSI 

6accei1Ha. 

B o6mux qepTax, s cpopMHposaHHHH .LJ.eJihThi MO)I(HO HaMeTHTh .LJ.Be cTa.LJ.HH. B 6onee paH

HI{)I{) lf3 HHX rny60KOBO.LJ.Hhle .LJ.eJihThl C Typ6H.LJ.HTaMH Ha cpp~HTe cpopMHpOBaJIHCh npH rny6HHaX 

BO.ll.hl B 800-900 M . 'Bo BpeMSI ::HOM paHHeH CTa.LJ.HH cpopMHpOBaHHSI CKOpOCTH onycKaHHSI If COOT

BeTCTBeHHO CKOpOCTH 'noCTYTIJieHHSI OCa.LJ.KOB 6hiJIH BhiCOKHMH, TaK qTo Ha.LJ.CTpaHBai{)W.lfeCSI 

If npO.LJ.BHrai{)W.lfeC.st K l{)ry KpyTIHhie KJIHHhSI .LJ.eJihTOBhiX OCa.LJ.KOB 3aTIOJIHHJIH qaCTHhie BTia.LJ.HHhl 

B6JIH3lf OT HCTOqHlfKOB CHOCa, nepeBaJIHBaJIHCh qepe3 JIOKaJihHhie TIO.LJ.HSITHSI cpyH.LJ.aMeHTa If .LJ.OCTH

raJIH qacTHhie sna.LJ.HHhi Ha IOre BeHrpHH. Bo speMSI no3.LJ.Hei1 cTa.LJ.HH npO.LJ.BHral{)rn.HeCSI MeJIKOBO.LJ.

Hhie .LJ.eJihThl cpopMHpOBaJIHCh npH rJiy6HHe BO.ll.hl B 200- 400 M, If TIOHlf)l(eHHhie 06JiaCTH Ha lOre 

BeHrpHH 3anoJIHSIJIHCh oca.LJ.KaMH, npHBHOCHBWHMHCSI peKaMH, npo.LJ.BHrasrnHMHCSI npuMepHo Ha 

100 KM K lOry qepe3 OTJIO)I(eHHSI paHHeH CTa.LJ.HH. 

)J;aHHhie CeHCMOpa3Be.LJ.KH CBH.LJ.eTeJihCTByi{)T 0 TOM, qTO B HeKOTOphiX paHOHaX naHHOHCKOrO 

6accei1.Ha OCa.LJ.KH .ll.BYX CTa.LJ.HH cpopMHpOBaHHSI .LJ.eJihThl pa3.LJ.eJieHhl OCa.LJ.OqHOH naqKOH, B03MO)I(H0, 

OTpa)l(aiOW.eH pa3MhiB, 3Ta naqKa, B03MO)I(HO, B03HHKJia B TeqeHHe KpaTKOBpeMeHHOH TpaHcrpec

CHH HJIH, MO)I(eT 6hiTh, BCJie.LJ. 3a nepHO.LJ.OM yCKOpeHHOrO 06MeJieHHSI 03epa. 

Hau6onee MOJIO.LJ.a.st H 3aKJIIOqlfTeJihHa.st cTa.LJ.HSI npe.LJ.cTasJieHa OTJIO)I(ei-mSIMH .LJ.eJihTOBhiX 

paBHHH; 06CTaHOBKH OCa.LJ.KOHaKOTIJieHHSI saphHpOBaJIH OT MeJIKOBO.LJ.H0- 03epHhiX, qepe3 peqHhiX 

If 60JIOTHhiX .ll.O Ha3eMHhiX. npe.LJ.TIOJiaraeTCSI, qTo COOTBeTCBYI{)lll.a.st TOJIW.a OTpa)l(aeT 60Jihlllee 

pacnpOCTpaHeHHe 03epHhiX 06CTaHOBOK B COBOKYTIHOCTH C npO.LJ.OJI)I(aiOW.HMCSI 06MeJieHHeM 

If c COOTBeTCTBeHHhiM ' lfCqeJHOBeHHeM naHHOHCKoro 03epa. B :ny CTa.LJ.HlO OCa.LJ.KOHaKOTIJieHHSI 

CKOpOCTH onycKaHHSI 6accei1.Ha If COTIYTCTBYI{)W.He CKOpOCTH TIOCTYTIJieHHSI OCa.LJ.KOB 6biJIH, sepOSIT

HO, Hlf)l(e, If npe.LJ.TIOJiaraeTCSI, qTo OCa.LJ.KOHaKOTIJieHHe B IJ;eJIOM KOMTieHCHpOBaJIO OnycKaHHSI. 
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Core samples from 3 wells drilled in Neogene strata (3190, 5842, and 2886 m deep) within 
the Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough in southeast Hungary define the depositional environments 
and the sedimentologic history of basin fill . Five major facies are indentified within fluvial-del
taic-lacustrine sediments and include in ascending order: 1) a basal facies of turbidite deposited 
sandstone and conglomerate with interbedded marl; 2) a deep basin facies of laminated to massive 
calcareous to silty marl; 3) a prodelta facies containing a lower unit of parallel-bedded sandstone 
interbedded with marl overlain by a sequence of deformed strata (slumped deposits); 4) a delta 
front-delta slope facies of inclined ~5 to 20° dip) and deformed beds of sandstone and marl; and 5) 
a delta plain facies of horizontal beds of sandstone, siltstone, lignite and marl. Two stages of basin 
fill are recognized, an initial deep lacustrine basin stage where deposition of sand and gravel by 
turbidity currents along with marl smoothed the irregular topography followed by fluvial-deltaic 
advancement into the basin from the northwest. 

This report presents the results of geologic investigations and a summary of data studied 
within the Pannonian Basin in Hungary during 1981. The purpose of this study is to interpret and 
define the depositional environments and sedimentological history recorded within cores obtained 
from Neogene strata underlying the southern part of the Qreat Hungarian Plain. 

The area of investigation is in southeastern Hungary, northeast of the city of Szeged within 
the Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough, located directly east of the Algyo structural high and oil field. 
The Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough is a NNW-SSE trending depression containing over 6 km 
of Neogene and Quaternary sediments [K6ROSSY 1981 ]. Cores from three wells drilled on both flanks 
and within the center of the trough are the basis of determining the geology, facies and depositional 
history of the basin fill . The three wells and depths drilled from the west to the east flank of the 
basin are; 1) Maroslele-1 (Ml), 3190 m; 2) H6dmezovasarhely-I (H6d-l), 5842 m; and 3) Bekessam
son-1 (Bes-1 ), 2886 m. 

The basement rocks underlying the Neogene sediments consist mainly of Paleozoic metamor
phic rocks and locally Triassic dolomite [BERCZI-K6KAI 1976, MAGYAR-R£vE.sz 1976, K6ROSSY 
1981). The Neogene sediments filling the basin represent lacustrine marls, turbidites, and deltaic to 
fluvial marls and clastics. A geophysical profile of the Mak6-H6dmezovasahely trough, including 
the H6d-I well section, shows at least 3 distinctive seismic units one of which contains inclined 
southeast prograding strata [' 'ARGA-PoGAcsAs 1981). The age determinations are based on reported 
data included within the well logs and from published well data. 
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1. Introduction 

The Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough contains more than 6 km of lacus
trine-fluvial sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Neogene to Quaternary. 
The deepest borehole in Hungary (H6d-I) terminated in Badenian sediments 
in this trough at a depth of 5842 m b.s.l. (Fig. 1) . This preliminary study of the 
basin-fill facies is based on a detailed investigation of cores from three boreholes 
that yield a cross-section essentially normal to the depositional trend across the 
trough: Maroslele-1; H6dmezovasarhely- I; and Bekessamson-1 (Fig. 1 ). 

A 

W ell location s 

Mako- 'e Ma r os le le + 1 
Hodmezovasarhely z . 

~Okm Trough e Ho dm ezov asarh ely +I 

Neoge ne thi c kn ess 
3

• Bekess a ms o n + 1 

cont o ur s in kil o met e r s 

Fig. 1. A) Map of Hungary with location of 
study area. The two lines, 1 and 2, represent 

the regional sedimentological profiles of 
Figures 13 and 14 

B) Isopachs of Neogene and younger 
sediments overlying Paleozoic basement 

within and adjacent to the 
Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough 

1. abra. A) Magyarorszag terkepe a kutatasi 
teriilet feliintetesevel. A ket vonal a 13. es 

14. abra regionalis iiledekfoldtani szelvenyet 
jeloli 

B) A paleozoos aljzaton telepiilo neogen es 
fiatalabb iiledekek vastagsagterkepe (a 

neogen iiledekek vastagsaga km-ben van 
megadva) a Mak6-h6dmezovasarhelyi 

arokban 

Puc. 1. A) KapTa BeHrpuu c yqacTKOM 
HCCJie.LJ;OBaHHi:f. ,[(Be JIHHHH 0603HaqaJOT 

peruoHaJIHhie cTpaTurpaq:mqecKue pa3pe3hi 
puc. NQNQ 13 u 14 

B) KapTa H30JIHHHH MOlllHOCTH HeoreHOBhiX 
H qeTBepTHqHhiX OT JIO:>KeHhiH, 3aJieraiOlllHX 

Ha rraJie030HCKOM cpyH,naMeHTe 
B MaKo--Xo,nMe3eBarnapxeucKOM rpa6eHe 

(MOlllHOCTH ,naHhi B KM) 

Analysis of lithologic trends determined from grain size distributions and well 
log data enabled us to distinguish five main depositional facies that clearly 
represent a shoaling upwards sequence in a basin that at times contained steep 
prograding slopes. These five facies have been tentatively identified in ascending 
order as: I) a basal facies; 2) a deep basin facies; 3) a prodelta facies; 4) a delta 
front-delta slope facies; and 5) a delta plain facies. Stratigraphically speaking, 
these five facies give all the Neogene evolutionary history of the trough from 
the Middle Badenian ( = 15 Ma BP) up to the recent (Fig. 2). 
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MEDITERRANEAN CENTRAL Hod well 
m.y. EPOCHS STAGES PARATETHYS STAGES stratigraphic 

interval 0 
Pleistocene & Holocene 

Piacenzian Romanian 
Pliocene ~------- Upper 

Zanclian Dacian & 

Pont ian _j 
5 

u) Messinian 
c: 
(\1 

·c: 
0 

Lower 
c: 

Q) 

Pannonian S. Str. c: 
-:; Tortonian (\1 

...J a. 
10 Miocene 

? 

Serravallian Sarmatian I ~ 
"0 
"0 

15 ~ 
Langhian Badenian 

Fig . 2. Age relationships of the Pannonian Basin strata and stratigraphic intervals reported for 
the H6d-I well 

2. abra. A Pannon-medence n!tegeinek korbesorolasa es a H6d-I melyfurcis retegtani besorolasa 

Puc. 2. [eoJIOfi-fqecKHH B03paCT OT,LJ,eJihHhiX CBHT llaHHOHCKOrO 6accei:f:Ha H CTpaTHrpaqmqeCKOe 
noJIO)I(eHHe OT,LJ,eJihHhiX cJioes CKBa)I(HHhi H6d-I 

On the basis of evaluation of well-log response analysis, stratification fea
tures, and grain size distributions, these five facies could be identified in two 
adjacent regional profiles (Fig. 1). Within the upper facies (prodelta, delta front 
-delta slope, and delta plain) several major depositional environments (distri
butary channel, distributary mouth bar, point bar, and turbidity cones) can also 
be identified mostly by analyzing the electric well-log response forms. 

2. Facies analysis 

The basal facies 

The basal facies is composed of sandy-marly conglomerate interbedded 
with marl and is found only in the deepest part of the trench. Borehole Hod-I 
penetrated 392 m into this unit but failed to reach the pre-Neogene basement 
or the stratigraphic base of the sequence. The age of the upper part of this unit 
is about Middle Badenian (Fig. 3). 
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Composite section, BASAL FACIES 

1m conglomerat e 

20 sandstone 

3~~marl 

4~ deformed 
~strata 

Fig. 3. Composite section of the depositional 
elements of the basal facies. Turbidites, some 

conglomeratic, interbedded with marl form the 
dominate bedding structures 

3. abra. Az alapkonglomenitum uledekkepzodesi 
egysegeinek tipusszelvenye. Az uralkod6 

retegzettseget turbidit (nemelyike 
konglomen1tumos) es marga valtakozasa epiti fel 
I - konglomeratum; 2 - homokko; 3 - marga; 

4 - deformalt retegek 

Puc. 3. TnnwmhiH pa3pe3 JIHTOCTpaTnrpa<PnqecKHX 
e.IJ,HHHL( 6a3aJihHOrO KOHrJIOMepaTa. 
ITpeo6na.IJ,aiOmnH: THn cnoncTOCTH 

xapaKTepH3yeTC~ qepe.D,OBaHHeM Typ6H.IJ,HTOB 
(HeKOTOpbie H3 HHX CO.D,ep)l(aT KOHrJIOMepaTbl) 

n MepreneH: 
) - KOHrJIOMepaTbi; 2 -- neC'laHHKH; 3 -

MepreJIH; 4 - .IJ,e<PopMHpOBaHHhie CJIOH 

Within this facies the interbedded sandstone and marl beds may dip to 
about 7 to 11 degrees due to penecontemporaneous slumping and deformation 
of the strata. The sandstone beds are graded (Ta, Tb, and Tc parts of the Bouma 
sequence), are frequently distorted, and contain marl rip-up clasts. In the 
non-graded sandstone layers, thin amalgamated beds with small-scale cross
strata or parallel to wavy laminations with marl interbeds are common (Fig. 3). 
The turbidites most likely flowed along the axis of the basin or may have been 
locally derived from the flanks of the trough. The periodic occurrence of 
interbedded marl and sandstone beds dipping at angles of up to 11 degrees 
suggest either: 1) an irregular lake bottom containing local relief; 2) the strata 
are filling into previously cut turbidite "channels"; or, 3) deposition of coarse
grained turbidites over muds may have initiated slumping of the sediments if 
the lake bed contained low angle slopes. 

This unit can be clearly distinguished from the adjacent shallow-water 
basal conglomerates that occur around the margins of the basins. The latter has 
an obvious psefitic, grain-supported nature with undisturbed bedding and, in 
contrast to the conglomerates in the deep axial part of the trough, shows rather 
poor evidence for any significant mass transport (Fig. 3). 

The deep basin facies 

The deep basin facies overlaps the basal facies in the axial part of the 
trench. This 1165 m thick series consists of calcareous and argillaceous silty 
marls of laminated and to a lesser extent massive appearance. No bioturbation 
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can be observed within the strata (Fig. 4). Seemingly, the sediments were 
deposited below the oxygen minimum zone. This unit is of Middle to Late 
Badenian to Pannonian (s. str.) age. 

Composite section, DEEP BASIN FACIES 

Argillaceous marl 1 

~~marl 

Calcareous marl 2 

Fig. 4. Composite section of the depositional 
elements of the deep basin facies. Laminated 
to massive, calcareous to clay marl forms the 

depositional elements of this facies 

4. abra. A melyvizi facies liledekkepzodesi 
egysegeinek tipusszelvenye. A margak 

a vekonyan retegzettol a retegzetlenig, es 
a meszmargat61 az agyagmargaig 

valamennyi valtozatot felolelik 
1 - agyagmarga; 2 - meszmarga 

Puc. 4. TmnPIHhiH pa3pe3 
JIHTOCTpaTHrpaqnt:'leCKHX e,n;HHHU 

rJiy6oKoBo.n;Hoii ¢au;HH. Cpe.n;w MepreJiei:f 
npHCYTCTBYIOT BCe pa3HOBH.LJ;HOCTH OT 

TOHKOCJIOHCThiX .LJ;O HeCJIOHCTOCThiX H OT 
H3BeCTKOBHCTbiX .LJ;O rJIHHHCThiX 
1 - rJIHHHCThie MepreJIH; 2 -

H3BeCTKOBHCTbie MepreJIH 

The prodelta facies 

The 1035 m thick prodelta facies can be divided into two parts: the upper 
part (B subfacies; 350m thick) contains abundant sand and is considered to be 
a product both of a lacustrine fan system (proximal turbidites) as well as 
containing sedimentary structures indicating abundant slumping of the strata. 
Graded beds (Ta, Tab, and Tabc of Bouma sequence) characterize much of the 
section. The sandstone beds can be amalgamated and may contain dish struc
tures, load casts, flame structures, and marl rip-up clasts. Inclined strata ( 4 to 
25 degree dip) resulted from deformation as well as slumping of strata originally 
deposited on the delta front- delta slope. Abundant soft sediment deformation 
features as penecontemporaneous faulting, disrupted bedding or completely 
overturned beds characterize the deformed strata (Fig. 5). 

The lower part of the prodelta facies (horizontal bedded, proximal to distal 
turbidites, A subfacies; 685 m thick) are characterized by a gradual decrease in 
the sand bed thickness, in sand to marl ratio and in grain size downward, as 
well as by the predominance of Tab units of the Bouma sequence. The sandstone 
beds change from amalgamated strata to solitary small-scale cross-strata inter
bedded with marl toward the base of this facies (Fig . 6). Horizontal parallel 
bedding dominates within this subfacies in contrast to the inclined deformed 
strata in the overlying subfacies. No bioturbation has been observed within 
strata of this facies. 
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Composite section, PRODELTA FACIES, 
subfacies 8 

marl 

Fig. 5. Composite section of subfacies B of the 
prodelta facies. Slumped and deformed strata 

interbedded with marl represent deposition 
from repeated debris flows derived from the 

delta front slope 

4~ faulted stra 

5. abra. A delta eloter B alfaciesenek 
tipusszelvenye. Az iiledekrogyasos es deformalt 

retegek valtakozasa margaval a delta front 
(lejtorol szarmaz6) ismetelt tormelekfolyasok 

iiledek Ierak6dasait kepviseli 

Composite section, PRODELTA FACIES, 
subfacies A 

marl 

I - marga; 2 - homokko-marga feltepett 
sajat anyagu tormelekkel; 3 - deformalt 

retegek; 4 - elvetett retegek 

Puc. 5. THnHqHhiH pa3pe3 cy6q>aUHH B 
npe.[(,[(eJlhTOBOH cpaUHH. 4epe.[(OBaHHe 

OllOJ13HeBhiX .[(ecpopMHpOBaHHhiX OTJlO)I(eHHH 
H Mepreneif HBJIHeTCH CJie.[(CTBHeM OCa)l(.[(eHHH 
B pe3yJihTaTe MHOfOKpaTHO llOBTOpHIOIUHXCH 

06JIOMOqHhiX llOTOKOB (nO.[(BO.[(HhiX Oll0Jl3Heif) 
I - MeprenH; 2 - necqaHHKH - MeprenH 

C nepeOT JlO)I(eHHhiMH o6JIOMKaMH 
C06CTBeHHOfO COCTasa: 3 - .[(ecpopMHpOBaHHhie 

CJIOH; 4 - OTJlO)I(eHHSI, HapyrneHHhie 
KOHCe.[(HMeHTaUHOHHhiMH c6pocaMH 

20 sandstone 

proximal turbidites 
(fan deposits?) 

Fig . 6. Composite section of subfacies A of 
the prodelta facies. Sandstone, interbedded 

with marl, exhibits an increasing bed 
thickness toward the top of the sequence 

3 

distal turbidites 
4 

6. abra. A delta eloter A alfaciesenek 
tipusszelvenye. A homokkO--marga 

valtakozas felfele haladva egyre novekvo 
retegvastagsagokat mutat 

I - marga; 2 - homokko; 3 - kozeli 
turbiditek (tormelekkupok); 4 - tavoli 

turbiditek 

Puc. 6. THnHqHhiH pa3pe3 cy6Q>aUHH A 
npe.[(,[(eJihTOBOH cpaUHH. TipH qepe.[(OBaHHH 

necqaHHKOB H Mepreneif MOIUHOCTH , 
OT.[(eJlhHhiX UHKJIOB B HanpaBJieHHH CHH3y 

ssepx nocTeneHHO ysennqnsaiOTCSI 
I - MeprenH; 2 - necqaHHKH, 

3- 6JIH3KHe Typ6H.[(HThl (KOHYChl BhiHOCa); 
4 - .[(aJlhHHe Typ6H.[(HThl 
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The delta front - delta slope facies 

The delta front- delta slope facies (733 m thick) consists of sandstone and 
marl both occurring as inclined or in some examples as horizontal parallel beds. 
The most characteristic feature of this facies is inclined strata dipping up to 20 
degrees (most common dip is 5 to 7 degrees). Abundant soft sedimentary 
deformation (synsedimentary faulting, slumps, and rotation of beds) resulted 
in the steeply dipping strata. Similar values of dip can also be measured in giant 
foresets (delta front) in regional profiles. The sandstone beds contain load casts, 
flame structures and marl rip-up clasts showing well-defined graded bedding, 
with a predominance of Ta, Tab, and Tabc units of the Bouma sequence 
(Fig. 7). Bioturbation is now abundant, in the upper 2/3 of the facies. The delta 
front slope is the most readily distinguished facies of regional extent dominating 
the sedimentary development of the Neogene strata underlying the Great Hun
garian Plain. 

Fig. 7. 

Compos ite section, DELTA FRONT FACIES 7. abra. Composite section of the 
depositional elements of the delta front 
facies. Deformed strata with abundant 

penecontemporaneous faulting and 
laminated marls interbedded with sandstone 
form the common structures of this facies 

marl 

~
sandstone 

2 with marl 
rip -up clasts 

3~delormed 
~ stra ta 

Fig. 7. A delta front iiledekkepzodesi 
egysegeinek tipusszelvenye. Deformalt 

retegek- az iiledekkepzodessel kozel egyideju 
vetokkel-es vekonyan retegzett margak, 
homokko betelepiilesekkel, a jellegzetes 

felepites 
1 - marga; 2 - homokkO-marga feltepett 
sajat anyagu tormelekkel; 3 - deformalt 

retegek; 4 - elvetett retegek; 
5 - feregnyomok; 6 - keresztretegzett 

homokko 

Puc. 7. Tum-tqHhiH pa3pe3 JIHTOCTpaTurpaqmqecKnx 
e)l,HHHI..( cl>pOHTa )l,eJihTbl. ,lJ,e<l>opMHpOBaHHhie CJIOH 
co c6pocaMn 6JIH3KHMH no speMeHn o6pa3oBaHHjl 
K OCa)l,KOHaKOIIJieHHIO H TOHKOCJIOHCThie MepreJIH 

C IIO)l,qHHeHHbiM KOJIHqecTBOM rrecqaHHKOB 
1 - Meprenu; 2 - rrec'laHHKH-Meprenu 

C rrepeOT JIO)I(eHHbiMH o6JIOMKaMH C06CTBeHHOrO 
COCTaBa; 3 - )l,e<PopMHpOBaHHhie CJIOH; 4 - CJIOH, 
HapyrneHHhie KOHCe)l,HMeHTal(HOHHbiMH c6pocaMH; 
5 - XO)l,hl 'lepseu; 6 - KOCOCJIOHCTbie rrecqaHHKH 
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The delta plain facies 

The delta plain facies is composed of alternating layers of horizontally 
bedded sandstone, siltstone and marl. The sandstone and siltstone layers are 
graded and repeated. Occurrences of small-scale cross-strata as well as biotur
bation is also frequent (Fig. 8). Oxidized mudstone intercalations are frequent 
indicating that this region was sometimes dry land. The increasing importance 
of terrestrial conditions is also indicated by the common occurrence of lignite 
beds. The depositional environments vary from shallow lake, fluvial marsh to 
terrestrial (subaerial). The few deformed stata probably represent sediments 
slumping into distributary channels. 

Composite section, DELTA PLAIN FACIES 

4~delormed ~stra.ta 

5§ lignite 

Fig . 8. Composite section of the depositional 
elements of the delta plain facies . Parallel bedded 

bioturbated sandstone interbedded with marl forms 
the major depositional sequences 

8. abra. A delta siksag iiledekkepzodesi egysegeinek 
tipusszelvenye. Parhuzamosan retegzett, eletnyomos 
homokko valtakozasa margaval epiti fel a retegsort 

I - marga; 2 - eletnyomos homokko; 3 -
keresztretegzett homokko; 4 - deformalt retegek; 

5 - lignit 

Puc. 8. TwnH'IHhiH pa3pe3 JIHTOCTpaTHrpaqmqecKHX 
e.nHHHII .neJibTOBOH paBHHHhi. Pa3pe3 CJIO)I(eH 
qepe.ny}()IUHMHC~ neC'IaHHKaMH, co.nep)l(aiUHMH 

HCKonaeMhie ocTaTKH, H MepreJI~MH . CnowcTOCTh 
napanneJihHa~ 

I - Meprenw; 2 - necqaHHKH c HCKonaeMhiMH 
OCTaTKaMH: 3 - neC'IaHHKH C KOCOH CJIOHCTOCTb}(); 

4 - .ne<}lopMHpOBaHHhie CJIOH; 5 - JIHfHHTbl 

3. Discussion 

Comprehensive lithological, sedimentological profiles as well as a two 
and/or three dimensional view of the facies distribution are given in Figures 
9-12. We propose that a highly constructional, fluvial-dominated delta system, 
which prograded from the northwest toward the southeast, resulted in the filling 
of the Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough. Progradation from the northwest is 
also indicated by the mineralogical composition of the sandstones most of which 
are lithoarenites containing rock fragments and heavy minerals of metamorphic 
origin derived from northern and western sources. No volcanic detritus derived 
from the north and east could be detected within the sediments of the Mak6-
H6dmezovasarhely trough. The vertical distribution of the facies in relation to 
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Hodmezovasarhely # 1 (TD 5842m) 

f, Distal turbidites 

d,Calcareous marl 

C, Conglomerate 

b,Tu rbidites 

~.E~st- 1200 Delta plain facies continues h, 
to surface 

Delta Plain 
facies 

Delta front 
facies 

5 

4 

3250---------------------
Subfacies B -
deformed (slumped) strata 3/B 

3600-----

Prodelta facies 3 
Subfacies A - I 
parallel bedded strata 3;'A 

4285----------------------

Deep basin 
facies 2 

5450-----------------------

Basal facies 1 
5842 

a, Basement not reached 

Fig. Y. Strat1graph~e sct:t10n and fac1es recorded 1n part of the Hodmezovasarhely-1 well. The 
depths are_ recorded in meters 

9. abra. Retegtani szelveny es facies beosztas a H6d-I melyfurasban (melyseg m-ben) 
1 -- alapkonglomeratum: a - az aljzatot nem ertek el, b - turbiditek, c - konglomeratum; 2 -

melyvizi facies : d - meszmarga, e - agyagmarga; 3 - delta eloter; 3/ A alfacies, parhuzamos 
retegzettseggel (f- tavoli turbiditek, g - kozeli turbiditek); 3/ B alfacies, deformalt 

(iiledekrogyasos) retegekkel; 4 - delta front; 5 - delta siksag: h - folytat6dik a felszinig 

Puc. 9. CTpaTHrpaqm:qecKaSI KOJIOHKa " cpauHaJihHOe no.npa3.neneHHe OTJIO)[(eHHH CKBa)[(HHhi 
H6d-·l (rny6HHhi B MeTpax) 

) - 6a3aJibHhiH KOHfJIOMepaT: a - cpyH)laMeHT He BCKpbiT; b - Typ6H)lHThi; C
KOHfJIOMepaTbi; 2 - rJiy60KOBO.l(HaSI cpaQHSI: d - H3BCCTKOBHCTbie MepreJIH; e - fJIHHHCTbiC 

MeprenH; 3 - npeMeJibTOBaSI cpaUHSI; 3/ A -· cy6cpaUHSI c napanneJihHOH cnoHCTOCThiO; 
f - )laJibHHe Typ6H.l(HTbi; 3/B - cy6cpaUHSI C .necpopMHpOBaHHbiMH (OfiOJI3HeBbiMH) CJIOSIMH; 

4 - cppOHT )leJibTbi; 5 - .l(eJibTOBaSI paBHHHa; h -- npO)lOJI)[(aeTCSI )lO HhiHelllHeH ITOBCpXHOCTH 
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the paleorelief (Figures 9-1 0) refers to a two-step infillment process. The first 
step produced a smoothing of the rugged paleorelief, followed by a delta 
progradation, which itself was a three-step progradational process (see below). 

The Neogene evolution of the trench as well as the adjacent areas crossed 
by the regional geological profiles (Figs. 13-14) can be tentatively summarized 
as follows: at the beginning of Badenian time, the rapidly subsiding areas 
quickly reached the stage of deep basin (pelitic) sedimentation. Failure (slump
ing) of sediments on the steep slopes of the trench resulted in the transport and 
reworking of coarse-grained sediments as turbidites. Thus the matrix of the 
basal facies is mud deposited from suspension as well as chemically precipitated 
CaC03 , to which there were periodic influxes of coarse-grained sediments. The 
turbidites may have flowed either along the axis of the trench or down its flanks. 
Periodic occurrences of steeply dipping marl and sandstone interbeds suggest 
an irregular bottom topography with slumping strata and/or infill of previously 
formed turbidite channels. (We use "turbidite" to mean predominantly sedi
ment gravity flow deposits.) 

The deep basin facies is also composed of sediments derived from settling 
ofmud and chemically precipitated CaC03 (Figs. 11-12). Fossils with CaC03 

shells are rare (possibly transported?), thus biogenic effects of CaC03 precipi
tation can be certainly excluded. The bedding shows no biogenetic disturbances 
of any kind. This is the end of the first phase of the infilling process. 

The proximal part of overlying prodelta facies is dominated by periodic 
influxes of sand by turbidity flows that exhibit decreasing energy toward the 
distal regions of the trough (Figs. 11-12). The amalgamated sandstone beds 
(these represent the top of the prodelta series) may overlie or interfinger with 
slumped deposits of fan deposits surrounding the deep lake channel systems. 

The steeply dipping and laterally extensive beds of the delta front- delta 
slope facies (Figs. 11-12) were deposited mainly by gravity flows along with 
grain flows of varying intensity, as well as by slumping of previously deposited 
sediments. Suspended sediments and chemically precipitated CaC03 were also 
deposited along with the coarse-grained clastics. The vertical distance between 
topset and bottomset strata indicated that a maximum of about 700 m water 
depth may have existed during deposition of this sequence in the deepest part 
of the depression. The inclined delta front strata form the most readily identifi
able unit on seismic reflection profiles throughout this region. The seismic 
profiles show a general southeast dip resulting from delta progradation from 
the northwest, but in the central part of the Great Hungarian Plain a southwest 
dip can be observed [PoGAcsAs-VoLGYI 1982, and MATTICK et al. this volume] 
suggesting that multiple fluvial-deltaic systems advanced into the basin. 

Finally the shallow lake, fluvial and especially the marsh and terrestrial 
(oxidized) sediments in the delta plain facies (Figs. 11-12) indicate the final 
stages of sedimentation in the Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough. 

These 5 principal facies can also be distinguished laterally within the 
Neogene Pannonian Basin sediments. The two regional sedimentological 
profiles (Figs. 13-14), based on regional seismic profiles, show a clearly defin-
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Fig. 10. Lateral facies relationships within the three wells drilled within and on the flanks of the 
Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely trough 

10. abra. A Mak6-H6dmezovasarhelyi arokban, ill. szarnyain furt harom melyfuras kozotti 
facies-ka peso la to k 

1 - alapkonglomeratum; a - paleozoos aljzat; 2 - melyvizi facies; 3 - delta eloter facies: 
A alfacies, B alfacies; 4 - delta front; 5 - delta siksag 

Puc. 10. <l>aQHaJihHhie B3aHMOOTHoweHHSI Tpex CKBa)I(HH, npo6ypeHHhiX 
s MaKo-Xo,~J.Me3esawapxei1cKOM rpa6eHe H Ha ero <PJiaHrax 

- 6a3aJibHbiH KOHfJIOMepaT; a - naJie030HCKHH <PYH,IJ.aMeHT; 2 - rJiy6oKOBO,IJ.HaSI <PaQHSI; 
3- npeMeJibTOBaSI <PaQHSI: cy6<PaQHSI A, cy6<PaQHSI B; 4 - <PpoHT ,IJ.eJibThi; 

5 - ,IJ.eJih TO BaSI paBHHHa 
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FACIES 

DELTA 
PLAIN 

DELTA 
I 733 m FRONT 

DESCRIPTION 
DELTA 

• PROGRADATION 
Lake water level -~~ 

550 m Delta front slopes at 
700 ± m Sedtments approximately 5 degrees 
(max1mum bioturbated 7 
water depth) I 

______ j __ Oxygen mmimum zone -----
-N~ -b~oge-mttc structures Subfactes B 

DEPOSITIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

Shallow lake, marsh, fluvial to 
terrestrial. 

Prograding deltaic system into a 
deep lake. Sedimentation dominated 
by down-slope flow of turbidity cur
rents as well grain-flow and slump
ing of slope deposits. 

Subfacies 
B 

350m 

Hummocky terra~suhfacies B 
1 1 I 12 2 '(slumped strata) 

ined beds of sandstone, 
si ltstone and marl with abun
dant soft sediment deforma
tion features (penecontem
poraneous faults). Graded 
sandstone beds, Bouma Ta, 
Tab & Tabc sequences with 
marl rip-up clasts. Small-scale 
cross-strata and thin (4 mm) 
repeated laminae of marl and 
sandstone 

PRODELTA 

DEEP 
BASIN 

Subfacies 
A 

685 m 

1165 m 

Lacustrine fan system developed in front 
of slumped terrain . Sand-size sediment 
transported in channels (turbidite flow). 

suhfacres A 

proximal turbidites 
(fan deposits?) Inclined strata (to 25 degrees) or overturned sandstone and 

marl beds. Graded sandstone beds with Bouma Tab sequence 
abundant as well as marl rip-up clasts. Strata deformed con
taining soft sediment deformation features (load structures, 
penecontemporaneous faulting, etc.). 

Parallel graded sandstone beds with Bouma Tbc sequence abundant in
distal turbidites terbedded with marl. Sandstone beds change from thin laminae to small

scale cross-strata to thick amalgamated beds toward the top of the facies . 

Argillaceous marl 

Laminated marls 

Calcareous marl 

Subfacies B: The inclined and defor
med beds represent deformation 
(large- to small-scale slumping) of 
strata off the delta front producing 
hummocky terrain on lake floor. 
Sedimentation dominated by turbid
ity currents, grain flow, mud flow 
and slumping. 

Subfacies A: Lacustrine fan system 
developed in front of the hummocky 
terrain and resulted in sand trans
port and deposition far in front of 
the prograding delta. 

Chemical precipitation of CaC0
3 

and deposition of mud from suspen
sion. A decreasing CaC0

3 
% from 

67% (calcareous marl) at the base of 
this facies to 10 33/., (argillaceous 
marl) toward the top of this facies 
records increasing clastic sediment 
input into the basin. 

Fig. 11. Processes and depositional environments of a prograding delta within the Pannonian lacustrine system 
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able three-step progradation form with an upward fining sequence of silt-shale 
alternation. The lowermost siltstone bodies are reworked deposits consisting of 
slumps, grain-flows and mud flows. These 3 phases of progradation can be 
tentatively identified in both profiles. Cluster and factor analysis of the major 
geometrical parameters (total thickness of the Pannonian s.l. ; the distance of the 
top and bottom of each lithostratigraphic (facies) units as well as the distance 
of the Neogene basement from the surface) show close relationship between the 
delta slope and proximal as well as distal turbidite bodies corroborating the 
genetic connections defined by the classical sedimentological methods. The 
regional extension of this facies model throughout the Pannonian Basin should 
be one of the future tasks for sedimentologists joining this project. 

Fig. 12. Major depositional processes within a fluvial-dominated delta system. A prograding 
lobate delta system probably contained a channel system connecting the fluvial distributaries to 
the prodelta lacustrine fan. Progradation of the fluvial delta results in the vertical assemblage of 
facies and sedimentary sequences observed within the cores from the Mak6-H6dmezovasarhely 

trough 
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Regional sedimentological profile from Kiskunhalas to Kiszombor 
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3 - -----
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distributary mouth bar 

distributary channel and point 
bar sandstones 

sandstone-siltstone bodies of 
gravity flow origin 

Fig . 13. Sedimentological profile of the south-central Pannonian Basin showing major sand 
bodies within Neogene deltaic-lacustrine facies (see Figure 1/A, line 1, for profile location). The 

boreholes from which the profile was constructed are listed at the top of the section 

13. abra. Regiomilis iiledekfoldtani szelveny Kiskunhalas es Kiszombor kozott, a neogen 
tavi-delta facies fObb homok testeivel (helyszinet lasd az 1/A abran) 

Q, D, L, P, d 1 _ 5 , s1 _ 3 , X - regionalis markerek; 1 - kozetretegtani egysegek hatara; 
2 - foly6agak torkolati zatonyai; 3 - foly6agak medre es mederbeli zatonyhomokko; 

4 - gravitaci6s folyas eredetii homokkO-aleurolit testek 

Puc. 13. PemoHaJihHhiM JIHTOCTpant:rpaqmqecKnii pa3pe3 no npoqmmo 
KnwKyHxaJiaw-Knw3oM6op c rJiaBHhiMH TeJiaMn nec'laHoro cocTaaa HeoreHoaou 

03epHO-.LJ:eJibTOBOM $al.{HU (MeCTO pacnOJIO)I(eHHSI CM. Ha pHI.{. 1/A) 
Q, D, L, P, d 1 _ 5 , s1 _ 

3
, X - pernoHaJibHbie MapKnpyiOmne ropn30HThi; I - rpaHHI..{hi 

JIUTOCTpaTnrpa$n'leCKUX e.LJ:UHHI..{; 2 - yCTbeBhie 6aHKU OT.LJ:eJibHbiX pyKaBOB; 3 - OT.LJ:eJibHbie 
pyKaBa U HaKaTIJIHBaiOII..{HeCSI B HUX neC'IaHHKU pyCJIOBbiX 6aHOK; 4 - nec'!aHUKU 

U aJieBpOJIUTbl, o6pa30BaBWUeCSI B pe3yJihTaTe rpaBHTal.{UOHHOrO Te'leHHSI 
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Regional sedimentological profile from Nagyszenas to Battonya 

(SE-Hungary) 
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M = Miocene 

Mz= Mesozoic in general 

J = Jurassic 

T = Triassic 

Pz= Paleozoic 

Pt = Proterozoic 
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2-·-·-·- distributary mouth bar 

3- - - - distributary channel and point 
bar sandstones 

4~ ............ ~ sandstone-siltstone bodies of 
gravity flow origin 

Fig. 14. Sedimentological profile of the southeast Pannonian Basin showing major sand bodies 
within Neogene deltaic-lacustrine facies (see Figure 1/ A, line 2, for profile location). The 

boreholes from which the profile was constructed are listed at the top of the section 

14. abra. Regiona.lis iiledekfoldtani szelveny Nagyszemis es Battonya kozott a neogen tavi-delta 
facies fObb homok testeivel (helyszinet lasd 1/A abran) 

C, D, L, S, U, d 1 _ 5 , X- regiomilis markerek; 1 - kozetretegtani egysegek hatara; 2 -
foly6agak torkolati z~tonyai; 3 - foly6agak medre es mederbeli zatonyhomokko; 4 -

gravitaci6s folyas eredetii homokkO-aleurolit testek 

Puc. 14. PemoHaJihHhiH JIHTOCTpaTHrpacl>H'IeCKHH pa3pe3 no rrpocl>HJIIO Ha.n;hceHarn-l>aTTOHjl 
C rJiaBHhiM TeJiaMH rreC'IaHoro COCTaBa HeoreHOBOH 03epHo-pe'IHOH cPaUHH (MeCTO 

paCIIOJIO)KeHlfji CM. Ha pHC. 1/A) 
C, D, L , S, D, d 1 _ 5, X- perHOHaJihHhie MapKHpyiDmHe ropH30HThi; I - rpaHHUhi 

JIHTOCTpal-Hrpacl>H'IeCKHX e.n;HHHU; 2 - ycTheBhie OTMeJIH pyKaBoB peK; 3- oT.n;eneHhie pyKaBa 
If HaKaiiJIHBalOIUHeCji B HHX rreC'IaHHKH pyCJIOBhiX 6aHOK; 4 - rrec'laHHKH If aJieBpOJIOThl, 

o6pa30BaBlliHCCji B pe3yJihTaTe rpaBHTal{HOHHOrO Te'ICHlfji 
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4. Conclusions 

(1) The most complete Neogene sequences can be fo11nd in the central 
(Hungarian) part of the Pannonian Basin. 

(2) Gravity-flow sediment transport maintained an important role 
throughout the whole period of Neogene sedimentation. 

(3) There is a three-stage progradational delta system in Late Miocene
Pliocene of the southern part of the Great Hungarian Plain, overlying 
a basal mud-supported conglomerate and deep lake marl sequence of 
Middle Badenian to Sarmatian age. This pre-deltaic phase produced a 
smoothing of the rugged paleorelief. 

( 4) The key formation is the delta (basin?) slope facies which is easily 
correlatable over the area studied. Its recent (i.e. post-diagenetic) thick
ness ( = 700 m) refer to a lake sedimentation system with considerable 
areal extension. 

(5) Distributary channel, point bar, distributary mouth bar sandstone 
units, and gravity flow transported sandstone-siltstone bodies can be 
recognized in the well logs from the petroleum exploratory wells. The 
identification of the fluvial bar system is very important in deciphering 
the Neogene evolutional history of the area studied. 

(6) The comprehensive analysis of the sedimentological control of the 
evolutional history will improve the regional lithostratigraphic corre
lation. 

(7) Trends of future investigations are: 
- sedimentological analysis of additional profiles, 
- regional correlation and contouring of the different facies units, 
- localization of regional pinchout zones. 
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A PANNON MEDENCE NEOGEN TAVI DELTA ULEDEKEIBEN MEGNYILVANULO 
ULEDEKKEPZODESI FOLY AMATOK ES ULEDEKFELHALMOZASI KORNYEZETEK 

BERCZI Istvan es R. Lawrence PHILLIPS 

A Mak6- H6dmezovasarhelyi arokban (DK-Magyarorszag) melyitett, a neogent feltar6 mely
furasok (melysegiik 3190, 5842, ill. 2886 m) magmintai alapjan meghatarozhat6 a medencet kitolto 
iiledekosz1et valtoz6 iiledekkepzodesi kornyezete es iiledekfoldtani fejlodestortenete. 6t fontosabb 
facies kiilonitheto el, a tavi-delta- foly6vizi sorozatban alulr6l felfele haladva: 1) ,alapkonglomera
tum" , agyagos matrixu konglomeratum, homokko, turbidit; 2) melyvizi facies, finoman retegzett 
vagy retegzetlen aleurolitos vagy tiszta meszmarga; 3) delta-e/oter facies, amelynek also resze marga 
betelepiileseket tartalmaz6 vizszintesen, parhuzamosan retegzett homokkobol (tavoli turbiditek?), 
felso n!sze zavart retegzettsegu, iiledekrogyasokat is tartalmaz6 kozeli turbiditekbol all; 4) delta
front , delta-lejto facies, latvanyosan dolo (5-20°), deformalt homokko, aleurolitos homokko es 
marga retegekkel; 5) delta siksag facies , a legvaltozatosabb litol6giaju egyseg, homokko, aleurolitos 
homokko, lignites marga retegekbol, meder kitoltes, mederkozi siksag, ovzatony, torkolati zatony 
iiledekfelhalmoz6dasi egysegekbol epiil fel. A feltoltodes ket fazisa ismerheto fel: egy kezdeti 
melyvizi, amikor is a lerak6d6 homok, kavics, marga a szabalytalan topografiat ~lsimitotta, majd 
erre telepiilt az eszaknyugatr6l elorenyomul6 foly6vizi-delta sorozat. 

YCJIOBH.H H MEXAHH3M HAKOllJIEHHR OCA)l.KOB HEOrEHOBhiX 
03EPHO-)l.EJihTOBhiX OliPA30BAHHH llAHHOHCKOrO liACCEHHA 

11unsaH I>EPIJ,J1 " P. JlopeHc <l>HJ111llC 

Ha OCHOBe HCCJie)lOBaHHSI KepHa 6ypOBbiX CKBa:>KHH B MaKO-XO)lMe3eBarnapxeHCKOM rpa6e
He (c rJiy6HHaMH 3190 M, 5842 M H 2886 M), TIOSIBHJiaCb B03MO)l(HOCTb peKOHCTpyKIJ,HH YCJIOBHH 
HaKOTIJieHHSI OCa)lKOB, 3anOJIHSilOlUHX 6acceHH HeoreHOBbiX o6pa30BaHHH H OTJIH'IalOIUHXCSI BbiCO
KOH H3MeHqusocTblO, a TaK)l(e HCTopuu reoJioruqecKoro pa3BHTHSI. CHH3Y ssepx no HanpasJieHHlO 
pa3pe3a 03epHO-)leJibTOBbiX-peqHbiX OTJIO)l(eHHH MO)l(HO Bbi)leJIHTb 5 CJie)lylOIUHX fJiaBHblX <t>au,H
aJibHbiX THTIOB: 1) «6a3a!lbl-lblU KOH2JlOMepam»- KOHfJIOMepaT, OCHOBHYlO Macey KOTOporo COCTaB
JISIJOT fJIHHbl, necqaHHKH, Typ6H)lHTbi; 2) 2Ay60K0600Hafl ifJalJUfl - H3BeCTKOBbie MepreJIH, aJieBpO
JIHTOBbie HJIH quCTbie, TOHKOCJIOHCTbie HJIH 6e3 CJIOHCTOCTH; 3) npuOe!lbmOBaJl ifJa!JUfl - HH)l(HSISI 
qacTb ee pa3pe3a npe)lCTaBJieHa ropH30HTaJibHbiMH napaJIJieJibHbiMH CJIOSIMH necqaHHKOB c npoc
JIOHKaMH MerpeJieH (.llaJibHHe Typ6H)lHTbi), a B BepxHeH qaCTH 3aJieralOT 6JIH3KHe Typ6H)lHTbl 
C )lHCrapMOHHqHOH CJIOHCTOCTblO, HMeJOIUHe MeCTaMH CJie)lbl OllOJI3HeBbiX SIBJieHHH; 4) ifJalJUU 
¢po1-1ma u CK!lOHa Oe!lbmbl - co)lep)l(HT HaKJIOHHO 3aJieraJOruue (5-20°) )le<PopMuposaHHbie necqa
HHKH c npocJioH:KaMH aJieBpHTOBbiX necqaHHKOB 11 MepreJieH:; 5. ifJalJUfl Oe!lbmoBou paBHUHbl - xa
paKTepu3yeTCSI Ha1160JibllJeH JIHTOJIOfHqecKOH H3MeHqHBOCTblO 11 COCTOHT H3 CJIOeB pa3JIHqHOfO 
COCTaBa: necqaHHK11, aJieBpOJII1TOBbie necqaHI1KH, JIHfHI1Tbl H MepreJIH. 

B reHeTuqecKoM CMbiCJie :no - oT JIO)l(eHI1SI .llOJIHH, Me)l()lOJIHHHbiX paBHHH, a TaK)l(e nOSICOBbiX 
11 ycTbeBbiX 6aHoK. Mo)l(HO Bbi)leJIHTb )lBe <Pa3bi 3anoJIHeHHSI: HaqaJibHYJO rJiy6oKoBO.llHYlO <Pa3y, 
B npou,ecce KOTOpOH OCa)l()lalOIU11eCSI neCKH, raJieqHHKH 11 MepreJIH BbipaBHI1BaJII1 BCe HepOBHOCTH 
peJibe<Pa, " no3)lHJOJO, B npou,ecce KOTopoH: peqHaSI )leJibTOBaSI cepHSI, Ha)lBHralOIUaSICSI c cesepo
BOCTOKa, HaKJia)lbiBaJiaCb Ha BbiWeyKa3aHHbie OTJIO)l(eHHSI. 
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lKeHHH (CTpyKTypbl HarpyJOK, qepTbl, 6JlH3KHe no speMeHH 
o6pa308aHHll H T.,ll.) 

napaJJJJeJlhHhre cJJoH copTHposaHHhiX nec'laHHKOB c cepHliMH Bouma 
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ryp6n.nHThi TOCTH no nanpa8JleHHIO CHHJY BBepx: TOHKal! CJIOHCTOCTb - orpaHH'leH

Hall KOCall CJlOHCTOCTb - CnJlaBJleHHble CJlOH . 

TOHKOCJlOHCTbie MeprHJIH 

H38eCTKOBHCTble MeprHJIH 

)l.eJJbT08all CHCTe~ta, npO,llBHraiO-

lllaliCII 8nepe.n B nry6oKoe oJepo. 

npouecc HaKomrenHll oca.nKoB xa- . 
paKTepHJyeTCll flOIIBJJeHHeM l!OTO

KOB MYTH H ueC'!aHblX l!OTOKOB, 
a TaKJKe OflOJlJIIeBblX liBJJeHHH 

8 oca.nKax CKJlona. 

B cy6<j>auHR : HaKJJOHHble H .ne<j>op
MHposaHHbre CJJOH, npe.ncraBJl!II0-

1llHe .ne<j>opMaUHIO npH,lleJibT08blX 

CJIOeB (OllOJlJHH B JHa'lHTeJlbHblX 
H He6oJJbiUHX Macw-ra6ax) coJnai0-

1llHe nepOBHYIO l!OBepXHOCTb Ha ,llHe 

oJepa. 

A cy6<j>aUHll: nepe.n HeposHoH no-

8epxnocTbiO paJBHBaJJaCb 8eepoo6-
pa3Hall CHCTeMa 03ep, B KOTOpOH 

necKH nepeMemaJJHCb .naJJeKo snepe- • 
.llH npo.nsHraiOmeiicll .neJJbTbl. 

XHMH'leCKOe OCalK,lleHHe H OTJlOlKe

HHe CaC03 HJ HJJHCTOH cycneHUHH 

Puc. 11. llpouecchl H ycnoBHSI oca,L\KOHaKonneHHSI B npO.L\BHraJOmencSI ,L\eJibTe naHHOHCKOH o3epHon CHCYCMbi 
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12. abra. Fo iiledekkepzodesi folyamatok egy folyami deltarendszerben. Az elorenyomul6 
lebenyes deltarendszer val6sziniileg tartalmazott egy csatornarendszert, amely osszekototte 

a foly6agakat az eloter tavi tormelekkupjaval. A foly6vizi delta elorenyomulasa a faciesek es 
iiledeksorok vertikalis egymasutanisagat eredmenyezi, amely megfigyelheto 

a Mak6-H6dmezovasarhelyi arok furasainak magmintain 

\ 
(Q~~"' 

ypoBeHb BO)Ihl 

Puc. 12. rJia8Hhie npoueccbi HaKOTIJieHJf.Sl oca.n;K08 8 CHCTeMe pe•moii .n;eJihTbi. 
B npo.n;8HraiOmeiicSI H38HJIHCToii cHcTeMe .n;eJihThi, no 8ceii 8epo}[tHOCTH, cymecT808aJia 

H CHCTeMa KaHaJI08, COe.LJ;HH}[IOll.\a}[ pyKa8a peKH C 03epHOTHTIHbiM KOHYCOM 8biHOCa 
npH.n;eJibT080H o6JiaCTH. B pe3yJihTaTe npo.n;8H:>KeHHSI .n;eJihThi 8 KepHax CK8a:>KHH 

MaKo-Xo.n;Me3e8arnapxeiicKoro rpa6eHa xoporno Ha6JIIO.n;aeTCSI 8epTHKaJihHa}[ cMeHa o.n;HHX 
<PaUHH H C8HT TIOCJIC.LJ;YIOll.\HMH 
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MAGNETOSTRATIGRAPHY OF NEOGENE STRATA PENETRATED 
IN TWO DEEP CORE HOLES IN THE PANNONIAN BASIN: 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Donald P. ELSTON*, Geza HAMOR**, Aron JAMBOR**, 
Miklos LANTOS** and Andras RONAl** 

Neogene strata cored in two 1200 m-deep holes drilled in the central and northern parts of 
the Pannonian Basin (Kaskantyu-2 and Samsonhaza-16a, respectively) were sampled on < 1 m 
intervals for development of polarity records that might be correlated with the generally accepted 
polarity time scale. The Kaskantyu-2 drill hole penetrated strata of Pleistocene and Pliocene age 
in its upper part, and a nearly complete, Late Miocene section in its lower part. Strata of Pliocene 
and Late Miocene age are assigned to the Pannonian (s.l.) stage. The strata were found to be stably 
magnetized, which allowed development of a polarity zonation that is provisionally correlated with 
the polarity time scale for the interval from perhaps as much as 12 to about 2 million years (Ma) 
ago. The polarity zonation from the Kaskantyu-2 core hole has allowed a rate of about 120 m/Ma 
to be estimated for the accumulation of sediments in the south-central Pannonian Basin during late 
Miocene and Pliocene time. The zonation in the upper part of the Kaskantyu-2 borehole correlates 
generally with a polarity zonation assigned to the Early Pleistocene and Pliocene reported from core 
holes previously drilled near Devavanya and Veszto in the east-central basin. 

The Samsonhaza-l6a core hole in the northern part of the basin penetrated pre-Pannonian 
Neogene strata. The magnetization, weak and unstable for a large part of the section, precluded 
development of a polarity zonation that could be correlated in its own right with the polarity time 
scale. The few intervals of stable magnetization thus could only be tentatively related to the polarity 
time scale by employing nannoplankton age assignments for the section, supplemented by K/ Ar 
dates extrapolated to the section. Although the resulting correlations are uncertain, they nonetheless 
suggest that much of the pre-Pannonian complex in the Samsonhaza-16a section accumulated 
during relatively short intervals of time. 

Keywords: stratigraphy, magnetostratigraphy, chronostratigraphy, Neogene, Paratethys, Pannonian 
Basin 

1. Introduction 

We present here preliminary results of a study of the polarity records from 
two deep holes cored in the south-central and northern Pannonian Basin of 
Hungary. One hole, Kaskantyu- 2, was drilled in strata of south-central Hun
gary assigned to the Lower and Upper Pannonian stage (s.l.), which includes 
strata oflate Miocene and Pliocene age. The second hole, Samsonhaza- 16a, was 
drilled in pre-Pannonian Neogene strata of north-central Hungary. The holes 
were cored to depths of about 1200 m. More than 2500 samples oriented with 
respect to the up-direction of the cores were collected and analysed at the 
Paleomagnetics Laboratory at Flagstaff, Arizona. 

* U.S. Geological Survey, 2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
** Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H-1442 
Manuscript received (revised form): 26 July, 1985 
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One objective of this study was to provide time-lines, by developing correla
tions with the polarity time scale, so that Neogene sections of the Pannonian 
Basin can be better placed in the geologic time scale. This would lead to an 
improved understanding of correlations, facies relations, sedimentologic and 
structural history, and evolution of the basin during Neogene time. For Hun
gary, this 'also should lead to an improved understanding of hydrocarbon 
evolution and accumulation in the Pannonian Basin, particularly when paleo
magnetically ,dated" Pannonian horizons are extrapolated to the deep parts of 
the basin by means of other geophysical methods. For this scientific field, a high 
resolution polarity record potentially obtainable from strata of the Pannonian 
Basin holds promise for allowing an improved polarity zonation to be developed 
for the interval 5-12 Ma ago, which would more than double the current 
terrestrially derived polarity zonation that is relatable to the oceanic polarity 
record. 

The magnetostratigraphic studies reported here have been carried out 
th~ough a bilateral cooperative agreement between the U.S. Geological Survey 
(U.S.A.) and the Central Office of Geology (Hungary) for the analysis of the 
two boreholes·. Results are preliminary because work on the Kaskantyu-2 drill 
cores has not yet been completed. 

2. Geologic setting 

Stratigraphic and paleontologic studies have shown that the Para tethys was 
not connected with the open ocean during the Neogene [LASKAREV 1924]. The 
planctO:t;llC foraminifer~ studies [CICHA-SENES 1968, STEININGER-SENES 1971] 
have sho\Yn th<1;t the .inolluscan- and planctonic foraminifera-based correlations 
of the late 19th century contained facies-related temporal errors of about 6 to 
7 Ma. In view of the foregoing, direct paleontologic correlations of Miocene and 
Pliocene strata of the Pannonian stage (s.l.) with the oceanic record have not 
been possible, and correlations. thus have to be derived from chronostratigraph
ic methods. 

The stratigraphic sequence in the Pannonian Basin, at places, contains 
intercalated volcanic deposits. These have locally allowed the age of the strata 
gto be assessed by K/Ar determinations [HAMOR et al. 1979, and BALOGH et al. 
-1982]. Additionally, detailed magnetostratigraphic records have been developed 
from two thick sections cored in the Great Hungarian Plain [CooKE et al. 1979] 
of the east-central basin. This paleomagnetic work made it possible to identify 
the boundary between the Pleistocene and Pliocene in the basin-filling sequence, 
and als,o to infer an approximate position for the lower boundary of strata of 
Pliocene age. However, temporal relationships for· underlying strata in the 
Pan.nonian Basin with respect to the polarity time scale (particularly for strata 
assigned to the middle and lower parts of the Pannonian stage, s.l.) required 
additional magnetostratigraphic study. To achieve this, two deep holes (cored 
to their full depts, ,...., 1200 m) were drilled to. intersect an anticipated complete, 
composite Neogene section, and these sections were subjected to multidisciplin
ary studies, including magnetostratigraphic analysis. 
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3. Stratigraphy of the boreholes 

The locations of two holes whose cores were analysed for this study are 
shown in Figure 1. Kaskantyu-2 is located in the middle part of the Danube
Tisza interfluve, whereas Samsonhaza-16a is located in the central part of the 
North Hungarian Highland Range. Although hiatuses exist, much of the Neo
gene sequence of the Pannonian Basin is penetrated in these two holes. Partially 
correlative strata penetrated by the Devavanya and Veszto drill holes [CooKE 
et al. 1979] are located in the east central part of the Pannonian Basin, east of 
the Tisza River (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Location map showing the boreholes studied 

1. abra. A tanulmanyozott f{misok helye 

Puc. 1. CxeMa pacnoJIO)f(eHHSI w3yl.faeMbiX CKBa)f(HH 
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The base of the sequence penetrated in the Kaskantyu-2 borehole (Fig
ure 2) begins with deposits of a Late Badenian (Middle Miocene) transgression. 
Deposition was followed by apparently uninterrupted accumulation that con
tinued to the top of the Sarmatian (early Late Miocene). The basal part of the 
overlying Pannonian sequence is missing, because strata belonging to the Pleuro
zonaria ultima zone, and to the lower half of the Spiniferites bentori zone, are 
absent. Above this, pelitic-sandy strata were deposited without interruption to 
the top of the Pannonian (s.l.) stage. Basal deposits of late Pliocene age (early 
Pleistocene according to the Hungarian classification of time stratigraphic units) 
overlie the Pannonian strata, which in turn are followed by a minor(?) hiatus 
and the deposition of younger Pleistocene deposits. Most of the Pleistocene 
section was not sampled because it was unsuitable for paleomagnetic study. 
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Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphy and magnetostratigraphy of borehole Kaskantyu-2 
Columns: a) inclination; b) short reversals (M means mixed polarity); c) magnetostratigraphic 

zonation; d) lithology. 1 - unconformity; 2 - clayey marl; 3 - sand; 4 - variegated 
·· clay; 5 - huminite-bearing clay; 6 - silt; 7 - marl; 8 - calcareous marl; 9 - coarse clastic 

ooidal limestone with conglomerate; I 0 - normal magnetization; II - reverse magnetization; 
12 - no data 
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The Kaskantyu-2 borehole sequence has been analysed for Dinoflagellata 
planktonic microfossils by St:JT6-SzENTAI [written communication, 1983], for 
molluscs by KORPAS-H6DI [written communication, 1983], and for ostracods by 
KORECZ [written communication, 1983]. Additionally, a relatively fresh sample 
of rhyolite tuff from the Nagykozar-2 drill hole has been analysed to obtain a 
K j Ar date from biotite [BALOGH et al. 1983, written communication]. This date, 
11.6 ± 0.5 Ma, comes from strata closely overlying the lower boundary of Lower 
Pannonian strata, therefore providing an approximate age for this boundary. 
Various ages have been reported for strata at different levels of the Pannonian 
stage (s.l.). The boundary between the Lower and Upper Pannonian based on 
molluscan fauna is considered to lie at about 7 Ma [KoRPAs-H6DI 1983]. This 
age, however, differs considerably from the approximately 5 Ma value inferred 
from KjAr dates obtained from Pannonian basalts [BALOGH et al. 1982], which 
lie near the boundary between strata assigned to the Lower and Upper Pan
nonian. Alternatively, a boundary drawn between the Lower and Upper Pan
nonian stages in the Kaskantyu-2 drill core lies at about 8.8 Ma on the basis 
of paleomagnetic correlations. Lastly, a boundary drawn between Spiniferites 
bentori and Spiniferites validus has been proposed as a stage boundary within 
the Pannonian s.1. [JAMBOR-KORPAs-H6DI- SZELEs-St:JT6-SzENTAI 1985]. This 
boundary corresponds with a stratigraphic position low in the Kaskantyu-2 
section [SDT6-SzENTAI 1983]. It is at a level that appears to be older than 11 
Ma old on the basis of preliminary correlation of the Kaskantyu- 2 section with 
the polarity time scale. 

The Samsonhaza-16a drill hole (Figure 3) bottomed in strata assigned to 
the Egerian (Late Oligocene and Early Miocene) stage. The Egerian strata are 
unconformably overlain by Ottnangian (late Early Miocene) strata, strata that 
in turn may be turncated by an unconformity. Above this, strata assigned to 
the Karpathian (late Early Miocene) stage consist of coarse to fine clastics 
grading upwards to siltstone and marl. These are overlain by tuffaceous strata 
locally containing andesite flows, all of which are assigned to the Badenian stage 
(Middle Miocene). 

2. abra. A Kaskantyu-2 melyfunis lito- es magnetosztratignifi<ija 
Oszlopok: a) ink1inaci6; b) rovid atfordu1asok (M = kevert po1aritas); c) magnetosztratigrafiai 

Q zonaci6; d) 1itol6giai retegsor. 1 - diszkordancia; 2 - agyagmarga; 3 - homokko; 4 -
tarkaagyag; 5 - huminites agyag; 6- iszap; 7 - marga; 8 - meszmarga; 9 - durvaszemii 

ooidos meszko konglomeratummal; I 0 - normal magnesezettseg; 11 - forditott 
magnesezettseg; 12 - nines adat 

Puc. 2. IIHTO- H MarHHTOCTpaTHrpaqmSI CKBaiKHHhi KawKaHTI()-2 
CTOJI6U,hi: a) HaKJIOHeHHe; b) KpaTKOBpeMeHHhie rrepeBOpOThl (M = CMeWaHHaSI IIOJISipHOCTh); 

c) pa3)leJieHHe MarHHTOCTpaTHrpaqmqecKHX 3oH; d) JIHTOJioroqecKHH KOJIOHKa. I - HecorJiacHe; 
¢ 2 - fJIHHHCTbie MepreJIH; 3 - rreClfaHHKH; 4 - rrecTpOU,BeTHhie . fJIHHhi; 5 - fJIHHhl CO 

CO)lepiKaHHeM opraHHlfeCKOfO Belll,eCTBa; 6 - HJIH; 7 - MepreJIH; 8 - H3BeCTKOBhie MepreJIH; 
9 - 06JIOMOlfHhie OOHLI,OBhie H3BeCTHSIKH C KOHfJIOMepaTaMhi; 10- HOpMaJihHaSI 

HaMarHHlfeHHOCTh; 11 - o6paTHaSI HaMarHHlfeHHOCTh; 12 - HeT )laHHhiX 
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d, 

a, b, c, 

N R 

Fig. 3. Preliminary correlation of the polarity zonation of the Kaskantyu- 2 core hole with the 
polarity time scale of LOWRIE and ALVAREZ [1981) 

Columns: a) inclination; b) short reversals (M means mixed polarity); c) magnetostratigraphic 
zonation; d) polarity time scale. l - normal magnetization; 2 - reverse magnetization; 3 - no 

data 
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4. Paleomagnetic analysis 

The Kaskantyu- 2 and Samsonhaza- 16a drill holes were cored in full, 
employing a 5.9 m long core barrel. The cores were sampled at approximately 
0.5 m intervals at the drill site. Initially, no samples of unconsolidated sediments 
or very hard rock were collected, giving rise to a few rather large gaps in 
paleomagnetic records (a maximum of 20 m length). Subsequently, approxim
ately 200 second-stage samples were collected from the major unsampled inter
vals in the Kaskantyu-2 section, and from across the section to check on the 
validity of several intervals of one- and two-sample "reversals". Analysis of the 
second stage samples has not yet been completed. 

Approximately 2600 first stage samples were processed in the paleomagnet
ics laboratory at Flagstaff, Arizona. Following measurement of the natural 
remanent magnetization (NRM), a series of pilot samples were subjected to 
stepwise alternating field demagnetization analysis for identification of the 
ranges of stability in representative materials. In view of the behavior observed 
during demagnetization analysis, the remaining Kaskantyu-2 samples were 
partially demagnetized in 50 oersted (oe) ( = 5 mT or milliTesla) fields, and the 
samples from Samsonhaza- 16a were partially demagnetized in 75 oe (7.5 mT) 
fields. 

Samples that were considered to be reliable for development of a polarity 
zonation exhibited inclinations > 20°, and intensities > 2 x 10- 7 emujcm 3 

(or-- 2 x 10- 4 A/m). Samples having lower reliability, but for which only one 
of the conditions was met, were also considered to be potientially useful and 
employed in the evaluation. Finally, samples exhibiting very low intensities 
and/or inclinations near Oo were not used for the determination of polarity. 
Moreover, reversals controlled by a single sample also were not used for 
development of a polarity zonation. Such "reversals" were provisionally con
sidered to have arisen from the inadvertent inversion of individual samples. 

Kaskantyu- 2: Of the two coreholes, Kaskantyu-2 yielded much the better 
material for paleomagnetic analysis. Intensities are moderate, 10 - 5 to 10 - 6 

emujcm 3 (10 - 2 to 10- 3 A/m). From demagnetization results (not presented 
here), the entire sequence was seen to have a rather stable remanent magnetiza
tion. Problems with interpretation arose from a rather large number of strati
graphically narrow, apparent polarity reversals. and from a few intervals not 

3. abra. A Kaskantyu- 2 metyfunis elozetes korrelaci6ja a LOWRIE es ALVAREZ [1981] fele 
(l polaritas- ido skalaval 

Oszlopok: a) inklinaci6; b) rovid atfordulasok; c) magnetosztratigrafiai zonaci6; d) polaritas- ido 
skala. 1 - normal magnesezettseg; 2 - forditott magnesezettseg; 3 - nines adat 

Puc. 3. npe.n:sapMTeJibHaSI KOppeJISIU,MSI CKBa)KMHbl KarnKaHTJ0-2 c Me)KL{yHapo.n:HoH WKaJIOH 
BpeMSI- TIOJIS!pHOCTb 

CToJI6U.hi: a) HaKJIOHeHwe: b) KopoTKH nepesopoThi; c) MarHHTOCTpaTHrpa<f>wlfeCKHe 30Hhi; 
d) 3aBHCHMOCTh noiiS!pHoCTH oT speMeHM. I - HopMaJihHaSI HaMarHHlfeHHOCTh; 2 - o6paTHaSI 

HaMarHHlfeHHOCTh; 3 - HeT L{aHHbiX 
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sampled near the base of the cored section (Figures 2 and 3). Second-stage 
sampling was undertaken with the object of resolving several of the uncertain
ties. 

A preli~inary correlation of the Kaskantyu-2 polarity zonation with the 
polarity time scale of LowRIE and ALVAREZ [1981] is proposed in Figure 3. The 
correlation is based mainly on pattern matching of the principal intervals of 
normal and reverse polarity, and secondarily on the number and relative thick
ness of the narrower polarity intervals. Magnetic anomaly 5 plays an important 
role in the interpretation. Note that the proposed correlation of the top of 
anomaly 5, at-- 8.8 Ma, lies close to or coincides with the lithologic boundary 
between strata assigned to the Lower and Upper Pannonian stage. Howevet, 
the unavailabity of samples from some of the underlying strata has precluded 
a more certain identification of the position of the base of anomaly 5, or a less 
ambiguous correlation with the polarity time scale for strata that are inferred 
to be "" 10 Ma and older in age. 

The correlation with the polarity time scale shown in Figure 3 contains 
information on the rate of accumulation of sediments in the Danube-Tisza 
interfluve area of south-central Hungary during the late Miocene and Pliocene. 
The accumulation rate for the interval from about 860 to 240m depth, extend
ing from near the top of anomaly 5 to the inferred top of the Gauss normal 
polarity epoch, was virtually constant at about 120 m/Ma (Fig. 4). This rate 
of accumulation is about two-thirds of that, calculated from the Devavanya and 
Veszto core holes [CooKE et al. 1979 and R6NAI 1981]. 

Samsonhaza-16a: In the pre-Pannonian strata cored in Samsonhaza-16a, 
the strategy of employing a potential polarity zonation differed markedly from 
the strategy used for the Pannonian and post-Pannonian drill core records 
obtained from the more central parts of the Pannonian Basin. In the latter, 
correlations with the polarity time scale were developed by assuming that 
deposition was more or less continuous across the intervals studied, an assump
tion based on stratigraphic records, now supported by paleomagnetic records. 
In contrast, the polarity record obtained from Samsonhaza-16a was com
promised by severe geologic as well as paleomagnetic complications. 

Many samples from borehole Samsonhaza-16a are characterized by low 
to very low intensities, which for many samples scarcely exceeded the noise level 
of the cryogenic magnetometer (see Figure 5). Additionally, a persistent viscous 
component was observed for these intervals, suggesting an unstable magnetiza
tion. Lastly, there are many gaps in the magnetostratigraphic coverage. The 
foregoing deficiencies, alone, precluded correlation of the contained polarity 
record with the polarity time scale. 

In spite of the above, parts of the magnetic record have been provisionally 
related to the polarity time scale by employing the nannoplankton record, 
supported by K/Ar ages extrapolated to the section (Figure 5). These temporal 
data strongly suggest that the section penetrated in the Samsonhaza drill hole 
accumulated irregularly through time, and at markedly different rates of accu
mulation. Nannoplanktonic results [NAGYMAROSY 1983] indicate that the inter-
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Fig . 4. Accumulation rate of sediments during the Late Miocene and Pliocene from proposed 
correlation of the polarity zonation of the Kaskantyu-2 core hole with the polarity time scale 

4. abra. Uledekfelhalmoz6dasi sebesseg a felsomiocenben es a pliocenben, a Kaskantyu- 2 
melyfunis polaritasz6nai es a nemzetkozi polaritas-ido skala korrelaci6jab61 

Puc. 4. CKopocTb oca.uKoHaKonnemul B sepxHeM MHOJ.~eHe H B rrJIHOUeHe, pacc'IHTaHHaSI Ha 
OCHOBe KOpeJIJI SIUHH 30H IIOJIS!pHOCTH rny60KOH CKBa)KHHbl KarnKaHTI()- 2 C Me)K)lyHapO)lHOH 

WKaJIOH BpeMSI- IIOJIS!pHOCTb 

val from 211m to 712 m can be assigned to nannoplankton zone 4 (NN4), which 
from the compilation of HAQ [1983] has an assigned age range of about 17.0 to 
18.4 Ma. This age range includes a substantial part of an interval of apparent 
normal polarity, and questionable normal polarity, in the Samsonhaza-16a core 
(Figure 5). Nannoplankton zone 5, from the upper part of the interval of 
questionable normal polarity, has an assigned age range of about 15 to 17 Ma. 
Above this, from a stably magnetized interval, an extrapolated K/ Ar age 
appears to require a correlation of this and the underlying strata with anomaly 
5C, which has an assigned age range of 16.2 to 17 Ma. Thus, strata extending 
from a depth of less than 100 m to more than 800 m would seem to have 
accumulated during an interval of time considerably less than 2 Ma. It is a 
stratigraphic interval that corresponds to the development of "schlieren" in the 
region during early Miocene time [NOSZKY sen. 1912, CSEPREGHY-MEZNERICS 
1951 , HAMOR- JAMBOR 1969]. About 200m beneath this, an interval of stable 
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normal polarity corresponds with nannoplankton zone 2 (NN2), for wich an 
age range of 19.6 to 23.0 Ma has been assigned [HAQ 1983, NAGYMAROSY 1981]. 
This basal normal polarity interval, consequently cannot be correlated with the 
polarity time scale. 
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5. Summary 

Evidence summarized in the preceeding sections leads to the following 
general conclusions. 

(1) The Kaskantyu-2 drill hole appears to have penetrated a section of 
strata of early Pleistocene, Pliocene, and Miocene age that spans polarity 
anomaly intervals 2 through possibly 5A, extending from about 1. 7 to perhaps 
as much as 12 Ma. Within this, the section assigned to the Pannonian stage (s.1.) 
extends from approximately the Late Miocene, at perhaps 11.5 Ma, across Late 
Miocene and Pliocene time, with an upper boundary that appears to coincide 
with the boundary between the Matuyama-and Gauss polarity epochs. Conse
quently, the Pannonian stage (s.l.) includes the Tortonian, Messinian, and 
Zanclean stages of Mediterranean stratigraphy. 

Fig . 5. Lithostratigraphy and apparent polarity zonation from the Samsonhaza- 16a core hole, 
and a possible correlation with the polarity time scale employing nannoplankton age 

assignments and K/Ar ages extrapolated to the section 
Columns: a) polarity time scale after LOWRIE and ALVAREZ [1981], b) lithology; 

c) chronostratigraphic units; d) nannoplankton zones; e) magnetostratigraphic zonation: 
e 1) interpretation, with classification (contradictions and uncertainty indicated); e2 ) measurement. 

1- unconformity; 2 - clayey marl; 3 - limestone; 4 - andesite pyroclastics; 5 -
argillaceous-calcareous- sandy aleurolite; 6 - sandstone; 7 - gravel; 8 - lignite; 9 -

variegated clay; 10 - normal magnetization; II - reverse magnetization; 12 - no data 

5. abra. A Samsonhaza- l6a melyfuras litosztratigrafiai es magnetosztratigrafiai beosztasa, 
valamint ennek egy lehetseges korrelaci6ja a nemzetkozi polaritas-ido skalaval, felhasznalva 

nannoplankton- es extrapolalt K/ Ar kormeghatarozasi ada to kat 
Oszlopok: a) polaritas- ido skala LOWRIE es ALVAREZ [1981] utan; b) litol6giai retegsor; 

c) kronosztratigrafiai egysegek; d) nannoplankton z6nak; e) magnetosztratigrafiai zonaci6: e 1) 

ertelmezes osztalyozassal (ellentmondasok es bizonytalansagok feltuntetesevel), ez) meresi 
adatok. I - diszkordancia; 2 - agyagmarga 3 - meszko 4 - andezit piroklasztit 
5 - agyagos- meszes- homokos aleurolit; 6 - homokko; 7 - kavics; 8 - lignit; 

1
) - tarkaagyag; I 0 - normal magnesezettseg; II -- forditott magnesezettseg; 12 - nines adat 

Puc. 5. JhnocTpaTurpacpuqecKoe u MarHHTOCTpaTurpacpuqecKoe pacqneHeHue rny6oKoii 
CKBa)I(HHbl IIIaMWOHXa3a- J6a, H OJJ,Ha H3 B03MO)I(HbiX KOpenmH.(HH C Me)I(JJ.yHapOJJ,HOH WKaJlOH 

BpeM}J- nOJJ}JpHOCTh, HCnOJ1b3Y}J JJ,aHHhie onpeJJ,eJleHH}J B03pacTa no HaHHOcpnope 
u JKCTpanonuposaHHhie JJ,aHHhie onpeJJ.eneHH}J B03pacTa K/ Ar MeTOJJ.OM 

CTOJ16U,bi: a) 3aBHCHMOCTb nOJJ}lpHOCTH OT BpeMeHH no LOWRIE H ALVAREZ [1981]; 
b) JlHTOnoruqecKa}J KOJlOHKa; C) XpOHOCTpaTHrpacpH'IeCKHe eJJ,HHHU,hi; d) HaHHOnJlaHKTOHOBbie 

30Hhi; e)MarHHTOCTpaTurpacpuqecKue 30Hhi: e
1

) HHTepnpeTaU,H}J c KnaccucpuKau,ueii 
(c yKa3aHHeM npoTusope'IHH u HeHaJJ,e)I(HOCTeii); e2 ) H3MepeHHhie JJ,aHHbie . I - Hecornacue: 

2 - fJlHHHCTbie Meprenu; 3 -- H3BeCTH}JKH; 4- aHJJ,e3HTOBhie Tycphi; 5-
fJ1HHHCTO- H3BeCTKOBO-neC'IaHbie aneBpHThi; 6 - necqaHHKH; 7 - me6eHb; 8 - JlHfHHT; 

9 - necTpou,BeTHhie rnHHhi; I 0 - HOpMaJlhHa}J HaMarHH'IeHHOCTh; II - o6paTHa}J 
HaMarHH'IeHHOCTb; 12 - HeT JJ,aHHbiX 
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A boundary between the Lower and Upper pannonian, drawn at the 
contact between the Nagykorii and overlying Zagyva Formations in the Kas
kantyu- 2 drill hole (at about 864 m; Figure 2) lies at the .approximate level of 
the top of anomaly 5 at 8.8 Ma. This boundary differs markedly from an age 
approximately 5 Ma reported for Pannonian basalt occurring near a boundary 
that separates c.~. ~ . ~signed to the Lower and Upper Pannonian [BALOGH et 
al. 1982]. From paleomagnetic correlations, the Miocene-Pliocene boundary in 
the Kaskantyu-2 section lies within the Zagyva Formation, at a depth of about 
450 m. An estimatd provisional age for the base of the Pannonian in the 
Kaskantyu-2 section of about 11.5 Ma, accords with a K/Ar age on biotite 
extrapolated from the Nagykonir- 2 borehole. Lastly, Pannonian sediments, 
correlated with the polarity time scale for the interval from about 9 to 2 Ma, 
accumulated at a rather uniform rate of about 120 mjMa. 

(2) The Pliocene and Pleistocene polarity zonation from the Kaskantyu-2 
core hole generally correlates with earlier results from the Devavanya and 
Veszto core holes drilled in the Great Hungarian Plain [CooKE et al. 1979]. The 
lowermost Pieistocene (late Pliocene of usage elsewhere) sequence [Nagyalfold 
Formation = Veszto Formation in CooKE et al. 1979] has an age of 1.5 to 2.4 
Ma from paleomagnetic correlations. The "Pleistocene" age for the Nagyalfold 
Formation has been confirmed by ostracode results [KORECZ 1983]. 

(3) Paleomagnetic study of samples from the Samsonhaza-16a core hole 
have served only to help refine geologic interpretations related to the time 
required to accumulate the strata, interpreted primarily from t~annoplankton 
zonations and extrapolated K/ Ar ages. A large part of the section in the 
Samsonhaza drill hole, associated with "schlieren" assigned to the Karpathian 
stage, appears to have accumulated in less than a two million year span of time, 
correlated principally with magnetic anomaly 5C. 

These efforts to date have led to promising although as yet incomplete 
results. A continuing effort is needed toward development of a reference polarity 
zonation for the Pannonian (s.l.) and Pleistocene sections of the Pannonian 
Basin. It is a zonation that has yet to be demonstrated by a reproducibility 
derived from the analysis of a third cored section. A 1.9 km-thick section cored 
at Tiszapalkonya in the northeastern part of the Basin is expected to provide 
the needed control. 

Application of a reference polarity zonation for the Pannonian (s.l.) to the 
seismic stratigraphy in relatively shallow parts of the basin would provide 
time-lines that could be extrapolated into deep parts of the basin. This would 
allow the Neogene stratigraphy to be evaluated at depth, which should lead to 
an improved understanding of facies relations and the evolution of structure at 
depth. Polarity time-lines may never be developed for the deep parts of the basin 
because depths of burial greater than a few kilometers could very likely have 
caused remagnetization of the strata. 
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A PANNON MEDENCE NEOGEN ULEDEKEINEK MAGNETOSZTRATIGRAFIAI 
VIZSGALATA KET MELYFURASBAN: ELOZETES EREDMENYEK 

Donald P. ELSTON, HAMOR Geza, JAMBOR Aron, LANTOS Miklos es RONAl Andras 

A Pannon medence kozepso es eszaki reszen ket "' 1200 m-ig folyamatos magmintavetellel 
melyitett melyfurasban (Kaskantyu-2 es Samsonhaza- 16a) 1 m-nel surubben vettek mintat, hogy 
a polaritas valtozasokat korrelaljak az altalaban elfogadott nemzetkozi polaritas-ido skalaval. 
A Kaskantyu-2 melyfuras felso resze pleisztocen es pliocen retegeket, also resze majdnem a teljes 
felsomiocent harantolta. A pliocen es felsomiocen retegeket a Pannon emeletbe (s. 1.) soroljak . 
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A retegek stabil magnesezettseget mutattak, igy lehetseges volt egy magnetosztratigratiai beosztas 
felallitasa, amelyet korrelaltak a nemzetkozi polaritas- ido skala 12- 2 millio eves szakaszaval, noha 
ez a korrelacio nem tekintheto veglegesnek. Ebbol kb. 120 mjmillio ev illedekfelhalmozodasi 
sebesseg volt becsillheto a Pannon medence kozepso- deli reszere a felsomiocen es a pliocen idejere. 
A Kaskantyu-2 melyfuras felso szakaszanak magnetosztratigratiai beosztasa altalaban korrelalhato 
az alsopleisztocenre es a pliocenre elfogadott, ket korabbi melyfurasban (Devavanya es Veszto), a 
Pannon medence kozepso- keleti reszere megallapitott beosztassal. 

A Samsonhaza- 16a melyfuras, a medence eszaki reszen, pannon elotti neogen retegeket is 
harantolt. A magnesezettseg a szelveny nagy reszen gyenge es labilis, igy onmagaban nem korrelal
hato a nemzetkozi polaritas- ido skalaval. Egyes, stabil magnesezettsegil intervallumok csak a 
nannoplankton kormeghatarozas segitsegevel kapcsolhatok - kiserleti jelleggel- a polaritas-ido 
skalahoz, felhasznalva a rendelkezesre allo K /Ar kormeghatarozasi adatokat a furasra extrapolalva. 
Bar az eredmenykent kapott korrelacio bizonytalan, azt sugallja, hogy a pannon elotti illedekek 
relative rovid ido-intervallumokban halmozodtak fel. 

llPE~BAPMTEJibHbiE PEJY JlbTATbl MArHMTOCTPATMrPA<I>Ml.fECKMX 
MCCJIE~OBAHMM HEOrEHOBbiX OT JIQ)I(EHMM B ~BYX r JIYI>OKMX 

CKBA)I(MHAX B llAHHOHCKOM I>ACCEMHE 

.iJ.oHaJl.[l n. 3JlCTOH, re3a XAMOP, ApoH 51M60P, MHKJlOW JlAHTOIII 
H AH.npaw POHAI1 

8 .[IBYX CKa)!(HHaX rny6HHOH 11pH6J1H3HTeJ1bHO 1200 M, npo6ypeHHbiX npH HenpepbiBHOM 
OT6ope KepHa B Cpe.n.HeH H CeBepHOH lfaCTSIX JlaHHOHCKOfO 6accei1Ha, OT60p npOB .Ll.JlSI naneoMar
HHTHbiX H3MepeHHH npoBO.Ll.HJlCSI npH HHTepsane MeHbrne I M, lfT06bi H3MeHeHHSI nonSipHOCT 
CKopennHposaTh c Me)!(.LJ.yHapo.n.Hoi1 WKanoi1 speMeHH nonSipHOCTH. BepxHSISI lfaCTb CKBa)!(HHbi 
KawKaHTfD-2 nepeceKna nnei1cTou:eHOBhie H nnHou:eHOBhie OTJlO)!(eHHSI, a ee HH)!(mur lfaCTb nolfTH 
110J1HOCTbfD nepeCeKJla BepXHeMHOU:eHOBbie CJlOH. JlJlHOU:eHOBble H BepxHeMHOU:eHOBbie CJlOH npH
ypolfeHbl K llaHHOHCKOMY Sipycy (s. J.). llOCKOJlbKY yCTaHOBJleHO, 'ITO HaMafHHlfeHHOCTb CJlOeB 
CTa6HJ1bHaSI, y.LJ.aJlOCb npOBeCTH MafHHTOCTpaTHrpacpHlfeCKOe paClfJleHeHHe, BI10CJ1e.LJ.CTBHH CKOpeJl
JlHpOBaHHOe C HHTepBaJlOM OT 12 .Ll.O 2 MHJ1J1110HOB JleT Me)!(.LJ.yHapO.Ll.HOH WKaJlbi BpeMSI-110J1S!p
HOCTb. 0.n.HaKy :ny KOpeJ1J1SIU:11fD HeJ1b3SI Clfi1TaTb OKOHlfaTeJlbHOH. 8 Cpe.n.HeH 11 fD)!(HOH lfaCTSIX 
JlaHHOHCKOfO 6aCCeHHa CKOpOCTb OCa.LJ.KOHaKOI1JleHI1SI B BepxHeM MHOU:eHe H B 11J1HOU:eHe 110 
ou:eHKaM cocTaBJlSieT oKono 120 M/MI1J1J1110H neT. M arHI1TOCTpaT11rpa$HlfeCKH sepxHfDfD lfaCTb 
pa3pe3a CKBa)!(I1Hbl KarnKaHTfD- 2 MO)!(HO B OCHOBHOM CKOpeJ1J1HpOBaTb CO CXeMOH, npHH.SITOH .LJ.ml 
cpe.n.HeH H BOCTOlfHOH lfaCTeH llaHHOHCKOfO 6accei1Ha Ha OCHOBe .Ll.BYX paHee npo6ypeHHbiX rny6o
KHX CKBa)!(I1HaX ()J,eBaBaHSI 11 BeCTC). 

rny6oKaSI CKBa)!(I1Ha lllaMwoHxa3a- 16a, npo6ypeHHaSI s cesepHoi1 lfaCTI1 6accei1Ha, nepeceK
na 11 HeoreHOBbie OTJlO)!(eHHe .n.pesHee naHHOHCKI1X. HaMarHI1lfeHHOCTb B 6onhwei1 qacTH pa3pe3a 
CJ1a6aSI 11 HeCTa611JlbHaSI CJle.Ll.OBaTeJlbHO, HeT 603M0)!(H0CTI1 .Ll.JlSI KOpeJ1J1SIU:1111 C Me)!(.LJ.yHapO.LJ.HOH 
WKaJlOH BpeMSI- 110J1SipHOCTb. HeKOTOpbie 11HTepBaJ1bl, B KOTOpblX HaMafHHlfeHHOCTb CTa6HJ1bHaSI, 
MOfYT 6biTb B 011biTHOM nopS!.LJ.Ke CBSI3aHbl C WKaJlOH BpeMeHI1 110J1SipHOCTI1, 11C110Jlb3Y51 npH 3TOM 
.n.aHHhie onpe.n.eneHI1SI B03paCTa no HaHHocpnope 11 .n.aHHbie onpe.n.enePIHSI B03paCTa K / Ar MeTO.Ll.OM, 
3KCTpanOJ111pOBaHHbie Ha CKBa)!(I1Hy. XOTSI KOpeJ1J1SIU:11SI, 110JlylfeHHaSI B pe3yJ1bTaTe npose.n.eHHbiX 
pa60T, He SIBJlSieTCSI Ha.LJ.e)!(HOH, BCe )!(e MO)!(HO npe.LJ.I10J10faTb, 'ITO HaKOI1JleHHe OTJlO)!(eHHH .n.peB
Hee naHHOHCKI1X np011CXO.Ll.I1J10 B CpaBHI1TeJ1bHO KOpOTKHe 11HTepBaJ1bi BpeMeHH. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE 
PLIO-PLEISTOCENE BOUNDARY IN SEDIMENTS OF THE 

PANNONIAN BASIN 

Andrew E. GROSZ* Andras RONAl** and Ricardo LOPEZ* 

Results of a preliminary test to establish the usefulness of studies of heavy-mineral assem
blages in resolving the Plio-Pleistocene boundary in sediments of the Pannonian Basin indicate that 
heavy minerals in samples from the Devavanya and Veszto boreholes have been subjected to at least 
two episodes of weathering. At approximately 440 min the Devavanya, and at approximately 500 m 
in the Veszto cores, garnet is significantly less abundant and more deeply weathered than elsewhere 
in the examined sections. These intervals of depleted and weathered garnet are roughly coincident 
with the Plio- Pleistocene boundary as determined by other methods. Another episode indicated by 
the presence of mineral grains cemented by authigenic pyrite at approximately 605 m in the 
Devavanya core can be correlated with an analogous interval at approximately 650 min the Veszto 
core. The results also indicate that detailed heavy-mineral studies, in conjunction with other 
methods, may be useful in deciphering the geologic and depositional history of the Neogene/Quater
nary sediments in the Pannonian Basin. 

Keywords: heavy minerals, weathered garnet, authigenic pyrite, Plio-Pleistocene boundary, Pannonian 
Basin 

1. Introduction 

Intervals of geologic time are separated from one another on the basis of 
significant changes observed in the development of life on earth, that is, in the 
faunal and floral history. This classic method of biostratigraphy, however, fails 
to discriminate between the Neogene and Quaternary systems in the Pannonian 
Basin [RoNAl 1983]. 

Recent studies and investigations indicate that paleomagnetic polarity 
reversals are useful for setting up the Quaternary stratigraphic sequences and 
for tracing the boundary between the Neogene and the Quaternary [RoNAl 
1983]. Currently, there are two viewpoints about where to set the Neogene/ 
Quaternary boundary. One recommends the Matuyama-Gauss paleomagnetic 
boundary (2.4 Ma) as the start of the Quaternary; the other chooses the Olduvai 
event (1.8 Ma) [RONAl 1983]. Both are close to the onset of colder and more 
humid climate on the globe. 

In Hungary, the boundary favored by local workers is associated with the 
Matuyama-Gauss paleomagnetic polarity reversal, making the length of the 

* U .S. Geological Survey, National Center, Reston, VA 22 092 
** Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H- 1442 
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Quaternary 2.4 million years [R6NAI 1983]. The rationale for this is as follows: 
during the last 5-10 million years the Carpathian Basin was epeirogenetically 
uplifted resulting in the regression of the Pannonian Lake. The Miocene-
Pliocene lake occupied the entire Carpathian Basin; more than 5000 m of 
lacustrine sediments were deposited. When the lake level dropped and the lake 
bottom became exposed, a period of fluvial sedimentation started. Correlative 
changes in the floral and faunal assemblages took place. The disappearance of 
the Pannonian Lake is roughly coincident with the Matuyama-Gauss polarity 
reversal (Fig. 1) . 

About the same time the climate changed drastically. While the desiccation 
of the Pannonian Lake was taking place, the climate was hot and dry. The dried 
lake bottom was controlled by a desert climate; the sediments are devoid of signs 
of flora or fauna. The hot temperatures are thought to have diminished subse
quently, but the climate remained warm. Of greater significance was the change 
in humidity. The annual precipitation had been increasing rapidly, and the 
region became thickly vegetated. The abundance of vegetation climaxed during 
the Olduvai paleomagnetic event. Subsequent fluctuations in both temperature 
and precipitation took place, however, vegetative cover never climaxed as before. 
The desert climate is indicated by the total sterility of the sediments deposited 
during the time of desiccation. Rich molluscan and ostracode finds, along with 
rich pollen assemblages are characteristic of the sediments deposited before and 
after the desert period. The profound changes in the geomorphology, tectonism, 
and climate are the reasons why the date of the disappearance of the Pannonian 
Lake is placed at the end of the Pliocene, and the date of the start of fluvial 
sedimentation is placed at the onset of the Quaternary, roughly at the Matuya
ma-Gauss boundary (Fig. 2). 

In most boreholes of the Pannonian Basin the fluvial sedimentation can be 
discerned by the cyclical change in granulometry. Pliocene sedimentation is 
characterized by rapid and sharp transition from sandy to clayey sediments. In 
the fluvial sediments the granulometry changes gradationally from gravel or 
sand to clay, and again gradationally, to sand or gravel (a sediment cycle). These 
cycles are recurrent on a regional basis; in the Pannonian Basin, 9-10 smaller 
cycles, or 4--5larger cycles in the Quaternary sediment sequences can be defined 
where they are complete. This cyclic sedimentation in the Quaternary can be 
ascribed to changes in the quantity and coarseness of sediments available to 
fluvial transport caused by either the step-like subsidence of the basin bottom 
resulting in a shifting channel system, or by the changing humidity of the 
climate, or by combinations thereof (Fig. 3). 

The members of the INQUA Subcommission on the Plio-Pleistocene 
Boundary and of Geological Correlation Project 41 (Pliocene/Pleistocene boun
dary) are formulating a resolution regarding the (revised} definition of the 
Plio-Pleistocene boundary in the Vrica section of Calabria, Southern Italy, to 
be submitted to the lUGS International Committee on Stratigraphy [BERGGREN 
et al. 1984]. This resolution will propose locating the Plio-Pleistocene boundary 
stratotype 3-6m above the top of the Olduvai normal polarity event, resulting 
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Fig. 1. Paleomagnetic measurements on the 
core-samples of the.Devavanya and Veszto 
boreholes [after CooKE- HALL-RONAl 1979] 

1. abra. A devavanyai es vesztoi furas 
magmintainak paleomagneses vizsgalata 

[COOKE-HALL-RONAl 1979) 

Puc. 1. flaJieoMarHHTHhie H3MepeuuSI, 
npose)leHHhie Ha npo6ax u3 )lesasaHhCKOH u 

secTeHCKOH CKBaJKHH 
[COOKE-HALL- RONAl 1979) 
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Fig. 2. Number and distribution of paleontol9gic finds from the borehole of Jaszladany 
(Hungary) 

2. abra. Paleonto16giai leletek szama a jaszladanyi furasban 

Puc. 2. KoJmqecrao naJieOHTOJioru:qecKHX licKonaeMhiX ocraTKOB .s~cJia.lJ;aHhCKOH CKBa)KHHhi 
(BeHrpu:.s~) 
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Fig . 3. Examples of fluvial sedimentary cycles 
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1 - clay and silt (0.0-0.02 mm); 2 - sand flour (0.02-0.06 mm); 3 - sand (0.06--2.0 mm) 

3. abra. Peldak folyami i.iledekkepzodesi cik1usokra 
1 - agyag es iszap; 2 - homok1iszt; 2 - homok 

Puc. 3. 06pa3Ubi ,ZJ;JUI CTPYKTYPhi 3epeH pet.JHbiX UHKJIOB oca,ZJ;KOHaKonJieHHH 
1 - rmma u umaM; 2- nect.JaHaH MyKa; 3- necoK 
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in continuity with some previous studies which placed the boundary at the top 
of the Olduvai event, at approximately 1.6 Ma [HAQ et al. 1977, BERGGREN et 
al. 1980]. 

The present study on the heavy minerals from selected intervals within the 
two boreholes (Devavanya and Veszto) was conducted to test the extent to 
which mineralogic data support the positioning of the Plio-Pleistocene bound
ary based on previous paleomagnetic, palynologic, paleontologic, and gran
ulometric data [R6NAI 1983]. Samples were chosen to straddle the indicated 
boundary zone suggested by the above mentioned criteria. This approach is 
based on our knowledge that certain heavy-mineral species such as garnet, 
amphibole group minerals, epidote, and others are susceptible to leaching and 
eventual dissolution during periods of weathering associated with humid cli
mates [ISPHORDING-RICCIO 1969, CoE 1979, FRIIS 1974, CAZEAU 1974, and 
others] (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Heavy mineral composition of the borehole cores in the Koros-Basin 
(analysed by I. Elek 1980) 

1 - magnetite, ilmenite; 2 - garnet; 3 - epidote; 4 - pyroxene; 5 - amphibole; 
6 - clorite, biotite; 7 - epigene; 8 - metamorphics (tourmaline, disthene, zirkon) 

4. abra. A Koros-medence funisi magmintainak nehezasvanyosszetetele (Elek I. analizise, 1980) 
I - rriagnetit, ilmenit; 2 - grancit; 3 - epidotit; 4 - piroxen; 5 - amfibol; 6 - klorit, biotit; 

. 7- epigen; 8 - metamorf asvanyok (turmalin, diszten, cirkon) 

Puf. 4 .. TsnKeJIOMHHepanhHhiH cocTas necqaHhiX oca.n;Kos s CKBa)I(HHax 6accei1Ha Kepern 
1· ~ M~rHeTHT, HJihMeHHT; 2 - rpaHaT; 3 - 3llH,[{OTHT; 4 - llHpOKCeH; 5 - aMQ>o6on; 

6 - <XJIOj:>HT,' 6HOTHT; 7 - 3llHreH; 8 - MeTaMopQ>wqecKHe HCKOnaeMhle- (TypMaJIHH, ,[{HCTeH, 
U:HpKOH) 
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2. Laboratory procedures 

Laboratory procedures were directed specifically toward a reconnaissance 
study of the presence or absence of weathered minerals in the heavy-mineral 
assemblage that are thought to be indicative of periods of low sedimentation 
rates or of extensive periods of subaerial weathering associated with humid 
climates. No attempt was made to detail exhaustively the full heavy-mineral 
assemblage; major mineral species accounting for approximately 90% of the 
mineral assemblage were documented in the form of broad mineral groups (that 
is, garnet, sheet silicates, tourmaline, pyroboles, and so on). 

Approximately 500-1400 grams of sample representing a thickness of 1.00 
to 4. 70 m of sand-size material was chip-and-channel sampled (where uncon
solidated) from six intervals in each of the V eszto and Devavanya cores at the 
Szolnok repository. In the laboratory, each of the 12 samples was initially sieved 
in dry condition with a U.S. Standard 18 mesh screen (1.00 mm). The 18 mesh 
( < 1.00 mm) fraction was hand washed and processed for its clay content by 
decantation. The sand-sized material was then processed for its heavy-mineral 
content by use of bromoform (SG > 2.85) and methylene iodide (SG > 3.25) to 
yield two dense fractions: > 3.25, and > 2.85 to < 3.25. Density separation was 
followed by removal of the strongly paramagnetic minerals by use of a hand
held magnet. The balance of the heavy minerals in each sample was processed 
into three magnetic subfractions on a Frantz Isodynamic Magnetic Separator* 
set at 15 degrees forward and 20 degrees side slopes (0.0--0.5, 0.5-1.0, and > 1.0 
ampere fractions). In this manner the heavy-mineral assemblage of each sample 
was fractionated into groups of three to five mineral species each, principally 
to facilitate the mineral identification process. The mineral species in each 
magnetic fraction were examined by use of petrographic and binocular micros
copes; the percentage of individual mineral species was visually estimated and 
summed across density and magnetic fractions. The relatively small quantities 
coupled with the very fine grained nature of the heavy minerals made the 
identification process difficult, and as a consequence the number of unidentified 
opaque mineral species is relatively high. Density was not compensated for in 
the tabulation shown on Table I. The identification of some minerals was done 
by X-ray diffraction techniques (Beth D. Martin, USGS, Reston). As the 
> 1.00 mm and decanted fractions were not examined for their heavy-mineral 
content, and as sheet-silicate minerals wash out readily by decantation, thus 
skewing the results in the direction of higher density minerals such as zircon and 
rutile, the analytical data may not be fully representative of the total assemb
lage. 

* Use of trade names does not constitute endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey 
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3. Results and conclusions 

The six samples from the V eszto borehole, representing medium to very fine 
grained sand units between 430.9 and 688.0 m depth, average about 1.5% 
(SG > 2.85) and 0. 72% (SG > 3.25) heavy minerals. The six samples from the 
Devavanya borehole, also representing sand-sized sediments from 437.5 to 
653.8 m depth average about 1.4% (SG > 2.85) and 0.7% (SG > 3.25) heavy 
minerals. The sieve and heavy-mineral analyses are given on Table I. 

Visual examination of the mineralogic data of the two sets of samples 
suggests correlation based on the presence of depleted and deeply w.eathered 
garnet in samples D 1, D 2 and V2. This correlatable mineralogic horizon is just 
below the Matuyama/Gauss paleomagnetic boundary. 

Another significant correlation between the two sets of samples is the 
presence of mineral grains cemented by authigenic pyrite in samples V5 and D4. 
As these samples are likely to be lacustrine, ' the sulfide cement may signify a 
change in water chemistry, or it may signify that the base of the deeply weather
ed section is the top of the lacustrine deposits; strong in-situ weathering indica
tes humid fluvial conditions. The relative abundance of pyrobole group minerals 
(particularly brown amphibole) in samples D5, D6, V5, and V6 coupled with 
the presence of sulfides higher up in the section suggests possible subdivision 
of the Pliocene section. 

General mineralogic trends include the relative abundance of magnetite, 
ilmenite, leucoxene, epidote group, and iron oxides in the V eszto samples and 
relatively more garnet group minerals in the Devavanya samples. These differ
ences strongly suggest different source areas for the sediments. To what extent 
these qualitative and quantitative differences reflect source area, depositional 
environment, weathering history, or combinations thereof cannot be resolved 
until detailed regional heavy-mineral data are available for correlation with 
paleomagnetic, paleontologic, granulometric, and other data. 

Other, more subtle, mineralogic differences are suggested by the data on 
table I; however, the reconnaissance nature of the mineralogic determinations 
precludes definitive correlations. Detailed mineralogic determinations of the 
members of the garnet, pyrobole, aluminosilicate, and sheet silicate groups of 
minerals would probably yield additional, and perhaps definitive, correlation 
data. 

Not all sand units were examined; only the material that was visibly coarser 
than average was sampled for this study, so that even though the results of this 
study suggest that of the two obviously weathered correlative horizons the 
lowermost is more significant geologically, the spacing of the samples from the 
cores limits the accuracy of correlation. Examination of the heavy-mineral 
assemblages in continuous samples from the intervals straddling the questioned 
boundary line would likely clarify this problem. Additionally, inasmuch as the 
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sulfide-bearing horizon suggests the possible subdivision of the Pliocene strati
graphic sequence, heavy-mineral work in that portion of the stratigraphic 
column is recommended. Similarly, an examination of the heavy-mineral 
assemblages in sediments straddling the Olduvai event is also recommended. 
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KOZLEMENY A PLIOCEN-PLEISZTOCEN HAT ARMEGALLAPiT ASROL AZ ALFOLD 
ULEDEKEIBEN 

Andrew E. GROSZ, RONAl Andras es Ricardo LOPEZ 

A Pannon medenceben kiserleteket vegeztiink abb6l a celb6l, hogy fellehet-e hasznalni nehez 
asvanytani vizsgalatokat sztratigrafiai celokra, pl. a neogen-kvarter hatar megallapitasara. A laza 
iiledekekbol nyert furasmintakban ugyanis a fauna es flora maradvanyok hianya a sztratigrafiai 
hatarok lcimutatasat nehezze teszi. 

A devavanyai es a vesztoi furasb6l vett mintakban az asvanyszemek reszletes vizsgalata 
legalabb ket izben mutatott ki eros mallast es viseltesseget. 440 m koriil a devavanyai es 500 m koriil 
a vesztoi furasban a granatszemek aranya jelentosen kevesebb mint mas melysegszakaszokban es 
viseltesebbek. E melysegek nagyjab6l megegyeznek az egyeb adatok alapjan varhat6 plio--pleiszto
cen hatar helyevel. Egy masik megfigyelheto esemeny az asvanyszemek autochton pirittel val6 
cementaltsaga a devavanyai furasban 605 m melyseg tajan, amit korrelalni lehet a vesztoi furas 
hasonl6 szakaszaval650 m melysegben. Az eredmenyek igazoljak, hogy a reszletes nehez-asvanytani 
vizsgalatok egyeb vizsgalatokkal karoltve hasznosak lehetnek az iiledekkepzodes fejlodesenek 
elemzeseben es sztratigrafiai (N/Q) megiteleseben. 
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B lioJihlliOM BeHrepcKoM I>acceiiHe 6biJIH npoBe.n.eHhi HCCJie.n.oBaHHjJ c TOH u;eJihiO, MO)I(HO 

JIH HCTIOJib30BaTb TjJ)I(eJihie MHHepaJIOfH'IeCKHe aHaJIH3bl B CTpaTHrpa<l>H'IeCKHX IJ;eJijJX, HaTipHMep, 

.D.JijJ onpe.n.eJieHHjJ rpaHHIJ;hl Me)I(.LJ.Y HeoreHOBbiMH H 'leTBepTH'IHhiMH OTJIO)I(eHHjJMH. 

0TCYTCTBHe OCTaTKOB <t>ayHhl H <t>JIOpbi B pbiXJibiX OCa.D.KaX npo6, TIOJiy'leHHbiX H3 KepHOBOfO 

MaTepHana CKBa)I(HH, npe.n.cTaBJijJeT co6o10 TPY.D.HOCTh .D.JijJ BhJjJBJieHHjJ cTpaTHrpa<l>H'IecKHX rpaHHU. 

,[J:eTaJibHOe HCCJie.D.OBaf,IHe MHHepaJihHbiX 3epeH, B3jJTbiX H3 npo6 .D.eBaBaHhCKOH H BeCTeHCKOH 

CKBa)I(HH, TIO KpaHHeH Mepe B .D.BYX CJiylfajJX TIOKa3aJIO CHJihHYIO 3pO.D.HpOBaHHOCTb H pa3pymeHHe. 

Ha rJiy6HHe OKOJIO 440MB .D.eBaBaHbCKOH CKBa)I(HHe H 500MB BeCTeHCKOH CKBa)I(HHe COOTHOilleHHe 

rpaHaTOBhiX 3epeH 3Ha'IHTeJibHO MeHhmee, 'leM Ha .n.pyrHx oTpe3Kax pa3pe3a, H 3epHa 6oJiee 

TIO.D.BeprHyThl pa3pymeHHIO. 3TH rJiy6HHbl npHMepHO COBTia.D.aiOT C Q)I(H.LJ.aeMhiM TIOJIO)I(eHHeM 

JIHQ-TIJieHCTOIJ;eHOBOH rpaHHIJ;bl Ha OCHOBaHHH .n.pyrHX .D.aHHbiX. ,[J:pyroe Ha6JIIO.D.aeMOe jJBJieHHe 

npe.D.CTaBJijJeT C060IO IJ;eMeHTHpOBaHHOCTb MHHepaJihHbiX 3epeH C aBTHreHHbiM TIHpHTOM B .D.eBa

BaHhCKOH CKa)I(HHe B paHOHe rJiy6HHbl 605 M , 'ITO MO)I(HO KOppeJIHpOBaTh CO CXO)I(HM 0Tpe3KOM 

Ha rJiy6HHe 650 M BeCTeHCKOH CKa)I(HHhl. Pe3yJihTaThl TIOKa3hiBaiOT, 'ITO .D.eTaJibHhie MHHepaJIOrH

'IeCKHe aHaJIH3bl BMeCTe C .D.pyrHMH aHaJIH3aMH MOfYT 6hiTb TIOJie3Hbl npH aHaJIH3e npou;ecca 

OCa.D.K006pa30BaHHjJ H CTpaTHrpa<l>H'IeCKHX Onpe.D.eJieHHjJX (N/Q). 
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CONTRASTING TYPES OF NEARSHORE SANDS AND GRAVELS 
FROM SEMI-PROTECTED MIOCENE COASTS, NORTHERN 

HUNGARY 

H. Edward CLIFTON*, Margit BOHN-HA VAS** and Pal MULLER** 

Dissimilar types of nearshore clastic deposits occur in the Miocene sediment of northern 
Hungary. One of these is exposed in a small sand pit east of the village of Csokvaomany; it is part 
of the Salg6tarjan Formation of Ottnangian (early Miocene) age. The deposit is characterized by 
a 6.5-m-thick vertical sequence that appears to include inner shelf, nearshore, foreshore ~nd 
backshore facies in upward-shallowing progression. The sequence is readily interpreted as the result 
of a shoreline prograding into an 'arm of the Miocene sea. The other deposit is exposed in a gravel 
pit east of the village of Nekezseny; it is part of the Egyhazasgerge Formation of Karpathian (early 
or middle Miocene) age. This deposit consists of 21m of calcareous and dolomitic sandy gravel 
deposited on a Paleozoic carbonate rock platform (or locally on a layer of fine siliciclastic sand just 
above this platform). The Paleozoic rock surface is intensively bored by Lithophaga. Fragments of 
bivalve shells, Lithophaga-bored pebbles, and large burrows in the gravel attest to deposition in a 
marine environment. The oscillatory velocities required to move the larger pebbles and paleogeo
graphic constraints suggest deposition in water no more than several meters deep. Systematic 
vertical variation within the gravel is limited mostly to an upward fining of the siliciclastic com
ponent (fine sand near the base, silty very fine sand and clay near the top). The deposit is inferred 
to have occurred at the foot of a topographically high area (possibly an island) underlain by 
carbonate rock. Deposition of calcareous and dolomitic detritus was rapid enough to maintain a 
relatively constant water depth during the interval of sea level rise. The simultaneous retreat of an 
initially-adjacent siliciclastic shoreline to the north caused a fining of the siliciclastic component. 
Gravel deposition ceased upon inundation of the carbonate rock high, and accumulation of 
fine-grained sediment of the Garab Formation completed Karpathian deposition. 

Keywords: Miocene, marine shoreline deposits, progradation, molluscs, Northern Hungary 

1. Introduction 

. The character of clastic shoreline deposits depends on the interplay of many 
factors, including the texture of available sediment, the physical dynamics of the 
environment, the biota, and the balance between sedimentation rate and relative 
change of sea level. This paper describes two different deposits that formed 
along Miocene shorelines in northern Hungary and analyzes their contrasting 
charasteristics in terms of causal factors. 

During the lower and middle Miocene (Eggenburgian, Ottnangian, Kar
pathian and Badenian stages) narrow, shallow arms of the sea extended episodi
cally across Hungary [CSASZAR et al. 1982]. Gravel, sand, mud, volcanic ash and 

* U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94 025 
** Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H-1442 
Manuscript received: 12 February, 1985 
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lignite accumulated in the shallow seaways or in the coastal swamps that locally 
bordered them. The distribution, stratigraphy, and lithologic character of these 
deposits have been established through the combined study of outcrops and 
boreholes developed through the Ottnangian brown coal research program of 
the Hungarian Geological Survey [SCHRETER 1929, 1945, and 1954, BALOGH 
1964, RADOCZ 1975, BOHN-HAVAS 1978]. 

Most of these deposits remain unconsolidated and are well-exposed only 
in artificial cuts. The exposures described here are in sand/gravel pits and are 
subject to change as the pits are expanded or abandoned. 

2. Paleogeographic Setting 

The deposits lie on the north flank of the Biikk Mountains; the pits in which 
they are exposed lie a short distance east of the villages of Csokvaomany and 
Nekezseny, respectively (Fig. 1). They formed within the Egercsehi-6zd Basin 
(the western part of the Borsod Basin). The boundaries of the basin are the ·~ 

/ / 

DEDESTAPOLCSANY 

, N 
B 

I ~ 11tAr 

2 KM 

Fig. 1. Location of Miocene shoreline deposits described in this paper. 
A- Ottnangian progradational sequence east of Csokvaomany; B- Karpathian calcareous 

gravel east of Nekezseny 

1. abra. A leirt miocen part menti iiledekek helye. 
A - ottnangi progradal6 retegsor Csokvaomanyt61 keletre; B - karpati meszanyagu kavics 

Nekezsenytol keletre 

Puc. 1. Pa3Meru;eHHe MHoueHOBbiX npH6pe)I(HbiX oca,nKos, paccMaTpHsaeMhiX s :noli cTaThe 
A - 0TTHaHrcKa" nporpa.nauHoHHa" ToJiru;a socToqHee c. qoKsaoMaHb; B - l13secTKOBHCTbiH 

raJieqHHK KapnaTcKoro B03pacTa socToqHee c. HeKe)l(eHh 
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lower Paleozoic blocks of the Szendro Mountains to the northeast, the Paleo
zoic-Mesozoic unit of the Biikk Mountains to the southeast, and the Petervasar 
Platform to the west. The northeast- southwest trending Egercsehi-6zd trough 
apparently formed during the Savian orogenic phase (late Oligocene to early 
Miocene). The Miocene deposits in the trough are of Eggenburgian-Ottnangian 
(22-19 Ma) and Karpathian-lower Badenian (19-15 Ma) age [HAMOR 1980, 
1984]. 

The Eggenburgian and Ottnangian deposits represent two complete geo
logic cycles. During the Eggenburgian stage, the sea transgressed over northern 
Hungary from a north-northwest direction as a consequence of the Savian 
orogenic movements. Its transgression over the western part of the Borsod area 
filled the Egercsehi-Ozd Basin. A second Ottnangian sedimentary cycle (Fig. 2) 
more or less duplicated the earlier transgression [HAMOR-HALMAI 1975]. The 
Savian orogeny produced grabens that partly filled with rhyolitic tuffs erupted 
from marginal fractures (Gyulakeszi Rhyolite Tuff Formation, Figure 3). 

Overlying the rhyolitic tuff in many places in the Egercsehi-Ozd Basin are 
sand, silt and clay of Ottnangian age: the Salg6tarjan Browncoal Formation 
(Fig. 3). This unit, which contains seams of lignite, formed during a slow 
transgression that was interrupted by minor oscillations of the sea. The faunal 
assemblages of the unit change progressively from brackish-water in the lower 
part to marine in the upper part. The lignites apparently formed under a humid 
climate in coastal swamps bordering the marginal sea. 

During the Karpathian and Badenian stages another pair of sedimentary 
cycles ensued a different paleogeographic setting. As a result of the Styrian 
orogenic phase, a direct connection was established with the Mediterranean. 
Marine transgressions progressed from southwest to northeast through the 
Hungarian Basin to the Carpathians. The Karpathian transgression reached the 
area discussed here (Fig. 4) through the Budapest-Cserhat-Egercsehi-Ozd 
sedimentary trough [HAMOR-HALMAI 1975, HAMOR 1983]. Littoral sand and 
gravel (Egyhazasgerge Formation) and open marine marl and mud (Garab 
Schlier Formation) accumulated during the Karpathian cycle (Fig. 2). Both 
units bear a marine macrofauna. 

3. The Csokvaomany deposit 

The older of the two deposits considered here is exposed in a small sand 
pit north of the highway about 1.5 km east of the village of Csokvaomany 
(Fig. 1). The width of the present wall of the pit is on the order of 10m across, 
and about 10-12 m of section are exposed. Two depositional successions are 
present, separated by an erosional surface. The lower succession consists pri
marily of crossbedded and burrowed pebbly sand, in which a few oyster shells 
are scattered. The upper succession is mostly fine sand containing mud interbeds 
and numerous shell and shell fragments. The fauna (Table I) indicates that 
these deposits belong to the Ottnangian Salg6tarjan Browncoal Formation 
(Fig. 2). 
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Bukk Mts. 

0 25km 

Fig. 2. Sketch map of paleogeography in northern Hungary during Ottnangian time 
'·I - paralic coal swamp; 2 - freshwater variegated clay; 3 - freshwater coal swamp; 4 -

landmass; 5 - facies boundaries; 6 - structural elements; 7 - boundary of sedimentary basin 

2. abra. Eszakmagyarorszag ottnangi osfoldrajzanak vazlata. 
I - paralikus koszenmocsar; 2 - edesvizi tarkaagyag; 3 - edesvizi koszenmocsar; 4 -

szarazfold; 5 - facies hatar; 6 - szerkezeti elemek; 7 - az iiledekes medence hatara 

Puc. 2. KapTocxeMa naJieoreorpa<l>~om Teppu:Topu:u: CesepHOH BeHrpHH B OTTHaHrHHCKoe speMSI 
I - 6oJioTo o6pa3oBaHHSI napaJIHtJ:eCKHX yrJieH; 2- npecHOBO,LJ;Hhie necTphie rJIHHhi; 3-

npecHoso,n;Hoe 6oJioTo o6pa3oBaHHSI yrJieii; 4- cyrna; 5- <l>auu:aJihHaSI rpaHu:ua; 6 -
crpyKTYPHhie ::}JleMeHThi; 7 - rpaHHUa oca,noHHoro 6accei~Ha 
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Fig. 3. Miocene (Ottnangian and Karpathian) units of the Egercsehi- Ozd Basin 
A -- Chronostratigraphy; 8 - Litostratigraphy; 8

1 
- Formation; 8

2
- Average thickness; 

8, - Rock sequence; C - Location; D- Key to symbols. 
1 - clayey silt; 2 ~ sandstone; 3 - sand; 4 - pebbles; 5 - clay; 6 - silt; 7 - browncoal 
seam; 8- rhyolite tuff; 9 - Macoma-Nucula ass.; 10 - Chlamys; 11 - Corbula- Anadara; 

12- Cardium-Pirenella-Theodoxus; 13 - Congeria; 14 - Crassostrea; 15 - Megatrola 
fragments 

3. abra. Az egercsehi-6zdi medence miocen (ottnangi es karpati) egysegei. 
A - Kronosztratigrafia; B - Litosztatigrafia; 8 1 - Formaci6; 8 2 - Atlagos vastagsag; 

8 3- - Retegsor; C - Le1ohely; D - Jelmagyarazat 
1 - agyagos aleurit; 2 - homokko; 3 - homok; 4 - kavics; 5 - agyag; 6 - a1eurit; 7 -

szen; 8 - riolttufa; 9 - Macoma-Nucula asszociaci6; 10- Chlamys; 11 - Corbula-Anadara 
asszociaci6; 12 - Cardium-Pirenella-Theodoxus asszociaci6; 13 - Conge ria; 14 - Crassostrea; 

15 - novenymaradvany 

Puc. 3. Mwou:eHOBhie (oTTHaHrwH w KapnaTwH) e.uwHHU:hi 3repqexw-03.UCKoro 6accei1Ha 
A - XpoHoCTpaTwrpaqm.H; 8 - JlwToCTpaTwrpaqm.H; 8

1 
- <l>opMau:w.H; 8

2 
- Cpe.UH.H.H 

MOlllHOCTh; 8 3 - Pa3pe3; C - MecTopO)[(,UeHwe; D - YcJIOBHhie o6o3Ha'leHw.H 
1 - fJIHHHCThie aJieBpHThi; 2 - nec'!aHHHK; 3 - neCCKH; 4- raJihKH; 5 - fJIHHhi; 6 -

aJiespwThi; 7 - yroJih; 8 - JiwnapHTOBhie Tycphi; 9 - accou:wau:w.H Macoma-Anadara; 10 -
Chlamys; 11 - accou:wau:w.H Corbula-Anadara; 12 - accou:wau:w.H 

Cardium-Pirenella-Theodoxus; 13- Congeria; 14 - Crassostrea; 15 - pacTwTeJihHhie 
OCTaTKH; 
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Fig. 4. Sketch map of paleogeography in northern Hungary during Karpathian time 
Depositional facies: I - littoral, 2 - sublittoral, shallow open water. 3 - landmass; 4 -
rhyolite tuff; 5 - coast-line during maximal transgression; 6 - sedimentary basin during 
regression; 7 - direction of transgression; 8 - facies boundaries; 9 - structural elements 

4. abra. Eszakmagyarorszag karpati osfoldrajzanak vazlata. 
Facies: I - partszegelyi, 2 - sekely szublitoralis tengeri. 3 - szarazfold; 4 - riolit tufa; 5 -
partvonal maximalis elontes idejen; 6 - iiledekgyiijto; 7 - transzgresszio iranya; 8 - facies

hatar; 9 - szerkezeti elemek 

Puc. 4. KapTocxeMa rraJieoreorpaqm:u TeppuTopuu CesepHoii BeHrpuu s KaprraTuiicKoe speMSI 
<l>auuu: I - rrpu6pe)I{HaSI, 2 - MeJIKOBO.l(Horo cy6JiuTopaJihHOFO MopSI, 3 -

KOHTHHeHTaJihHaSI; 4 - pHOJIUTOBhie Ty<fJhi; 5 - 6eperoBaSI JIHHUSI BO BpeMSI MaKCUMaJihHOrO 
rrpuJiusa; 6 - oca.l(KOHaKorruTeJiu; 7 - HarrpasJieHue TpaHcrpeccuu; 8 - <PauuaJihHaSI 

rpaHuua; 9 - CTPYKTYPhie 3JieMeHThi 
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Table /. Fossil assemblage in the Ottnangian deposit exposed east of Csokvaomany 

I. tablazat . Ottnangi bentos faunaegyiittesek (Csokvaomany) 

Ta6Au!Ja /. KoMnJieKc HCKonaeMbiX ocTaTKOB OTJIO)I(eHHH OTTHaHrHHCKoro Slpyca B o6Ha)l(eHHH 
K BOCTOKY OT 40KBaOMaHSI 

Fossils: Mollusca 
Bivalvia: Musculus sp. 

Congeria sp. 
Ostrea sp. Uuv.) 
Cardium sociale Krauss 
Cardium sp. 
Pitaria cf. islandicoides Lam. 

Gastropoda: Theodoxus pictus Fer. 
Hydrobia sp. 
Pirenella sp. 

Annelida 
?Polychaeta 

Arthropoda 
Ostracoda 

Megaflora fragments 

The shoreline deposits described here occur in the underlying succession, 
which composes the lower 6.5 m of the exposure. This section displays a distinc
tive vertical sequence (Fig. 5). The lowermost exposed strata consist of interla
minated mud and fine sand, the top of which is interrupted by layers of 
structureless coarse pebbly sand. The mud layers become progressively thinner, 
fewer and more discontinuous upward; they are absent in the section higher 
than about 2.5 m above the base. About 2m above the base the sand and gravel 
change from predominantly structureless to mostly crossbedded. The section 
becomes progressively more pebbly up-section, culminating in a crossbedded 
gravel bed about 5 m above the base. Above this bed, the sediment become 
progressively finer and passes from planar-parallel laminated sand into struc
tureless muddy sand that contains fossil r(_}ot structures. This is capped by a thin 
(2-4 em) lignite bed that is locally overlain by as much as 20 em of mud that 
contains numerous gastropod shells. An erosional surface (Fig. 6) locally 
covered by a thin conglomerate (and scattered large clasts of silicified wood) 
terminates the lower succession. 

The vertical sequence closely resembles those that form in response to a 
prograding shoreline [HARMS et al. 1982]. In such a sequence, successively ltigher 
parts of the section represent progressively shallower parts of the nearshore 
environment. A key horizon in this sequence lies at the upward transition 
fromcrossbedded gravel to planar-bedded pebbly sand (the 0 m reference in 
Figure 5), which marks the presumed position of sea level. The lowermost strata 
in the sequence represent conditions of low energy under which mud and fine 
sand accumulated. Deposition in this quiet-water regime was interrupted epi
sodically by the introduction of coarser sand in response to infrequent storms. 
If sea level is assumed to have remained more or less constant during the 
progradation, these conditions existed at depths as shallow as 4---5 m. The 
presence of pebbles greater than 1 em in diameter in the storm deposits suggests 
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2 Shelly sand, lag gravel at base 

3 · ···EROSIONAL SURFACE·· ·· 

4 Massive mu ddy sand , root structures, paleoso l at top, loc a lly 
overlain by lignite and fossiliferous mud. 

5 ···· GRADATIONAL CONTACT··· · 

6 Planar-laminated pebbly sand , fining upward. 

7 · · ··ABRUPT CONT AC T···· 

8 Crossb e dded pebbly sand, in c reasing ly pebbl y towa rds top , 

f ew mud drapes in lower part, Maca ronichnus . 

/? 

} 9 · · ··ABRUPT CONTACT----

10 Bioturbated pebbly sand . pebble size diminishes t oward base, 

increasing clay layers in lo wer part. 

11-···GRADATIONAL INTERVAL---· 

12 Interbedded mud and very fine sand, fish scales, 

abundant plant detritus , no pebb les . 

Fig . 5. Stratigraphic column of the lower sedimentary sequence exposed in the sand pit east of 
Csokvaomany. Arrows indicate crossb~dding dip directions 

5. l1bra. A Csokvaomanytol keletre levo homokg6d6rben feltart also iiledekosszlet retegoszlopa. 
A nyilak a keresztretegzodes dolesi iranyait jelzik. 

l - vastagsag; 2 - kagylohejas homok, maradekkavics a bazison; 3- erozios felszin; 4-
retegzetlen iszapos homok, gyokernyomok, ostalaj feliil, reszben lignittel es koviiletes iszappal 
fedve; 5 - fokozatos atmenet; 6 - sikretegzett kavicsos homok, felfele finomodik; 7 - eles 
hatar; 8 - keresztretegzett kavicsos homok, felfele egyre kavicsosabb, keves iszaplepeny alul, 

Macaronichnus; 9 - eles hatar; 10 - bioturbalt kavicsos homok, a kavicsok merete lefele 
csokken, egyre novekvo agyagretegek az also reszen; ll - fokozatos atmenet; 12 - iszap- es 
nagyon finom homokretegek valtakozasa, halpikkelyek, sok novenyi maradvany, nines kavics 

"Puc. 5. CTpaTHrpaclm:tteCKa.SI KOJIOHKa HH)I(HeH OCa,lJ,O'lHOH TOJIIUH, 06Ha)l(aiOIUeHC.SI S Kaphepe 
r necKa SOCTO'lHee c. qOKSaOMaHb. CTpeJihl noKa3biSaiOT HanpasJieHH.SI na,lJ,eHH.SI KOCOH 

CJIOHCTOCTH 
- TyiOIUHOCTh; 2 - neCOK C 06JIOKaMH paKHWeK, S OCHOSe OCTaTKH raJihKH; 

3 - TIOSpXHOCTh 3p03HH; 4 - HeCJIOHCThie neCKH, CJie,lJ,bl KOpHeH, S sepxHeH ttaCTH ,li,peSHHe 
nottshi, ttacTHttHo noKphiThie JIHrHHTaMH u oKaMeHeJihiM y.D.oM; 5 - nocTeneHHhiH nepexo.D.; 

6 - raJiettHHKOShie neCKH, HMeiOIUHe ropH30HTaJihHYIO CJIOHCTOCTh, S sepXHHX ttaCT.SIX 6oJiee 
MeJIKHH; 7 - pe3Ka.SI rpaHH~a; 8 - raJie'lHHKOSbie neCKH, HMeiOIUHe nonepettHyiO CJIOHCTOCTh, 

S sepXHHX ttaCT.SIX see 6oJiee raJie'lHHKOShie, SHH3Y MaJIO HJIHCThiX JieneWK006pa3HhiX 
· sKJIIOtteHHH, M acaronichnus; 9 - pe3Ka.SI rpaHH~a; 10 - 6uoTyp6uposaHHhie ranettHHKOShie 

neCKH, pa3Mep raJieK yMeHhiWaeTC.SI 00 HanpasJieHHIO SHH3, S HH)I(HeH ttaCTH see 60JihWe 
fJIHHHHCThiX CJIOes; 11 - UOCTeneHHhiH nepeXO,lJ,; 12 - ttepe,li,OSaHHe CJIOeS HJia H O'leHh 

MeJIK03epHHCThiX neCKOS, pbi6Ha.SI tteWy.SI, MHOfO paCTHTeJihHhiX ,lJ,eTpHTOS, OTCYTCTSHe raJieK 
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Fig. 6. Top of the lower sedimentary sequence in sand pit east of Csokvaomany. Light-colored 
interval is a probable paleosol. Dark-colored lignitic layer caps the light interval on right side of 
photograph. On left side of photograph, gravel conglomerate and pebbly, shell-bearing sand of 

the overlying sequence lie on the presumed paleosol. Dark near-vertical structures near 
centimeter scale are carbonized root structures 

6. abra. A Csokvaomanyt61 keletre levo homokgodor also iiledekosszletenek felso resze. 
A vilagos szinii reteg val6sziniileg ostalaj . Sotet lignites reteg fedi a vilago~ szintet a kep jobb 

oldalan. A fenykep bal oldalan a feltetelezett ostalajon kavicskonglomeratum es kavicsos 
kagyl6hejas homok telepiil. Ezek a felsobb iiledekosszlet reszei. A sotet, kozel fiiggoleges 

szerkezetek a centimeter-skala kozeleben meszesedett gyokernyomok 

Puc. 6. Bepxw HH:>KHeii oca.[{O'iHOH TOJill{H B Kaphepe necKa BOCTO'iHee c. lloKBaoMaHh. 
CseTJihiH HHTepBaJI npe.[{cTaBJISieT co6oii BepOSITHhiH naJieocoJI. TeMHOUBeTHhiH CJIOH JIHfHHTa 

noKphiBaeT B BHL{e rnanKH cseTJIOUBeTHhiH HHTepBaJI Ha npaBoii cTopoHe cpoTorpaqmw. Ha 
JieBOH CTOpOHe, npe.[{llOJIO:>KeHHaSI HCKOnaeMaSI llO'iBa (naJieOCOJI) nepeKpbiBaeTCSI 

raJie'iHHKOBhiMH KOHfJIOMepaTaMH H neCKaMH C raJibKaMH H paKOBHHaMH, OTHOCSill{HMHCSI 
K CTpaTwrpacpw'ieCKH BhirneJie:>Kameii ToJime. TeMHhie, npH6JIH3HTeJihHO BepTiuaJihHhie 

CTPYKTYPhi He.[{aJieKo oT caHTHMeTposoro Macuna6a npe.[{cTaBJISIIOT co6oii o6yrJieHHhie 
KopHeBhie cTpyKTyphi 

that maximum orbital velocities exceeded 1 m/s [KOMAR- MILLER 1975]. Such 
velocities are produced at this depth by waves 1.3 to 2m high [CLIFTON, in 
press]. The accumulation of fine mud suggests that the non-storm waves were 
no more than several tens of em high and with periods in the range of 3 to 4 s 
[CLIFTON, in press]. 

With continued sedimentation the shoreline advanced seaward, the water 
shallowed, and the storm effects became increasingly common. At depths 
greater than about 3 m (again assuming no significant change in sea level) only 
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the largest storms could stir the bottom, and the storm-generated currents were 
so infrequent that infaunal activity could mix the resulting deposits (Fig. 7). 
A few outlines of dissolved bivalve shells confirm the presence of a molluscan 
fauna. Tubular burrows 1 to 1.5 em (Fig. 7) in diameter suggest that the infaunal 
assemblage included burrowing decapods similar to present day Callianassa 
[WEIMER-HOYT 1964]. The preservation of a few discontinuous layers of clay 
up to 3 em thick may reflect an infaunal aversion to burrowing through such 
very fine-grained sediment (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. Lower part of the lower sequence at sand pit east of Csokvaomany. Base of scale at 
contact between predominantly stratified sand (above) and predominantly bioturbated sand 

(below). Note large clay-lined, sand-filled burrow about 30 em to lower right of scale 

7. abra. Az also osszlet also resze a Csokvaomanytol keletre levo homokgodorben. 
A centimeter-skala alja jelzi a hatart az elsosorban retegzett homok (fent) es az elsosorban 
bioturbalt homok kozt (lent). Figyeljiik meg a skalatol jobbra, lent mintegy 30 cm-re ~~~vo 

homokkal tele, agyaggal tapasztott asasnyomot 

Puc. 7. HmKHHH 'laCTh HIDKHeii Tonmu B Kapbepe necKa BOCTO'IHee c. t.J.oKBaoMaHh. Ocuosauue 
WKaJlbl Ha KOHTaKTe Me:>KLI.Y npeMMyll(eCTBeHHO CJlOMCTbiMM neCKaMM (BBepxy) 

M npeuMymeCTBeHHO 6uoTyp6al.lMOHHhiMM necKaMu (BHM3y). CM. KpynHhiH xoLI. qepsu, 
3anOJ1HeHHbiH neCKOM M r.ilMHMCTbiM HaTeKOM Ha paCCTOHHMM npMMepHO 30 CM OT HM:>KHero 

npasoro KOHI.la MacwTa6a 

The section from 0-3 m on Figure 5 consists mostly of crossbedded pebbly 
sand (Fig. 8). Most of the foresets dip in a generally westward, or offshore, 
direction (Fig. 2). Such an orientation suggests a dominance of rip currents. The 
cross-strata show no evidence of the "bundles" [ALLEN-HOMEWOOD 1984] that 
are produced by alternating tidal currents. The rip currents were probably 
generated during storms, and the bottom was stirred often enough to suppress 
the effects of bioturbation. Clusters of small sinuous, light-colored tubular 
burrows ( M acaronichnus) occur within some of the cross bedded units. Such 
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structures are produced today by errant polychaetes several tens of centimeters 
below the seafloor [CLIFTON-THOMPSON 1978], where they have a relatively high 
potential for preservation. A few lenticular clay drapes or ftasers in the lower 
part of the crossbedded section represent the accumulation of suspended fine 
material on a rippled surface, perhaps in the aftermath of a storm. 

Fig. 8. Crossbedded pebbly sand and gravel layers, middle part of lower sequence in sand pit 
east of Csokvaomany. Base of centimeter scale marks transition to bioturbated sediment. Dark 

spots are modern-day insect borings 

8. abra. A Csokvaomanyt61 keletre levo homokgodor also iiledekosszletenek kozepso reszen 
fekvo keresztretegzett kavicsos homok- es kavicsretegek. A centimeter-skala alja jelzi 

a bioturbalt iiledekbe val6 atmenetet. A sotet pettyek mai rovarok likai , 

Puc. 8. KococJIOHCThie raJieqHHKOBhie necKH u raJieqHHKH, cpe.umu1 qacTh HH)I(Hei1 TOJII.l{H 
B Kaphepe necKa BOCToqHee c. l.JoKBaoMaHh. OcHoBaHHe caHTHMeTpoBoro MacwTa6a 

npe.uCTaBJISJ:eT co6oi1 nepexo.u B oca.uoK, HapyweHHhiH 6uoTyp6auueif. 
TeMHhie nSJ:THa SJ:BJISJ:IOTCSJ: cospeMeHHhiMH .llhipKaMH, npo6ypeHHhiMH HaceKOMhiMH 

A pronounced change from crossbedding to planar-parallel lamination 
marks the top of the crossbedded section. Planar-laminated strata (Fig. 9) 
compose about 80 em of the section that shows a general upward fining. At the 
top, the laminated section grades into a muddy, structureless sand that contains 
fossil root structures (Fig. 6). The planar-laminated section is interpreted as a 
beach foreshore deposit. Inverse size grading within some of the laminations 
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Fig. 9. Planar-laminated, sand and gravel, upper part of lower sequence in sand pit east of 
Csokvaomany. Centimeter scale 

9. abra. Sikn!tegzett homok es kavics. A Csokvaomanytol keletre levo homokgodor also 
osszletenek felso resze. Centimeter-skala 

Puc. 9. nJIOCKOCJIOUqaTbie neCKH H raJibKH, o6pa3yiOlllHe BepXH HH)I(HeH TOJilllH B Kapbepe 
necKa BOCToqHee c. qOKBaoMaHh. CaHTHMeTpOBbiH MacuiTa6 

(Fig. 10) supports this interpretation; inverse size grading is a common feature 
of modern foreshores, where it is produced by wave backwash [CLIFTON 1969]. 
The interface between beach foreshore deposits and the underlying nearshore 
sediment in a prograding sequence typically is marked by crossbedding that is 
inclined to seaward [CLIFTON et al. 1971}. Foresets in gravel immediately be
neath the planar-laminated strata dip toward 230° (offshore) (Fig. 5). Such an 
orientation is consistent with the inferred paleogeographic setting for this 
deposit (Fig. 2). 

The strata that overlie the foreshore facies are more enigmatic. The fossil 
root structures (which can be distinguished from decayed modern roots by their 
carbonization, limonitic encrustation, and infilling by sand) imply subaerial 
exposure. It is not clear whether this exposure is part of the progradation (e.g., 
as a backshore facies) or is related to subsequent tectonic (or eustatic) events. 

A single discarticulated bivalve shell ( Pitaria) in the muddy sand just 
above the foreshore facies suggests nearly normal marine salinity, but it is not 
clear whether the shell was deposited in a muddy embayment or was washed 
onto a subaerial platform behind the beach by a storm. The muddy sand is quite 
coarse and contains a few small scattered pebbles that could occur in either 
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environment. At its top, the muddy sand is stained orange beneath a thin 
(6---10 em) layer that is bleached white, a probable paleosol. Above this paleosol 
lies a thin (2-4 em) lignite that is overlain by a discontinuous fissile mud bed 
that locally attains a thickness of 20 em. This mud contains small gastropod 
shells (Theodoxus) and fragments of other mollusk shells, as well as ostracod 
casts. Also present are specimens of the foraminifera Ammonia sp., which by 
its sole occurrence indicates a brackish-water environment (P. Quinterno, 1984, 
personal communication). The mud probably represents deposition in a shallow 
marginal embayment. An erosional interval terminates the lower succession. 
Faunal remains in the lower succession are insufficient to specify the salinity. 
The trace fossils present could be produced by organisms that occur in a wide 
range of salinities. The inferred presence of meter-high storm waves is consistent 
with the basinal dimensions shown in Figure 2 [CLIFTON, in press]. 

The deposits in the upper succession, above the erosional surface, appear 
to have been deposited in an estuarine setting, as suggested by a fauna that 
indicates a brackish-water environment. The presence of Congeria indicates 
salinities in the range of 0.5 to 3.0 parts per thousand and the association of 
Cardium, Theodoxus, and Pirenella suggests salinities in the range of 3.0 to 16.5 
parts per thousand. 

Fig. 10. Inverse textural grading in planar-laminated sand shown in Figure 9. Note sharp upper 
contacts to coarser laminae in section above centimeter scale 

10. abra. Inverz gradaltsag a 9. abran bemutatott sikretegzett homokban. Figyeljiik meg 
a durvabb laminak fele a hirtelen atmenetet, a centimeter-skala fOlott 

Puc. 10. llpoTHBOIIOJIO)I(HaSI rpaL(aiJ.HSI rpauyJioMeTpwqecKoro cocTasa oca.L(KOB 
H IIJIOCKOCJiouqaThiX rrecKax, rroKa3aHHhiX ua puc. 9. CM. pe3KHH sepxuwu KOHTaKT c 6oJiee 

rpy6o3epHHCThiMH IIJiaCTHHKaMH B pa3pe3e HaL( CaHTHMeTpOBhiM MaCIIITa60M 
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4. The Nekezseny deposit 

The other nearshore sand and gravel deposit described here is exposed in 
a gravel pit about 200m south of the highway, 2 km east of the village of 
Nekezseny (Fig. 1). The total length of the exposure in the pit approaches 100m, 
and a total of about 28m of section exists in the walls of the pit (Fig. 11). The 
primary exposure (Fig. 12) is on a face that trends approximately north-south. 
The strata dip slightly to the east. A cut on the north side of the highway 
opposite the pit exposes sand that may be stratigraphically equivalent to that 
in the lower part of the quarry. 

a) S TR ATIGR A PHI C C ROS S-SE C TI ON 
30 m 

L-~--~~---L--L--+ 3 om 
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b) PLAN VIEW OF PIT 1- - C alcareous mud 

2 ::-:::~:~: Bedded gra v el 

N 
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4 Calcarenite 

0 20 m A Paleozoi c dolomite 
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Fig. 11. Generalized sketch of section exposed in the gravel pit east of Nekezseny 

11. tibra. A Nekezsenytol keletre levo kavicsbanya altai feltart szelveny altalanos vazlata. 
a) Retegtani keresztmetszet; b) A banya alaprajza 

1 - meszes iszap; 2 - retegzett kavics; 3- retegzetlen kavics; 4- meszhomok; 
5 - paleozoos dolomit 

Puc. 11. 06o6Il.leHHaSI cxeMa pa3pe3a raJieqHuKosoro Kapbepa socToqHee c. HeKe)l(eHh 
a) CTpaTurpa<PuqecKuii pa3pe3; b) CMeHa rnaxThi 

1 - U3BeCTKOBhiH UJI; 2 - CJIOUCThie raJihKH; 3 - HeCJIOUCThie raJihKU; 4 - U3BeCTKOBhie 
necKu; 5 - naJie030HCKUe JJ;OJIOMUTbl 

2 5 

The lower 21m of section in the pit is predominantly gravel. The fauna in 
this section (Table II) indicate that it is part of the Egyhazasgerge Formation 
(Fig. 2). The top of the section in the pit consists mostly of layered mud, and 
is part of the Garab Formatio.n (Fig. 2). 





Fig . 17. Muddy (very fine silty sand) layer in gravel ; upper part, north end of pit east of 
Nekezseny. Note layer of somewhat coarser pebbles immediately beneath fine layer 

17. abra. lszapos (nagyon finom aleuritos homok) reteg a kavicsban, a Nekezsenytol keletre levo 
banya eszaki vegenek tetejen. Figyeljiik meg azt a valamivel durvabb kavicsokb6l all6 reteget, 

amely kozvetleniil a finom reteg alatt van 

Puc. 17. 11JIHCThiH (secbMa TOHK03epHHCThie aJiespHTHCThie necKH) cJioii s raJiequHKax 
B sepxueii qacTH cesepuoro KOHI.la Kaphepa socToquee c. HeKe)l(eHh. CM. CJIOH uecKOJihKO 6oJiee 

rpy6o3epHHCTbiX raJieqHHKOB Henocpe)].CTBeHHO ll0)1. TOHK03epHHCTbiM CJIOeM 

Fig . 20. A) Graded layer in calcareous and dolomitic gravel, pit east of Nekezseny. Note 
absence of matrix in gravel at base of layer (em scale). 

B) Low-angle foresets composed of graded layers. Yellow colour due to quartzose sand matrix 
(em scale) 

20. abra. A) Gradalt reteg a meszko- es dolomitkavicsban, kavicsbanya Nekezsenytol keletre. 
Figyeljiik meg, hogy a reteg aljan nines matrix a kavicsban 

B) Gyengen dolo, osztalyozott retegekbol all6 nyulvanyok. A sarga szint a kvarcos homok 
matrix okozza (em skala) 

Puc. 20. A) flpoSIBJieHHe copTHposauuocnl rpauyJioMeTpHqecKoro cocTasa s H3BeCTKOBHCThiX 
H )].OJIOMHTOBhiX raJieqHHKax s Kaphepe soCToquee c. HeKe)l(eHh. CM. OTCYTCTBHe l.leMeHTa 

B raJieqmfKaX B OCHOBaHHH CJIOSI ( caHTHMeTpOBbiH MaClliTa6) 
B) BhiXOJ1.hi cJioes c ue6oJihlliHM yrJioM uaKJIOHa H B copTHposaHHhiX oca)].Kax. )l{eJIThiH l.lBeT 

o6yCJIOBJieH 1-leMeHTOM, CJIO)I(eHHbiM KBapl.leBhiMH necKaMH (caHTHMeTpOBbiH MaCrnTa6) 
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Fig. 12. Wall of gravel pit exposed east of Nekezseny 

12. abra. A Nekezsenytol keletre levo kavicsbanya fala 

Puc. 12. CTeHa rane':IHHKosoro Kapbepa socTO':!Hee c. HeKe)KeHh 

Table II. Fossil assemblage in the Karpathian deposit exposed east of Nekezseny 

II. tablazat. Karpati bentos faunaegyiittesek (Nekezseny) 

Ta6AulJa II. KoMnJieKc HCKonaeMbiX ocTaTKOB OTJIO)KeHHH KapnaTcKoro Sipyca B o6Ha)KeHHH 
K socToKy oT HeKe)KeHHSI 

Fossils: Porifera 
Cliona sp 

Mollusca 
Bivalvia: Lithophaga lithophaga L. 

Chlamys multistriata Poli 
Chlamys opercularis hevesensis Schreter 
Spondilus crassicosta Lam. 
Anomia ephippium L. 
Ostrea sp. 
Gastrochaena sp. 
?Jouanettia sp. 

Arthropoda 
Ostracoda 
Cirripedia: Balanus concavus Bronn 

Tentaculata 
Bryozoa 

The floor of the pit locally consists of a Paleozoic (Permian) carbonate 
rock. The borings of rock-boring clams ( Lithophaga) cover the surface of this 
carbonate rock and confirm its exposure to a maririe environment during the 
Miocene (Fig. 13). The bedrock surface drops to the north more steeply than 
do the overlying strata. In the northwest part of the pit, the topographically 
lower parts of this surface are directly overlain by fine-grained micaceous 
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quartzose sand, which in turn is abruptly overlain by carbonate-pebble con
glomerate. The bedrock locally projects into this conglomerate on the northwest 
side of the pit, and is directly overlain by it on the southwest side. The Litho
phaga borings in both cases are filled with quartz sand, suggesting that the 
bedrock was bored, covered by fine terrigeneous sand, then locally exhumed and 
subsequently covered by calcareous gravel. Barnacles on the parts of the surface 
that project into the gravel probably were extant during gravel deposition, 
which probably therefore occurred at intertidal or greater depths. In the south
west part of the pit a pavement of carbonate cobbles and boulders covers the 
lower parts of the surface (Fig. 14). These clasts show less evidence of Litho
phaga borings than does the surface itself. 

Most of the sediment exposed in the pit consists of carbonate rock clasts 
that range in size from coarse sand to cobbles more than 10 em across (Fig. 15). 
The pebbles and cobbles range from subangular to well-rounded, whereas the 
sand-size material is predominantly subangular. The clasts lithologically re
semble the Paleozoic carbonate rock at the base of the deposit, and siliciclastic 
components are conspicuously absent from the coarse sand and gravel. Pebbles 
displaying well-defined Lithophaga borings (Fig. 16) can be found throughout 
the section. In addition, as many as 5% of the pebbles show concave surfaces 
that may be scars of Lithophaga borings. 

Fine-grained micaceous quartzose sand occurs as matrix material and as 
a few thin beds in the lower part of the gravel. This sand litholbgically resembles 
that which underlies the gravel on the northern side of the quarry. Very fine silty, 

Fig. 13. Lithophaga borings on Paleozoic carbonate rock surface exposed in the lower part of 
the gravel pit east of Nekezseny 

13. abra. A Nekezsenytol keletre levo kavicsbanya aljan feltart paleozoos karbonatkozetben levo 
Lithophaga-furasok 

Puc. 13. Jl.pbipKH, npo6ypeHHhie KaMeHoToquaMH (Litoplzaga) 8 naJie030HCKOH Kap6oHaTHOH nopo,ne, 
8CKpbiTOH 8 HH)I(HeH qacTH raJieqHHK080rO Kapbepa 80CTOqHee C. qOK8aOMaHh 
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Fig. 14. Accumulation (near centimeter scale) of cobbles and boulders at the base of the 
conglomerate east of Nekezseny. Paleozoic carbonate rock surface ic exposed at base of wall to 

left of scale 

14. abra. Gorgetegek es tombok felhalmoz6dasa (a centimeter-skala kozeleben) a Nekezsenytol 
keletre levo konglomeratum aljan. A paleozoos karbonatkozet felszine a fal aljan van feltarva, 

a skalat6l balra 

Puc. 14. HaKorrJieHHe (86JIH3H caHTHMeTpo8oro MacuiTa6a) raJieK H 8aJiyHo8 8 ocH08aHHH 
KOHrJIOMepaT08 80CTOqHee C. HeKe)l(eHb. llo8epXHOCTb JiaJie030lfcKOH Kap6oHaTHOH IIOpO.U.bl 

06Ha)l(aeTCji 8 OCH08aHHH CTeHbl Kapbepa HaJie80 OT MaCillTa6a 

Fig. 15. Calcareous and dolomitic gravel in lowermost 5 m of section, pit east of Nekezseny. 
Note angularity of many clasts and suggestion of right-dipping imbrication 

15. abra. Meszko- es dolomitkavics a szelveny legals6 ot meteren, a Nekezsenytol keletre levo 
banyaban. Figyeljiik meg, hogy a tormelek jelentos resze szogletes s jobbra dOlo imbrikaci6t 

sejtet 

Puc. 15. l-f38eCTK08HCTbie H .[J.OJIOMHT08ble raJieqHHKH 8 CaMbiX HH)l(HHX 5 M pa3pe3a 8 Kapbepe 
80CTOqHee c. HeKe)l(eHb. CM. yrJio8aTOCTb 6oJibrnoro KOJIHqecT8a o6JIOMK08 

H rrpe.u.rroJiaraeMoe rrpa8oe rra.u.eHHe qernyuqaToCTH 
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Fig. 16. Calcareous and dolomitic gravel, upper part of pit east of Nekezseny. Note variability 
of clast roundness and large Lithophaga-bored pebbles 

16. abra. Meszk6- es dolomitkavics a Nekezsenytol keletre lev6 banya fels6 reszen. Figyeljiik 
meg a tormelek gombolyitettsegenek valtoz6 voltat es a nagy, Lithophaga altai furt kavicsokat 

Puc. 16. 1-bsecTKOBHCThie II .LJ;OJIOMHTOBhie rane'IHHKH s BepxHeii qacTH Kap!bepa BOCTO'IHee 
c HeKe)l(eHh. CM. H3MeH'IHBOCTb oKaTaHHOCTH o6noMKOB II KpyrrHhie raJibKH, rrpo6ypeHHhie 

KaMeHOTO'IIJ.aMH ( Litophaga) 

micaceous, predominantly carbonate sand and mud occurs in lenticular layers 
up to 4 em thick and as matrix in the upper part of the gravel, particularly on 
the northern side of the pit. The muddy layers typically are unburrowed and 
show no evidence of desiccation cracks. Some rest atop laterally continuous 
layers of relatively coarse pebbles (Fig. 17). Some of the thicker muddy layers 
show a well-defined textural grading into clay at their tops. This muddy sedi
ment resembles the fine-grained material in the overlying Ganib Formation. 

Shell fragments are common in the gravel. Nearly all are abraded, and most 
lie with concave sides up. Articulated in-situ bivalves were not seen. One 
fragment of Siderastrea coral was found in the upper part of the gravel. 

The conglomerate generally displays distinct stratification (Fig. 18). Most 
of the beds can be traced laterally for only a few meters. The sediment lacks the 
degree of sorting of sand and gravel into discrete laterally continuous beds that 
typifies some wave-worked gravel [CLIFTON 1973]. Lenticular calcarenite beds 
10-20 em thick exist, particularly in the middle part of the gravel section. Some 
of these beds show internal parallel-lamination or high-angle foreset bedding. 
Low-angle cross-stratification is evident in much of the conglomerate (Fig. 19). 
The cross-strata dip at angles of 1 oo or less in units a few tens of em thick. 

A striking feature of the gravel is a textural grading within many of the 
gravel beds. Such beds typically are a few em thick; they are composed of fine 
limestone gravel at the bas~ that grades upward into calcarenite at the top (Fig. 
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Fig. 18. Stratification in gravel, pit east of Nekezseny. Centimeter scale 

18. abra. Retegzodes a kavicsban. Kavicsbanya Nekezsenytol keletre. Centimeter-skala 

Puc. 18. CnoJ1:qarocTh B ranelfHHKax s Kapbepe BOCTO'IfHee c. HeKe)l(eHb. CaHTHMeTpOBbiH 
Macuna6 

Fig. 19. Low-angle cross-stratification in lowermost 5 m of section, pit east of Nekezseny 

19. abra. Kishajlasu keresztretegzettseg a szelveny also ot meteren. Kavicsbanya Nekezsenytol 
keletre 

Puc. 19. Koca~ CJIOHCTOCTb c He6oJiblliHM yrnoM HaKJIOHa s HHJax caMbiX HH)I(HHX 5 M pa3pe3a 
Kapbepa socrolfHee c. HeKe)l(eHb 
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Fig. 21. General character of graded cycles in lowermost 5 m of gravel, pit east of Nekezseny 

21. abra. A gradalt ciklusok altalanos jellege a kavics also ot meteren, a Nekezsenytol keletre 
levo kavicsbanyaban. 

1 - durva homok; 2 - finom kvarchomok; 3 - meszhomok; 4 - matrix; 5 - apr6 kavics; 
6 - hiany 

Puc. 21. 06IUHH BH)J. UHKJIOB OTCOpTHpOBaHHOCTH OCa)J.KOB B CaMhiX HH){{HHX 5 M raJie'IHHKOB 
B Kapbepe socTotfuee c. HeKe:>KeHh 

1 - rpy6hie neCKH; 2 - MeJIK03epHHCThie KBapu;eBhie neCKH; 3 - H3BeCTKOBbie neCKH; 
4 - MaTpHu;a; 5 - MeJIKHe raJihKH; 6 - OTCyTCTBHe 

20). In the lower part of the pit, the fine-grained quartzose sand commonly 
forms a matrix to the coarse calcarenite at the top of a graded bed (Fig. 21) . 
The fine gravel in the lower part of such beds is matrix-free. The graded beds 
form depositional cycles in much of the gravel and compose many of the 
low-angle foresets in the unit. 

Biogenic structures are present in the gravel in the form of clay-lined tubes 
(Fig. 22). Most of these are 1-2 em in diameter. The largest have a central, 
gravel-filled core 3 em across enclosed by a 1-cm-thick rim of clay-matrixed 
gravel. The' tubes are somewhat sinuous, and most are subvertical. Branches 
were not observed but may exist. One enlarged "turn-around chamber" occurs 
at a right-angle turn in a burrow. The burrows resemble in many ways those 
produced today by decapods such as Callianassa. · 

Directional features within the gravel are remarkably diverse. The low
angle foresets in the gravel dip primarily toward the southeast, whereas the 
high-angle foresets dip mostly toward a sector that ranges from northeast to 
northwest. Measurement of the long axes of 50 pebbles in the lower part of the 
unit showed a well-defined south-southeast, north-northwest trend. A similar 
orientation was visually evident on a bedding surface exposure high in the pit. 
Many of the pebbles in the conglomerate show a clear imbrication (Fig . 23). 
The direction of imbrication is variable. In the lower part of the quarry the 
predominant inclination direction seems to be toward the south, whereas in the 
upper part it seems to be predominantly toward the north. 

Lateral trends in clast size are evident within the gravel. Measurement of 
the long axes of the 25largest pebbles within a m2 surface of the same beds 30m 
apart showed a clear decline in size (5.8 em to 3.7 em) in a northeasterly 
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Fig . 22. Clay-lined burrow in gravel, pit east of Nekezseny. Note filling by carbonate sand. 
Cm scale 

22. libra. Agyaggal tapasztott asasnyomok a kavicsban, a Nekezsenytol keletre levo banyaban. 
Figyeljiik meg a karbonathomokos kitoltest. Cm skala 

Puc. 22. )l,hipKa, npo6ypeHHaSI opraHH3MaMH s raJJeqHHKax, H3HYTPH noKphiTaSI nJJeHKOH 
rJJHHhi s Kapbepe socToqHee c. HeKe:lKeHh. CM. 3anoJJHeHHe Kap6oHaTHhiM necKOM. 

CM Macrrna6 

Fig. 23. Well-defined pebble imbrication (dipping to the right). Lower 5 m of gravel, pit east of 
Nekezseny. Note graded units 

23. libra. Hatarozott kavics-imbrikaci6 (doles jobbra). A kavics als6 ot metere, kavicsbanya 
Nekezsenytol keletre. Figyeljiik meg a gradalt egysegeket 

Puc. 23. Bhipa:lKeHHaSI qernyifqaTOCTh raJJeK (c HaKJJOHOM Hanpaso). HH:lKHHe 5 M raJJeqHHKOB 
s Kaphepe socToqHee c. HeKe:lKeHh. CM. oTcopTHposaHHhie e.ll;HHHUhi 
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direction. A similar decrease probably exists in the upper part of the g~avel, 
although it is impossible to trace the same set of beds from the southern part 
of the exposure to the northern . part. In the upper part of the quarry, pebbles 
commonly exceed 5 em at the southern end of the exposure, whereas 60 m to 
the north, pebbles larger than 5 em are uncommon in the same general part of 
the section. Local concentrations of coarse pebbles, however,. do exist in the 
northern part of the quarry. 

Unlike the Miocene deposit exposed east of Csokvaomany, the gravel in 
the pit east ofNekezseny does not display a vertical sequence that can be readily 

c 

Fig. 24. Stratigraphic variation in macrofauna, gravel pit east of Nekezseny. 
A- Cronostratigraphy: A 1 - age, A2 - stage, A3 - formation; B - Lithofacies; 

C - Assemblages; D - Environment: D 1 - eulitoral, D 2 - sublitoral; l - limestone; 2 -
gravel with limestone blocks; 3 - sandy coarse gravels; 4 - gravelly sand; 5 -- sand including 

coarse gravels; 6 - gravelly sand; 7 - sandy coarse gravels; 8 - silty clay; 9 - Holocene 
detritus 

24. abra. Retegtani valtozas a makrofaunaban, kavicsbanya Nekezsenytol keletre. 
A- Kronosztratigrafia: A 1 - kor, A 2 - emelet, A 3 - formaci6; B - Litofacies; C

Faunaegyiittesek; D- Kornyezet: D 1 - eulitoralis, D 2 - szublitoralis; l - meszko; 2 -
meszkotombos kavics; 3 - homokos durva kavics; 4 - kavicsos homok; 5 - durva kavicsos 
homok; 6 - kavicsos homok; 7 - homokos durva kavics; 8 - kozetlisztes agyag; 9 - fiatal 

tormelek 

Puc. 24. CTpantrpa<i>HlfecKoe H3MeHeHHe B MaKpo<t>ayHe B raJielfHHKOBOM Kaphepe BOCTO'IHee c. 
HeKe)l(eHh 

A - XpoHOCTpaTHrpa<t>Hsl: A 1 - B03pacT, A 2 - Slpyc, A 3 -- <PopMaiJ,HSI; B 
JlHTo<Pau.HaJihHhie; C - <l>ayHHCTHlfeCKHe coo6w.ecTBa; D - Cpe.lla; D 1 - 3BJIHTopaJihHaSJ; 

D 2 - cy6JIHTopaJihHaSI; l - H3BeCTHSIKH; 2 - raJihKH c H3BeCTHSIKOBhiMH 6JIOKaMH; 3 -
necqaHhie rpy6hie raJihKH; 4 - raJielfHhie necKH; 5 - rpy6oraJielfHhie necKH; 6 - raJielfHhie 
neCKH; 7 - neclfaHbie rpy6hie raJihKH; 8 - aJieBpHTOBhie fJIHHhi; 9 - MOJIO.llhle 06JIOMKH 
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interpreted in terms of changes in depositional environment. The uppermost 
gravel in the pit closely resembles that exposed 21 m stratigraphically below at 
the base of the pit. Environmentally significant vertical variation in the section 
.may be limited to subtle differences in matrix composition, changes that are 
associated with lateral variations, and the transition to the finer-grained Garab 
Formation near the top of the pit. Stratigraphic variation in the macrofauna 
assemblage (Fig. 24) may also be significant. 

The basal 5 m of gravel exposed in the pit (Fig. 13) is typically well-bedde~. 
Burrows are rare and southeast-dipping low-angle foresets in units 0.2-0.6 In 
thick are particularly well displayed on the southwestern part of the pit wall. 
The lower part of this section contains much very fine quartzose sand as matrix 
and thin beds, particularly near the base. The aforementioned measured de
crease in pebble size toward the northeast occurs in this part of the section. 

The section from 5 to 8 m above the base shows very little internal stn.lc
ture. Local brown patches of iron oxidation on the order of 5-10 em across are 
common. On fresh exposure, many of these can clearly be seen in association 
with tubular burrows like those described in a preceding paragraph. It is 
probable that the structureless aspect of this part of the section results from 
intense }?ioturbation. A few very rare lenses of crossbedded calcarenite in the 
otherwise structureless sandy gravel suggest that the gravel was probably orig
inally.laye.ted much like that immediately above and below. The middle part of 
the structureless section contains a laterally persistent layer of scattered coarse 
(5-8 em) rounded carbonate rock clasts. 

The $Cction from 8-13 m above the base of the gravel contains beds and 
lenses of ·calcarenite. This sand is composed. mostly of subangular carbonate 
fragments between 0.5 and 1.0 em in diameter. Shell fragments are a common 
component, and quartzose sand, abundant in the lower part of the gravel, is 
almost non-existent. The lateral distribution of the calcarenite differs within the 
pit. On the nearly inaccessible southwestern wall, sand dominates the section, 

. but it largely lenses out within a few tens of meters to the northeast. Calcarenite 
beds are generally absent in equivalent section at the northern part of the pit. 
In the central part of the quarry, burrows are particularly evident in this part 
of the section. 

The uppermost 7-8 m of gravel resembles that in the lowermost 5 m. 
Quartzose sand in this upper section is less abundant and finer than that near 
the base of the gravel. Discrete layers of very fine-grained silty sand and mud 
are common in the northern part of the pit but absent in southern exposures 
where similar fine sediment is present only as matrix. As in the lower 5 m of 
section,: ·decimeters-thick units of foresets defined by graded gravel layers dip 
gently toward the southeast. 

The contact of the gravel with the overlying Ganib Formation lies within 
a 3.5-4 m interval that is covered by overburden. Above this interval, about 3m 
of the Ganib Formation is exposed at the top of the pit. This unit consists of 
micaceous silty mud that contains isolated one-pebble-thick layers of limestone 
granules· and pebbles less than 1 em across and shell fragments. Shell fragments 
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are also abundantly scattered within the muddy section (the Macoma associ
ation, Fig. 24). 

The deposits in the gravel pit are not so readily explained as those in the 
sand pit east of Nekezseny. Many lines of evidence suggest deposition in very 
shallow water, but the specific depth range and the origin of the observed 
features in the deposit are rather speculative. 

The macrofauna occur in three distinct associations. The lowermost as
sociation (Fig. 24) is characterized by many bivalve specimens, particularly 
Lithophaga. The association is confined to the proximity of the Permian car
bonate rock surface, which is so densely covered by borings as to limit the 
available space for other rock-clinging forms (such as oysters or barnales). Most 
of the borings are those of Lithophaga; Cliona traces exist but are relatively rare. 
The association is autochthonous and lacks exotic elements. All species could 
have lived together along a rocky limestone or dolomite shoreline. 

The main body of the calcareous gravel contains an allochthonous macro
faunal association (Fig. 24) that is characterized by the genera Chlamys, Anomia 
and Ostrea. The shells occur predominantly as worn fragments, commonly 
riddled by boring organisms (such as Cliona and Balanus). This and the relative
ly high density of the shells indicate post-mortem transportation. The general 
ecologic coherence of the assemblage suggests that the fauna coexisted in a 
shallow wave-swept sandy environment and accumulated near their living site. 

The third ( Macoma) macrofauna! association occurs in the Ganib Forma
tion (Fig. 24). It is characterized by a relatively low fossil density, a small 
percentage of shell fragments, and many single and a few paired bivalve shells. 
The assemblage is para-autochthonous; most of the species could have co-exis
ted in a silty or clayey substrate of a shallow sea. 

The physical processes that controlled deposition of the gravel and sand 
are not unequivocally clear. The angularity of the clasts implies a rather limited 
abrasional history (particularly upon consideration of the softness of carbonate 
rock relative to siliceous clasts). The variability of imbrication ~irec~n within 
the gravel suggests paleocurrents from diverse directions. 1 ) 

The water depth was probably no more than a few meters.
1

The~nigh degree 
of lateral variability of the sediment in the quarry suggests rapid facies change 
of the type commonly found in very shallow water. The abundance of large 
pebbles throughout the gravel likewise suggests shallow depths. Threshold 
curves indicate a requirement for wave-generated oscillatory currerits of at least 
2 mjs to move a quartz sphere 5 em in diameter [KOMAR-MILLER 1975]. Many 
of the limestone and dolomite clasts in the gravel are probably equivalent 
hydraulically to such a quartz sphere, and currents of 2 m/s accordingly would 
seem fairly common. Airy wave theory provides a basis for estimating the 
combinations of wave height, wave period, and water depth that will produce 
this velocity [CLIFTON-DINGLER 1984]. Figure 25 shows these combinations 
urtder the assumption that the only current present is due to passing waves. At 
a water depth of 10 m oscillatory currents equivalent to 2 mjs would require 
waves on the order of 4-5 m high-an unlikely amplitude given the paleogeo-
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1 CONDITIONS TO GENERATE U,t= 200 CM/SEC 

100 

2 (THRESHOLD FOR MOVEMENT 

OF 5 CM QUARTZ PEBBLE) 

10 

h 

(m) 

H (m) 

Fig. 25. Combinations of wave height, wave period and water depth required to initiate 
movement of a quartz pebble 5 em in diameter 

25. abra. Az ot centimeter atmerojii kvarckavics megmozditasahoz sziikseges kombinaci6ja 
a hullammagassagnak, hullamperi6dusnak es vizmelysegnek 

1 - urn = 200 cm/s aramlast letrehoz6 koriilmenyek; 2 - (5 cm-es kvarckavics 
megmozditasanak kiiszoberteke); 3 - sekelyviz; 4- hullamtores hatara 

Puc. 25. Co'leTamfe BhiCOThi BOJIH, ux nepHO.U.H'IHOCTH H rny6HHhi Bo.n.oeMa, Heo6xo.n.uMoe .LJ.JISI 
nepeMell.leHHSI KBapu;eBOH raJibKH .[J.HaMeTpOM 5 CM 

1 - YCJIOBHSI, C03.[J.aiOII.lMe npHTOK Urn = 200 CM/CeK; 2 - (rpaHH'IHOe 3Ha'leHHe, He06XO.[J.HMOe 
.[J.JISI C.[J.BH)I(eHHSI KBapu;eBOH raJibKH pa3MepOM 5 CM); 3- MeJIKOBO.[J.he; 4- rpaHHIJ;a pa3JIOMa 

BOJIH 

graphic setting (Fig. 4). At a water depth of 5 m somewhat more reasonable 
waves (on the order of 3m high) would be required. 

Many of the specific features in the gravel are difficult to explain. The 
graded low-angle foresets that occur in much of the gravel are a good example. 
It is not clear whether these layers result from a specific event such as a storm 
or flood (if the gravel represents the seaward part of a small fan-delta), or from 
the lateral migration of large ripples. Wave ripples in gravelly sediment near 
rocky shorelines where the sand supply is limited or in bays where waves are 
small are known to have finer material concentrated on their crests [INMAN 
1957]. If such ripples migrated laterally during active sedimentation, the resul
tant climbing-ripple structure might resemble the graded foresets. 

The inconsistency of directional features is also difficult to interpret. High
angle foresets in the calcarenite dip in a generally northerly direction, whereas 
low-angle foresets in the gravel dip predominantly toward the southeast. Grain 
size variations are inconsistent (a northerly fining in the lower and upper parts 
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of the gravel, a northerly coarsening in the central part of the section containing 
the calcarenite), as are pebble orientation patterns (northwest-southeast long 
axis trend and variable imbrication direction). Such directional variability 
suggests that different processes influenced this sediment. The directional data, 
the lithologic homogeneity of the clasts, as well as the abundance of shell 
fragments and Lithophaga-bored clasts throughout the deposit, suggest that the 
deposit is not a fan-delta composed of fluvial detritus. Similarly it does not 
appear to be a simple beach- nearshore deposit as typified by the Csokvaomany 
example. 

Perhaps the most reasonable interpretation is that the gravel accumulated 
at the foot of a rocky sea cliff of substantial relief under conditions of slowly 
rising sea level. The lack of pronounced vertical change in the 20 m of gravel 
suggests that sediment accumulated on the sea floor at about the same rate as 
sea level rose. Possibly the volume of carbonate rock detritus was augmented 
by a fluvial fan-delta contribution. The regional pall!ogeography (Fig. 4) sug
gests that the sea cliff was on the north side of a small island (perhaps a karstic 
feature) composed of Permian carbonate rock. 

Under this interpretation, the initial gravel deposition occurred in the 
general proximity of a shoreline to the north. Quartzose sand associated with 
this shoreline is. intermixed with the lowermost part of the gravel. As sea level 
rose and the shoreline retreated to the north, the amount of available siliciclastic 
sand near the island diminished. Subsequently, finer-grained siliciclastic seqi
ment formed the matrix of the gravel, and, in quieter water away from the island 
shore, accumulated in discrete beds. When sea level inunda.ted the island, gravel 
deposition ceased, and the fine-grained sediment of the Garab Formation began 
to accumulate on the sea floor. 

Such an interpretation is consistent with some of the directional features. 
It woul<;l: explain the northerly decrease in pebble size. The clean carbonate sand 
that lenses out to the north in the central part of the section can be explained 
as a beach or near-beach deposit that, like some modern beaches, changed from 
sand to gravel a short distance offshore. The north-dipping high-angle foresets 
in this sand accordingly could be either "toe-of-beach" or rip current structures. 

The origin of southeasterly dip of the low-angle foresets in the gravel 
remains enigmatic. Such a direction intuitively seems improbable in this paleo
geographic setting for upslope (northeast) climbing wave ripples. Conceivably 
the foresets might reflect deposition on the flank of a localized accumulation of 
gravel such as a small fan-delta. The grading in the foresets could be due to 
discrete depositional events (such as a storm or flood), or to the climbing of 
wave-formed ripples across a southeast-facing, gently-stepped surface. 

5. Conclusions 

. The paleoenvironmental setting of the nearshore deposits described here 
is generally similar-both accumulated near the shoreline of a narrow Miocene 
seaway. The lithologic character of the two deposits, however, differs markedly. 
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Their difference is probably due more to contrasts in the rate of sea level change 
relative to sedimentation rate and in the textural composition of the available 
sediment than to differences in the physical environment. 

One deposit, part of the Salgotarjan Formation, appears to be a prograding 
shoreline deposit. A variety of depositional environments-inner shelf, near
shore, foreshore, and backshore-are compressed into a shallowing-upward 
sequence less than 7 m thick. Storm deposits are recognizable in the lower part 
of the section. The sedimentary structures and directional features are nicely 
consistent with the reconstructed paleogeography. Development of the pro
gradational sequence terminated with a renewed transgression. of the sea. 

The second deposit, part of the Egyhazasgerge Formation, is not so readily 
interpreted, despite being very well exposed over a laterally and vertically 
extensive gravel pit face. The succession here appears to have accumulated 
during an episode of marine transgression in which the rate of gravel depositiop 
seems to have been more or less equivalent to the rate of sea level rise. The gravel 
is apparently derived from a Paleozoic carbonate rock upland immediately to 
the south, possibly even from shoreline erosion of an island formed in part by 
karstic processes. 

Many of the features in the gravelly deposit can be explained in terms of 
a marine transgression in which an initially adjacent siliciclastic shoreline re
treated to the north. As a consequence of this shift, the siliciclastic sediment at 
the Nekezseny gravel pit became progressively finer with time. Concurrently, 
calcareous and dolomitic sand and gravel accumulated adjacent to the upland 
until it was inundated ~nd deposition of silt and clay then preyailed at this site. 
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EL TERO TiPUSO HOMOK- ES KA VICSULEDEKEK AZ ESZAK-MAGYARORSZAGI 
MIOCENBOL 

H. Edward CLIFTON, BOHNNE HAVAS Margit es MULLER Pal 

A vizsgalt iiledeksorok az Egercsehi-Ozdi arokban keletkeztek. Itt az eggenburgi-ottnangi 
iiledekek ket teljes ciklust kepviselnek, melyek koze a Gyulakeszi Riolittufa Formacio telepiil. 
E folott a felso ciklushoz tartozo Salgotarjani Barnakoszen Formacio hornokos, aleuritos es 
agyagos, lignit-tartalmu iiledekei telepiilnek. E formacioba tartozo iiledeksort tar fel a Csokva
omanytol K-re levo kis homokgodor. A szelveny also resze progradalo parti iiledeknek tekintheto, 
i~zap-homokret~gek felfele fokozatosan keresztretegzett kavicsba mennek at, melyet laminalt ho
mok, gyokernyomos iszap, vekony lignitzsinor es csigas iszap takar, sa sor erozios felszinnel zarul. 
A kavics es a laminalt homokreteg hatara az egykori tengerszintet jelzi. A sor egyes tagjai a 
prograda_cio soran egyre sekelyebbe valo kornyezet savjaban iilepedhettek !e. A fauna a Salgotarjani 
Barnakoszen Formaciora uta!, de nem ad felvilagositast a sotartalomra. Csupan az erozios felszin 
felett telepiilo, laguna-eredetii iiledekekben talalhatok 0,5-3,0 illetve 3,0--16,5%-os sotartalomra 
jellemzo alakok vagy egyiittesek. 

A karpati-badeni korszakban is ket iiledekciklust figyelhetiink meg. Az also, karpati koru 
ciklusba tartozik az Egyhazasgergei Formacio. Ennek resze a Nekezsenytol keletre, egy kavicsba
nyaban feltart kavicsosszlet. A fekii paleozoos karbonat-felszint Lithophaga-kagylok tomegei 
furtak meg. Erre 21 m meszko- es dolomitanyagu kavics telepiil, reszben kozvetleniil, reszben 
kvarchomok kozbetelepiilessel. A fauna tengeri iiledeket jelez. A nagyobb kavicsokat mozgato 
oszcillalo vizmozgast legfeljebb nehany meter mely vizben kepzelhetjiik el, az adott osfoldrajzi 
helyzetben. A szemnagysagban mutatkozo rendszeres valtozas arra szoritkozik, hogy a sziliklaszt
komponens felfele finomodik (lent finom homok, feljebb aleuritos igen finom homok, majd agyag). 
Feltessziik, hogy az iiledek egy kiemelt teriilet (talan egy sziget) labanal rakodott le, a transzgresszio
val lepest tarto iiledekkepzodessel. Igy a helyi eredetii meszko---dolomit-tormelek nagyjabol azonos 
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vizmelyseget jelez a szelvenyben. Az eredetileg szomszedos sziliklasztos partvidek visszahuz6dasa 
az ilyen komponens finomodasaban mutatkozik meg. A karbonatos sziklasziget teljes elontese utan 
a kavicskepzodes es iilepedes megsziint, s a Garabi Slir Formaci6 finomszemii iiledekei zartak a 
karpati koru iiledekkepzodest. 

OT JU11.fAIOn_.lfEC$1 Tlfllhl llECl.fAHhiX If r AJIEl.fHhiX OCA,ll;KOB 113 
MlfOQEHOBLIX OliPA30BAHlfM CEBEPHOM BEHrPlflf 

r. 3.[{Bap.[{ KJU1<!>TOH, Mapnn I>OH-XABAlll H nan MIOJIJIEP 

Ylccne.[{oBaHHhie oca.[{O'IHbie nopo.[{hi npoHCXO.[{~T H3 KaHaB 3repqexH H 03.[{a. 3.[{eCh oca.[{KH 
3ffeH6ypra-OTTHaHra npe.[{CTaBJI~IOT C060IO .[{Ba TIOJIHbiX U:HKJia, cpe.[{H KOTOpbiX 3aJieraiOT o6pa-
30BaHH~ ,ll,biOJiaKeCH PHOJIHTOBO-Tycf>oBOH <!>opMaU:HH. Ha.[{ HHMH Jie)l(aT OTHOC~J.llHeC~ K BepxHe
MY U:HKJIY nec'laHbie, aneBpHTOBbie H rJIHHHCThie oca.[{KH, a TaK)I(e co.[{ep)l(amwe JIHrHHT, lllanroTap
~HCKOH l>ypoyrOJibHOH cf>opMaiJ;HH. Pa3pe3 OCa.[{O'IHbiX o6pa30BaHHH, OTHOC~J.llHXC~ K 3TOH cf>opMa
U:HH, BCKpbiT B He60JiblliOH nec'laHOH ~Me, HaXO.ll:~meifc~ Ha BOCTOK OT l.J:OKBaOMaHb. HH)I(HIOIO 
qacTb pa3pe3a MO)I(HO paccMaTpHBaTh KaK nepeMemaBUIHec~ 6eperoBhie oca.[{KH, HJIHCTo--necqa
Hhie CJIOH BBepx TIO pa3pe3y TIOCTeneHHO nepeXO.[{~T B nonepe'IHO CJIOHCTbie raJibKH, KOTOpbie 
TIOKpbiTbi JiaMHHHpOBaHHbiM neCKOM, HJIOM CO CJie,[{aMH KOpHeH, TOHKHMH UIHypaMH JIHfHHTa 
H paKyUie'IHbiM HJIOM, pa3pe3 3aKaH'IHBaeTC~ TIOBepXHOCTbiO 3p03HH. lpaHHU:a raJieK H CJIO~ 
naMHHHpoBamwro necKa o6o3Ha'laeT npe)I(HHH ypoBeHb Mop~. 0T.[{eJihHbie 'IJieHhi pa3pe3a Bo 
BpeM~ npo.[{BH)I(eHH~ OTJiaraJIHCb B nonoce Bee 6onee MeJIKoro oKpy)l(eHH~. <!>ayHa yKa3hiBaeT Ha 
lllaJirOTap~HCKYIO l>ypoyroJibHYIO cf>opMaiJ;HIO, HO He .[{aeT 06'b~CHeHH~ OTHOCHTeJibHOfO CO.[{ep)l(a
HH~ con eli. T OJibKO B oca.[{O'IHhiX o6pa3oBaHH~x naryHoBoro npoHCXO)I(.[{eHH~, HaXO.ll:~mwxc~ Ha.[{ 
TIOBepXHOCTbiO 3p03HH, MO)I(HO BCTpeTHTb OC06H H KOMTIJieKCbl, xapaKTepHble .[{Jl~ 0,5-3,0 
H 3,0--16,5%-HOfO COJieCO.[{ep)l(aHH~. 

B KapnaTCKo-6a.[{eHCKOM nepHo.[{e BpeMeHH TaK)I(e Ha6JIIO.[{aiOTC~ .[{Ba U:HKJia oca.[{KOHaKon
JieHH~ . HH)I(HHH, KapnaTci<oro B03pacTa, H npe.[{cTaBJieH 3.[{bXa3aUirepreiicKoH <l>opMau;weii. 
l.J:aCTb 3TOH cf>opMaiJ;HH npe.[{CTaBJieHa TOJIJ.lleH raJieK, BCKpbiTOH B 60JiblliOM raJie'IHHKOBOM Kapbe
pe Ha BOCTOK OT HeKe)l(eHb. Jle)l(ama~ B TIO.[{OIIIBe TIOBepXHOCTb naJie030HCKHX Kap6oHaTOB np06y
peHa MaccaMH npe.ll:CTaBHTeJieii paKOBHH Lithophaga. Ha HHX HaneraiOT B MOJ.llHOCTH 21 M H3BeCT
H~KOBhie H .[{OJIOMHTOBbie raJibKH 'laCTH'IHO Henocpe.[{CTBeHHO, 'laCTH'IHO C BKJIIO'IeHH~MH KBapu;e
BOfO necKa. <l>ayHa yKa3hiBaeT Ha oca.[{KH MopcKoro npoHCXO)I(.[{eHH~. Kone6niOmeec~ .[{BH)I(eHHe 
BO.[{, nepe.[{BHfaBUIHX 6onee 60JiblliHe raJibKH, Mbi MO)I(eM npe.[{CTaBHTb .[{Jl~ BO.[{ B HeCKOJibKO 
MeTpoB rJiy6wHoii B 6biBIIIeM naJieoreorpacf>wqecKoM noJIO)I(eHHH. CwcTeMaTH'IecKoe H3MeHeHHe, 
Ha6JIIO.[{aeMOe B pa3Mepe 3epeH, TIOKa3biBaeT, 'ITO CHJIHKJiaCTH'IeCKHe KOMTIOHeHTbl B HanpaBJieHHH 
BBepx CTaHOB~TC~ MeJib'le (BHH3Y MeJIKHH neCOK, Bblllle aJieBpHTOBbiH O'leHb MeJIKHH neCOK, 3aTeM 
fJIHHa). flpe.[{TIOJiaraeM, 'ITO OCa.[{KH OTJIO)I(HJIHCb y TIO.[{HO)I(b~ O.[{HOfO npHTIO.[{H~TOfO yqacTKa 
(MO)I(eT 6biTb OCTpOBa) BO BpeM~ OCa.[{K006pa30BaHH~, npOXO.[{HBUiero BMeCTe C TpaHCrpeCCHeH. 
TaKHM o6pa30M, H3BeCTH~KOB0-.[{0JIOMHTOBhie o6noMKH MeCTHoro npoHCXO)I(.[{eHH~ B pa3pe3e 
60JibllleH 'laCTbiO yKa3biBaiOT Ha H.[{eHTH'IHbie rny6HHbi BO.[{bl. 0TCTYTIJieHHe nepBOHa'laJibHO 
COCe.[{HeH CHJIHKJiaCTOBOH 6eperOBOH TeppHTOpHH npo~BJI~eTC~ B TaKOM H3MeJib'leHHH KOMTIOHeH
TOB. llocJie TIOJIHOfO norpy)l(eHH~ B BO.[{bl Kap6oHaTOBOfO CKaJIHCTOfO OCTpOBa npeKpaTHJIOCb 
o6pa3oBaHHe raneK H HaKonneHHe oca.[{KOB, H npou:ecc oca,[{Koo6pa3oBaHH~ KapnaTcKoro B03paCTa 
3aBepUIHJ1H TOHK03epHHCTbie OCa.[{KH lapa6CKOH lllJIHpOBOH <!>opMaiJ;HH. 
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LITHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS AND PALEOGEOGRAPHIC 
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEDIMENTED CONGLOMERATE OF LATE 

CRETACEOUS AGE IN NORTHERN HUNGARY 

H. Edward CLIFTON*, Karoly BREZSNYANSZKY** and 
Janos HAAS*** 

Late Cretaceous (Senonian) conglomerate is exposed in northern Hungary at the boundary 
between the Bukk and Uppony Mountains litho-tectonic units. It rests depositionally on rocks of 
the Uppony unit. The conglomerate is locally well-exposed in artificial cuts. A railroad cut on the 
southwestern side of the village of Nekezseny and a road cut east of the village of Csokvaomarty 
form the basis for this paper. Several lines of evidence (particularly graded sandstone beds) indicate 
that the Nekezseny section is structurally overturned. The conglomerate occurs in flow units that 
are in some places fairly obscure. Many of the thicker units follow a textural pattern of being 
inversely graded at the base, ungraded in their central portion and normally graded at the top. A 
clast-supported framework in which pebbles are aligned with short axes normal to bedding is 
common to most of the units. The most reliable long-axis orientation and imbrication data (from 
the less structurally disturbed Csokvaomany exposure) suggest paleotransport to the northeast. The 
textural character of the conglomerate and its fabric suggest that most of it was emplaced by flows 
that were intermediate between cohesive debris flows and high-density turbidity currents. The 
absence of clasts from the Bukk Mountains litho-tectonic unit suggests that the structural conver
gence of the Bukk and Uppony units occurred after deposition of the conglomerate (or that the 
Bukk Mountains unit was not exposed during deposition). Many of the clasts are derived from the 
Aggtelek-Rudabanya Mountains litho-tectonic unit, which presently is exposed well to the north
east of the area of Late Cretaceous conglomerate. occurrence. The paleotransport"direction suggests 
that either source rock in this unit extends well to the south in the subsurface or that the source 
was subsequently transported tectonically to the north along the Darno tectonic line. 

Keywords: resedimentation, conglomerates, Upper Cretaceous, paleogeography, Hungary 

1. Introduction 

Conglomerate of Late Cretaceous Senonian (Campanian) age crops out in 
northern Hungary in a narrow belt between the Bukk and the Uppony Moun
tains (Figs. 1 and 2). Although the conglomerate is of limited extent (the 
outcrop belt between the villages of Dedestapolcsany and Csokvaomany is but 
8 km long), it is a key unit for interpreting late Mesoz.o.ic paleogeography and 
tectonics. Called the Nekezseny Conglomerate Formation by BREZSNYANSZKY 
and HAAS [1984], it is the only Cretaceous unit known to exist in northern 
Hungary. Accordingly, it provides critical information on post-Jurassic-pre-
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*** Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H-1442 
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N 

1 Dedestapolcsany 

3km 

Fig. 1. Location of the Late Cretaceous conglomerate (shaded area) in northern Hungary 

1. abra. A felsokreta Nekezsenyi Konglomenitum elterjedese (arnyalt teri.ilet) 
Eszak-Magyarorszagon 

Puc. 1. PacnpoCTpaHemte sepxHeMeJIOBbiX KOHrJioMepaTOB s CesepHo:H BeHrpnn 

Fig. 2. Generalized lithologic map of tectonic units in the vicinity of the Late Cretaceous 
conglomerate in northern Hungary (symbols on left side of explanatory column indicate areas 

of exposure, symbols on right,side indicate subsurface occurrence) 
l - Late Cretaceous conglomerate; 2- Bukk unit, Jurassic meta-siltstone and diabase; 3-
Bukk unit, Triassic shallow- and deep-marine sedimentary and volcanic rocks, in part slightly 
metamorphosed; 4- Bukk unit, Carboniferous to Permian shallow-marine formations; 5- Q 

Uppony unit, various lithologies, Devonian to Carboniferous rocks, slightly to moderately 
metamorphosed; 6 - Bukk unit, various lithologies; 7 - Aggtelek-Rudabanya unit, Triassic 

shallow- and deep-marine formations, in part slightly metamorphosed 

2. abra. A felsokreta Nekezsenyi Konglomeratum kornyezeteben talalhato szerkezeti egysegek 
egyszeriisitett foldtani terkepe (a jelkulcs bal oldalan feltuntetett jelek a kibuvasokat, a jobb 

oldali jelek a felszin alatti elterjedest jelolik) 
l - Felsokreta Nekezsenyi Konglomeratum; 2 - Biikki egyseg, jura pala es diabaz; 3 - Bukki 

egyseg, triasz sekely- es melytengeri uledekes es magmas kepzodmenyek, reszben gyengen 
metamorfizalodva; 4 -- Bukki egyseg, karbon-perm sekelytengeri kepzodmenyek; 5 - Upponyi f) 

egyseg, ki.ilonbozo kifejlodesii devon-karbon kepzodmenyek, gyengen, ill. kozepes mertekben 
metamorfizalodva; 6- Biikki egyseg, tagolas nelkul; 7- Aggtelek-Rudabanyai egyseg, triasz 

sekely- es melytengeri kepzodmenyek, reszben gyengen metamorfizalodva 

Puc. 2. CxeMaTwiecKaj{ reoJiornqecKaji xapTa TeKTOHn':lecxnx e.n.nHnu, B pa:HoHe pa3BHTUj{ 
sepxHeMeJIOBbiX KOHrJioMepaTOB B CesepHOH BeHrpnn (3HaKn Ha Jiesoii cTopoHe KOJIOHKH 

JiereH.[{bl 0603Ha':laiOT BbiXO.[{bl Ha .[{HeBHYIO TIOBepXHOCTb sepxHeMeJIOBbiX KOHfJIOMepaTOB, 
3HaKn Ha npaso:H CTopoHe o6o3Ha':laiOT nx pacnpocTpaHeHne Ha rJiy6nHe) 

J - BepxHeMeJIOBbie KOHfJIOMepaTbi; 2- OIOKKCKaji C.[{UHUIJ,a, IOpCKHe aJieBpOJIUTOBbiC CJiaHIJ,bl 
n .n.na6a3bi; 3 - oiOKKCKaj{ e.n.nHnu,a, TpnacoBbie MeJIKOBO.LI.Hhie n rJiy6oKOBO.LI.Hhie oca.n.o':IHbie 

OTJIO)I(eHUji U MarMaTU':IeCKUe o6pa30BaHUji, ':laCTU':IHO CJierKa MeTaMop<l>n30BaHHbie; 4 ~ r) 
DIOKKCKaji C.[{UHHIJ,a, KaMeHHOyrOJibHO-nepMCKHe, MCJIKOBO.[{Hble, MOpCKUe OTJIO)I(CHUji; 5-

YnnoHbCKaj{ e.n.nHnu,a, pa3Hoo6pa3Hhie no JinToJiornqecxoMy cocTasy, 
,UeBOHCKO-KaMeHHOYfOJibHbie OTJIO)I(eHUji, CJia6o- UJIU yMepeHHO MeTaMop<l>H30BaHHbiC; 6-
oiOKKCKaj{ e.n.nHnu,a, 6e3 pacqJieHeHnj{; 7 - ArneJiex-Py.n.a6aHeHcKaj{ e.n.nHnu,a, TpnacoBhie 

MCJIKOBO.UHbie UJIU rJiy60KOBO.[{Hbie, MOpCKUe OT JIO)I(eHUji, ':laCTU':IHO 
CJia60MCTaMop<l>n30BaHHbie 
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Senonian geologic history and post-Senonian deformational processes [BREZS
NYANSZKY-HAAS 1984]. 

The conglomerate lies at the boundary between two litho-tectonic units in 
an area of complicated and poorly understood structure. On the north side, the 
Uppony Mountains are underlain by Devonian and Carboniferous basaltic 
volcanic rocks and carbonate and siliciclastic metasediments (Fig. 2). The 
conglomerate rests depositionally on slightly metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks 
of this complex. South of the conglomerate lie mostly Late Paleozoic and Early 
Mesozoic mainly slightly metamorphosed and partly unmetamorphosed plat
form and deep-water carbonate rocks of the Bukk Mountains. The rocks appear 
to be thrust over the conglomerate on its southern margin. Further north, across 
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a major fault zone (Darn6 Zone), lies another litho-tectonic unit, that of the 
Aggtelek and Rudabanya Mountains (Fig. 2). This unit consists of overthrust 
sheets or nappes of slightly metamorphosed basic igneous rocks and sedimen
tary deposits of Triassic and Jurassic age, capped by unmetamorphosed car
bonate rocks vf Triassic age. 

Natural exposure of the conglomerate is generally poor; it is best seen in 
a few artificial cuts. Because of the limited exposure and the substantial struc
tural complexity ·of the area, the thickness of the unit is presently unknown. The 
conglomerate is composed of rounded to subrounded pebbles and cobbles of 
diverse composition. Although most of the conglomerate appears to be clast
supported, intervals of pebbly mudstone are present. Typically the thickness of 
the conglomerate beds is measured in meters, in contrast to the associated beds 
and lenses of sandstone that generally are only several tens of centimeters thick. 
Near its basal contact with underlying Paleozoic rocks, the conglomerate is 
reddish and the associated sands are faintly cross-bedded. Elsewhere in the 
section, however, the predominance of textural grading indicates that most of 
the conglomerate was emplaced by sediment gravity flows [BREZSNYANSZ
KY- HAAS 1984]. In its easternmost exposure near Dedes:apolcsany, the cong
lomerate is .interbedded with rudist-bearing masses of carbonate rock that 
presumably slumped from adjacent shallow-water reefs. 

After its initial description and age assignment [BocKH 1867] this deposit 
has, until recently, been little studied. Earlier interpretations were that the 
conglomerate formed in a shallow marine environment [SCHRETER 1945] during 
a transgression following ·the Austrian orogenic phase [PANT6 1954]. BALOGH 
[1964] suggested-that it formed in a depression that developed between the Biikk 
and Uppony Mountains by Cretaceous tectonism. Recent palynological studies 
have refined the -chronostratigraphic framework of the unit [SIEGL-FARKAS 
1984]. BREZSNYANSZKY and HAAS [1984] provide a general description of the 
litpology of the conglomerate, its structural character, and its significance 
relative to the interpretation of the geology of the region. The present paper 
focuses on the sedimentologic aspects of the unit, particularly as they apply to 
depositional processes and the paleogeographic setting for this deposit. 

2. Methods 

This report is based on the detailed examination of the two best exposures 
of the conglomerate. The best of these is a railroad cut on the southwestern side 
of the village of Nekezseny (Fig. 1) that serves as the stratotype section [BREZS
NYANSZKY-HAAS 1984]. The other occurs in a road cut about 1 km east of the 
village of Csokvaomany (Fig. 1 ). In each exposure the section was measured and 
flow units were delineated to the best extent possible. 

The identification of flow (or sedimentation) units can be an uncertain 
process. The boundaries in this study were placed primarily at abrupt changes 
in texture. Contacts between most of the units exposed in the two sections 
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seemed fairly obvious. Careful examination of some apparent units, however, 
suggested that they were composite. The process is further complicated by large 
masses of pebbles within some flows that seem to result from remobilization of 
previously deposited material. Subunit designations are assigned to multiple 
flow units in a conglomerate or pebbly mudstone that could not be clearly traced 
laterally. 

Each unit or subunit was examined visually to determine the character of 
textural grading, the orientation of the clasts relative to bedding, the general 
proportions of clasts and matrix, and the composition and orientation of 
exceptionally large clasts. The visually-perceived character of textural grading 
was checked by actually measuring the pebbles in selected units (12 at Neke
zseny and 3 at Csokvaomany). The degree of induration of the conglomerate 
makes difficult the removal of pebbles from many beds, and accordingly only 
the apparent long axis was recorded. The size of the largest 11 pebbles in a 
20-cm-thick interval a meter wide was recorded in the field, and the apparent 
long axis was averaged for the smallest 10 of these. Elimination of the largest 
pebble in each sample reduced the undue influence of an isolated anomalously 
large clast. Th~ general consistency of the results suggests that the technique is 
adequate for defining textural grading, even though the measured grain size 
differs somewhat from the actual size. 

The long-axis orientation of the clasts was also measured within some beds. 
At the Csokvaomany exposure the long axis of 20 distinctly rod-like pebbles 
(long axis > twice the short and intermediate axes) within, the bedding plane 
was measured at three levels within three different units. This approach was not 
attempted at Nekezseny because the considerable structural complexity at this 
exposure makes it difficult to reconstruct the original horizontal position. 

In addition, the junior authors examined in detail the shape, size, orienta
tion and lithology of 100 pebbles in a 1-m2 area in one locality at the Csok
vaomany exposure and four localities in the Nekezseny cuts. Long axis orienta
tion, a, b, and c axis length, and roundness (using an empirical scale of0-4) were 
measured in the field. Field and thin-section analyses were used to assign the 
clasts among five general lithologic groups following the procedures of BREZS
NYANSZKY and HAAS (1984]. 

3. Results- The Nekezseny Exposure 

A railroad cut provides an impressive north-south exposure (Fig. 3) of the 
Late Cretaceous conglomerate on the southwestern side of the village of Neke
zseny, within 200m of the train stop. The length of the exposure is more than 
100m and the maximum height of the wall is almost 20 m. The conglomerate 
is exposed on both sides of the cut; the eastern side is a single vertical wall, 
whereas th~ western side is cut into a series of narrow stepped terraces at 
approximately 5 m intervals. Both walls are inaccessible beyond the ground 
level. 
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The rock is much fractured [BREZSNYANSZKY-HAAS 1984, Fig. 2]. Although 
many of the fractures seem not to displace the strata, offset of one to several 
meters is common. Many of these faults follow or partly follow the margins of 
sandstone beds. The fault that intersects the base of the west wall at 67 m is of 

lOOm 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 ~0 10 

I 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I 00 m 

Fig. 3. Conglomeratic units as exposed in the walls of the Nekezseny railroad cut 

3. abra. A nekezsenyi vasuti bevagasban feltart konglomeratum retegsor 

Puc. 3. Pa3pe3 KOHfJIOMepaTOB, BCKp:TbiH B OTKOCe )l{eJie3HOH .LlOpOrH y C. HeKe)l{eHb 

Fig. 4. Graded sandstone bed, top of 
unit FF, west wall of the Nekezseny 

railroad cut at about the I 00 m point of 
Fig. 3. Pencil points downward toward 

top of bed (assuming section is 
overturned). Note sharp contact with 

presumably overlying coarse 
conglomerate 

4. abra. Osztalyozott retegzettseget 
mutato (gradalt) homokko reteg, az FF 

egyseg tetejen, a nekezsenyi vasuti 
bevagas nyugati falanak kb. IOO m-nei 

levo szakaszan (3 . abra). A lefele mutato 
ceruza a reteg teteje fete mutat 
(feltetelezve, hogy a szelveny 

atbuktatott). Figyelmet erdemel az eles 
hatar az eredetileg feltehetoen fedo 
helyzetii durva konglomeratum fele 

Puc. 4. ropH30HT necqaHHKa 
OTCOpTHpOBaHHOH CJIOHCTOCTH, sepXH 

e.nHHHU.bi FF, 3ana.nHbiH OTKOC )l{eJie3HOH 
.LlOpOrH OKOJIO OTMeTKH I 00 M (PHC. 3). 
KapaH.narn HanpasneH ocTpbiM KOHU.OM 

BHH3 B CTOpOHY sepXOB TIJiaCTa 
(.nonyCTHB, qTo pa3pe3 onpOKHHYT). 
EpocaeTcSI s rna3a pe3KHH KOHTaKT 

C BblllieJie)l{all{HMH rpy6oo6JIOMOqHbiMH 
KOHfJIOMepaTaMH 
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unknown direction and amount of displacement and breaks the continuity of 
the measured section. 

Several lines of evidence indicate that the section is overturned, as sugges
ted by BREZSNYANSZKY and HAAS [1984]. The typical direction of textural fining 
in these exposures is downward. Inverse grading is a well-known feature of 
many resedimented conglomerates [WALKER 1975], but it is virtually unknown 
to occur repeatedly in sand beds tens of centimeters thick. Such beds in the 
Nekezseny conglomerate consistently become finer in a downward direction 
(Fig. 4), strongly suggesting that the beds are overturned. Sandstone injections 
into the base of overlying conglomerate (Fig. 5), scour at the base of the 
conglomerate beds, and the fine structure of rippled beds in the sandstone 
support the concept of an overturned section. The stratigraphic section shown 
in Figure 6 is therefore constructed on the assumption that the beds are over
turned. 

The lowermost (southern) part of the section is particularly difficult to 
correlate between the two walls of the cut. This difficulty appears to derive both 
from disruption by faulting and from the lateral variability of the units. The 
identification of units on the western cut between 0 and 15 m (Figs. 3 and 6) 
must therefore be considered tentative. 

Fig. 5. Sandstone injection into base of unit GG, east wall of the Nekezseny railroad cut at 
about the 99 m point of Fig. 3. Overturned section. Note normal grading in conglomerate be9s 

5. abra. Homokko injektal6das a GG egyseg bazisaba, a nekezsenyi bevagas K-i falaban a 
99 m-nel levo szakaszon (3. abra). A szelveny atbuktatott. Figyelmet erdemel a konglomeratum 

retegek normal osztalyozott retegzodese 

Puc. 5. l1HbeKLJ,IUI necqamiKa s ocHosaHHe e,llHHHLJ,hl GG, soCToqHhiH OTKOC )l(eJie3HOH .aoporH y 
c. HeKe)l(eHh oKoJio OTMeTKH 99 M (PHc. 3). OnpoKHHYThlH pa3pe3. CM. HopMaJihHYIO rpa.aau,HIO 

B CJIOSIX KOHfJIOMepaTa 
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The lowermost unit (A) is identified only on the eastern wall, where it is 
inaccessibly exposed. This unit may be a composite of several flows; in the 
absence of definitive criteria, it is here treated as a single unit. Unit A contains 
some very coarse conglomerate in its lower part (the base is not clearly exposed) 
and the top appears to be graded. Unit B is the lowermost flow that can be fully 
delineated. It contains a large (8 m) lense of very coarse conglomerate and 
grades up into a prominent sandstone bed, which in turn locally grades into a 
mudstone bed. 

Unit Cis the first truly accessible unit at the south end of the eastern wall. 
It is a complicated unit containing large mudstone rip-ups in its lower part. Just 
above the large mudstone clast nearest the track level (Fig. 7) is a concentration 
on fine pebbles that may be overlain by a second unit ( C 2 ). This distinction is 
not clear above a sub-horizontal fault (Fig. 7) and the concentration may 
represent a remobilized mass of fine pebbles rather than the result of textural 
grading. The variation in clast size to the base of the large mudstone clast is 
shown in Figure 8. 
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Unit D is broken by faults where it is accessible. Measurement of clast size 
variation in the lower 1.8 m of this unit shows it to be an inversely- to normally
graded conglomerate (Fig. 8). 

Unit E .is also broken by faults. The complete unit is exposed at an 
accessible level only on the west wall of the cut. The variation of clast size within 
the lower 3 m on the eastern cut is shown in Figure 8. 

Unit F is a thin (1 m) unit that is completely present only on the western 
wall. The unit grades upward from coarse conglomerate into sandstone. On the 
eastern wall the conglomerate is missing, either because it represents a local 
channel or is cut out by faults; only the sandstone can be seen. 

Unit G overlies the sandstone of unit F and grades upward into sandstone. 
The complete succession can be seen only on the western wall. On the eastern 
wall of the cut, the unit is disrupted by faults. The clast size variation in unit 
G is shown in Figure 8. 

Units H and I are prominently graded conglomerate units that are well 
displayed on the upper part of the eastern wall. Unit I grades upward into a 
sandstone bed. The clast size variation in unit H is shown in Figure 8. 

Units J and K are seen only on the eastern wall. Both are graded. The base 
of J is marked by injections from the underlying sandstone. A thin mudstone 

Fig. 6. Stratigraphic section and lithologic features, Nekezseny railroad cut 
I -thickness (m); 2- lithologic column; 3 - unit designation [I) thickness estimated, 2) 

inaccessible]; 4 - direction of textural grading (direction of arrow indicates direction of 
Q coarsening, line without arrow indicates ungraded section); 5 - general orientation of clasts 

\ - =parallel to stratification, I= imbricate clasts, x =random orientation, parentheses indicate 
probable orientation); 6 - nature of clast support [c=clast supported, (c) = probably clast 

supported, m =matrix supported, ( m) =probably matrix supported]; 7 - presence of 
anomalously large clasts (orientation as indicated in column 5) 

6. abra. A nekezsenyi bevagas retegtani szelvenye es litol6giai jellegei 
I - vastagsag (m); 2 - retegoszlop; 3 - az egyseg megjelolese [I) a vastagsag becsi.ilt, 2) 

hozzaferhetetlen]; 4 - a szoveti osztalyozottsag iranya (a nyil a durvulas iranyaba mutat, a nyil 
nelki.ili vonal nem osztalyozott szakaszt jelol); 5 - a tormelekszemcsek altalanos iranyitottsaga 

¢ (- =a retegzessel parhuzamos, I= imbrikaci6, X= veletlenszerii orientaci6, a kerek zar6jel a 
val6szinii orientaci6t jelzi); 6 - a tormelekszemcsek viszonyanak jellege [c = szemcsevazu, 
( c) : val6szini.ileg szemcsevazu, m =matrix alapu, (m) = val6sziniileg matrix alapu]; 7 - az 

anomalisan nagy meretii szemcsek megjelenesenek helye (az iranyitottsag jelolese az 
5. oszlopehoz hasonl6an) 

Puc. 6 . CTpaTHrpa<PwqecKaSI KOJIOHKa H JIHTOJIOrH'ieCKHe oco6eHHOCTH. 0TKOC .noporw y c. 
HeKe)l(eHb 

I - MO~HOCTh (M); 2 - JIHTOJIOrH'ieCKaSI KOJIOHKa; 3 - HaHMeHoBaHHe e,l),HHHUhi [1) 
nO)J.C'iHTaHHaSI MO~HOCTb, 2) He)J.OCTYflHblM]; 4 - HanpaBJieHHe rpa.naUHeM no TeKCType 

(HanpasJieHHe CTpeJihi noKa3biBaeT HanpasJieHHe yseJIH'ieHHSI pa3Mepa 3epeH, JIHHHSI 6e3 cTpeJihi 
o6o3Ha'iaeT oTpe30K 6e3 rpa.nauweii); 5 - o6~aSI opweHTaUHSI o6JIOMKOB, 

Q (- = napaiiJieJihHO HanJiaCTosaHHIO, 1 = o6JIOMKH, pacnoJio)l(eHHbie BHaxJieCTKY, 
X= 6ecnOpS1)1.0"1HaSI OpHeHTaUHSI, CK06KH flOKa3biBaiOT BepOSITHOCTb OpHeHTaUHH); 6 -

XapaKTep COOTHOWeHHSI 06JIOMKOB [ C = CKeJieT CJIO)I(eH 06JIOMKaMH, (C) = CKeJieT, 
nO-BH)J.HMOMy, CJIO)I(eH 06JIOMKaMH, m = CKeJieT npe)J.CTaBJieHa UeMeHTOM, (m) = CKeJieT, 

nO-BH)J.HMOMy, npe)J.CTaBJieHa UeMeHTOM]; 7 - npHCYTCTBYIOT aHOMaJibHO KpynHhie 06JIOMKH 
( OpHeHTaUHIO CM. y KOJIOHKH 5) 
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Fig. 7. Anomalously large mudstone clast (A) in unit C, east wall of the Nekezseny railroad cut 
(4-14 m, Fig. 3). Note apparent contact (coarse over fine conglomerate; C2 over C1) 

stratigraphically just above the large clast. Contact is not discernible higher on the face in 
section above subhorizontal fault (B). Large rip-up of mudstone at base of unit C above the 

fault. 15 em scale (C) in lower part of unit D (below fault) 

7. abra. Anomalisan nagymeretii iszapa1apu intraklaszt (A) a C egysegben, a nekezsenyi bevagas 
K-i fahiban (4-14 m, 3. abra). Figyelmet erdemel, hogy a hatar (durva a finom konglomeratum 

fo1ott; c2 a cl folott) eppen a nagymeretii intraklaszt folott (retegtani ertelemben) huz6dik. 
A reteghatar a kozel horizontalisan huz6d6 toresi sik (B) folott mar nem\ kovetheto. Emlitest 

erdemel egy nagymeretii felszakadt iszapalapu intraklaszt a C egyseg bazisan a tor.esi sik folott. 
A 15 cm-es meretaranymutat6 rud (C) aD egyseg also reszen lathat6 (a tores{ sik alatt) 

Puc. 7. AHOMaJibHO KpynHbiM o6JIOMOK aprHJIJIHTa (A) B e,nHHHIJ;e C, BOCTOqHbiM OTKOC 
)l(eJie3HOM ,nopom y c. HeKe)l(eHb (4-14 M, PHc. 3). CM. Ka)l(yll{HMC~ KOHTaKT / 

(rpy66o6JIOMOqHbie KOHfJIOMepaTbl Ha,n TOHK03epHHCTbiMH; c2 Ha,n C) CTpaTHrpaqm.qecKH 
qyTh-qyTh Ha,n KpynHbiM o6JIOMKOM. KoHTaKT He npocJie)I(HBaeTc~ BbiWe no pal pe3y Ha,n 
cy6ropH30HTaJihHbiM pa3JIOMOM (B). B ocHoBaHHH e,nHHHL\bi C, Ha,n nJIOCKOCTbiO pa3JIOMa 

Ha6JIIO,naeTc~ 6oJihrnou pa3pbiB s aprHJIJIHTax. MacrnTa6Ha~ peuKa 15 u;M (C) sAm)I(HeM qacTH 
e,nHHHL\bi D (no,n nJioCKOCTbiO pa3JIOMa) j 

I 

bed that occurs locally at the top of J may be the source for ;mudstone clasts 
within overlying unit K. I 

Unit L consists of about 6 m of conglomerate that gr~des into sandstone 
at its top. The unit contains a number of large ( > 1 m) blocks of sandstone and 
mudstone and local concentrations of relatively small pebbles that may have 
been remobilized from pre-existing deposits. Faint grading in the unit suggests 
that it may be a composite of 3 separate flows, each about 2m thick. The plot 
of clast size variation (Fig. 8), however, shows clearly only the grading at the 
top of the unit. 

Neither unit M nor N is completely accessible, and the thicknesses indicated 
in Figure 6 are estimated rath· r than measured. Both units are graded, unit M 
passing into sandstone at its top and unit N into a fine pebbly mudstone. 
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Fig . 8. Vertical variation in average maximum clast size in selected units, Nekezseny railroad 
cut. Vertical axis is distance (m) above base of unit; horizontal axis is average apparent long 

axis dimension (em) of IO/II clasts as measured in section 20 em high and I m wide. 

8. abra. A maximalis szemcsemeretek atlaganak vertikalis valtozasa a nekezsenyi bevagas egyes 
kivalasztott egysegeiben. A fiiggoleges tengelyen az egyseg bazisat61 val6 tavolsagot (m), 

a vizszintes tengelyen a hossztengelyek latsz6lagos atlagos meretet (em) tiintettiik fel 20 em 
magas, I m szeles szakaszon mert IO/II szemcse alapjan 

Puc. 8. 113MeHeHue no sepTHKaJiu cpe.D.HHX 3HaqeHuii MaKCHMaJihHhiX pa3Mepos 3epeH 
B H36paHHhiX e.n.uHHIIax, OTKoc )l(eJie3Hoii .n.oporu y c. HeKe)l(eHh. BepTHKaJihHaSI och - :no 
paCCTOSIHHe (M) OT OCHOBaHHSI e.D.HHHIIhi; ropH30HTaJibHaSI OCb - 3TO cpe.LJ.HHH, Ka)l(yliiHHCSI 

pa3Mep no npo-
.LJ.OJihHOH OCH (eM) IO/II o6JIOMKOB, H3MepeHHbiH B pa3pe3e C BbiCOTOH 20 liM H lliHpHHOH I M 

Unit 0 resembles unit Lin its thickness and in the presence of large clasts. 
On the western wall and the upper part of the eastern wall, this unit appears 
to consist of two separate graded conglomerates, 0 1 and 0 2 • The upper of these 
( 0 2) grades upward into a sandstone bed. The distinction between the two units 
is not evident on the plot of clast size variation (Fig. 8). 

Units P and Q are both prominently graded, although P shows inverse 
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grading at its base (Fig. 8). Unit Q grades upwards into sandstone on the lower 
part of the eastern wall. 

Unit R is a complex interval dominated by mudstone. As many as 6 
separate subunits may exist within this interval, but because of the general lack 
of lithologic contrast, lateral variability, and possibility of substantial relief on 
the depositional surface, they cannot be clearly delineated. A lenticular subunit 
(R 1) seems to fill local irregularities in the top of unit Q. Otherwise the basal 
subunit (R2) is an ungraded disorganized pebbly mudstone about 2m thick that 
may contain masses or clasts 50 em across of remobilized conglomerate. Sub
unit R3 also is a pebbly mudstone, but one in which the clasts are aligned and 
texturally graded (Fig. 8). Subunit R4 is a thin (0.8 m) and obviously graded 
conglomerate within the pebbly mudstone. Subunits R 5 and R 6 , like subunits 
R 2 and R3 , can be separated only on the western wall, where a layer of coarse 
clasts defines the base of R6 . Unit R is separated from the strata to the north 
by a fault of unknown direction of movement or displacement. It is possible that 
the mudstone interval on the south side of the fault correlates in part with 
mudstone units inaccessibly exposed on the western wall north of the fault , but 
in the absence of well-defined correlation the units north of the fault are shown 
as a separate sequence (Figs. 3 and 6). 

Units AA, BB, and CC are visible above the first step on the west wall but 
could not be inspected at close range. AA and CC appear to be disorganized 
pebbly mudstones whereas unit BB is a graded conglomerate. Both units BB and 
CC grade upward into prominent sandstone beds. 

Units DD and EE are graded conglomerates. Unit DD grades upward into 
a sandstone bed; the variation in clast size in this bed is shown in Figure 8. 

Unit FFis a complicated unit that seems to represent large-scale remobiliza
tion of a subunit (FF1) by a subsequent flow (subunit FF2 ) . Isolated masses of 
graded conglomerate 1-2m across exist on both walls (Fig. 9) . On the eastern 
face (the only place where the subunits can be delineated) the remobilized 
subunit (FF1) grades upward into sandstone and mudstone. At its top, the upper 
subunit grades into a prominent sandstone bed. 

Unit GG is the northernmost unit that can be clearly defined. The cong
lomerate scours into the underlying sandstone on the western wall , and large 
injections of sandstone into the base of this conglomerate are visible on the 
eastern wall. The variation in clast size in this unit is shown in Figure 8. 

The conglomerate beds in the Nekezseny railroad cut show a fairly consist
ent pattern of grading (Fig. 6). Many of the beds are inversely graded at their 
base. Visually, this inverse grading is particularly evident in the basal 5- 10 em 
of the conglomerate, although the clast measurements (Fig. 8) show that it 
commonly extends through the lowermost 40 em. Normal grading characterizes 
the upper part of nearly every bed. The thinner ( < 2 m) beds typically seem to 
be either normally or inverse-to-normally graded, whereas thicker beds gener
ally have an ungraded portion between their inversely graded base and normally 
graded top. 

Most of the conglomerate is clast-supported (Fig. 6). Clasts are dispersed 
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Fig. 9. Large mass of remobilized conglomerate above hammer, unit FF, west wall of Nekezseny 
railroad cut (95-l 00 m, Fig. 3) 

9. abra. Nagymeretii atmozgatott konglomenitum blokk a kalapacs felett. FF egyseg, 
a nekezsenyi bevagas Ny-i fala (95-100 m, 3. abra) 

Puc. 9. KpynHajl nepeonw:>KeHHaji rJihi6a KOHrJIOMiepaTa HaJJ. MOJIOTKOM, 
e;:umuua FF, Jana)J;HhiH OTKOC :>KeJie3Hou .LJ.Oporu y c. HeKe:>KeHh (95-100 M, Puc. 3) 

within the matrix only in the pebbly mudstone interval (unit R) or near the tops 
of the conglomerate beds. Most of the beds show a vague- to well-defined clast 
alignment parallel to bedding (Fig. 6), and imbrication is suggested in a number 
of beds. Anomalously large mudstone or sandstone clasts are common in the 
conglomerate. The smaller of these (tens of em across) are restricted to the 
ungraded portions of the beds. These anomalous clasts seem typically to be 
imbricated or aligned parallel to bedding. 

Because of the structural complexity at this outcrop, directional features 
are of questionable significance. In general, the pattern of imbrication suggests 
a northerly component of transport when the beds are rotated around the strike 
to their presumed original horizontal position. The orientation, however, of 100 
pebbles at four different localities in these exposures suggests paleotransport to 
the southeast (Fig. 10). 

Figure 11 summarizes the relative abundance, roundness and relative size 
of the five main clast types. The dominant clast type is carbonate rock. The 
composition of the carbonate clasts differs, but none show evidence of metamor
phism. Many of the carbonate clasts contain microfossils; the ages of such clasts 
range from Lower Triassic to Upper Jurassic. Quartzite (including metamor
phosed quartzitic sandstone and siliceous shales) and sandstone clasts are also 
abundant. Most of the sandstone clasts show evidence of low-grade metamor
phism. Radiolarian chert and calcareous phyllite clasts of the green schist facies 
are important minor constituents of the conglomerate. 
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Fig. 10. Orientation (inclination direction) of long axes of IOO pebbles relative to the plane 
bedding from 4 different I m2 plots, Nekezseny railroad cut. Diagrams A, B, C and D represent 

different localities 

10. abra. A kavics hossztengelyek ininyitottsaga a retegzodesi sikhoz viszonyitva (inklinaci6) IOO 
szemcsen, 4 kiilonbozo, egyenkent I m2 feliileten vegzett mere_sek alapjan. Nekezsenyi vasuti 

bevagas 

Puc. 10. OpHeHTaumr (HarrpaBJieHHe HaKJIOHa) rrpo.a;oJibHhiX oceu IOO o6JIOMKOB OTHOCHTeJibHO 
IIJIOCKOCTH HarrJiacTOBaHH.SI no qeTbipeM yqacTKaM c rrJiorua.a;biO B I M2, )KeJie3Ho.a;opmKHhiH 

OTKOC y c. HeKe)KeHb. )J,HarpaMMhi A , B, C H p rroKa3biBaiOT pa3Hhie MecTa 
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2.2 

A 8 c D 

Fig. 11 . Relative abundance of 5 main clast types at the 4 localities of Fig. 10 (pie diagram: I -
quartzite; 2 - carbonate rock; 3 - sandstone; 4 - chert; 5 - calcareous phyllite). Length of 

pie segment indicates clast size (1 /2 average long axis length) of each lithologic group. Numbers 
at margin of diagram indicate roundness on scale of 0 (angular) to 4 (well-rounded) 

11 . abra. Az 5 f6 szemcsetipus relativ gyakorisaga a I 0. a bran feltiintetett 4 meresi helyen 
(kordiagram: I - kvarcit; 2 - karbonatos kozet; 3 - homokko; 4 - tiizko; 5 - meszfillit). 

Az egyes kozettipusokat jelzo szegmensek hossza a szemcsemeretet jelzi (a hossztengely 
meretenek 1/2-e). A diagram szelenel feltiintetett szamok a kerekitettseget jelzik a 0 (szogletes), 

4 (j61 kerekitett) skalan 

Puc. 11. 0THOCTHTeJihHajl qacToTa BCTpeqaeMOCTH 5 rJiaBHhiX THnos o6JIOMKOB no 4 yqacTKaM, 
noKa3aHHhiM Ha P11c. 10 (naH-.JJ.HarpaMMa: I - KBapUHThi, 2 - Kap6oHaTHajl nopo.JJ.a, 3-
necqaH11KI1 , 4 - KpeMHI1H, 5 - 113BeCTKOBI1CTbie <t>HJIJIHTbi). )J,JIHHa cerMeHTa .JJ.HarpaMMhl 
0603HaqaeT pa3Mep o6JIOMKOB (nOJIOBHHa cpe.JJ.HeH .JJ.JII1Hhl npO.JJ.OJihHOH OC11) .LJ:Jiji Ka)I(.JJ.OH 

JII1TOJIOf11qecKOH rpynnhi. lJ.H<Ppbi Ha KpaiO .JJ.HarpaMMhi 0603HaqaJOT OKaTaHHOCTh no lllKaJie 
OT 0 (yrJIOBaThie 06JIOMK11) ll.O 4 (xopOlllO OKaTaHHhie) 

4. Results - The Csokvaomany Exposure 

The second exposure is a cut on the north side of the road between 
Nekezseny and Csokvaomany, about 100m east of the intersection with the 
road to Lenarddar6c. The exposure is about 50 m long and up to 8 m high. The 
beds strike north-south and dip 35° to the west; grading in sandstone interbeds 
indicates that they are right-side-up. A norm,al fault near the center of the cut 
repeats the section (Fig. 12). Otherwise the beds are little disrupted structurally. 

A total of about 16 m of section was measured at this exposure (Fig. 13). 
A few beds at either end of the cut were excluded from the section due to poor 
exposure (east end) or inaccessibility (west end). 

The lowermost well-exposed unit (A) is a conglomerate that sharply 
overlies a pebbly mudstone. The conglomerate grades upward into a sandstone 
bed that locally is cut out by the overlying conglomerate (B). A layer of fine 
pebbles about 80 em above the base suggests that unit B may be a composite 
unit, although this is not reflected in the size variation of the larger clasts (Fig. 
14). Unit B grades into a sandstone bed at its top that is overlain by another 
thinner conglomerate unit (C). 

Unit D almost certainly represents a composite of several flows . About 
1.3 m above the base of the unit, a discontinuous layer of fine pebbles indicates 
the boundary between subunits D1 and D2 . This layer lies beneath a large 
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(10 x 60 em) mudstone clast. About 2.3 m_ above the base another layer of fine 
(1-5 em) pebbles underlies an interval about 0.5 m thick that contains numerous 
mudstone clasts. This subunit (D3 ) grades at its top into a fine, granular 
conglomerate, which locally shows excellent imbrication. The top subunit (D4 ) 

is a coarse-graded sandy conglomerate. The contact between D 3 and D4 has a 
relief of several tens of centimeters. The granular conglomerate at the top may 
be in part a remobilized mass; it laterally terminates abruptly against a coarser 
conglomerate that seems to link subunits D 4 and D 3 (Fig. 15). 

0 10 20 30 40 

Fig. 12. Conglomeratic units as exposed in the road cut east of Csokvaomany 

12. cibra. A csokvaomanyi utbevagasban feltart konglomeratum retegsor 

50m 

Puc. 12. Pa3pe3 KOHrJioMepaTos, scKpbiTbiH s OTKoce ,IJ;oporH K socToKy oT c. 4oKsaoMaHh 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

+It 

15 

m 
c 

(/) C c) 
X c 

10 (-) C c) 
/ (c) 

/ Fig. 13. Stratigraphic section and lithologic (-) 

I 
features , Csokvaomany road cut. Legend as 

(-) - indicated for Figure 6 -
/ 

13. cibra. Retegoszlop es litol6giai jellegek, 5 
c csokvaomanyi utbevagas. A jelkulcs a 6. (c) 
c abraeval azonos 

Puc. 13. CTpantrpa<jlH"'eCKasr KOJIOHKa 
I c H JIHTOJIOfH"'eCKHe OCo6eHHOCTH B OTKOCe 

A m 
C c) lOpom y c. 4oKsaoMaHb. JlereH,IJ;y cM. y PHc. 6 
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Fig. 14. Vertical variation in average maximum clast size in selected units, Csokvaomany road 
cut. Axes as indicated for Figure 8. 

14. abra. A maximalis szemcsemeretek atlaganak vertikalis valtozasa a csokvaomanyi 
bevagasban. Az abrazolasmod a 8. abraeval azonos 

Puc. 14. l13MeHemte no sepn1Kam1 cpe.nHwx 3Ha'leHwi1 MaKCHMaJihHhrx pa3Mepos 3epeH 
B H36paHHhiX e)J.HHHIJ;aX B OTKOCe )J.OpOrH y C. qOKBaOMaHh. 0CH COOTBeTCTBYIOT OCSIM, 

H3o6pa)KeHHhiM Ha Pwc. 8 

Fig . 15. Abrupt lateral termination of granular conglomerate just left of em scale, top of unit 
D 3 , Csokvaomany road cut at about 27 m (Fig. 12). Bedding is nearly flat in this view 

15. abra. Konglomeratum lencse hirtelen lateralis elvegzodese a em skalat6l balra. D 3 egyseg 
teteje, csokvaomanyi utbevagas 27. meterenel (12. abra). 

A retegzodes majdnem vizszintes ebbol a nezopontbol 

Puc. 15. BHe3anHoe OKOH'!aHwe B 6oKOBOM HanpaBJieHHH JIHH3hi KOHrJioMepaTOB HaJieso OT 
CaHTHMeTpOBOH liiKaJihl B Bepxax e)J.HHHIJ;bl D 1 B OTKOCe )J.OpOrH y C. qOKBaOMaHh, OKOJIO 
OTMeTKH 27M (Pwc. 12). CJIOHCTOCTh B .LI.aHHOM cJiy'lae SIBJIS!eTCSI nO'ITH ropH30HTaJihHOH 
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Unit E also appears to be a composite of small flow units. The bottom 
80 em consists of conglomerate that grades into fine (0.5- 2 em) pebbles at its 
top. It is overlain by a coarser conglomerate (£2 , 10-50 em thick) that in turn 
is overlain in irregular contact by a lenticular bedded conglomerate (£3). Sub
unit £ 3 has the appearance of a channel fill, but it also may be a remobilized 
gravel. The near-vertical orientation of clasts adjacent to the contact in the 
underlying subunit (Fig. 16) suggests deformation rather than a simple scour
fill. 

The overlying Unit F is highly variable. On the eastern side of the fault, this 
unit consists of about a meter of very coarse conglomerate containing subspheri
cal clasts up to 20 em in diameter. This conglomerate grades upward into about 
30 em of muddy, somewhat indurated, pebbly sandstone. On the western side 
of the fault, the lower part of this interval is occupied by a lenticular pebbly 
mudstone that grades upwards into a similar muddy pebbly sandstone. 

Unit G is a graded conglomerate with a muddy matrix (Fig. 17). In the 
upper part, the clasts are dispersed in the matrix. The contact with the overlying 

Fig. 16. Possible channel near top of unit E, Csokvaomany road cut at about 25m (Fig. 12). 
Note near-vertical orientation of pebbles below base of "channel" (above em scale) 

16. abra. Val6szinii csatorna az E egyseg tetejenek kozeleben. Csokvaomanyi utbevagas, kb. 
25 m-nel (12. abra). Figyelmet erdemel a ,csatorna" bazisa alatti kavicsok kozel vertikalis 

iranyitottsaga (a cm-skala felett) 

Puc. 16. BepoHTuoe pycno naneoTpaucnopTa s6mnu sepxos e,ll,uuuu.hi E s OTKoce ,ll,Oporli y c. 
qOKBaOMaHh, OKOJIO OTMeTKU 25M (Puc. 12). CM. cy6sepTHKaJihHYI-O opueHTaU.HI-0 o6JIOMKOB 

HU)I(e OCHOBaHHSI »pycJia« (Ha,ll, CaHTHMtnpOBOH WKaJIOH) 
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Fig. 17. Graded conglomerate, unit G, Csokvaomany road cut at about 10m (Fig. 12). 
Centimeter scale 

17. abra. Osztalyozott retegzodest mutat6 konglomeratum, G egyseg, csokvaomanyi utbevagas, 
kb. a 10 m-nel (12. abra) 

Puc. 17. KoHrJioMepaThi c oTcopniposaHHhiMH o6JIOMKaMH s e.LJ;HHHUe G B OTKoce .noporH y c. 
qoKsaoMaHh, OKOJIO OTMeTKH 10 M (PHc. 12). CaHTHMeTposa~ rnKaJia 

Unit H is irregular. The size variation of clasts in these two units is shown in 
Figure 14. Units I and J cap the section. Both are graded conglomerates that 
grade upward into sandstone. 

The character of the conglomerate in the Csokvaomany cut generally 
resembles that in the railroad cut at Nekezseny. The flow units in the road cut 
seem to be somewhat thinner and imbrication more common, but the signifi
cance of this difference is uncertain. 

The long-axis orientation of the clasts was measured in units B, G, and H 
(20 distinctly elongate pebbles from the top, middle and bottom of each unit) 
and in unit D (100 clasts). A summary of these measurements (Figs. 18 and 19) 
shows a consistent, well-defined long axis alignment in a northeast- southwest 
direction. No significant variation in clast orientation was noted in the measure
ments taken from different parts of the same bed . Imbricated pebbles at this 
exposure consistently indicate transport toward the northeast. 

The clast composition at this exposure (Fig. 19) generally resembles that 
at the Nekezseny cut (Fig. 11). The data suggest that the clasts in the Csok
vaomany exposure are slightly more rounded than those at Nekezseny; the 
significance of this difference is uncertain. 
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Fig. 18. Orientation of apparent pebble long axes in units B, G and H, Csokvaomany road cut. 
Pebbles were included only if the apparent long axis exceeded by twice the length pf the 

apparent intermediate axis. Each rose diagram includes 20 pebbles at the basal part of the unit, 
20 from the middle, and 20 from the top part 

18. abra. Latsz6lagos kavics hossztengely-iranyitottsag a B, G, H egysegben, csokvaomanyi 
utbevagas. Csak azokat a szemcseket vettiik figyelembe, melyeknel a latsz6lagos hossztengely 

hossza meghaladta a hitsz6lagos kereszttengely meretenek ketszereset. Minden r6zsadiagram 20 
kavicsot abrazol az egyseg bazisar61, 20-at a kozeperol es 20-at a tetejerol 

Puc. 18. Ka)!(yLUaSICSI opHeHTaUHSI npo,a:oJihHhiX oceii raneK s e,a:HHHuax B, G H H s OTKoce 
,llOpOrH y c. 4oKsaoMaHh. raJihKH Y'ITeHbl TOJlhKO B cnyqae, eCJIH Ka)!(yLUaSICSI npo,a:OJihHaSI OCh 

s,a:soe npeBbirnana ,a:JIHHY Ka)!(ymeiicSI nonepe'IHOH ocH. B Ka)!(_.a:oii ,a:HarpaMMe-no3eTKe 1 

CO,a:ep)!(HTCSI TIO 20 raJieK H3 6a3aJihHOH 'IaCTH e,a:HHHL{bl, 20 - H3 cepe,a:HHbl H 20 - H3 BepXOB· 

5. Processes of emplacement 

The processes whereby these conglomerates were transported and de
posited can be partly inferred from their texture and fabric. LoWE [1982] 
summarizes the mechanisms capable of moving coarse sediment by sediment 
gravity flow into deep water and suggests the character of the resulting deposits. 
Relevant mechanisms include cohesive flows in which the larger clasts are 
supported by the strength or cohesiveness of a sediment-water matrix, grain 
flows in which the clasts are dispersed by their intergranular collisions, and high 
density turbidity currents in which the clasts are borne by the combined tur
bulence of the flow and the relatively high density of the sediment-water fluid. 

Each of these mechanisms should be considered an "end-member" that 
produces a distinctive kind of deposit [MIDDLETON-HAMPTON 1976]. The 
products of cohesive flows are generally considered to be ungraded and without 
a preferred clast orientation. Those of grain flows are thought to be inversely 
graded with a flow-parallel clast orientation and an imbrication that dips 
"up-stream." Deposits from turbidity currents are normally graded with a clast 
orientation like that produced by grain flow [see WALKER 1975]. 

The Late Cretaceous deposits described here show evidence of all three 
transport mechanisms. The ungraded portions of the sedimentary units (par-
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Fig . 19. A) Orientation (inclination direction) of 100 pebbles relative to plane of bedding in 
1 m 2 plot, unit D, Csokvaomany road cut 

B) Relative abundance of 5 major clast types, their roundness and relative size. Explanation of 
figure is the same as for Fig_ure 11 

19. abra. A) A kavicsok iranyitottsaga a n~tegzesi sikhoz vi.szonyitva 100 kavics 1 m 2-es feliileten 
val6 merese alapjan, D egyseg, csokvaomanyi utbevagas. 

B) Az 5 fo kavicstipus relativ gyakorisaga, kerekitettsegiik es relativ meretiik. Az 
abramagyarazat azonos a 11. abraeval 

Puc. 19. A) OpHeHTaUHH (HanpaBJieHHe HaKJIOHa) I 00 raJieK no OTHowemuo K nJIOCKOCTH 
HannacToBaHHH no yqacTKY c nnoma.llbiO I M1 B e)lHHHUe D B OTKoce noporu y c. 4oKBaoMaHh 

B) 0THOCHTeJi hHaH qacToTa BCTpeqaeMOCTH 5 rnaBHbiX THnoB o6JIOMKOB, Iix oKaTaHHOCTb 
11 OTHOCHTeJi bHbie pa3Mepbi. JlereHna Ta )({e caMaH, 'ITO u )lJIH Puc. II 

ticularly where they are thick and contain anomalously large clasts, as with units 
L and 0 in the Nekezseny exposure) are attributable to cohesive flow. The 
clast-supported character of these conglomerates suggests that the associated 
sediment-water fluid may have functioned more as a lubricant than as an actual 
supporting mechanism for the clasts [LowE 1982]. The inverse grading at the 
base of many of the units probably results from grain flow that developed at 
the base of the flows, perhaps in the initial phase of deposition. The normally 
graded parts of the conglomerate probably result from deposition from high
density turbidity currents. The common occurrence of normal grading in the 
upper parts of the conglomerate units suggests that these either developed at 
the top of the overall flow or were generated in the final phase of deposition. 

It is probable that many of the units represent processes intermediate 
between the "end-members" of cohesive flow and turbidity currents. The sub
horizontal orientation of the clasts in many of the ungraded parts of the 
conglomerate is more well-defined than is typical for cohesive debris flows. 
Some of the matrix-supported conglomerates, which might be interpreted as the 
result of cohesive flow, are well-graded (e.g. unit R3 at Nekezseny). As inter
mediate types of deposits they may bear on the interpretation of the evolution 
of coarse sediment gravity flows [see LowE 1982]. 
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6. Paleogeographic implications 

The composition of the pebbles and the presumed paleotransport direc
tions bear on the interpretation of Late Cretaceous paleogeography in northern 
Hungary and subsequent tectonism in this area. The clasts appear to be pre
dominantly derived from sources that presently are exposed to the north and 
northeast of the present exposures of the conglomerate [BREZSNYANSZKY-HAAS 
1984]. The limestone pebbles consist to a large degree of Triassic rock types that 
presently exist in the Aggtelek and Rudabanya Mountains. The Jurassic shal
low-water limestone that occurs as pebbles is known to exist only in the 
Slovakian part of the Aggtelek Mountains further north. The quartzite, sili
ceous schist, sandstone and calcareous phyllite clasts resemble lithologies that 
exist in the Uppony Mountains. The Mesozoic rock types of the Biikk Moun
tains are notably absent in the conglomerate. 

The paleotransport direction to the northeast at the Csokvaomany ex
posure and to the southeast at the structurally complicated Nekezseny cut 
suggest that the source areas at the time of deposition lay to the west, perhaps 
even to the southwest. It is possible that the transport directions at these two 
exposures do not reflect regional paleoslope, but they are quite consistent within 
each exposure. If regionally significant, the transport directions imply either that 
the Aggtelek-Rudabanya litho-tectonic unit extends well to the southwest in the 
subsurface or that it has been displaced to the northeast by post-Senonian 
movement along the Darn6 Zone of Neogene faulting (Fig. 2). 

The conglomerate lies depositionally on rocks of the Uppony litho-tectonic 
unit and the composition of the pebbles indicates a contribution of clasts from 
this unit. The absence of metamorphosed rock types of the Biikk Mountains 
tectonic unit am·ong · the clasts in the conglomerate suggests that either the 
structural convergence of the Biikk and Uppony units occurred in post-Seno
nian time, or the Biikk Mountains unit was not exposed during deposition of 
the conglomerate. 

7. Conclusions 

a) The Late Cretaceous conglomerate in northern Hungary consists pri
marily of gravel that was emplaced by sediment gravity flows. 

b) At its best exposure, the railroad cut at Nekezseny, the conglomerate is 
tectonically overturned. Many small normal faults occur. A large fault of 
unknown displacement presently precludes development of a continuous strati
graphic section at this exposure. 

c) Many of the flow units in the conglomerate show a consistent pattern 
of vertical sequence. A thin layer of inversely-graded pebbles at the base passes 
upward into a central ungraded portion that in turn passes upward into normal
ly graded gravel and sand at the top. 

d) Most of the conglomerate is clast-supported and the pebbles lie predomi-
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nantly with long axes parallel to bedding or inclined (imbricated) in an upfiow 
direction. A few pebbly mudstones composed of matrix-supported con· 
glomerate occur. 

e) Some of the flows that emplaced the gravel had sufficient competence 
to bear giant clasts (up to 2m across) of mudstone and sandstone and to 
remobilize similarly sized masses of previously deposited gravel. Many flows 
appear to have been intermediate between the end-members of the cohesive flow 
and high-density turbidity current. 

f) Possible source for the clasts in the conglomerate are presently exposed 
in the Aggtelek and Rudabanya Mountains to the northeast and in the Uppony 
Mountains immediately to the north. Paleotransport indicators in the con· 
glomerate suggest paleotransport from the west. 

g) The absence of clasts from the Bukk Mountains tectonic unit in the 
conglomerate, which lies depositionally on rocks of the Uppony tectonic unit~ 
suggests that either the rocks of the Bukk unit were not exposed or these two 
units converged structurally to their present position in post-Senonian time. 
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AZ ESZAK-MAGYARORSZAGI ATULEPiTETT FELSOKRETA KONGLOMERATUM 
KOZETTANI JELLEGEI ES OSFOLDRAJZI JELENTOSEGE 

H. Edward CLIFTON, BREZSNYANSZKY Karoly es HAAS Janos 

A szerzok reszletes szedimentol6giai vizsgalatokat vegeztek a felsokreta Nekezsenyi Konglo
meratum Formaei6 nekezsenyi es esokvaomanyi alapszelvenyen. A vizsgalat alapjan levont fObb 
kovetkeztetesek a kovetkczok: 

a) A konglomeratumok elsosorban gravitaei6s uledekfolyassal atulepitett tormelekszemesek
bol allnak. 

h) A nekezsenyi vasuti bevagas alapszelvenyeben a szedimentol6giaijellegek a retegsor atbuk
tatottsagat tamasztjak ala (6. abra). A esokvaomanyi szelveny viszont nines atbuktatott helyzetben 
( 13. a bra). 

c) A konglomeratum uledekfolyasi egysegein belli! jellemzo vertikalis tagoltsagot lehetett 
megfigyelni. Az egysegek bazisan vekony, forditott oszt<llyozott retegzodest (gradaei6t)mutat6 reteg 
eszlelheto, amely az egyseg kozepso reszen retegzodesmentes szakaszba megy at, vegi.il az egyseg 
felso reszeben normalis osztalyozott retegzodes jelentkezik finomkaviesba, majd homokba atmeno 
szemesemerettel. 

d) A konglomeratum leggyakrabban szemesevazu es a kaviesok hossztengelye tobbnyire a 
retegdolessel parhuzamos, vagy azzal szoget zar be, vagyis imbrikaei6t mutat. 

e) Az uledekfolyasok nemelyike 2 metert elero nagysagu kozetblokkok szallitasara is alkal
mas volt. A nagy blokkok egy resze intraformaei6snak tekintheto, amennyiben a korabban lerak6-
dott kaviesretegek anyagab61 all. Az uledekfolyasi egysegek sokszor atmenetet kepeznek a kohezi6s 
folyas es a nagy suriisegii zagyar aramlas altai letrehozott uledektipusok kozott. 

f) A konglomeratum kaviesainak feltetelezheto lehordasi terulete olyan kozetekbol alit, 
amelyekjelenleg az Aggtelek- Rudabanyai-hegysegben es az Upponyi-hegysegben ismertek. A kon
glomeratumban mert szallitasi iranyok Ny-r61 torteno szallitast jeleznek. 

g) A bukki metamorf mezozoos kozetek hianya az Upponyi aljzatra telepulo konglomera
tumban arra utal, hogy a Bukki egyseg kozetei vagy nem voltak a felszinen a szenonban, vagy a 
Bukki es az Upponyi egyseg egymashoz viszonyitott helyzete a szenon utan lenyegesen megvalto
zott. 

JIHTOJIOB14ECKHE XAPAKTEPHCTHKH H nAJIEOfEOfPA<IlH4ECKOE 
3HA4EHHE nEPEOTJIOJKEHHbiX BEPXHEMEJIOBbiX KOHf JIOMEPATOB 

B CEBEPHOM BEHfPHH 

f. 3LI.BapLI. KJH1<I>TOH, KapoJlb 6PE)KH51HCKH 11 51How XAAC 

BepxHeMeJlOBbie (eeHoHeK11e) KoHrJloMepaTbi o6Ha)!(a}{)TeH B CeBepHOH BeHrp1111 Ha rpaH11Ue 
Me)!(LI.Y Jli1TOTeKTOHI1lfeeKI1MI1 eLI,I1H11UaMI1 rop o}{)KK 11 YnnoHb. 0HI1 HaJlera}{)T Ha nopOJJ.bi Yn
noHbeKoi1 eLI,I1HI1Ubl. 8 HeKOTOpbiX MeeTaX KOHfJlOMepaTbl XOpOWO 06Ha)!(eHbl B OTKOCaX LI,OpOr 
11 LI,pymx 11eKyeeTBCHHbiX 06Ha)!(CHI1HX. 8 OeHOBC HaeTOHJ.llCH pa60Tbl . J]CfJlO 113YlfCHHC OTKOea 
)!(eJle3HOH JJ.OpOrl1 B }{)fOBOeTOlfHOH lfaeTI1 eeJla HeKe)!(eHb 11 OTKOea . JJ.OpOrl1 K eeBepy OT CeJla 
4oKBaoMaHb. PHLI. LI,aHHbiX (B oeo6eHHOeTI1 ¢aKTI1lfeeKI1H MaTepHaJl neelfaHHKOB OTeopT11poBaH
HOH eJlol1eToeT11) eB11LI.eTeJlheTByeT o TOM, lfTO pa3pe3 HeKe)!(eHb npeLI.eTaBJlHeT eo6oi1: onpOKI1Hy
TY}{) eTpyKTypy. KoHrJloMepaTbi np11HaLI,Jle)!(aT K pa3Jll1lfHbiM CLI.11H11UaM no pe)!(HMY TelfeHHH 
11 nepeHoea oeaLI,KOB, np11lfeM MeeTaMI1 :no Bee npOHBJlHeTeH COBCCM MYTHO. MHOfHC H3 MOJ.llHbiX 
eLI,HH11U 06Hapy)!(HBa}{)T TeeTypHbie lfepTbl, eBHJJ.eTeJlbeTBY}{)J.lll1e 06 o6paTHOH OTeOpTHpOBaHHO
eTH oeaLI,KOB B OeHOBaHHH eLI,I1H11Ubl, HX HeOTeOpTiipOBaHHOeTH B UeHTpaJlbHOH lfaCTH CLI,I1H11Ubl 
11 HOpMaJlbHOH OTeOpTHpOBaHHOeTI1 B ee Bepxax. DOJlbWI1HeTBY paeeMaTpliBaCMbiX eLI,HHHU npliey
l.lla TaKaH ynopHLI,OlfeHHOeTb KJlaeTI1lfeeKOf0 MaTep11aJla, npli KOTOpOH raJlbKH BbieTpoeHbl Jl11HHH
MH, TaK, lfTO KpaTKI1e oeli raJleK HanpaBJleHbi nepneHLI.HKYilHpHo nJloeKOCTI1 HanJlaeTOBaHI1H. CyLI.H 
no Hali60Jlee HaLI,e)!(HOH OplieHTaU1111 npOLI,OJlbHbiX oeeH H no LI,aHHbiM paenOJlO)!(eHHH 06JlOMKOB 
BHaxJleeTKy (li3 eTpyKTypHo MeHee HapyweHHoro pa3pe3a 4oKBaoMaHb) naJleoTpaHenopT 6hiJl 
HanpaBJleH Ha eeBepo-BoeToK. TeKeTypHbiH xapaKTep KoHrJloMepaTOB 11 Hx eTpyKTYPHbie oeo6eH-
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HOCTH CBHl).eTeJlbCTBYfOT 0 TOM, 'ITO 60JlblllHHCTBO KOHrJlOMepaTOB 6b1Jl0 nepeOTJlO)I(eHO TIOTOKa

MH, npoMe)l(yTOLfHbiMH TIO xapaKTepy Me)l(l).y KOre3HBHbiMH 06JlOMOLfHbiMH TIOTOKaMH H BeCbMa 

rycThiMH MYTheBbiMH noToKaMH . DpHcyTcTBHe o6noMKOB s JIHTOTeKTOHHLfecKoii enHHHUe rop 

oiOKK yKa3hisaeT Ha TO, 'ITO c6JIH)I(eHHe (KoHsepreHUHH) CTPYKTYP oiOKKCKOH H YnnoHbCKOH 

enHHHU HMeno MecTo nocne OTJIO)I(eHHH KoHrJioMepaTos (HJIH 'ITO oiOKKCKaH enHHHUa He 6hiJia 

o6Ha)l(eHHOH so speMH OTJIO)I(eHHH ocanKos). ooJihllloe KOJIHLfeCTBO o6noMKOB npoHcxonHno H3 

JIHTO-TeKTOHHLfecKoii enHHHUbi ArneneK- Pyna6aHH, KOTopaH s HaCTOHIUee speMH lllHpoKo o6Ha

)l(eHa K cesepo-socToKy oT nnomanH pa3BHTHH sepxHeMeJIOBhiX KoHrJioMepaToB. HanpasneHHe 

naneoTpaHcnopTa yKa3hiBaeT Ha To, 'ITO Ha rny6HHe JII06aH HcxonHaH nopona s naHHOH enHHHUe 

pacnpOCTpaHHeTCSI l).aJleKO Ha fOr H HCTOLfHHK nHpaHHSI 06JlOMOLfHOrO MaTepHaJla 6biJl TeKTOHHLfe

CKH nepeHeCeH Ha CeBep Bl).OJlb TeKTOHHLfeCKOH JIHHHH Ll,apHO. 
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ECONOMIC HEAVY MINERALS OF THE DANUBE RIVER 
FLOODPLAIN SEDIMENTS AND FLUVIOLACUSTRINE DEPOSITS 

OF NORTHWESTERN AND CENTRAL HUNGARY 

Andrew E. GROSZ*, Ferenc SIKHEGYI** and Ubul P. FUGEDI** 

A cooperative pilot project designed to assess the feasibility for heavy-mineral-resource 
identification in fluvial terrace deposits of the Danube River and in fluviolacustrine deposits of 
Neogene and Quaternary ages in northwestern and central Hungary resulted in the discovery of gold 
in southern Danube River sediments and indicated that garnet also occurs in significant quantities. 
In addition, smaller concentrations of titanium minerals and zircon, have been found, but whether 
these minerals have significant vertical and lateral distributions, is yet to be investigated. 

Mineralogic analyses of panned heavy-mineral concentrates obtained from 26 fluvial sediment 
samples of Holocene age from northwestern Hungary (Kisalfold) gave an average heavy-mineral 
content of 0. 7/~ of which about half consists of garnet, titanium minerals, and zircon. Gold was 
found in six of the eight samples taken; one additional sample contained native silver. Fluvial 
sediments on and south of Szentendre Island contain concentrations of heavy-minerals comparable 
to those found in the northwestern samples; however, gold is significantly more abundant and 
occurs in coarser grains than that in the northwestern samples. 

Mineralogic analyses of the heavy-mineral assemblages of fluviolacustrine sediments of Neo
gene to Quaternary age, as well as of eolian sediments of northwestern and central Hungary showed 
that on the average the heavy-mineral fraction is less than 0.5% in these sediments of which only 
about 35% is garnet, titanium minerals, and zircon combined. Two of 11 samples analyzed contain 
gold. 

A test of the spectral gamma-ray radiation signatures of various deposit types suggests 
measurable differences between sediments enriched in heavy-minerals relative to those that contain 
trace quantities; however, additional data for the quantification of the differences are needed. 

Keywords: heavy-minerals, placers, gold, garnet, zircon, titanium minerals, gamma-ray spectrometry 

1. Introduction 

Areally and volumetrically extensive deposits of sand and gravel, par
ticularly those associated with the Danube River, in the Pannonian Basin of 
Hungary are potential sources of economically valuable detrital heavy-minerals 
such as garnet (used as an abrasive), aluminosilicate minerals (refractory ap
plications), zircon (ore of zirconium and hafnium, abrasive and refractory), 
rutile (ore of titanium), gold, and others. 

This preliminary report is based on a limited amount of data that was 
assembled under auspices of a pilot project conducted jointly by the U.S. 
Geological Survey and the Hungarian Geological Survey in August 1983. The 

* U.S. Geological Survey, National Center, Reston, VA 22092 
** Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H-1442 
Manuscript received: 16 April , 1985 
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aim of the project was to assess the feasibility of identifying heavy-mineral 
(henceforth HM) resources of economic value in fluvial terrace deposits of the 
Danube River and in fluviolacustrine deposits of Neogene and Quaternary ages. 

2. Previous work 

Historical accounts relate that gold-bearing placers in the region have been 
mined as early as the time of the Late Roman Empire, that is, at the end of the 
4th century A.D. Economically valuable accumulations of detrital gold at 
several localities in the western portion of the Carpathian Basin have been 
known since the beginning of this millenium. Gold bullion with the marks of 
Roman mints found in the region document this; trace element and silver 
content of the bullion indicate placer origins from the western Carpathian Basin 
[PANTO 1935]. 

The "golden age" of placer mining in the region is considered to have 
occurred in the last century:.. The most famous placer gold minin~ localities in 
northwestern Hungary are Asvany, Halaszi, Aranyossziget, and Acs along the 
Danube River, however a number of localities occur on the Mura, Drava, 
Maros, and Aranyos Rivers, where gold, thought to have originated in the Alps 
and the Carpathians, has been mined. The end of the "golden age" came with 
the onset of flood control engineering projects that interrupted the deposition 
of surficial pay gravels. Nonetheless, small quantities of detrital gold continued 
to be recovered by one-man operations in recent times. 

The first systematic investigation of the economic potential of the auriferous 
sediments in the northwestern portion of Hungary was conducted between 1932 
and 1935 [PANT6 1935]. The objectives of the investigation were to appraise the 
economic worth of previously known occurrences and to establish the vertical and 
horizontal extents of gold-bearing gravels. Sampling procedures included shallow
depth augering by hand, and surface grab-sampling. Screening, sluicing, and 
hand-panning were used to concentrate the gold particles which are traditional 
techniques used in northwestern Hungary. PANT6 [1935] states these methods, 
employed also in his studies, recovered 97 to 98% of the gold present in a sample. 
He further states that the recovered gold flakes were extremely fine-grained and 
thin (averaging 100,000 flakes/gram); the largest flake recovered weighed slightly 
less than 0.4 milligrams. The purity of the gold was measured to be about 950. 
In light of the results of our reconnaissance study, and recovery rates from 
similarly fine-grained deposits elsewhere in the world [MACDONALD 1983], we feel 
that a claim of 97 to 98% recovery is unreasonably high, perhaps by as much as 
35%. In this context it must be noted that in his study Pant6 examined only 
gravels. Not surprisingly, therefore, Pant6 concluded that gold accumulations in 
fluvial sediments of northwestern Hungary had no practical importance for 
industrial exploitation. It should also be noted here that, with the exception of 
pyrite which was analyzed for gold and silver, and a few suspect grains associated 
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with the platinum-group, the heavy-mineral assemblage was not evaluated for 
byproduct, or coproduct potential. 

More recently, a reconnaissance study of the heavy-mineral content of 
sediments of the Danube-Raba Lowland (Kisalfold) was conducted by the 
Mecsek Ore Mining Enterprise (MEV) in 1960. In that study 29 shallow auger 
borings collected at 0.5 to 3.0 km intervals yielded 133 discrete samples. Analyses 
of the samples yielded an average of 0.5 to 1.0 kg/m 3 heavy-minerals, however 
in the vicinity of Acs values as high as 12.5 kgjm 3 were found, but very little 
mineralogic work was done on minerals other than gold and magnetite. The 
report by MEV [CSALAGOVITS 1962] stressed, however, that the data were not 
sufficiently reliable, because of concentrating techniques used. The report men
tions that garnet was present in the heavy-mineral assemblage. 

A number of other reports of investigations related to geologic or strati
graphic problems in Hungary include general information on heavy-minerals in 
sediments, but the authors did not encounter any that referred specifically to the 
the economic potential of the heavy-minerals either from the qualitative or from 
the quantitative standpoint. 

3. Field methods used in this investigation 

Recent alluvial fills and terraces as well as fluviolacustrine deposits of 
Pliocene(?) age were sampled along the length of the Danube River in Hungary, 
to determine the heavy-mineral (HM) assemblages, by means of laboratory 
petrologic analyses and by measuring their spectral emmisivity with a 4-channel 
gamma-ray spectrometer. 

Sediment samples were collected by a variety of techniques, selected mostly 
to suit the types of exposures available for sampling. The principal type was the 
channel sample collected along river bluffs, and along walls of sand and gravel 
borrow pits. Other types of techniques used were trenching, power augering and 
grab sampling. At most locations samples weighing 1 to 8 kilograms in bulk were 
collected per meter of exposure, although at a few localities (specifically in very 
coarse grained deposits) as much as 15 kilograms of sediments were collected per 
meter of exposure. Large samples were needed because many of the deposits 
contained large fractions of coarse sand and gravel; lesser quantities would have 
yielded quantities of HM concentrates too small for deriving acceptable statistical 
values on such high-value, low-concentration minerals as rutile, zircon, and gold. 
Locations where samples were collected are shown on Figures 1 and 2, and 
megascopic descriptions of the samples are given on Table I. 

Field processing of the samples consisted of weighing the bulk sample, 
followed by dry-screening with a sieve of approximately 2 mm aperture. The 
gravel fraction ( > 2 mm) was discarded, and the sand fraction ( < 2 mm) was 
weighed after a period of air drying. Subsequently the sand fraction was processed 
for its heavy-mineral content by use of bowl-shaped enameled wash basins and 
a gold pan. The washing and concentrating procedures were aimed at removing 
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• Location of samples 
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Fig. I . Map showing locations of samples collected in northwestern Hungary 
(Danube- Raba Lowland) 

I. abra. A Kisalfoldon vett mintak helyszinrajza 

Puc. I. Tol!KH oT6opa npo6 B ceBepo-3ana.uHoi1 BeHrpHH 

the clay content by decantation and by elutriation: These procedures produced 
initially a 60 to 90% heavy-mineral concentrate. 

Inasmuch as these techniques are difficult to implement uniformly by a field 
party of several members, significant variations in the quantitative and possibly 
qualitative aspects of the HM assemblages obtained should be expected. For one, 
it is well known that frequency estimations based on minerals separated by both 
panning and heavy liquids methods are not comparable. When panning is used, 
minerals such as staurolite, garnet, tourmaline, micas, and chlorite are lost, and 
minerals such as zircon are proportionately concentrated. In addition, because 
many of the samples were not thoroughly dry after screening, the reported weight 
percentages of heavy-minerals are expected to be lower than had the samples been 
completely dry, as they are a percentage of dry minerals in a wet sample. 

Field investigations also included spectral gamma-ray radiation measure
ments at a few sampling localities of Holocene age and on a number of deposits 
of Pliocene(?) age. These measurements were made to test the gamma-ray radia
tion emmisivity of the various sediment types as a possible guide to delineating 
HM -enriched deposits . 

Exploration for heavy-mineral deposits using gamma-ray radiometry is 
based on the presumption that radioactive heavy minerals (monazite, zircon, 
sphene) are concentrated with the non-radioactive heavy minerals (ilmenite, 
rutile, leucoxene, and others). Previous studies on the applicability of spectral 
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gamma-ray radiometric data to the exploration for HM deposits have shown 
that such deposits have characteristic radioelemental spectra (dominated by 
thorium) where radioactive mineral species are present in the heavy-mineral 
assemblage that is exposed at, or within several centimeters of the surface 
(ROBSON-SAMPATH 1977, FORCE et al. 1982, MAHDAVI 1964, GROSZ 1983). The 
radioactive elements are present either in the crystal lattices or occur as in
clusions in the chemically and physically stable minerals, or both, and therefore 
secular equilibrium of the radioactive daughter products with the parent ele
ment can be assumed. Where an anomaly is not caused by radioelements in 
resistate heavy minerals, the assumption of equilibrium may not be valid. Clay 
rich sediments contain potassium-40 in minerals such as muscovite, biotite, and 
illite, and may contain uranium-series nuclides adsorbed on clay minerals; hence 
areas where clay is common should be anomalous in radioactivity with respect 
to sandy terranes. 

At each locality a four channel spectral gamma-ray scintillometer contain
ing a large volume (1900 cubic centimeters) Nal detector was-used to measure 
both the total field intensity as well as the components of the gamma-ray 
radiation field. To achieve constant geometry at each locality the detector unit 
of the instrument was suspended about 0.75 meter above the surface from a 
tripod. After temperature equilibration and standardization against a bar
ium-133 gamma-ray source, the count rate was measured at the following 
gamma-ray energies: (1) 2.62 MeV (million electron volts) from thallium- 208 
in the thorium-232 series; (2) 1.76 MeV from bismuth-214 in the uranium-238 
series; and (3) 1.46'MeV from potassium-40. The counting time at each locality 
did not exceed 8 minutes. Field data were reduced to radioelement concentra
tions using the method given by STROMSWOLD and KOSANKE [1978]. Results of 
these measurements are shown in Tables II and III. 

4. Laboratory procedures 

Laboratory procedures were directed at qualifying and quantifying those 
HM species that would account for about 90% percent of each assemblage. No 
attempt was made either to investigate in detail or to document the full HM 
assemblages, because the aim of this study was to establish the relative abun
dances of broad mineral groups (garnet, sheet silicates, tourmaline, pyroboles, 
etc.) and the general distribution of economically valuable mineral species in the 
HM assemblages. 

The 47 initial mineral concentrates (60-90% HM) prepared in the field were 
air dried and subsequently subjected to a bromoform-based density separation. 
This step was followed by removing the ferromagnetic and strongly param~g
netic minerals usin-g a hand-held magnet. The balance of the HM in each sample 
was further processed into 3 magnetic subfractions on a Frantz Isodynamic 
Magnetic separator* set at 15 forward and 20 degrees side slopes (0,0- 0.5, 

* Use of trade names does not constitute endorsement by the USGS 
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0.5-1.0, and > 1.0 Ampere fractions). In this manner, the HM assemblage of 
each sample was fractionated into groups of 2 to 6 mineral species in each, 
principally to facilitate the mineral identification process. The mineral species 
in each magnetic subfraction were identified and quantified by use of petro
graphic and binocular microscopes; the estimated percentage of mineral species 
was summed across magnetic fractions. Density was not compensated for in the 
tabulation given on Table II. The identification of a few of the minerals was 
done by X-ray diffraction techniques (Beth D. Martin and Joan Fitzpatrick, 
USGS, Reston). 

Because the gravel ( > 2.00 mm) and the clay fractions were not examined 
for their-HM content, the data shown in Table II may not be fully representative 
of the total assemblage; very fine-grained mineral species such as zircon, rutile, 
and gold, for example, as well as sheet silicate minerals that tend to wash out 
easily are likely underrepresented. 

5. Results 

Results of this initial investigation indicate that a wide range of HM 
contents and a wide range of mineral species, including gold, are present in 
sediments deposited and reworked by the Danube River. Sediments of flu
violacustrine and windblown origins also have a wide range of HM species, 
however quantities are smaller than in fluvial deposits. 

Fluvial terrace deposits of the Danube River sampled in northwestern 
Hungary average about 0.7%. HM in a range of0.02 to 3.95% on a bulk sample 
basis. The HM content of the sand fraction ( < 2.00 mm) is about double that 
of the bulk samples averaging about 1.5% in a range of 0.05 to 11.83%. About 
50% of the HM assemblage in fluvial deposits of the northwest consist of garnet, 
ilmenite, rutile, and zircon combined. Of the 26 samples 6 contained gold, and 
one sample contained native silver. 

Fluviolacustrine (Pliocene?) deposits sampled in northwestern Hungary 
average less than 0.5% HM of which less than 45% are garnet, ilmenite, rutile, 
and zircon combined. One sample of 7 contained visible gold. 

Deposits of windblown sand sampled in nortwestern Hungary average 
about 1.0% HM of which about 60% consist of garnet, ilmenite, rutile, and 
zircon combined. None of the 3 samples contained visible gold. 

Deposits of Pliocene(?) age sampled in central Hungary east of the Danube 
River floodplain contain the lowest concentrations of HM averaging 0.04% of 
which 34% consist of garnet, ilmenite, rutile, and zircon combined. One of the 
two samples contained a small flake of gold. 

Deposits of the Danube River on and south of Szentendre Island have 
quantities of HM comparable to those found in the northwest, however, garnet, 
ilmenite, rutile, and zircon combined account for slightly more than 60% of the 
assemblages. Gold was visible in 6 of 8 samples. 
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In regard to the grain-size distribution of the more abundant HM species 
of economic interest, sieve analyses of the garnet-rich fractions (0.0 to 0.5 
Ampere magnetic subfraction) of samples 31 and 43 indicate that the bulk of 
the garnet is between 0.25 and 0.125 mm (fine sand). In sample 31 about 20% 
of the garnet is between 0.35 and 0.25 mm (medium sand), whereas in sample 
43 only about 6% fall into this size class. In sample 43 about 11% of the garnet 
is between 0.125 and 0.044 mm (fine sand to coarse silt); only about 4% in 
sample 31 fall into this category. Less than 2% of the garnet in both samples 
are coarser than 0.044 mm (medium sand) and less than 0.044 mm (coarse to 
very fine silt). These variations in the grain-size distribution of the garnet group 
are thought to reflect on the comminution of the minerals due to transport; the 
relative abundance of the coarser grained garnets in sediments on and south of 
Szentendre Island are indicative of a source of garnet probably from the region 
of the Danube River bend. 

Zircon and rutile in both sets of samples are finer grained than 0.125 mm; 
the < 0.044 mm fraction of the samples is composed almost entirely of rutile, 
zircon, and gold. However, gold occurring south of Budapest is generally 
coarser than 0.044 mm at its coarsest. Ilmenite in both samples is between 0.25 
and 0.044 mm (fine sand to coarse silt). 

A relatively important qualitative and quantitative change in the HM 
assemblage occurs starting with sample 38 on Szentendre Island. At this locality, 
and to the south, garnet, tourmaline, staurolite, and pyrobole group minerals 
are coarser grained than those found in samples from Northwest Hungary, and 
magnetite and ilmenite are significantly more abundant. This relative coarseness 
of grain size suggests a nearby source area, probably the Pilis-Borzsony-Central 
Slovakian mountain range at, and north of the bend in the Danube River. 

A comparison of the spectral gamma-ray radiation characteristics of the 
two principal sediment types investigated is given on Table III. The data are 
suggestive of measurable differences in both total count and spectral radiometric 
signatures of the deposit types, however the existing data are so far inadequate 
to characterize the HM-enriched sediments. Additional measurements are ex
pected to resolve this limitation. 

6. Conclusions 

Fluvial terrace deposits of the Danube River, fluvio-lacustrine deposits of 
Pliocene(?) age, and deposits of windblown sand have a wide range of HM 
contents and a large variety of mineral species. 

Results of this reconnaissance study indicate a significant potential for 
garnet and gold, and a smaller potential for titanium minerals and zircon, 
although the sizes and numbers of samples preclude an accurate definition of 
resource potential. Detailed mineralogic analyses coupled with chemical analy
ses would likely show additional minerals and elements of economic interest. 

In addition to documenting the discovery of detrital gold in sediments of 
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the Danube River on and south of Szentendre Island, this investigation under
scores the importance of collecting large-volume samples for assessment of 
low-frequency/high value mineral (i.e. gold) resources. 
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SAMPLE SAMPLE 
LOCALITY SAMPLE SAMPLE INTERVAL 

.NO. NO. TYPE 11 INCM DESCRIPTION 

2 c IOO gray poorly sorted sandy gravel 
3 c 30 gray sandy gravel 
4 c 40 orange oxidized gravelly sand 
5 c 30 gray gravelly micaceous sand 

2 6 c 150 beige medium to fine sand (windblown) 
2 7 c 650 gray-beige sandy gravel 
2 8 c 50 gray gravelly medium to fine sand 
2 9 G 30 gray and orange sandy gravel (from creoturbed pocket) 
2 24 G N/A 2> gray gravelly sand (from bottom of creoturbed pocket) 

3 10 c 100 buff gray very fine sand (windblown) 
3 11 c 250 gray- beige sandy gravel 
3 12 c 800 orange medium to fine sand, low angle crossbedded 
3 13 c 350 orange medium to fine sand, low angle crossbedded 
3 14 c 900 orange medium to fine s~nd, low angle crossbedded 
4 15 c 100 buff gray very fine sand (windblown) 
4 16 c I 50 gray medium to fine sand, low angle crossbedded 
4 17 c 500 gray sandy gravel 
5 18 c 150 gray medium to fine sand 
5 19 c 550 gray sandy gravel 
6 20 c 600 beige-orange medium to fine slightly gravelly sand, high 

angle crossbedded 
7 21 c 400 gray sandy gravel 
8 22 c 250 tan-beige medium to fine sand, low angle crossbedded 
9 23 c 350 tan-orange medium to fine sand low angle crossbedded 

10 25 A 250 orange very fine sand 
10 26 A 150 gray-tan gravelly sand 
11 27 A 50 dark gray medium to fine sand 
11 28 A 60 dark gray gravel with medium to coarse sand 
11 29 A IOO tan gray sandy gravel 
11 30 A IOO light tan gray-tan sandy gravel 
II 3I A 100 light tan gray-tan sandy gravel 
I2 32 A 50 light yellow-orange sandy gravel 

12 33 A 150 light yellow-orange sandy -gravel 
I2 34 A 100 gray sandy and pebbly gravel 
12 35 A 200 gray sandy and pebbly gravel 
I3 36 G N/A light gray-tan modern Danube River sandy gravel 
14 37 c IOO tan-beige medium to very fine sand 
I5 38 G N/A gray modern Danube River floodplain sandy gravel 
16 39 c 250 tan-orange sandy gravel 

I7 40 c 150 orange oxidized sandy gravel 
17 4I c 300 orange oxidized medium to very fine sand 
I8 42 G N/A gray-beige sandy gravel 
19 43 G N/A gray.:..beige sandy gravel 
20 44 G N/A gray-beige sandy gravel 
21 45 G N/A gray medium to fine sand (natural concentrate) 
22 46 G N/A dark gray medium to very fine sand (natural concentrate) 
23 47 G N/A light gray-beige sandy gravel (dredged Danube thalweg 

sample) 

I) C denotes channel, G denotes grab, A denotes auger samples 
2) not applicable 

Table I. Description of samples collected for heavy-mineral analyses 

I. ttibltizat. A nehez-asvany elemzesre vett mintak leirasa 

Ta6AutJa I. OcHOBHhie xapaKTepHCTHKH liiJIHXOBhiX rrpo6 
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2 53 47 0.02 0.05 10) 2 3 8 3 4 43 9 10 7 3 5 3 I 1.76 ± .04 3.34±0':28 lO: f7 ±tU8 

3 59 41 0.33 0.82 II) 3 3 15 3 I 35 17 2 4 7 4 6 

4 15 85 0.7I 0.83 II) 2 3 7 4 3 30 17 p 3 I7 10 4 

5 27 73 2.23 3.04 10) p 4 3 4 p 10 5 54 2 I 12 5 

6 0 100 2.30 2.30 II) 4 3 6 3 p 50 15 p 6 3 3 7 0.96±0.03 2.40±0.19 6.98±0.27 

7 71 29 0.19 0.66 II) p 3 8 2 I 49 12 p 6 8 6 5 1.15 ± 0.03 1.69 ±0.16 4.30±0.23 

8 19 81 0.29 0.36 10) 2 p 12 p 3 25 14 12 IO 12 5 5 

9 62 38 0.20 0.53 IO) 4 I 6 I 2 58 13 p 3 2 2 8 

24 73 27 0.36 1.35 10) 7 3 13 3 3 30 8 3 5 9 8 8 

10 0 100 0. 11 0.11 10) 4 2 2 2 I 57 19 p 5 2 p 6 1.72±0.04 5.84±0.33 9.89±0.39 

II 63 37 0.09 0.26 II) 3 2 15 2 4 40 7 10 6 5 2 4 

12 0 100 0.14 O.I4 II) 5 3 13 3 I 32 20 2 4 7 3 7 

13 0 IOO 0.58 0.58 11) 2 4 10 5 3 22 23 I 2 6 5 7 

14 0 100 0.27 0.27 II) 3 2 14 I 2 33 18 6 2 7 8 4 

15 0 100 0.81 0.81 II) 6 3 13 3 p 44 7 8 4 5 I 6 

16 0 100 0.97 0.97 I) 10 5 13 5 2 24 10 II 6 6 2 5 1.30±0.04 4.30±0.29 11.77 ±0.37 

17 62 38 0.13 0.36 II) 8 2 8 2 2 61 3 2 2 I 2 7 1.12 ±0.03 2.79±0.21 7.54±0.29 

18 0 100 1.32 1.32 II) 6 3 14 3 2 48 7 4 5 2 p 6 

19 81 19 0.09 0 .47 II) 4 4 14 2 2 47 4 3 7 3 5 5 

20 6 84 0.07 0.07 10) 2 2 20 2 2 33 6 7 4 3 12 7 

21 60 40 0.16 0.42 II) 2 2 7 2 2 67 5 2 3 p 4 4 1.03±0.02 1.33 ± 0.13 3.34±0.18 

22 0 100 0.31 0.31 II) 3 3 9 2 I 38 7 25 2 3 I 6 1.55±0.04 2.96±0.24 7.14±0.32 

23 0 100 0.71 0.71 1) 8 4 16 2 3 44 3 4 4 7 I 3 I 1.61 ±0.04 3.79±0.28 10.16±0.37 

25 0 100 0.31 0.31 10) 5 3 13 2 3 31 7 6 5 6 12 7 

26 34 66 0.51 0.78 IO) 6 4 II 3 6 34 6 4 3 5 13 5 

27 79 21 1.02 4.87 II) 4 3 6 p 5 50 6 7 4 3 5 7 

28 54 46 0.80 1.81 II) 5 2 9 I 5 31 7 20 2 I 7 10 

29 31 69 2.53 3.66 II) 3 2 8 p 3 23 4 31 5 4 II 6 

30 52 48 0.75 1.57 II) 4 2 10 2 3 34 9 5 4 4 15 8 

31 67 33 3.95 11.83 II) 7 I 6 I 2 58 4 3 2 I 6 9 18 

32 54 46 0.64 1.39 10) 3 3 9 I I 31 8 26 2 2 7 7 

33 60 40 0.24 0.60 10) 6 2 10 I I 48 4 10 4 4 5 5 I 

34 52 48 0.71 1.50 II) 3 4 11 4 2 46 6 4 4 7 5 4 2 

35 58 42 0.16 0.39 10) 4 3 7 2 2 45 8 12 2 2 2 8 

36 0 100 1.01 1.01 II) 5 2 p 2 3 67 2 3 3 3 3 7 10 

37 0 100 0.09 0.09 10) 4 2 7 2 3 25 6 34 4 2 I 10 

38 45 55 0.10 12>0.18 12) 7) 4 p 6 p 12 5 5 2 4 9 p 6 14 2.04±0.05 4.53±0.33 11 .83 ±0.43 

39 60 40 0.1012>0.25 12) 4) 2 2 7 2 9 52 4 I 3 II T 4 1.75±0.04 2.99±0.25 8. I9±0.35 

40 77 33 0 .02 12>0.06 12
) II) 25 7 I9 4 7 5 12 3 14 p T 4 1.52±0.04 1.94±0.22 7.99±0.32 

41 0 100 3.75 12>3.75 12
) I) 16 6 34 3 6 2 13 2 7 2 T 6 I5 

42 ? IOO 0.38 12>0.38 12) 2) 5 8 10 3 3 43 10 4 5 4 p 9 I 1.17 ± 0.03 2.05±0.I7 4. I2±0.23 

43 65 35 O.I6 12)0.46 12) I) 8 2 8 2 2 64 4 p 5 3 p 4 30 1.30±0.03 2.20 ±0.19 5.38 ± 0.25 

44 65 35 0.05 12>0.1612
) 4) 3 I 12 p 10 43 4 7 5 7 p 6 1.41 ±0.03 2.76±0.21 5.91 ±0.24 

45 0 100 0.55 12>0.55 12
) 2) 3 3 9 3 6 50 5 3 5 II I 8 13 1.57±0.04 3~52±0.26 8.7I ±0.34 

46 0 100 1.7412) 1.7412) I) 4 4 7 4 6 64 6 p 3 4 p 10 I6 I.58±0.04 3.63 ±0.27 9.6I ±0.36 

47 60 40 0.11 12)0.28 12) 3) 2 I 7 I 5 58 3 4 8 7 p 7 I 

I) > 2.00 mm fraction 
2) < 2.00 mm fraction, includes clay 
3) initial weight 
4) includes clinozoisite, pumpellyite, zoisite 
5) includes kyanite, sillimanite, andalusite 
6) includes calcite 
7) includes amphibole, tremolite, actinolite, glaucophane, hypersthene, augite, diopside 
8) includes chlorite, biotite, muscovite, and chloritoid 
9) may include a variety of minerals including quartz, sulfides, clayballs, corundum?, unidentified opaques, xenotime?, limonite, polyminerallic grains, schist fragments, apatite, leucoxene, 

phosphatic shell fragments, sphene, monazite, anatase, and others 
10) <0.05% 
II) 0.05-o-0.5% 
12) estimate based on 2 kg/liter density of bulk sample 
13) number of identified flakes, beads, or grains 

Table II. Screen and heavy-mineral analyses of samples from northwestern and central Hungary 

II. tabtazat. ENy- es Kozep-magyarorszagi mintak kavics- es homoktartalma, valamint nehez-asvany elemzesi eredmenyei 

Ta6AulJa II. 0THOCHTeJibHoe co,ll,ep:>KaHHe. raJIKH H necKa B npo6ax; MHHepaJihHhiH cocTas TSI:>KeJioii: <PpaKQHH 

Sediment type No. of locations 
Total count 

%K eU ppm eTh ppm eTh/eU eU/%K counts/second 

Danube River deposits II 197 1.33 ± .03 2.54± .20 6.38± .28 2.5 1.9 
Pliocene(?) deposits 9 261 1.60± .04 3.72± .27 9.92± .36 2.7 2.3 

Table III. Comparison of spectral gamma-ray radiation signatures of Danube River and Pliocene(?) sediments 

III. tablazat. Dunai iiledekek es pliocen kepzodmenyek spektralis gamma-sugarzasi jellegenek osszehasonlitasa 

eTh/%K 

4.8 
6.2 

Ta6AulJa Ill. CpaBHHTeJihHhie xapaKTepHCTHKH cneKTpa raMMa-H3Jiy':leHHSI TeppacoBhiX OTJIO:>KeHHH H nJIHOI.leHOBhiX o6pa3osaHHH 
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A DUNA ARTERI KEPZODMENYEINEK 
V ALAMINT ENY- ES KOZEP-MAGY ARORSZAG FOL Y AMI-T A VI ULEDEKEINEK 

HASZNOSiTHATO NEHEZASV ANY AI 

Andrew E. GROSZ, SIKHEGYI Ferenc es FUGEDI P. Ubul 

A nehezasvany-fornisok kimutatasara a Duna terasz iiledekekben, valamint ENY- es Kozep
Magyarorszag folyami-tavi iiledekeiben kozos, amerikai-magyar program indult. A kutatas arany 
kimutatasahoz vezetett a Dunanak Budapesttol delre eso szakaszan, tovabba granat kiugr6 menny'i
seget is jelezte. Ezen kiviil kisebb mertekii titan-asvany es cirkon feldusulasok is jelentkeznek, de 
eloszlasuk nem kellokepp ismert. 

ENY-Magyarorszag (Kisalfold) 26 db, holocen koru, foly6vizi mintajanak asvanytani analizi
se 0,7%-os atlagos nehezasvany-koncentraci6t adott, melynek mintegy felet granat, Ti-asvanyok es 
cirkon teszi ki. A nyolc. aranyra szedett mintab6l hatban talaltunk aranyat, tovabbi egy minta 
termes eziistot tartalmazott. A Szentendrei-szigeten es tole delre, a foly6vizi iiledekek az ENY
Magyarorszagon talalhat6 nehezasvany-koncentraci6khoz hasonl6 ertekeket adnak: ugyanakkor 
az arany lenyegesen gyakoribb es durvabb szemii, mint a Kisalfoldrol szarmaz6 mintakban. 

A neogenes kvarter folyami-tavi iiledekek valamint ENY- es Kozep-Magyarorszag szelfutta 
iiledekeinek nehezasvany egyiitteseit elemezve lathat6, hogy ezen iiledekek nehezasvany frakci6ja 
nem eri el a 0,5%-os atlagot sa granat, Ti-asvanyok es a cirkon reszaranya csupan 35%-os. Tizenegy 
vizsgalt mintab6l ketto tartalmazott aranyat. A kiilonbozo iiledektipusok spektralis gammasugar
zasi jellegeinek merese azt sugallja, hogy a nehezasvanyokban viszonylag gazdagabb iiledekek a 
kisebb tartalmuakhoz kepest merheto kiilonbsegeket mutatnak, ugyanakkor kiegeszito adatok 
sziiksegesek e kiilonbsegek szamszerii jellemzesere. 

TB)Ki;JibiE MHHEPAJibl B llOHMEHHbiX OliPA30BAHHBX P. )J;YHAB 
H BO 03EPHO-PEqHbiX OT JIO)KEHIIBX 

CEBEPO-BOCTQqHQH H QEHTPAJihHOH BEHrPHH 

3H.upy 3. rPOC, <l>epeHI~ llii1KXE,l1.11 H Y6ynh n. <I>IOrE,l].l1 

B paMKax BeHrepcKo-aMepHKaHcKoro coTpy .UHHqecTBa 6hiJI cocTaBJieH pa6oqHif npoeKT 
C I.J;eJihiO ycTaHOBJieHH~ B03M0)KH0CTeif Bhl~BJieHH~ HCTOqHHKOB T~)KeJihiX MHHepaJIOB B COCTaBe 
TeppaCOBhiX OTJIO)KeHHH p. ,l].yHa~, a TaK)Ke B HeoreHOBhiX If qeTBepTHqHhlX 03epHo-peqHhiX o6pa30-
BaHH~X ceBepo-3ana.uHoif H u;eHTpanhHOH BeHrpHH. B pe3yJihTaTe pa6oThi 6hmo Bhi~BJieHo O.llHO 
HenpOMhllliJI)KHHOe HaKOnJieHHe 30JIOTa B nOHMeHHhiX OTJIO)KeHH~X ,l].yHa~ K 10ry OT ny.uaneiiiTa, 
KOTOpoe conpOBO)KaJIOCh nOBhiiiieHHhiM CO.Uep)KaHHeM rpaHaTa B COCTaBe U:)KeJIOH <l>paKI.J;HH. Kpo
Me TOrO, 6biJIH ycTaBJieHbl If He60JihiiiHe CKOIIJieHH~ THTaHOBhiX MHHepaJIOB If u;HpKOHa, HO nOKa He 
~CHO, HMeiOT JIH OHH 3HaqHTeJihHOe pacnpOCTHeHHe no BepTHKaJIH If JiaTepaJIH. 

B 26 npo6ax, oTo6paHHhiX H3 qeTBepTHqHhiX peqHhiX OTJIO)KeHHH C3 BeHrpHH, cpe,llHee co.uep
)KaHHe T~)KeJIOH <l>paKQHH- 0,7 Bee. %, npHMepHO 50% OT KOTOpOrO COCTOBJI~IOT rpaHaT, u;HpKOH 
If MHHepaJihl THTaHa. 113 8 npo6, B3~ThlX C u;eJibiO Bhi~BJieHH~ HaKOnJieHHH 30JIOTa, ero HaJIIfqHe 
yCTaHOBJieHO B 6. KpoMe TOro, B O)lHOH npo6e OTMeqeHO If Ga.MOpO,llHoe cepe6po. 

KoHu;eHTpau;HH T~)KeJihiX MHHepanoB B npo6ax, oTo6paHHhiX c o-Ba CeHTeH.upe H HH)Ke no 
nOBhiiiiaeTC~ B HHX, If CaMH 3epHhiiiiKH CTaHOB~TC~ 6oJiee KpyrrHhiMH, qeM B npo6ax C TeppHTOpHH 
H~qMeHHOCTH pp. ,l].yHaif-Pa6a. 

PaccMaTpHBa~ HeoreHOBhie H qeTBepTHqHhie, o3epo-peqHhie, a TaK)Ke, 30JIHqecKHe OTJIO)Ke
HH~ C3 H u;eHTpanhHOH BeHrpHH BH.llHO, qTo B .uaHHhiX o6pa3oBaHH~x cpe,llHee co.uep)KaHHe 
nf)KeJIOH <l>paKI.J;HH 0,5 Bee. % If OTHOCHTeJihHOe CO,llep)KaHHe rpaHaTa, I.J;HpKOHa If MHHepaJIOB 
THTaHa- TOJlhKO 35%. 113 II npo6 npHCYTCTBHe 30JIOTa 3aMeqaJIOCh Bcero B .UByX. B pe3yJihTaTe 
H3yqeHH~ npHpO.llhl raMMa-H3JiyqeHH~ o6pa30BaHHH pa3HhiX THnOB MO)KHO npe.unoJiaraTh, qTo 
nOKa3aTeJIH raMMa-H3JiyqeHH~ OCa)lOqHhiX o6pa30BaHHH C 60JihlliHMH co.uep)KaHH~MH T~)KeJIOH 
<l>paKI.J;HH )leHCTBHTeJihHO 60Jihiiie, qeM B .upyrHX OTJIO)KeHH~X, O)lHaKO .llJl~ yCTaHOBJieHH~ KOJIHqecT
BeHHhiX 3aKOHOMepHOCTeH He06XO)lHMhl )laJihHeHIIIHe HCCJie)lOBaHH~. 
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DETAILS OF A PLEISTOCENE COASTAL SUCCESSION, 
GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA, CALIFORNIA 

Geza CSASZAR*, H. Edward CLIFTON** and Ralph E. HUNTER** 

The Merced Formation of the San Francisco Peninsula is a thick succession of shelf and 
coastal deposits of Pliocene and Pleistocene age. In sea cliff exposures south of San Francisco in 
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Merced occurs in two extensive north-dipping 
sections separated by a 2-km-long landslide under which the strata strike approximately parallel 
to the beach. This paper describes, in detail , the lowermost part of the northern segment and 
documents its stratigraphic equivalence with the uppermost part of the southern segment. The strata 
in the examined section of the Merced include two distinctive marker beds, a 400,000 year-old ash 
bed and the "Upper Gastropod Bed" of AsHLEY [1895]. 

A variety of depositional environments are represented: tidal channels and flats, fluvial 
channels, backshore flats , ponds and eolian dunes. The general pattern of deposition is: coastal 
embayment ~ eolian dune ~ embayment ~ fluvial ~ embayment ~ backshore ~ open marine 
nearshore. The succession records more of the sediment deposited during marine transgression than 
is generally found in other parts of the Merced and in associated beds. 

Keywords: depositional environment, stratigraphy, Merced Formation, San Francisco, California 

1. Introduction 

The sea cliffs that extend about 6 km southward from the Fort Funston 
area of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, at the southwest corner of the 
city of San Francisco, expose about 1, 700 m of Pliocene and Pleistocene sedi
ments. The strata at the northern and southern ends of this succession dip to 
the north. About 200m of the upper (northern) part of the section have been 
measured in detail [HUNTER-CLIFTON 1982], as has about 720 m of the lower 
(southern) part of the section [HuNTER at al. 1984, CLIFTON-STAGG in prepara
tion]. 

The two measured sections are separated by a 2-km-long interval that is 
disrupted by a large landslide. Exposures of strata above, below and within the 
landslide indicate that they strike nearly parallel to the beach, and certain key 
beds (especially a promil).ent ash bed) can be traced between the two stratigraph
ically intact segments. The critical strata (about 70 m of section below the ash 
bed) for establishing correlation between these segments present a special pro
blem. They are exposed in an almost intact section just north of the landslide, 
and in a broken section within the landslide on the beach just north of the 
former (prior to the 1982 movement of the landslide) parking area at Thornton 
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** U. S. Geologica1 Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94025 
Manuscript received : 25 April, 1985 
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Beach State Park. The lower part of this section is intact but very poorly exposed 
on the upper part of the sea cliff south of Thornton Beach. 

This report presents the results of a detailed study of this critical part of 
the section just north of the large landslide. We compare the strata here to those 
strata exposed to the south and demonstrate a basis for stratigraphic continuity 
between the two intact sections. We also interpret the depositional environments 
in which these strata formed and relate them to changes in shoreline position 
with time. 

Micropaleontological analyses and X-ray diffraction analyses were con
ducted with the aim of improving the resolution of the facies and environmental 
interpretation. We are thankful to P. Quinterno (USGS) for the micropaleon
tological analyses and to L .. Farkas (MAFI) for the X-ray diffraction analyses. 

2. Background 

Setting 
The Pliocene and Pleistocene succes,ston we address lies in a structural 

trough that strikes obliquely NW-SE across the San Francisco Peninsula (Fig. 
1). On its southern side this succession is cut by the San Andreas fault. The 
exposures described in this report are located on the western margin of the San 
Francisco Peninsula near Lake Merced, for which the unit was named. The 
shoreline here consists mainly of sea cliffs as high as 60 m, composed of relative
ly unconsolidated sediment. Because the strata are tilted to the north, a com
plete section can be followed at the base of the cliff. The exposure varies. Small 
landslides commonly bury the section for short (100-200 m) distances, and a 
large landslide obscures the succession for 2 km south of Fort Funston, the 
location of the section described here. The exposure is further modified by the 
seasonal movement of sand off and onto the beach. Typically, the best exposure 
occurs in winter when much of the sand is removed by storms. The observations 
presented here were made during January and February 1983, a period of 
unusually intense storms along the California coast. This had a positive effect, 
in that we could examine parts of the section that are generally unexposed, 
moreover, the rocks at the base of the cliffs were particularly clean owing to the 
storm activity. 

Previous work 
The unit in which our section occurs was first described by LAWSON [1893] 

under the name "Merced series". On the basis of fossils , LAwsoN determined 
that the age of the unit was Pliocene. ASHLEY [1895] continued the examination 
and named a distinctive fQssiliferous bed in the formation the "Upper Gas
tropod Bed." GLEN [1959] made a comprehensive evaluation of the fauna of the 
Merced and divided the formation into an upper and a lower member, the 
contact being placed at the base of the "Upper Gastropod Bed". From the 
composition of the fauna he suggested that most of the type Merced Formation 
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formed in a shallow sheltered basin. He also inferred from lignite and diatomite 
in the upper member that some of the deposition occurred in a fresh-water lake 
or pond. GLEN further interpreted the upper member of the Merced Formation 
to have formed in the Early Pleistocene and the lower member in the Late 
Pliocene. 
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Fig . 1. Index map of Fort Funston area, San Francisco Peninsula. 
A) Detailed map of the area between Fort Funston and Thornton Beach 

I - studied seacliff stretch; 2 - seacliff studied in detail; 3 - major sections reviewed in the 
paper; 4 - landslide 

B) San Francisco Peninsula with location of the area enlarged 

1. abra. Helyszinrajz a San Francisco felszigeti Fort Funston kornyekerol 
A) Reszletterkep Fort Funston es Thornton Beach kozott 

I - a vizsgalt partszakasz; 2 - reszletesen tanulmanyozott szakasz; 3 - a dolgozatban targyalt 
fontosabb szelvenyek 4 - foldcsuszamlas 

B) San Francisco felsziget a kinagyitott teriilet konturjaval 

Puc. 1. A6pHc MeCTHOCTH <l>opT <l>aHCTOH (n-os CaH <l>paH~HCKO) 
A) ,l],eTaJibHajl KapTa palioHa <l>opT <l>aHCTOH - TopHTOH I>H'I 

I - HCCJie)J;OBaHHbiH yqacTOK 6epera; 2 - )J;eTaJibHO H3y'IeHHbiH <PparMeHT yqacTKa; 
3 - Ba)I<HeHIIIHe pa3pe3bl, o6cy)I()J;aeMbie B CTaThe; 4 - OITOJI3HH 

B) IloJiyoCTpos CaH <l>paH~HcKo c KOHTypoM yseJIH'IeHHoro yqacTKa 
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HALL [1965/a, 1965/b, 1966] made a sedimentologic analysis of the Merced 
and concluded from the mineralogy that a major change in provenance is 
indicated about 75 m below the "Upper Gastropod Bed". He used this change 
to define the boundary between the upper and the lower members. HALL also 
noted that the "Upper Gastropod Bed" is actually composed of two separate 
shelly layers. His paper presents an excellent cross-sectional sketch of the strata 
in the sea cliffs. 

ADDICOTT [1969] examined the paleogeographic implications of the mol
lusks of the area and concluded that the type Merced embayment was a narrow 
coastal feature that did not extend as far south as the present southern part of 
San Francisco Bay. He noted a tendency for the Late Pliocene deposits in the 
San Francisco-Monterey Bay area to develop in embayments that open~d to 
the northwest. 

Another frequently noted distinctive bed in the Merced is a volcanic ash 
[SARNA-WOJCICKI 1976], typically 20 to 40 em thick, which lies stratigraphically 
about 40 m above the "Upper Gastropod Bed". MEYER et al. [1980] assign an 
age of 400,000 years to this ash based on radiometric dating. 

HuNTER and CLIFTON [1982] present a detailed description and facies 
analysis of the stratigraphic sequence above the ash bed. They show that- the 
depositional record is characterized by a series of alternating transgression~;: ~nd 
regressions. Their methods guided our present analysis. 

Fig. 2. Stratigraphic column of the Merced Formation studied at Fort Funston. 
1 - tuff; 2 - gravel; conglomerate or pebbly sand; 3 - scattered pebbles in sand; 4 - bedded 
or laminated sand or sandstone; 5 - crossbedded sand; 6 - convolute or lenticular bedding;· 
7 - structureless or poorely bedded sand; 8 - clayey and/or silty sand and sandstone; 9 - silt

stone; 10 - sandy or silty mudstone; 11 - structureless mudstone; 12 - mudstone intercala- Q 
tion; 13- laminated mudstone; 14 - beds rich in organic material; 15 - plant remains; 16 -
roots; 17- small-scale bioturbation; 18 - large-scale bioturbation; 19 - extra large bioturba
tion; 20 - insect burrows; 21 - Bivalve beds; 22 - scattered Bivalves; 23 - scoured surface 

2. abra. A Merced Formaci6 retegoszlopa Fort Funstonnal 
1 - tufa; 2 - kavics, konglomeratum vagy kavicsos homok; 3 - kavics hinteses homok; 
4 - retegzett vagy laminalt homok es homokko; 5 - keresztretegzett homok; 6 - zavart 

(convolute) vagy lencses retegzes; 7 - szerkezet nelkiili vagy gyengen retegzett homok; 
8- agyagos es/vagy kozetlisztes homok es homokko; 9 - aleurolit; 10 - homokos vagy 
kozetlisztes agyagko; 11 - retegzetlen agyagko; 12 - agyagko betelepiiles; 13 - leveles Q 

agyagko; 14- szerves anyagban gazdag retegek; 15 - novenymaradvanyok; 
16 - gyokernyomok; 17 - kis meretii bioturbaci6; 18 - nagy meretii bioturbaci6; 19 - extra 

nagy meretii bioturbaci6; 20 - rovar jarat; 21 - kagyl6 tartalmu reteg; 22 - szorvanyos 
megjelenesii kagyl6; 23 - kimosott felszin 

Puc. 2. Pa3pe3 <tJopMau;uu Mepce,ll. npu MeCTHOCTn <l>opT <l>aHCTOH 
I - TY<i>hi; 2- raJie'IHHKn, KOHrJioMepaThi unu rane'IHbie necKn; 3 - necKn c pocchmSIMH 

ranh'Kn; 4 - cnoncThie unu naMnuupoBaHnHhie necKn u necqaunKn; 5 - necqaunKn c Kocoif 
CJIOUCTOCTbiO; 6 - KOHBOJIIOTHaSI UJIH JIUH30BaSI CJIOUCTOCTh; 7 - - neCKU HeCTpyKTypHbie HJIU 

CJia6o CJIOUCTbie; 8 - fJIUHUCTbie H/HJIU aJieBpHTOBble neCKU U neC'IaHHKH; 9 - aJieBpHTbi; Q 
10- nec'laHhie UJIU aJieBpUTOBbie fJIUHbi; 11 - rJIUHhl 6e3 CJIOUCTOCTH; 12 - npOCJIOHKa fJIHH; 

13- JIUCTOBaThie fJIUHhi; 14 - CJIOH, 6oraThie ·opraHH'IeCKUM BeW.eCTBaM; 15 - OCTaTKU 
pacTeuuii; 16 - cJie,ll.hi Kopueif; 17 - MeJIKaH 6noTyp6ai~nSI; 18 - KpynuaSI 6noTyp6au;uSI; 
19- YHUKaJihHaSI 6noTyp6au;uSI; 20- XO,ll.hl HaCeKOMbiX; 21 - CJIOH C OCTaTKaMU paKOBHH; 

22 - pe,ll.KO BCTpe'laiOW.HeCSI paKOBHHhi; 23 - pa3MbiTaSI llOBepXHOCTb 
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As a consequence of the present study, HuNTER et al. [1984] extended the 
detailed analysis for an additional 200m below the base of the section described 
here. They considered the transgressive-regressive cycles that characterize the 
Merced in the context of eustatic sea-level oscillations, tectonic events and 
fluctuation in sedimentation rate. The estimated sedimentation rate for the 
470 m of the section described by them is about 55 cm/1000 years. 

The section considered in detail here extends stratigraphically down-section 
from the ash bed to strata that lie about 14m below the "Upper Gastropod 
Bed". Geographically, the exposures extend north from the large landslide 
between Fort Funston and Thornton Beach to a position just north of the Daly 
City sewer outfalls. These exposures are within the Fort Funston area of Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area. The strata contained in this section are exposed 
to the south as well-within the landslide block- just north of Thornton Beach 
and in an undisrupted section high on the sea cliffs just south of the landslide. 
The section within the landslide block is occasionally very well exposed by 
winter storms, but the stratigraphic continuity is broken by numerous fractures. 
South of the landslide the section is again continuous but exposures of the beds 
considered in this report are very poor. 

Field methods 
A complete continuous section was not available because at various inter

vals small slides and small-scale faulting covered the exposure. Accordingly, 
overlapping sections were measured at different but nearby locations and cor
related on the basis of lithology (Fig. 2). The section shown in Figure 2/a 
includes the upper part of the succession, which was measured in continuous 
exposure southward from the Daly City sewer outfalls. The other section (2/b) 
represents the combination of several closely spaced sections to the south 
immediately below the viewing platform and hang-glider port at Fort Funston 
and includes the lower part of the succession. The overlapping parts of the two 
sections are separated laterally by a distance of some 40 m. 

3. Stratigraphic composition 

' 
The 68 m thick section analyzed in this paper consists of a variety of 

sediment types: mud, silt, sand, gravel and volcanic ash. The degree of indura-
, tion is variable-some beds are well-indurated, whereas others are almost 
totally unconsolidated. In this report we employ both rock terminology (silt
stone, mudstone, conglomerate, etc.) and unconsolidated sediment terms (sand) 
depending on our qualitative evaluation of the degree of induration. 

The sedimentary deposits within the section differ greatly in texture, 
sedimentary structures (including biogenic structures) and fossils. These vari
ations record changes in depositional environment that serve as the basis for 
subdivision of the stratigraphic elements within the section. 

We divide the section into two primary sequences, following the approach 
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of HUNTER and CLIFTON [1982] and HuNTER et al. [1984]. These sequences are 
designated R and S (Fig. 2/a and b) in order to remain consistent with the 
terminology of HUNTER et al. [1984]. Each sequence represents a major cycle of 
transgression and regression. 

These are further subdivided following the approach of HuNTER and 
CLIFTON [1982] and HuNTER et al. [1984] into subsequences (R 1 , R 2 , R3 , R4 , S 1 

and S2) of generally uniform depositional environment. In this report we further 
subdivide these subsequences into ·units (R~, R~, etc.) that represent distinct 
environmental elements. The complete subdivision is shown in Fig. 2. 

Sequence R 
Sequence R comprises about 60 m of the section presented here. In the 

section at Fort Funston, the base of this sequence is not exposed. The bas~ is 
exposed only in the upper part of the sea cliffs south of Thornton Beach. 
HuNTER et al. [1984] indicated a total thickness of 63 m for sequence R and 
divided the sequence here into 4 subsequences which are described below. 

The exposed part of basal subsequence at Fort Funston (R 1) is about 30m 
thick (Figs. 3 and 4). It consists predominantly of silt or mudstone with numer
ous intercalations of fine- or medium-grained sandstone. Fossils are common 
and trace fossils and root structures are locally abundant. The upper part of the 
subsequence crops out in the sea cliff, but its lower part is exposed only on the 
beach where it is well-exposed only in winter when much of the beach sand is 
stripped away. 

Distinct textural trends exist within' the subsequence. The basal units (R~, 
Rt R~) are quite sandy. The lowermost two units (R~ and Rn contain numerous 
bivalves, many in growth position (Fig. 5). The concentration of shells is 
missing from the equivalent part of the section to the south at Thornton Beach. 
Unit R~ lacks fossils but is intensively bioturbated. It is overlain by a generally 
structureless but locally laminated mudstone, R1, that has a scoured surface at 
its top (Fig. 6). 

Unit R1 is sharply overlain by a structureless sandstone of green to gray 
color (R1) which contains large fragments of carbonized wood. Mudstone 
intercalations are common in the lower part. This unit is overlain by about 10m 
of predominantly fine-grained sediment (units R{-RU in which plant remains 
are common (Fig. 7). Small channels are present in unit R{ (Fig. 8) and ripples 
occur in R{ and R~ (Fig. 9). Units R7-k show numerous burrows 3-5 mm in 
diameter, and root structures are evident in the top 5 m of these strata (in units 
R~-o, Fig. 10). Fine lamination, defined by alternating light and dark layers, 
characterizes units R~-n (Fig. 11). Units R1 and R1

1 are dark due to the high 
content of carbonaceous material. Yellow-brown nodules occur in units Rl{ and 
R~ (Fig. 7). The top of unit R~ is a scoured surface marked by large (6-10 mm) 
borings. 

The upper part of subsequence R1 (units Rfu) is rather poorly exposed in 
the lowermostpart of the sea cliffs at Fort Funston, where it is broken by 
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Fig. 3. Lowermost beds (units R~ to R{) exposed on the beach at the south end of Fort Funston 
(section No. 5). For legend, see Fig. 2 

3. libra. Fort Funston D-i elvegzodesenel (5. sz. szelveny) a parton feltart legalso retegek (R~-R{ 
egysegek). Jelkulcs a 2. abranal 

Puc. 3. CaMhie HIDKHue cJiou ( R~-R{), o6Ha)l(eHHhie Ha IIJijf)l(e B IO)I(HOH qacTu MeCTHOCTU 
<l>OpT <l>aHCTOH. Y CJIOBHhie 0603HaqeHUjf CM. Ha puc. 2 

Sequenc~ of the section No 3. 

ENE 

Fig . 4. Intertidal and supratidal mudstone beds (units R~-o) of section No. 3 at the hang-glider 
stairway at Fort Funston. Embayment deposit. For legend, see Fig. 2 

4. libra. Arapaly ovi es e folotti agyagko retegek ( R~-o) a 3. sz. szelvenyben a Fort Funstonnal 
levo sarkanyrepiilo-lepcsonel. Obol iiledek. Jelkulcs a 2. abranat 

Puc. 4. CJiou UHTpaTU.[{aJihHhiX u cyrrpaTu.[{aJihHhiX rJiuH ( R~-o) B pa3pe3e .NQ3 y JieCTHUI.lhi 
.llpaKoHa B MecTHOCTu <l>opT <l>ayHcToH. 0TJIO)I(eHUjf 3aJiuBa. YcJIOBHhie o6o3HaqeHUjf cM. Ha 

puc. 2 



Fig. 5. Bivalve-bearing mudstone ( R~) with 
some shells in living position (channel lag) 

5. abra. Kagyl6 tartalmu agyagko ( R~) benne 
nehany elo helyzetben megorzodott teknovel 

(csatorna-hib iiledek) 

Puc. 5. rnHHhl ( R~ )' CO)].ep)l(al.llHe paKOBHHhl, 
H HeCKOJibKO paKOBHH, COXpaHeHHbiX B )I(HBOM 

TIOJIO)I(eHHH (OTJIO)I(eHHSI TIO)].HO)I(bSI KaHana) 

Fig . 7. Silty mudstone beds of intertidal zone 
with yellow nodule horizons (R~ - h). 

Embayment deposit 

7. abra. Kozetlisztes agyagko az arapalyz6nab61 
novenymaradvannyal es sarga gum6-szinttel 

( R~ - h). Obol iiledek 

Puc. 7. AnespHTOBhie rJIHHhi H3 
npHJIHBHO-OTJIHBHOH 30Hbl C OCTaTKaMH 

paCTeHHH H npoCJIOHKOH )l(eJIThiX KOHKpeUHH 
( Rq-h). 0TJIO)I(eHHSI 3aJIHBa 

Fig. 6. Contact bet}Veen embayment cycles. Scoured surface between structureless mudstone (R1 
unit) and highly burrowed sandstone ( R~unit) 

6. abra. Obol iiledekciklusok kozotti erintkezes. Kimosasi felszin a szerkezet nelkiili agyagko 
( R'!) es az erosen feregnyomos homokko ( R~) kozott 

Puc. 6. KonTaKT Me)l(.ll.Y OT)].eJihHhiMH UHKJiaMH oca)].KOHaKonneHHSI 3aJIHBa. llosepxnocTh 
pa3MhiBa Me)l(.ll.Y HeCTpyKTypHhiMH rJIHHaMH ( R~) H CHJihHO 6HoTyp6HposaHHhiMH 

neclfaHHKaMH ( R~) 



Fig. 8. Run-off channels filled 
with mudstone clasts ( R{ ) of 
intertidal zone. Embayment 

deposit 

8. abra. Iszaptormelekkel kitoltott 
elveszto csatormik ( R{) 

az arapaly zonaban. Obol iiledek 

Puc. 8. KaHaJibi norJioLQeHHSI, 
3anoJIHeHHhie HJIOM ( R{ J 

B npHJIHBHO-OTJIHBHOH 30He. 
OT JIO)f(eHHSI 3aJIHBa 

Fig. 10. Wavy and horizontal 
lamination in mudstone with root 

structures ( R~) deposited in 
supratidal salt marsh 

10. abra. Hullamos es vizszintes 
laminaci6 arapalyov fOlotti 
s6s mocsarban kepzodott 

agyagkoben, gyokemyomokkal ( R~) 

Puc. 10. BoJIHHCTaSI 
H ropH30HTaJibHaSI JiaMHHaU:HSI 

B fJIHHaX, 06pa30BaHHbiX 
B COJieHOM 60JIOTe npH 

cynpaTH,naJibHhiX ycJIOBHSix, co 
cJie,naMH KopHei1 ( R~) 

Fig. 9. Current ripples in siltstone 
( R{). Embayment deposit 

9. abra. Aramlasi hullamfodrok 
aleurolitba.n ( R{J. Obol iiledek 

Puc. 9. BoJIHonpH60HHhle3HaKH 
Te'leHHSI B aJieBpOJIHTe. 

OT JIO)f(eHHSI 3aJIHBa 
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numerous small faults and is fairly intensively weathered. This part of the 
section becomes progressively sandier upward and contains two well-defined 
concentrations of shells (Ri and RD. Similar concentrations occur in the equiv
alent part of the section to the south at Thornton Beach-the "Upper Gastropod 
Bed" of AsHLEY [1895]. Because of weathering and solution, intact shells are 
found only in the lower part of the upper concentration at Fort Funston, 
although numerous casts and molds attest to the original distribution of the 
mollusks (Fig. 12). 

At Thornton Beach, the lower shell concentration is overlain by gently
inclined, large-scale cross strata in which numerous burrows are evident and 
which contain shells in their lowermost part. Similar structures are not visible 
at Fort Funston, perhaps due to the poor quality of exposure at this part of the 
section. The first of the sandy intervals (Rl) above the muddy middle part · of 
R 1 contains plant fragments near its base. Marine microfossils ( Elphidium 
excavatum, radiolarians and possible remains of sponges) occur in unit Rl 
(Paula Quinterno, 1983, personal communication). 

The uppermost units of subsequence R 1 (Rt1 and RD are compositionally 
transitional into the overlying sandy beds of subsequence R2 (Fig. 12). Both 
units consist of fine-grained, non-micaceous sand, rich in heavy minerals (which 
may be responsible for the greenish cast to the sand). The lower unit, Rt1 , is 
intensely bioturbated and contains somewhat more fine-grained sediment than 
does the overlying unit. Units R~ and R~ contain a combination of planar 
lamination and ripple lamination. These occur in alternating sets in which the 
base of the planar-laminated sand is sharp and typically marked by a concentra
tion of heavy minerals that diminishes upward within the planar laminations. 
These units differ slightly, and perhaps significantly, between the two measured 
section at Fort Funston (Fig. 2). They tend to be muddier and more thoroughly 
bioturbated in the northern section, and the planar-laminated intervals are 
thinner and less frequent than in the southern section 40 m away. 

Subsequence R 2 consists mostly of fine- to medium-grained, well-sorted, 
non-micaceous sand in which large scale ( > 1 m) cross beds are common. The 
subsequence is 14 m thick in the northern section and 17 m thick in the southern 
section. The basal unit of R 2 at the northern section (R~) contains abundant 
heavy minerals, resembling somewhat the underlying sand (RD (Figs. 12, 13 and 
14). This distinction could not be found in the southern section. The middle 4 m 
of unit R~ is somewhat mottled, probably by burrowing organisms; this feature 
could not be found in the more poorly exposed southern section. 

The upper part of R 2 contains two somewhat muddy intervals (R2 and R1); 
in the northern section, the lower of these, R]., contains small burrows. In the 
southern section these units are manifested only as clay intercalations within the 
sand (Fig. 15). The top units of subsequence R 2 (R1 and R~) contain abundant 
opaque heavy minerals that, in unit R~, defined fine laminations. 

Subsequence R3 , about 8 m thick, is lithologically more variable than the 
underlying subsequence. The lower part of R3 (units R~-~ was identified in both 



Fig. 11. Laminated tidal 
mudstone ( R';'). Embayment 

deposit 

11. abra. Arapalyovi Iaminalt 
agyagko ( R7 J obol i.iledekbol 

Puc. 11 . JlaMHHHposaHHhie 
fJlHHbl , o6pa30BaHHbie B 30He 
npHJlHBa. 0TJ10*eHHR3aJ1HBa 

Fig. 13. Low-angle scours in heavy
mineral-bearing cyclic sand. 

Synsedimentary small-scale faults 
(lower part) and convolute structure 
(upper part). Eolian to backshore 

Fig. 14. Cyclic heavy mineral 
concentrarion of probable storm 

origin (R~). Climbing-ripples 
(lower unit) and wave ripples 

(upper part) between major heavy 
mineral beds 

14. abra. Ciklikus felepitesii , 
valosziniileg vihar eredetii 
nehezasvany koncentracio 

( R~). Folfele .;vandorlo (also 
egyseg) es hullamzas eredetii 

hullamfodrok (felso resz) 
a fObb nehezasvany tartalmu 

retegek kozott 

Puc. 14. CKonJieHHe T}l*eJihiX 
MHHepaJIOB, B03HHKlllee, BepO}ITHO, 
B pe3yJihTaTe 6ypH, C L{HKJIIiqeCKHM 

cTpoeHHeM ( R~). BoJIHonpw6oi1Hhie 
3HaKH, MHrpHpyiOIUHe BBepx (HH*H}I}I 
lfaCTb) HJIH B03HHKlllHe B pe3yJihTaTe 
B03,lleHCTBH}I BOJIH (BepXH}IR qaCTb), 
Ha6J1IO,llaiOll{HeCR cpe,llH OCHOBHbiX 

TO Jill{ 

13. abra. Kis dolesszogii kimosasi 
feli.ilet a nehezasvany tartalmu 
ciklikus felepitesii homokban, 
kis meretii, i.iledekkepzodessel 
egyidejii vetokkel (also resz) 

es zavart szerkezettel (felso resz). 
Eolikustol a part~zegelyiig 

Puc. 13. noJlora}l llOBepXHOCTb 
pa3MhiBa B necqaHHKax c 6oJihlllHM 
CO,llep*aHHeM T}l*eJIOH <tJpaKal{HH, 
C He60JiblllHMH c6pocaMH CHHce

,llHMeHTal{HOHHOfO xapaKTepa 
(HH*H}I}I 'laCTh) H KOHBOJIIOTHOH 

CTPYKTypoi:f (sepxHR}I •mcTh). 0TJIO
*eHHR OT 30JIOfO ,llO npH6pe*HOfO 
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the northern and southern sections; the upper part was examined only in the 
northern section. 

The lower two units (R~ and R~) differ somewhat between the two sections. 
In the southern section these units are primarily mudstone with some sand 
intercalations; root structures and plant remains are more abundant. and much 
of the sediment is well-bedded (flat lamination defined by alternating layers of 
mud and fine sand). In the northern section these units are thinner, more sandy, 
and display fewer sedimentary structures. 

The thickest unit, R~, in the subsequence consists primarily of medium
grained, non-micaceous sandstone. Stratification for the most part is obscure 
at best, although heavy mineral lamination occurs in the upper part of the unit. 
Small yellow-brown nodules locally concentrated in the unit consist mostly of 
equal amounts of montmorillonite (34%) and quartz (34%), and lesser amounts 
of plagioclase (18%) and potassium feldspar (Laszlo Farkas, 1983, personal 
communication). Two small paleo-channels, up to a meter deep, are visible in 
the central part of the unit. The smaller is 1.5 m wide, whereas the larger one 
can be traced for more than 10 m before the exposure is lost. Both channels are 
best defined where they are deepest and lose their definition laterally as the 
contact rises within the unit. Both channels are filled with sand that, near its 
base, has strata that appear to be deformed and broken by soft-sediment 
deformation. 

Near the top of subsequence R 3 , vertical cylindrical structures of slightly 
different color (gray-brown) and induration are abundant, and may represent 
some type of root structure. The subsequence is capped by a thin gray silty clay 
(R~) that is truncated to the north along an overlying erosional surface (Fig. 
16). Although this clay superficially resembles an ash bed, X-ray diffraction 
analysis shows that it is a sediment mineralogically similar to the other sample 
analyzed (Laszlo Farkas, 1983, personal communication). Unit R~ appears to 
be a marine or brackish-water deposit; a sample contained one specimen of the 
microfossil Buliminella elongatissima (Paula Quinterno, 1983, personal com
munication). 

Subsequence R4 , 2.5 m thick, grades from pebbly sandstone (R~) into a 
pebbly sandy mudstone (R~) . Unit R~ is tnostly a light brown medium- to 
coarse-grained sandstone (Fig. 16) that contains abundant subangular to sub
rounded pebbles up to 10 em in diameter. The sand is non-micaceous and 
contains no evident concentrations of heavy minerals. The pebbles, mostly a 
mixture of chert and sandstone clasts, appear to be derived entirely from local 
Franciscan Formation sources. The abundance of the gravel is laterally vari
able. At one place it composes nearly the entire unit (Fig. 17), whereas 50 m 
to the south it occurs only in scattered lenses 15-20 em thick (Fig. 16). The base 
of the unit is an erosional surface of up to 30 em of relief. Where sand lies at 
the base, the contact is not easily discernible. 

The upper unit, R~ (Figs . 16, 18, 19 and 20), is greatly disrupted by large 
borings (1 0 em or more in cross-dimension and as much as 40 em deep) that are 



Fig. 12. "Upper Gastropod Bed" of AsHLEY [1895] 
(mudstone at the bottom - R~), migrating tidal 

channel fill (middle part - R't), and sand of eolian 
to backshore (at the top - R~) 

12. abra. ASHLEY (1895] fele ,Felso gastropoda reteg" 
(a kep aljan agyagkO-R~), migral6 

arapaly-csatorna kitoltes (kozepso resz- R') 
es az eolikust61 a partszegelyiig (backshore) terjedo 

homok (felso resz - K;) 

Puc. 12. «BepxHHH racTpono):lOBbiH CJIOH» [ASHLEY 

1895] (BHH3Y - aprHJIJlHT R~), OTJlO)I(eHHSI, 
3allOJlHSIIOillHe MHrpHpyiOillHH 

npHJlHBHO-OTJlHBHblH KaHaJl (cpe):lHSISI 'laCTb -
R1

1 ) , H necKH c xapaKTepoM, MeHSIIOillHMCSI oT 
3oJiosoro LlO npH6pe)I(Horo (sepxHSISI qacTb - R~) 

Fig. 15. Wavy mud laminae in well-sorted fine-grained 
sand deposited in a lacustrine environment 

15. abra. H ulhimos iszap reteg a j6l osztalyozott, 
finom szemcsejii tavi homokban 

Puc. 15. 0 pOCJlOHKH BOJlHHCTbiX HJlOB B XOpOWO 
COpTHpOBaHHbiX TOHK03epHHCTbiX 03epHbiX neCKaX 

Fig. 16. Paleosol with uneven scour (lower half- R{), 
flat to lenticular bedding, fluvial sand and gravel with 
small-scale crossbedding ( R~) and large-scale burrows 

at the top ( R~) 

16. abra. Egyenetlen kimosasi feliiletii ostalaj 
(a kep also felen - R~), lapos es lencses retegzesii 

foly6vizi homok es kavics, kis meretii keresztretegzessel 
(R4) es a tetejen nagy meretii feregnyomokkal (R~) 

Puc. 16. HcKonaeMhiH rpyHT c HeposHoH 
nosepXHOCTblO pa3MbiBa (BHH3Y- ~), pe'IHble neCKH 

H raJlbKH C llOJlOfOH H JlHH30BOH, a TaK)I(e, 
B He3Ha'IHTeJlbHOH Mepe, H KOCOH CJlOHCTOCTblO 

(R4),ssepxy c 6oJlbWOH 6HoTyp6auHeH (R~) 



Fig. 17. Two cycles of graded 
fluvial gravel ( ~) located 30 m 

from the site in Fig. 16 

17. abra. Ket, osztalyozott retegzodest 
mutat6 foly6vizi kavics ciklus ( R~) 
a 16. abran jelolt pontt61 30 m-nyire 

Puc. 17. )).sa L\HKJia o6pa3oBaHHH 
pe'iHbiX raJieK c rpa.[.{a'-\Heii (R~) 

HaXO)J.HTCH B 30 MeTpax OT 
TOqKH Ha pHC. 16 

Fig . 19. A detail of the previous 
picture showing the secondary 

discoloring of pebbly sand 

19. abra. Az elozo kep reszlete, 
amely a kavicsos homok 

masodlagos elszinezodeset jelzi 

Puc. 19. <llparMeHT npe.[.{biL{ylUeii 
KapTHHbl, Ha KOTOpOM 

Ha6JIIO)J.aeTCSI BTOpHqHaSI OKpaCKa 
raJieqHblX neCKOB 

Fig. 18. Borings by large clams in 
pebbly sand (RS). The upper boundary 

between the RS unit and the 
micaceous sand of the new trans

gression is completely disrupted by 
clams 

18. abra. Nagy testii fur6kagy16k altai 
letrehozott jaratok a kavicsos 

homokban ( RSJ. Az RS es uj transz
gresszi6 csillamos homokja kozotti 

hatart a kagyl6k teljesen elroncsoltak 

Puc. 18. oHoTyp6al.lHH B03HHKWHe B 
pe3yJibTaTe )I(H3He )J.eHTeJibHOCTH 

60JibWHX MOJIJIIOCKOB, B raJieqHbiX 
necKax ( RSJ. KouTaKT Me)I(.JJ.Y RS H 
cJIIOL{SIHbiMH necKaMH Hosoii TpaHc
rpeccHH 6biJI yHHqTo)l(eH noJIHOCTbiO 



Fig . 20. General view of 
subsequences R4 and S1 

(sandstone with mudstone 
intercalations) 

20. abra. Az R
4 

es az S
1 

tagozat attekinto kepe 
(homokko, agyagko 

betelepiilessel) 

Puc. 20. 063opHhiH BH.ll 
TIO.LI.rpynnhi CJIOeB R

4 
H S1 

(c npOCJIOHKaMH neC'faHHKOB 
H fJIHH) 

Fig. 23. Footprints on bedding 
surface of an intertidal 

embayment sand bed. Bilobate 
structures are interpreted to be 

hoofprints of split-hoofed 
ungulates 

23. abra. Labnyomok az obolbeli 
arapalyovi homokreteg felszinen. 

A ceruza hasitott kormii 
patas labnyomara mutat 

Puc. 23. CJie.LI.hi )KHBOTHhiX Ha 
TIOBepXHOCTH CJIOSI neCKOB 

npHJIHBHO-OTJIHBHOfO reHe3HCa. 
KapaH.LI.arn noKa3hiBaeT Ha cJie.LI. 

napHOKOTihlTHOfO )KHBOTHOfO 

Fig. 22. Load structures of 
verte rate footprints in intertidal 

embayment sand (S~ bed) 

22. abra. Gerinces labnyomanak 
terhelesi szerkezete obolbeli 

arapalyovi homokban (S~ reteg) 

Puc. 22. OpHJIHBHO-OTJIHBHhie 
TieCKH 3aJIHBa CO CTpyKTypaMH 

Harpy:JKH OT CJie)lOB TI03BOHO'IHhiX 
(CJIOH S~) 
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filled by sand from the overlying unit (S~). Although the upper contact of R~ 
is much obscured by this biogenic mixing, the two types of sediment can be 
distinguished, primarily by their mica content. The sand in unit R~ is nonmica
ceous, whereas the overlying sandstone contains abundant mica. The top of unit 
R~ locally is marked by a limonitic stain (Fig. 18). A few of the borings conform 
to the shape oflarge bivalves at their base, and the molds of smaller (4 em) clams 
are present in the mixed sediment. No microfossils could be found in the 
mudstone of unit R~ (Paula Quinterno, 1983, personal communication). 

Sequence S 
The upper sequence in our section, sequenceS, is only 8 m thick. It consists 

of two subsequences present everywhere plus a third one locally present at the 
top. The lower subsequence, S 1 , is slightly more than 3m thick (Figs . 20 and 
24) and consists primarily of structureless, medium- to fine-grained sandstone. 
A few small scattered pebbles of Franciscan lithology occur at the base and in 
the middle of the unit(~). In the lower part of the unit a series of four mudstone 
layers, 4-15 em thick, are intercalated with the sandstone (Fig. 21). Numerous 
circular tubes, that may resemble Ophiomorpha and Thalassanoides, mostly 
1-2 em in diameter and filled with sand, are visible within the mud layers and 
indicate the highly bioturbated nature of the unit. Bivalve molds and Ophiomor
pha-Iike trace fossils occur near the top of the unit. 

The overlying subsequence, S2 , consists mostly of fine- to medium-grained 
micaceous sandstone (Fig. 24) that locally is silty. In general, it is well-bedded, 
although biogenic structures are abundant. 

One unit, S~, is marked by much deformational structure (Fig. 22) . The 
origin of the deformation is evident on a bedding plane surface which is 
presently exposed on. the beach. There, on fresh exposure, the footprints of 
numerous mammals [VANDER LINGEN- ANDREWS 1969], including split-hoofed 
ungulates and canids, can be seen (Fig . 23) . This surface, unfortunately, almost 
certainly will be lost by erosion within a few years. 

The upper part of subsequence S2 , especially units S~ and ~, is marked 
by numerous vertical tubes, 3-6 mm in diameter. Unit S~ contains sand with 
abundant heavy minerals; parallel lamination and climbing ripple structures 
typical of eolian processes are also present in this unit [HUNTER et al. 1984]. 

Near the top of subsequence S2 is a distinctive white ash bed, up to 40 em 
thick (Figs . 24, 25 and 26), that has been the subject of much study _(MEYER et 
al. 1980, SARNA-WOJCICKI et al. in press]. The relative purity of the ash implies 
an air-fall accumulation. At its top the ash is locally reworked, and climbing 
adhesion-ripple structures (Fig. 25) composed of ash are present [HUNTER et al. 
1984]. 

The part of subsequence S2 above the ash bed consists of sand up to 2m 
thick. The lower part of this sand contains reworked volcanic ash and structures 
formed by wind ripples. A subtle erosional surface exists a few · tens of cen~ 
timeters above the ash bed. U -shaped tubular burrows extend into the sediment 
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below this erosion surface, and, where the surface approaches the ash bed, the 
burrows extend into the ash (Fig. 26). Such burrows, which are filled with sand 
from the overlying bed, are particularly striking in their contrast to the sur
rounding ash. In outcrops high on the bluff, subsequence S2 is overlain by 
subsequence S3 , a lens of indistinctly stratified mud or mudstone as thick as 0.5 
m. Subsequence S3 is missing at beach level. • 

A pronounced erosional surface overlain by gravel (Fig. 27) caps sequence 
S. Above this surface lies pebbly sandstone assigned to sequence T by HuNTER 

and CLIFTON [1982) and HUNTER et al. [1984). 

4. Environmental interpretation 

The depositional environments represented within this section (Fig. 28) are 
mostly those of embayments and nonmarine settings. Open marine facies 
(foreshore, nearshore and shelf) that occur in abundance elsewhere in the 
Merced [HuNTER et al. 1984] are absent. 

Subsequence R1 consists mostly of the deposits of coastal embayments. The 
lower part of the unit consists of two fining-upward successions, R~-d and R~-o. 
The base of both successions is marked by lag deposits (shells in R~·b and wood 
fragments in Ri). Both successions are interpreted to have resulted from the 
lateral migration of ancient tidal channels and closely resemble those inferred 
from the study of modern tidal embayments [CLIFTON-PHILLIPS 1980]. The 
structureless or laminated mudstone (R1), and the units with small channels and 
climbing ripples (R{·k) are interpreted as intertidal flats. The rooted laminated 
mud (R1

1-n) closely resembles that produced on modern supratidal flats above 
the influence of normal astronomical tides [CLIFTON-PHILLIPS 1980]. 

The upper part of subsequence R1 cannot be so clearly interpreted where 
we measured this section. To the south, however, this part of the section (which 
contains the "Upper Gastropod Bed") is also clearly composed of shallowing
upward tidal channel-flat sequences. Unit R~ is characterized by gently inclined 
cross-strata and much burrowing, suggesting that it also represents the fill of 
a migrating tidal channel. The uppermost unit of subsequence R1 (RD and the 
lowermost unit of subsequence RiR~) are particularly puzzling. Alternations 
of planar-laminated and ripple-laminated sandstone, in which the basal part of 
the planar-laminated sand is marked by concentration of heavy minerals, 
suggest that this unit possibly represents the overwash of storms into a lagoonal 
tide flat. The lateral variability of these two units suggests the postulated storm 
overwash was of rather local extent. 

Subsequence R 2 is interpreted to be mostly of eolian origin. The large-scale 
crossbedding suggests migrating sand dunes. The clay-rich intercalations in the 
vicinity of units R~ and R~ may represent interdune ponds. The burrowing 
associated with these units (which may to a large extent be due to insects) 
suggest that the water table stood fairly high at this time. 



Fig. 21. Alternating bioturbated sand and 
mudstone beds (lower part of S';). 

Ophiomorpha-type burrows, among others 

21. abra. Eletnyomos homok es agyag retegek 
valtakozasa (az s; also resze), tobbek kozott 

Ophiomorpha tipusu jaratokkal 

Puc. 21. l.fepeAOBaHHe cnoes 6HoTyp6HposaHHhiX 
neCKOB (Hii)f(HSISI qaCTh S:) C pa3JIJiqHh1Mii 

6HoTyp6aUHSIMii (HanpHMep, Ophiomorpha) 

Fig. 24. General view of bioturbated embayment 
sandstone with mudstone mtercalations (lower 

half of the picture - subsequence S,) 
and well-bedded intertidal and supratidal sand 

(subsequence S2) capped with 
white volcanic ash bed (Si) 

24. abra. Az agyagko betelepi.ileses eletnyomos 
obolbeti homokko (a kep also fete - s, tagozat) 

es a jol retegzett, feher vulkani hamu reteggel 
( s; tagozat) zarulo arapalyovi es efolotti homok 

( S 2 ) attekinto kepe 

Puc. 24. 063opHhiH BliA 
6HOTyp6HpOBaHHhlX 

3aJIHBHhiX necqaHHKOB 
C npOCJIOHKOH rJIHH 

(HH)f(HSISI qaCTh 
KapTHHhl - OOArpynna 

CJIOeB S 1) H HHTpa-
H cynpaTHAaJihHOH 

cepHH neCKOB 
noArpynna cnoes ( S 2 ), 

COAep)f(ai..L{HXCSI 
B 6eJIOM 

synKaHHqecKoM nenne 
c xopowei1 

CJIOHCTOCThiO ( S;J. 

Fig. 25. White ash bed of air-fall accumulation - Si and reworked ash laminae. Climbing 
adhesion ripples in the first lamina directly above the main ash body. The upper third of the ash 

bed is mixed with other sediments 

25. abra. A levegobol hullott feher vulkani hamu reteg - s; es athalmozott hamu laminak. 
A vandorl6 adhezios hullamfodrok kozvetleni.il a fo hamu reteg folotti elso laminan lathatok. 

A hamu reteg felso harmada egyeb i.iledekekkel keveredett 

Puc. 25. IieJihie BYJIKaHJiqeCKiie nenJihl, BhmaBWiie li3 B03Ayxa - s;, H nepeOTJIO)f(eHHhie 
JiaMHHhi nenna. MHrpHpyJOI..UHe aAre3HOHHhie BOJIHonpH6oi1Hhie 3HaKH BHAHhi Ha nepsoi1 

JiaMHHe HenocpeACTBeHHO HaA OCHOBHhiM. CJIOeM nenJia. BepXHSISI TpeTh CJIOSI neon a 
nepeMeWaHa C ApyrHMH OCaAKaMii 



Fig. 26. Vertical borings (or burrows) and aU-tube in ash bed (S2) filled by sand from the 
overlying bed 

26. abra. Vertikalis furasi nyomok es egy U-cso a vulkani hamuretegben (S~), amelyet 
a fedobol szarmaz6 homok tolt ki 

Puc. 26. Cne.n;hi 8epTHKaJihHOH 6noTyp6aQHH n o.n;ua U-o6pa3Hajl Tpy6Ka, 3anonueuuajl 
necKaMH Kp08JIJ.f 8 cnoe 8YJIKaHH'IeCKHX nenJI08 ( ~) 

Fig. 27. Erosional surface above the ash bed capped by pebbly sand of a new transgression 

27. abra. Er6zi6s felszin egy uj transzgesszi6 kavicsos homokretegevel zarul6 hamureteg folott 

Puc. 27. 3po3nouuajl no8epxuoCTh ua.n; cnoeM nenna, 3aKJIIO'IeHHajl 8 rane'IHhiX necKax H080H 
· Tpaucrpeccnn 
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Subsequence R 3 seems to have been deposited mostly under nonmarine 
conditions. Paleosols are present and root structures occur at the base (R~) and 
in the upper part (in units R~.f). Thin channel-fills (unit R~) above erosional 
surfaces suggest subaqueous deposition for part of the subsequence. The thin 
fine-grained layer at the top of subsequence R3 (unit R~) contains at least one 
specimen of a foraminiferal species that suggests a renewed incursion of the sea. 
. Subsequence R4 appears to be a fluvial deposit derived from the local 

Franciscan Formation. The fine material of unit R~ may be part of a fining
upward continuation of the underlying bed, but its iron content somewhat 
reduced, possibly as a consequence of the subsequent transgression. 

Sequence S records a new transgression of the sea. Subsequence S1 is 
interpreted to be an embayment (probably tidal channel to tidal flat) deposit 
that developed atop the fluvial deposits of subsequence R4 . Bivalves living in 
the mud at the base of this embayment contributed to a mixing of sediment of 
the two subsequences at their interface 

The filling of the embayment represented by S1 resulted in the development 
of intertidal or supratidal flats on which Pleistocene mammals left their foot
prints. Shortly thereafter an ashfall occurred, probably over a subaerial deposi
tional surface. Not long after the deposition of the ash a new major trans
gression of the sea began. The first effects of this incursion may be recorded by 
the return to wet conditions, indicated by the "U-shaped" burrows in the 
uppermost part of subsequence S2 , and by the deposition of fresh-water or 
estuarine mud of subsequence S3 . The full onset of the transgression is recorded 
by the erosional surface that terminates sequence S. 

5. Correlative beds in area south of Fort Funston 

Sequences RandS can be traced for 2 km along the coast south of the Fort 
Funston area (Fig. 29). Their extent, which is more 1than twice as long as any 
other part of the Merced Formation, results from the two sequences being 
exposed in a wide structural terrace, where the beds are nearly horizontal. The 
underlying and overlying beds, in contrast, are exposed in oblique sections 
across monoclines, where the beds dip relatively steeply, or in relatively narrow 
structural terraces. Because sequences RandS can be traced so far, lateral facies 
changes are better known in these two sequences than in the rest of the Merced 
Formation. 

Outcrops of sequences Rand S are found both in the head scarp of the large 
landslide that occurs in the structural terrace and in the sea cliffs that have been 
cut in the landslide mass. Unfortunately, the head scarp and the sea cliffs are 
only 0.2 km apart, not far enough to furnish much information on facies 
changes in a direction perpendicular to the shoreline. Although certain changes 
in thickness and character of the subdivisions of sequences R and Scan be noted 
along the 2-km-long stretch of outcrops, the beds are more notable for their 
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Fig. 28. Environmental interpretation 
of the Fort Funston section 

28. abra. A Fort Funston-i szelveny 
kornyezeti 6rtelmezese 

Puc. 28. HuTeprrpeTaUHJI OK~THOCTH 
pa3pe3a MeCTHOCTH <l>opT <l>aHCTOH 
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Golden Gate 

Rec~:~~~~~l Area Olympic Club 

(Fort Funston area) 

0 300 

Horizontal scale 

600 m 

2~ ~ 

Thornton Beach 
State Park 

EXPLANATION 

4 -rl"r-ff'T 

South 
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5-

R 
Vegetation Outcrop Slip surface Brink of Contact 

of landslide cliff between 

sequences 

Fig. 29. Profile of coastal cliffs between Thornton Beach State Park and Fort Funston area of 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Profile is viewed looking eastward 

29. libra. A Golden Gate i.idi.ilokorzetbeli Thornton Beach Allami Parkes Fort Funston kozotti 
parmenti szelveny, Ny-felol (az ocean felol) nezve 

I ~ novenyzet; 2 - kibuvas; 3- csuszasi feli.ilet; 4 - lejtoperem; 5 - retegcsoportok kozotti hatar 

Puc. 29. Pa3pe3 Me)l{.n;y MeCTHOCThlO <I>opT <I>aHCTOH H rocy.n;apcTBeHHhiM napKOM TopHTOH 
liHq (KypopTHbiH paHOH ron.n;:m reil:T) C 3arra.n;a (co CTOpOHbl OKeaHa) 

I - sereTaiU~.s~; 2 - o6Ha)l{eHw.s~; 3 - rrosepxHOCTb cKOJib)KeHH.H; 4 - KpaH: CKJIOHa; 
5 - raHH~a Me)l{.n;y rpyrrrraMH cnoes 

relative uniformity than for their variations (Fig. 30). The most notable lateral 
change is a local thickening of muddy embayment deposits, here assigned to 
subsequence S1 , in the northwest corner of the Olympic Club, a country club 
just south of Fort Funston. Subsequence S1, which is 3.4-6.7 m thick in 
outcrops to the north and south, is 13-15 m thick in the Olympic Club outcrop. 
In this outcrop subsequence S 1 erosionally overlies cross bedded eolian sand of 
subsequence R2 and gradationally underlies poorly exposed sand of subse
quence S2 ; no outcrop of the volcanic ash bed in subsequence S2 was found 
here. It is not clear whether the unusually great thickness of subsequence S 1 in 
the Olympic Club outcrop is due to (i) a facies change from the sand of 
subsequence S2 into mud; (ii) a facies change from the gravel, sand, and 
paleosols of subsequences R4 and R3 into mud; or (iii) the cutting of a channel 
into sequence R, followed by the deposition of a muddy channel fill. 

Another noteworthy lateral change in the 2-km-long stretch of coast is 
significant variation in the thickness of subsequence R4 , the alluvial sand, 
gravel, and mud at the top of sequence R. This unit is locally absent but, where 
present, may attain a thickness of 6 m. It tends to be thicker adjacent to the 
Olympic Club. This, together with the fact that a marine or brackish-water 
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Fig. 30. Stratigraphic cross sections of part of the Merced Formation (upper part of sequence R 
and sequenceS) and Colma Formation between Thornton Beach State Park and Fort Funston 
area of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. A) Cross section along head scarp of landslide, 

B) Cross section along sea cliffs 

30. abra. A Merced Formaci6 egy (az Res az S retegcsoport felso) reszenek es a Colma 
Formaci6 retegtani szelvenye a Golden Gate iidiilo korzetbeli Thornton Beach Allami Parkes 
Fort Funston kozott. A) Szelveny a foldcsuszamlas peremen, B) Szelveny a meredek partvonal 

also reszen 
1 - kavics; 2 - homok; 3 - iszap; 4 - vu1kani hamu reteg; 5 - talaj, vagy osta]aj 

Puc. 30. CTpaTurpaqmqecKaB: cso.n;Ka qacTn <l>opManuu Mepce.n (rpynnLI cJioes R uS
sepxHBB qacTL) u <flopManuu KoJIMa no o6Ha)l(eHHBM oT rocy.napcTBeHHoro IlapKa TopHTOH 
Jiuq .no MeCTHOCTH <l>opT <l>aHCTOH. A) Pa3pe3 no Kpaw onomHB, B) Pa3pe3 no HH3Y KpyToro 

6epera 
1 - ranhKH; 2- neCKH; 3- HJibl; 4- BYJIKaHuqeCKHe HeHJihi; 5- rpyHTbl HJIH 

naJieorpyHTIO 

microfossil was found in a thin mud bed (unit R~) at the base of subsequence 
R4 at Fort Funston, suggests that the unit may be an estuary-bordering alluvial
apron deposit that intertongues with the thick embayment mud (subsequence 
S 1) in the Olympic Club outcrop. Even if there is no intertonguing between 
subsequences R4 and S1, both units may thicken toward the same paleovalley. 
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Still another noteworthy change is the variation in the thickness of the 
volcanic ash bed in subsequence S2 . Although locally absent, the air-fall part 
of the ash bed can be as thick as 0.3 m. The air-fall ash is locally overlain by 
reworked ash and interbedded sand as thick as 2, m. Sedimentary structures 
indicate that in places the reworked ash was deposited on dry to moist eolian 
sand fiats; where the reworked ash is thickest, however, the environment was 
subaqueous, probably a shallow lake, marine embayment, or stream. 

The Merced Formation in the 2-km-long structural terrace is overlain by 
the Colma Formation, which in this area consists mostly of backshore sand and 
pebbly sand, with a thin interval of beach sand and gravel locally at its base. 
The youngest unit beneath the Colma is subsequence S3 , a thin mud that occurs 
at Fort Funston and at a few places between Fort Funston and Thornton Beach. 
Locally the erosion surface at the base of the Colma cuts as much as 7 m deep 
into the top of subsequence S 1 . In its coastal outcrops the Colma pinches out 
toward both the north end and the south end of the structural terrace. 

6. Conclusions 

The depositional history of the section we describe differs from that of the 
progradational sequences present in most of the Merced Formation [HUNTER 
et al. 1984]. In those largely progradational sequences, transgressive intervals 
are represented primarily by erosional surfaces overlain by a thin lag deposit 
of gravel. The section presented here records transgressive int'ervals in much 
greater detail. The lower part of the section (subsequence R1) records a trans
gression that appears to have occurred in a series of steps, each marked by a 
shallowing-upward sequence of a migrating tidal channel or filling embayment. 
Apparent steps may result in part from the effects of migrating channels during 
continuous, relatively uniform transgression. 

Subsequences R 2 , R3 and R4 were mostly deposited under eolian or other 
nonmarine conditions, probably during a regression of the sea. A short-lived 
minor transgression is suggested by the microfossil in unit R~, and subsequence 
R4 may have formed during the initial stage of the transgression that led to the 
deposition of sequence S. 

A new and more pronounced transgression is recorded by the embayment 
(tidal channel-fiat) facies in subsequence S1 . An ensuing stable shoreline or 
possibly limited regression is indicated by the nonmarine deposits (S~-e) that 
overlie this deposit. The beginnings of a new transgression are suggested by the 
presence of U-shaped burrows in sand above the ash bed, near the top of 
sequence S, and by the mud (subsequence S3) that locally caps the sequence. 

A subsequent significant transgression eroded the upper part of sequence 
S and deposited nearshore sand and gravel of sequence Ton the erosional 
surface [HuNTER et al. 1984]. 

It cannot presently be established whether the fluctuations in sea level were 
caused by eustatic changes, tectonic effects, or some combination of the two 
processes. 
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PART MENTI PLEISZTOCEN RETEGSOR A KALIFORNIAI 
GOLDEN GATE 0D0L0 KORZETBOL , 

CSASZAR Geza, H. Edward CLIFTON es Ralph E. HUNTER 

A szerzok a San Francisco felsziget jellegzetes self es part menti tormelekes pliocen-pleiszto
cen kepzodmenyenek, a Merced Formaci6 felso, pleisztocen retegsoranak fOkent terepi makroszk6-
pos megfigyeleseirol adnak szamot, de felhaszmilnak nehany mikrofauna es asvanykozettani vizsga
lati eredmenyt is. San Francisc6t6l D-re a Csendes-6cean partjan a Szent Andras tores kozeleben 
(1. abra) 10-60 m magas, meredek, pusztul6 falban levo, tobbnyire csak kisebb-nagyobb lejtomenti 
tormelekfolyasokkal takart feltaras-sorban az E-ra dolo Merced Formaci6t egy 2 km hosszu, a 
partvonallal parhuzamos, rna is elo foldcsuszamlas tagolja ket szakaszra. Jelen munka a terkepmel
lekleten (1. abra) jelzett partszakasz E-i reszenek (a: foldcsuszamlast61 E-ra) reszletes Ieirasa mellett 
a D-i partszakasz legfelso reszevel val6 retegtani azonossagat is igazolja. A Merced Formaci6 a 
vizsgalt szelvenyszakaszban ket kiemelkedo jelentosegii marker reteget, a 400 000 eves vekony 
tufareteget es az ASHLEY [1895] altai ,felso gastropoda retegkent" leirt, kagyl6 es neha csigahazakat 
tomegesen tartalmaz6 kozetlisztes agyagko reteget tartalmaz. 

Valtozatos iiledekkepzodesi kornyezeteket lehetett elkiiloniteni, amelyek az alabbiak: arapaly 
csatorna, arapaly siksag, fluvialis csatorna, hatteri parti siksag, t6, eolikus dune. Az iiledekkepzodes 
altalanositott, egyszeriisitett menete az alabbi: esztuarium jellegii obol, eolikus homok, obol, 
foly6vizi, obol, hatteri parti siksag, nyilttengeri partkozeli. A retegsorban gyakoribb a tengeri 
transzgresszi6 eredmenyekent kepzodott iiledek, mint amennyi a Merced Formaci6ban vagy a vele 
tarsult retegekben altalanosan ismert. Az egyes iiledekkepzodesi kornyezettipusokjellegzetes kepvi
seloit szamos fenykep es a kifejlodesek valtozasait nehany reszletes szelvenyrajz is szemlelteti. 

llPH6PE)KHLIH PA3PE3 llJIEHCTOUEHA B KAJIHci>OPHHHCKOM 
KYPOPTHOM PAHOHE rOJI,ZJ,EH rEHT 

fe3a qACAP, r. 3,n8ap.n KJ111<l>TOH u: PaJI<}> 3. XAHTEP 

A8TOphi OT"IHThi8aiOTCSI rJia8HhiM o6pa3oM o noJie8hiX MaKpocKonwiecKu:x Ha6JIIO,neHHSIX 
xapaKTepHOfO IIIeJih<}>a H npu:fipe)I(HbiX 06JIOMO'IHbiX TIJIHOI.leH-TIJieHCTOIJ,eH08biX o6pa308aHHH 
Mepce,[{CKOH <}>opMaiJ,U:H 8epxHeH 'laCTU: TIJieHCTOIJ,eH080fO pa3pe3a, HO HCTIOJib3YIOT TaK)I(e pe3yJih
TaThl aHaJTH308 HeKOTOpbiX MHKpo<}>ayH H MHHepaJioneTporpa<}>H'IeCKHX HCCJie.[{08aHHH. 

K 10ry OT CaH <l>paHIJ,HCKO Ha 6epery Tu:xoro oKeaHa, 86JIH3H pa3JIOMa C8SIToro AH,npeSI 
(pu:c. 1) 8 cepu:u: o6Ha)l(eHHH, paCTIOJIO)I(eHHOH 8 KpyTOH 3po,nu:po8aHHOH CTeHe 8biCOTOH 8 10-60 M, 
8 60JibiiiHHCT8e CJiyqae8 TIOKpbiTOH KOJIJII08U:aJibHO-.[{eJII08HaJihHbiMH OTJIO)I(eHHSIMH, Mepce,ncKaSI 
<}>opMaiJ,HSI, na,naiOIIJ,aSI Ha ce8ep pacqJieHeHa Ha ,n8a oTpe3Ka )I(H8YliJ.HM u: 8 HaCTOSIIIJ,ee 8peMSI 
OTIOJI3HeM, napaJIJieJihHbiM JIHHHH 6epera. 

HacTOSIIIJ,aSI pa6oTa, KpoMe ,neTaJibHoro onu:caHHSI ce8epHoii 'laCTH, o6o3Ha'leHHoii Ha npu:
JIO)I(eHHoii KapTe (pu:c. 1) 6epero8oro oTpe3Ka (K ce8epy oT onomHSI}, ,noKa3hi8aeT TaK)I(e ero 
CTpaTu:rpa<}>u:'lecKyiO u:,neHTH'IHOCTh c caMhiM 8epxHHM oTpe3KOM JO)I(HOji 6epera. Mepce,ncKaSI 
<}>opMaiJ.HSI 8 paccMaTpu:8aeMhiX 'laCTSIX pa3pe3a co,nep)I(HT ,n8a MapKu:pyiOmu:x ropH30HTa, u:MeiO
mu:x 8hi.[{aiOIIJ,eeCSI 3Ha'leHu:e, TOHKHH CJIOH Ty<}>a, HMeiOIIJ,HH 803paCT 400 000 JieT H OTIHCaHHbiH 

ASHLEY;[l895]KaK «8epXHHH racTpOTI0,[{08biH rOpH30HT>) CJIOH cyneCHbiX aJie8pOJIHT08, Co,nep)l(a
IIJ,HH fiOJibiiiOe KOJIH'IeCT80 .[{8YCT80p'laThiX paK08HH H racTpOTI0,[{08. 

JibiJIH 8bi.[{eJieHbl pa3H006pa3Hhle <}>aiJ,U:H OCa,[{KOHaKOTIJieHHSI: KaHaJI OTJIH8a, TIJIOCKOCTb 
OTJIH8a, <}>JII08HaJihHhiH KaHaJI, <}>oHo8aSI 6epero8aSI pa8HHHa, o3epo, 30JI08hie .[{IOHhi. YnpomeH
HhiH, o6o6meHHhiH npou.ecc oca,nKoo6pa3o8aHHSI cJie,nyiOmu:ii: 3aJIH8 Tu:na 3CTyapu:ii, 30JI08hie 
neCKH, 3aJIH8, <}>JII08HaJibHhie, JiaryHHbie, <}>OH08aSI 6epero8aSI pa8HU:Ha H npu:fipe)I(HbiH yqaCTOK 
OTKpbiTOfO MOpSI. B CTpaTu:rpa<}>H'IeCKOM pa3pe3e Hau:fioJiee 'laCTO 8CTpe'laiOTCSI OCa,[{KH, o6pa30-
8a8IIIU:eCSI 8 pe3yJihTaTe MOpcKoii TpaHcrpeccu:u:, 'leM H38eCTHbie o6hi'IHO 8 Mepce,ncKoii <}>opMau.u:u: 
HJIH 8 C8SI3aHHbiX C HeH CJIOSIX. 

OT,neJihHhie xapaKTepHhie npe,ncTa8u:TeJiu: THTI08 <}>au.u:ii oca,nKoHaKonJieHHSI npe,ncTa8JieHhi 
Ha MHOfHX <}>OTOrpa<}>U:SIX, H H3MeHeHHSI pa38HTHH TIOKa3aHhl Ha HeCKOJibKHX ,neTaJihHbiX pa3pe3aX. 
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GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES OF 12 HUNGARIAN COAL SAMPLES 

Laszlo G. SOMOS*, Peter ZUBOVIC** and Frederick 0. SIMON** 

Twelve channel samples of coal collected from coal beds in Hungary wefe analyzed in the U.S. 
Geological Survey laboratories. The coal beds are Jurassic (Lias) and Tertiary age and are of lignite 
to bituminous rank. Unusually high sulfur contents and high organic sulfur concentrations charac
terize the coal from beds that are of Eocene and Miocene age. The coal and coal ash from coal beds 
of Lias (Jurassic) age are high in many trace elements. These geochemical data suggest a need for 
additional coal-quality data to resolve environmental concerns when coal from these coal beds are 
burned in power plants. 

Keywords: geochemistry, coal, environment protection, ultimate analysis, proximate analysis 

1. Introduction 

The geochemistry of Hungarian coal was investigated under a cooperative 
agreement between the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Hun
garian Central Office of Geology. The objectives of this study were: the inter
laboratory comparisons of analytical data, increasing geochemic~l knowledge 
about Hungarian coal beds, and supplementing the USGS coal data base on 
world coal quality. Initially, twelve channel samples were sent to the USGS for 
a variety of analyses as shown in Fig. 1. Six additional samples were received 
by the USGS and are currently being analyzed. This paper reports on the 
analytical data for the chemical components and physical properties of the first 
12 coal samples. 

2. Description of coal samples 

The location and a partial description of the coal samples are given in 
Table I. The coal beds sampled are Jurassic (Lias) and Tertiary in age and are 
lignite to bituminous rank. The older coal beds (Jurassic) are bituminous :rank; 
the higher rank of these coal beds is caused in part by the thermal effects 
produced by intrusions of ultrabasic magmas into the underlying strata during 
Early Cretaceous time and in part by folding and faulting during Cretaceous 
time. 

The coal samples can be grouped into four chronostratigraphic units. 
Samples H-11 and H-12 (Table I) are from the Mecsek coal basin in the 

• Hungarian Geological Survey, POB 106, Budapest, H-1442 
** U.S. Geological Survey, 956 National Center, Reston, VA 22092 
Manuscript received: 14 March, 1985 
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Raw coal as received I 
r 

One quart of coal split out for 
US Dept. of Energy analysis 

I Air dried in oven at 32 ·c J 
Ultimate and proximate .____, 

I J 

analyses (procedures described 

S~mple crushed and .then ground Coal split out in US Bureau of Mines Bull. 
for storage 638, 1967, pp. 3- 12) in vertical Braun pulvenzer 

using ceramic plates set I I to pass 80 mesh 

I Ultimate Proximate analysis 
analysis (in percent) 

and sulfur Moisture, volatile 

I Cround coal (25 to 75 g) ashed at 

I I Raw ground coal J forms matter, fixed 
525 ·c and percent ash calculated (in percent) carbon and ash 

Ash 
c 
H 

r I 
0 

'X-~ Neutron acti-

N 

r J Wet chemical analyses 
S (total) 

Coal ash 
fluor- vation analysis S (sulfate) 

Hg (flameless atomic escence As Sb S (pyritic) 

absorption) Br Sc S (organic) 

F (specific ion Cl Ce Se 
electrode) p Co Sm 

Cr Ta 
Cs Tb 
Eu Th 
Hf Tl Heat value 

J I La u Btu per pound 
Lu w (Kcal per kg) 

Optical emission spectrographic X-ray fluorescence Rb Yb Wet chemical analysis with automated plate reader analysis Free swelling analysis (atomic (63 elements looked for). index absorption) The following 32 reported when 
found (in ppm) AI203 so3 

Ash fusion 
Cd Mg 

Be Ga In Nd Pr Ru Tm CaO Si02 
temperature 

Ag Cu Mn 
Au Bi Gd Ir Ni Pt Sn v Fe20 3 Ti02 Li Pb 
B Dy Ge Mo Os Re Sr y K20 Na Zn 
Ba Er Hg Nb Pd Rh Te Zr 

Fig. 1. Analytical procedures performed by USGS on Hungarian coal samples 
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Hungarian sample USGS sample 
No. No. County Latitude (N) Longitude (E) Coal bed Age 

H-10 W218560 Komarom 474500 184110 Ujebszony Eocene 
H-11 W21856l Barany a 460800 181700 Mecsek Jurassic 
H-12 W218562 Barany a 460700 181800 Mecsek Jurassic 
H-13 W218563 N6grad 480200 195100 Makvolgy Miocene 
H-14 W218564 Heves 475020 200200 Visonta Pliocene 
H-15 W218565 Heves 475100 200300 Visonta Pliocene 
H- 16 W218566 Borsod 481800 202600 Putnok Miocene 
H-17 W218567 Komarom 474000 181100 Lencsehegy Eocene 
H- 18 W218568 No grad 480400 195000 Szorospatak Miocene 
H- 19 W218569 Komarom 474500 184400 Dorog Eocene 
H- 20 W218570 Komarom 473500 182200 Tatabanya Eocene 
H-21 W218571 Fejer 473200 181750 Oroszlany Eocene 

Table I. Descriptions for 12 channel samples of coal from Hungary 

I. ttiblazat. 12 db magyarorszagi szen resminta leirasa 

Ta6AulJa I. OnHcaHHe 12 seHrepcKHX 6op03.lJ.OBhiX npo6 

Sampled 
thickness 

Rank "(em) 

Subbituminous 350.0 
Bituminous 400.0 
Bituminous 800.0 
Subbituminous 200.0 
Lignite 1,000.0 
Lignite 1,000.0 
Subbituminous 370.0 
Subbituminous 400.0 
Subbituminous 250.0 
Subbituminous 300.0 
Subbituminous 400.0 
Subbituminous 250.0 
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southern part of the Transdanubian Region. These bituminous coal beds are 
of Jurassic age and are from the oldest industrial black-coal field in Hungary. 
The mined coal beds, in underground mines that extend to about 700 meters 
below the surface, range in thickness from less than 2 meters to 15 meters. The 
coal from the Mecsek coal basin generally has a high ash content and heating 
value. The coal beds and enclosing strata were folded and faulted by tectonic 
activity during Cretaceous time. 

The second group samples (H-10, H-17, H-19, H-20 and H-21) are 
from brown coal (subbituminous) deposits of Eocene age. These deposits are 
in the central Transdanubian Region of Hungary. The thickness of the mineable 
coal beds ranges from 2 to 8 meters and the coal is recovered by underground 
mining techniques. Faulting and erosional features affect the mining/extraction 
process. The coal beds in this group have ash contents and heating values that 
range from low to high. 

The third group of samples (H-13, H-16 and H-18) are from brown coal 
deposits of Miocene age. These deposits are located in the north and northeast
ern part of Hungary and generally consist of 3 to 4 thin coal beds. The coal beds 
are mined by underground methods and are located 50 to 200 meters below the 
surface. Coal beds included in this group have low heat values and high ash 
content. 

The fourth group of samples (H-14 and H-15) are from lignite deposits 
of Pliocene age. These deposits are located in the northern part of the Hungarian 
lowland region. The coal is recovered by open-pit operation. The thickness of 
the coal beds ranges from 5 to 50 meters and locally the beds are covered by 
surficial material as much as 220 meters in thickness. Tectonic effects are not 
evident in these coal beds. Lignites from these deposits have very low heat values 
and a very high moisture content. Coal resources in these deposits are believed 
to be extensive. 

3. Discussion of the analytical results 

The analytical procedures performed on the coal and coal ash are shown 
in Fig. 1. Data on individual samples are listed in the tables. Interpretations 
described in this discussion are tentative because of the small number of sam
ples. Table II gives the data on proximate, ultimate, and other analyses which 
are used to classify coal. Where there are two values given, the numbers on the 
left are values obtained by Hungarian laboratories for the Hungarian Geologi
cal Survey. Table III is a comparison of the average values of the data in Table 
II obtained by USGS laboratories with ·those obtained by the Hungarian 
laboratories. In both tables, the largest analytical differences are found in the 
moisture loss (by air-drying) and organic sulfur determinations. The smallest 
average percentage differences are found in the total sulfur, ash, moisture- and 
ash-free heat value, and moisture- and ash-free volatile matter and fixed-carbon 
determinations. For individual samples, there are large differences for ash and 



Eocene Lias Lias Miocene Pliocene Pliocene Miocene Eocene Miocene Eocene Eocene Eocene 
H- 10 H- 11 H- 12 H- 13 H- 14 H- 15 H 16 H- 17 H- 18 H 19 H- 20 H- 21 

(R) 34.9 36.1 23.0 15.5 12.2 13.6 15.9 6.6 9.4 16.3 9.4 11.7 20.0 11.4 9.5 26.0 37.0 22.4 5.7 17.8 7.9 5.3 14.5 9.2 
Ash (MF) 40.2 15.9 13.8 8.6 23.0 15.3 15.3 28 .7 25.3 19.7 6.0 11.3 

(MAF) 

(R) 13.0 10.3 2.3 1.4 29.8 23 .5 51.4 44.5 51.0 49.2 25.6 15.0 9.5 13.3 11.6 15.0 9.7 13.7 12.1 19.5 18.9 
Moisture (MF) 

(MAF) 

C) 
(R) 3.4 2.65 0.95 2.78 1.08 2.42 0.75 0.75 2.58 5.91 0.33 4.7 3.36 2.28 2.97 ~ 

Organic c 
(MF) 2.96 0.97 1.10 3.16 1.35 1.48 3.47 6.53 0.37 3.72 2.59 3.66 ~ 

sulfur ~ 
(MAF) 4.94 1.16 1.27 3.46 1.91 1.92 4.09 9.16 0.50 4.63 2.76 4.13 ~ 

;::: 
;::;· 

Total 
(R) 7.3 2.2 3.14 2.1 3.2 3.2 1.2 0.9 2.0 3.0 7.0 7.3 0.4 8.1 2.5 3.0 ~ 
(MF) 8.2 2.2 2.2 4.1 2.2 1.7 4.0 8.0 0.4 9.0 2.9 3.7 ;::, 

sulfur 
(MAF) 13.7 2.6 2.5 4.5 3.1 2.2 4.7 11.3 0.7 0.6 11.2 4.6 3.1 4.2 

;:::: 
;::, 
~ c.., 

Heat value 
(R) 3,251 3,330 5,728 6,730 6,768 7,150 3,206 4,720 2,062 2,490 2,010 2,470 3,246 4,110 5,112 4,480 3,198 4,710 5,459 5,040 5,398 6,720 4,377 5,110 I; (Kcaljkg) 
(MF) 3,479 3,710 6,880 7,250 6,170 4,480 4,860 5,530 4,950 3,424 5,330 5,580 5,709 7, 130 6,310 
(MAF) 6,671 6,210 8,190 8,410 6,750 6,330 6,310 6,530 6,940 6,888 7,130 6,950 7,280 7,580 7, 110 

t-....1 

Air-dried 
(R) 10.5 5.0 1.1 0.5 18.2 37.1 42.5 16.9 5.1 6.5 5.9 5.3 8.9 ::t: · 
(MF) !:: 

loss 
;:::: 

(MAF) <:.t:l 
;::, .... 
t:;· 

Volatile 
(R) 27.5 29.3 27.5 27.3 34.7 23.6 22.8 33.0 35.8 36.6 22.9 26.1 37.8 35.0 47.5 40.6 li (MF) 27.8 30.7 29.9 27.9 45.3 42.6 44.9 44.3 40.4 29.6 38.8 54.0 50.0 

matter 
(MAF) 51.4 33.0 35.6 31.4 32.4 49.6 60.2 58.3 52.3 56.7 39.6 48 .3 57.4 56.4 

c.., 
;::, 

Fixed 
(R) 26.0 53.0 57.5 27.0 35.2 15.6 16.3 30.1 39.7 27.9 26.8 39.9 41.5 37.5 35.2 31.4 II carbon 
(MF) 24.3 29.1 54.2 58.3 46.0 28.2 32.1 40.4 30.9 45.1 41.5 37.2 40.0 38.7 
(MAF) 48.6 64.4 67.6 50.4 39.8 41.7 47.7 43.3 60.4 51.7 42.6 43.6 

Table II. Classification data fur 12 Hungarian coal samples (R, as received; MF, moisture free; 
M AF, moisture and ash free) 

I/. uib/O.zat. 12 db magyarorszagi szenminta technol6giai jellemzoi (R = nyersszen; MF = szaraz 
szen; MAF = szaraz, hamumentes szen) 

Ta6AulJa II. TexHOJIOrH'IeCKHe xapaKTepHCTHLH 12 BeHrepcKHX yroJibHhiX npo6 (R = Cbipoii .......... 

"" yroJih, MF = o6e3BO)l(eHHhiH yronh, MA F = o6e3BO)l(eHHo-6e330JihHhiH yronh) Vl 
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Determination (content) HGS USGS Difference 
% 

Ash (R) 16.6 16.0 3.7 
Moisture (R) 24.6 21.0 17.1 
Organic_ sulfur (R) 3.6 2.4 50.0 
Total sulfur (R) 3.8 3.9 2.6 
Heat value (R) 4,151 4,718 12.0 

(MF) 4,204 5,390 22.0 
(MAF) 6,949 6,973 0.3 

Air-dried loss 10.5 5.0 110.0 
Volatile matter (R) 31.0 33.1 6.3 

(MF) 27.8 30.7 9.5 
(MAF) 32.2 34.0 5.3 

Fixed carbon (R) 33.8 35.1 3.7 
(MF) 37.2 40.0 7.0 
(MAF) 44.6 47.6 6.3 

Table Ill. Comparison of USGS and Hungarian Geological Survey data for 12 samples of 
Hungarian coal. Heat value in Kcal/kg, all other data in percent; R, as received; MF, 

moisture-free; MAF, moisture- and ash-free 

Ill. tabkizat. 12 db magyarorszagi szenmintan a USGS-ben es a MAFI-ban vegzett 
osszehasonlit6 elemzeseinek eredmenyei. Fiitoertek Kcal/kg-ban, egyeb adatok szazalekos 

formaban;R = nyersszen; MF = szaraz szen; MAF == szaraz, hamumentes szen 

Ta6AUlJa III. Pe3yJihTaTbl cpaBHHTeJihHblX aHaJIH30B, BbinOJIHeHHblX B rcA H BrH Ha 12 
BeHrepCKHX yrOJibHbiX npo6ax. TenJIOOTLJ;aqa B KKaJI/Kr, LJ;pyrue LJ;aHHhle B %%; R = CbipOH 

yroJih, MF = o6e3BO)I(eHHhiH yroJih, MAF = o6e3BO)I(eHHo-6e330JihHhiH yroJib 

total sulfur contents. It is evident from Table II, that a systematic loss of 
moisture occurred in the coal samples that were shipped to the USGS laborato
ries. This moisture loss affected other analytical results reported on an "as
received" basis. This effect is evident for heat value and volatile matter (Table 
III). The differences between data from USGS and Hungarian laboratories are 
smaller on a moisture- and ash-free basis compared to the "as-received" basis. 

An evaluation of these analytical data by chronostratigraphic groups is 
given in Table IV. The results in column 5 ("Composite") are averages of 
columns 1 through 4. The "Nat. Inv." column gives the average data for ash 
and heat values of coals enumerated in the Hungarian Annual National Inven
tory of Coal Reserves. The high ash contents and low heat values in the National 
Inventory reflect contamination of samples by incorporation of roof and floor 
rocks during the mining process. 

Figure 2 shows the correlation between the heating value and ash + 
moisture. There are no characteristic differences among the chronostratigraphic 
groups. By eliminating the moisture, better correlation functions are obtained 
between ash and heating values as shown in Figure 3 and the following equa
tions 

Pliocene ........................................ Kcal/kg = 77(39-A) (1) 
Miocene ....................................... Kcal/kg = 91(54-A) (2) 
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Eocene ............... .......................... Kcaljkg = 63(80-A) 
Lias ....... ........ ..... .......................... Kcaljkg = 111(76-A) 

where A is the percent ash. 
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(3) 
(4) 

Content Pliocene Miocene Eocene Lias Composite Nat. Inv. 

(R) 11.7 18.9 16.7 16.1 16.3 22.9 
(MF) 26.2 20.0 21.2 17.0 19.8 

Ash 

Moisture (R) 49.0 20.8 13.7 1.9 20.9 

(R) 0.75 1.78 3.61 1.60 2.39 
Organic sulfur (MF) 1.42 2.33 3.89 1.04 2.61 

(MAF) 1.91 2.68 5.12 1.22 3.33 

(R) 1.1 2.4 5.9 2.5 3.5 
Total sulfur (MF) 2.0 2.8 6.4 2.2 4.1 

(MAF) 2.6 3.3 8.7 2.6 4.9 

(R) 2,258 3,865 4,783 6,594 4,435 2,592 
Heat value (MF) 4,670 5,113 5,267 7,065 5,386 

(MAF) 6,320 6,824 6,964 8,300 7,019 

Air-dried loss (R) 39.8 13.9 6.8 0.8 12.6 

(R) 23 .2 28.8 37.3 28.4 31.8 
Volatile matter (MF) 43.8 39.7 40.3 28.9 38.9 

(MAF) 59.3 47.2 54.0 33.1 47.3 

(R) 16.0 31.8 34.2 55.3 33.9 
Fixed carbon (MF) 30.2 43.8 34.5 56.3 39.0 

(MAF) 40.8 52.8 46.0 66.0 50.1 

Table IV. Averages of classification analyses for the different chronostratigraphic groups. Heat 
value in Kcal/kg, all other values in percent; R, as received; MF, moisture free; MAF, moisture 

and ash free 

IV. tablcizat. Kiilonbozo koru szenek technol6giai elemzesenek eredmenyei. Fiitoertek 
Kcal/kg-ban, egyeb adatok szazalekos formaban; R = nyersszen; MF = szaraz szen; 

MAF = szaraz, ·hamumentes szen 

Ta6AulJa IV. Pe3yJihTaTbi TexHoJior.HqecKHX aHaJI.H30B yrJien pa3JI1fqHoro so3pacTa. 
TenJioOT)l.aqa B KKaJI/Kr, )l.pyme )l.aHHhie B %%, R = Chipon yroJih, MF = o6e3BO)KeHHhiH 

yroJih, M AF = o6e3BO)KeHHo-6e330JihHhiH yroJih 

These functions are important to the evaluation of the level of contamina
tion during mining. One of the principal problems of mining operations is the 
high contamination rates. According to the National Inventory, planned dilu
tion rates are: Pliocene coal beds, 4%; Miocene coal beds, 6%; Eocene coal beds, 
5%; and Lias coal beds, 18%. Real dilution rates can be obtained by using values 
in Figure 3 and equations 1-4 for real heating values (Lias, 4783 Kcaljkg; 
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Fig. 2. Ash+ moisture- heating value relationship 
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Fig. 3. Ash- heat value relationship 

3. abra. Hamu - fiitoertek fiiggveny 
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Eocene, 3916 Kcaljkg; Miocene, 2908 Kcaljkg; and Pliocene, 1963 Kcal/kg). 
Comparison of the real and planned contamination rates for coal beds of 
Pliocene and Eocene age shows higher dilution rates than expected in the 
National Inventory: 

Age %Ash* 
Pliocene 13.5 
Miocene 22.0 
Eocene 17.8 
Lias 32.9 

* Calculated from Equations 1-4. 
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Figure 4 shows the relation between total sulfur and heat values; these 
relations are important to making decisions about the environmental conse
quences of coal mining. The coal beds of Eocene age are very high in sulfur and 
the data indicate that the sulfur content increases as the heating value rises. Hence 
measures should be implemented to control sulfur emission when these coals are 
used in power plants. 

Table V shows the major element concentrations in the ash of the different 
coal groups and averages for each element. Coal beds of Tertiary age are lower 
in Si02 , K20 , Ti0 2 , and Al 20 3 and higher in CaO and MgO than coals of 
Jurassic (Lias) age. These data suggest different environments of deposition for 
the coal beds during the Jurassic and the Tertiary. 

Si02 
Al20 3 

CaO 
MgO 
Na20 
K 20 
Fe20 3 

Ti02 
P20s 
S03 

4 

~ 

:::J 
u. 
:::J 
U) 

;:: 
0 
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Kcai / Kg 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 

Fig . 4. Total sulfur--heating value relationship 

4. abra. 6sszes ken - fiitoertek fiiggveny 

Puc. 4. 3aBHCHMOCTh: o6I..Qee co.nep)l(aHHe cephi- TerrJiooT,naqa 

Composite Pliocene Miocene Eocene Lias 
Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% 

36.7 43 .6 43 .0 1.0 39.0 47.2 25.2 43.6 55.5 
16.4 44.1 17.0 1.0 15.7 10.8 13.1 66.5 25.0 
11.5 81.3 11.9 18.1 9.3 74.4 16.3 66.9 2.4 

1.9 56.8 2.8 1.8 2.0 50.8 2.1 47.6 0.4 
1.1 80.9 0.2 7.3 1.9 33.6 1.3 64.3 0.3 
1.4 67.2 1.0 2.1 2.0 55.3 0.8 69.2 2.3 

10.1 85 .8 6.2 29.0 8.6 78.9 12.8 91.2 9.5 
0.5 56.2 0.4 7.5 0.3 7.4 0.5 58 .6 0.9 
0.1 107.0 0 0.1 46.8 0.1 44.6 0.2 

13.5 90.8 10.6 13.2 15.3 70.1 18.5 76.0 1.1 

Table V. Averages (in percent) of major elements in the ash. Disp% = (standard 
deviation x 1 00)/mean 

V. tab!azat. F6e1emek atlagertekei a hamuban. Disp = (standard sz6ras X 100)/atlag 

Ta6Aulfa V. Cpe,nHHe 3HaqeHH~ rJiaBHhiX 3JieMeHTOB B 30Jie. Disp. = (cTaH,napTHoe 
pacce~HHe x 100)/cpe,nHee 3HaqeHHe 

1.0 
16.0 
80.3 

5.7 
4.4 
4.3 
5.8 
8:-3 

75.0 
36.4 
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Table VI gives data on average trace element contents in the coal ash by 
chronostratigraphic group. The coal beds of Jurassic age have higher concentra-
tions of 30 of the 36 elements tested than the Tertiary coal beds. B, Ba, Mn, Rb, 
Sc, and Sr are lower in the Jurassic coal beds while Be, Ce, Hg, La, Mo, Nb, 

Composite Pliocene Miocene Eocene Lias 
Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% Mean disp% 

Ag 0.2 56.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 42.3 0.3 34.5 
B 575.0 100.8 91.0 9.2 973.0 20.2 688.0 138.0 180.0 22.2 
Ba 738.0 113.0 210.0 9.5 790.0 55.3 992.0 116.5 555.0 51.3 
Be 18.4 167.4 11.8 36.2 3.9 37.8 2.6 63.0 860.0 10.5 
Cd 0.3 76.6 0.2 16.6 0.1 45.0 0.3 64.6 0.5 67.3 
Ce 181.0 135.0 60.0 1.7 84.0 21.8 71.0 68.5 720.0 11.1 
Co 15.6 68.3 23.5 48.9 11.4 59.8 9.9 78.4 28.0 3.6 
Cr 92.0 54.2 98.0 2.6 45.0 41.6 109.0 56.3 114.0 14.5 
Cs 12.6 70.0 7.8 3.8 16.1 79.6 9.1 59.7 21.0 9.5 
Cu 56.0 42.8 51.0 23.5 45.0 31.1 50.0 31.3 94.0 28.3 
Eu 3.0 70.6 2.0 5.0 1.2 55.6 3.4 64.9 5.7 13.2 
Ga 21.0 58.1 18.0 2.9 17.0 29.2 18.0 68.7 40.0 24.1 
Ge 10.0 110.0 9.0 50.5 5.0 3.9 6.0 52.6 30.0 53.3 
Hg 8.8 159.1 3.3 9.1 2.9 14.9 2.1 43.2 40.0 5.0 
La 92.0 139.8 30.0 1.7 37.0 48.9 37.0 56.2 375.0 12.0 
Li 65.0 64.3 36.0 8.3 55.0 14.3 72.0 72.9 89.0 46.9 
Lu 1.0 108.5 1.3 38.5 0.4 28.8 0.3 47.8 3.3 3.0 
Mn 282.0 67.7 545.0 15.6 323.0 40.3 210.0 80.6 140.0 72.0 
Mo 20.4 160.2 4.8 37.5 7.3 53.2 11.7 102.8 92.5 8.1 
Nb 43.0 172.3 9.0 17.6 12.0 23.6 10.0 22.4 205.0 12.2 
Ni 97.0 77.1 118.0 53.2 49.0 65.1 81.0 96.1 190.0 0 
Pb 14.1 117.5 5.5 9.1 11.0 70.8 5.2 7.7 49.5 7.1 
Rb 128.0 76.2 65.0 3.1 182.0 77.5 129.0 67.5 110.0 9.1 
Sc 18.3 54.1 28.0 10.7 11.0 7.8 15.5 72.5 26.5 1.9 
Sm 11.6 79.4 5.9 3.4 5.3 41.5 5.3 66.8 42.5 10.5 
Sr 1,890 96.8 445 7.9 1,183 33.5 3,020 73.9 1,570 71.9 
Ta 0.7 117.3 0.2 41.5 0.2 47.9 0.6 116.0 2.1 7.3 
Tb 2.6 85.2 1.9 18.9 2.0 37.6 1.4 50.1 7.3 10.3 
Th 26.3 93.6 22.0 0 19.3 27.2 11.8 60.1 77.5 20.0 
u 25.0 122.8 5.8 3.4 12.2 80.5 24.3 147.5 65.0 13.8 
v 120.9 60.6 130.0 7.6 60.7 45.2 115.8 70.2 215.0 2.3 
w 0.9 94.4 0.6 0 0.6 23.6 0.5 41.1 2.8 23.6 
y 58.2 91.8 60.5 25.6 31.0 22.5 28.8 66.4 170.0 5.9 
Yb 8.2 100.6 9.7 34.0 3.9 17.9 3.3 48.2 25.5 5.9 
Zn 60.1 72.6 79.0 7.6 35.7 57.1 50.0 68.4 103.0 65.0 
Zr 346.5 168.9 123.5 21.4 126.7 7.4 66.2 65.9 1,600 25.0 

Table VI. Averages (in ppm) of minor and trace elements in ash. Disp% = (standard 
deviations x 1 00)/mean 

VI. tablazat. Ritka es nyomelemek koncentnici6 ertekei a hamuban. Disp = (standard 
sz6nis x 1 00)/atlag 

Ta61iu1.1a VI. 3Ha'leHH.SI Kouu.euTpau.uu pe.nKux JJieMeHTOB u s cJie.nax. Disp. = (cTan.napTHoe 
paccesiHue x 100)/cpe.nuee 3Ha'lenue 
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Sm, and Zr are four or more times higher. It should be noted that volatile 
elements such as Hg are calculated from whole coal data to the ash basis; it is 
doubtful whether any Hg (or other volatile elem~nts) survives the ashing 
procedure. 

On a whole-coal basis, the individual samples from coal beds of Jurassic 
age exhibit higher trace element contents, but to a lesser extent than on an ash 
basis. The high trace element contents in the ash and on a whole-coal basis is 
additional evidence of a different depositional environment of these coals com
pared to the others. 

4. Conclusions 

Data for twelve samples of coal from Hungary show some very unusual 
concentrations of chemical components. These components range from high 
organic sulfur content in coal beds of Miocene and Eocene age and the high 
trace element content in coal beds of Jurassic age. To corroborate these preli
minary findings, detailed studies of the depositional environments of the Hun
garian coal fields should be undertaken and additional samples should be 
collected and analyzed in order to relate depositional changes to geochemical 
differences. Care should be taken to minimize moisture losses in the future 
collection and shipment of additional coal samples. 

12 MAGY ARORSZAGI SZENMINTA GEOKEMIAI ANALiZISE 

SOMOS Laszlo, Peter ZUBOVIC es Fr_ederick 0 . SIMON 

A MAFI - USGS ketoldali egyiittmiikodes soran 12 db magyarorszagi szenmintat vizsgaltak 
meg az USGS kozponti geokemiai laborat6riumaban (Reston). A rendkiviil szeles korii elemzesek 
soran a hagyomanyos technol6giai es minositesi vizsgalatokon tulmenoen kornyezeti szennyezoa
nyag-tartalom es szeles korii nyomelem, illetve ritkafem tartalom meghatarozasra is sor keriilt. 

A kisszamu mintavetelezes eredmenyenek MAFI - USGS k6z6s m6dszertani ertekelese 
elsosorban szenminositesi es kornyezetvedelmi feladatokra ad konkret megoldasi otleteket. A min
tak kis szama miatt az eredmenyek csak kvalitative ertekelhetok. 

rEOXMMMqECKMM AHAJII13 12-11 BEHrEPCKMX YrOJihHhiX UPOJi 

Jlacno r . IIIOMOIII, ITeTep 3YEOBI1"4 H <l>pe}l,epHK 0. CAHMOH 

B xo}l,e .Il.BYCTopoHHero COTPY.Il.HHqecTBa Me)I(.Il.Y BeHrepcKHM reonorHqecKHM HHCTHTYTOM 
(Brl1) H reonomqecKOH CJiy)I(60i1 CiliA (rCA) 12 BeHrepCKHX o6pa3UOB yrnet:i HCCJ1e}l,OBaJ1HCb 
B ueHTpaJibHOH reOXHMHqecKOH na6opaTOpHH rcA (PecTOH). B TeqeHHe He06bJqatfHO rrmpoKoro 
Kpyra HCCJle}l,OBaHHH TIOMHMO Tpa.Il.HUHOHHbiX TeXHOJ10fHqecKHX H KaqeCTBeHHbiX aHaJ1H30B 6biJ10 
npoBe}l,eHO onpe}l,eJieHHe CO}l,ep)l(aHHH BeiiieCTB, 3arpH3HHIOIIIHX OKpy)l(aiOIIIYIO cpe.Il.y, H CO}l,ep)l(a-
HHH MHOroqHCJleHHbiX pe}l,KHX MeTaJIJIOB H B CJle}l,aX. , 

CoBMeCTHoe (BrH- rCA) MeTO.Il.HqecKoe oueHHBaHHe pe3yJibTaToB Hccne.Il.OBaHHH He6onb
woro KOJIHqecTBa o6pa3UOB .Il.aeT H.Il.eH .Il.JIH B03MO)I(Horo pa3perneHHH 3a.Il.aq, B nepByiO oqepe.Il.b, 
B o6nacTHX KaqecTBeHHOH oueHKH yrnet:i H 3aiiiHTbi oKpy)l(aiOIIIeii cpe.Il.bl. Pe3yJibTaTbi, BJie}l,CTBHe 
MaJIOfO KOJIHqeCTBa o6pa3UOB, MOryT 6biTb OUeHeHbl TOJlbKO KBaJIHTaTHBHO. 
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ESTIMATION OF KEROGENE-TYPE BY TIME- TEMPERATURE 
PYROLYSIS METHOD 

Ivan FISCH* and Istvan KONCZ* 

A simple time-temperature pyrolysis method is described, by means of which, or more 
precisely by gas chromatographic examination of the pyrolysis products, kerogene types (H 2-rich 
or H2 depleted) and their marine or terrestrial origin are determined. 

The method appears to be successful in adding critical information to the quantitativ~ 
evaluation of the hydrocarbon resource potential of sediments in SW Hungary. 

Keywords: gas chromatography, kerogene type, pyrolysis, hydrocarbon potentials 

1. Introduction 

Those constituents of the organic matter in sedimentary rocks that are 
insoluble in common organic solvents are collectively called kerogene. During 
the last decade several pyrolysis experiments have been conducted for the 
purpose of estimating or determining the hydrocarbon-productivity of the 
kerogene and by deduction, the resource potential of certain sedimentary beds 
and deposits. 

Numerous descriptions of pyrolysis methods can be found in the literature, 
which differ from one another on the basis of the samples examined, the 
analytical conditions, the measured parameters and components. 

As it regards materials, pyrolysis experiments can be performed on organic 
matters isolated from the inorganic matrix [HARWOOD 1977], or on non-isolated 
organic matters [GRANSCH-EISMA 1966, ESPITALIE et al. 1977]. The pyrolysis can 
be made using total organic matter [CLAYPOOL-REED 1976] or using only the 
part of the organic matter, which is insoluble in organic solvents. According to 
the widely used Rock-Eval method the pyrolysis is performed on the rock 
sample, that is on the non-isolated total organic matter. In this investigation 
pyrolysis measurements were made on carbonate-free, extracted, non-isolated 
organic samples. 

As it regards the experimental conditions, pyrolysis methods commonly 
used differ according to the variation in time, temperature and pressure applied. 
For instance, the temperature can be increased gradually in step-wise increments 
[LEVENTHAL 1976], continuously [BARKER 1976] or can be maintained at a 
constant value. In this study the latter was applied. 

* Hungarian Hydrocarbon Institute, POB 32, Szazhalombatta, H-2443 Hungary 
Manuscript received: 15 March, 1985 
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As far as the examined parameters and components are concerned, pyroQ'
sis methods commonly applied can differ in that, the pyrolysis products [SOURON 
et al. 1974, GIRAUD 1970, JONATHAN et al. 1975, DE ROUCHET 1978] or the 
post-pyrolysis organic residue [GRANSCH-EISMA 1966] or both are examined. In 
this study, which describes time-temperature pyrolysis experiment, the pyrolysis 
products were examined, using a glass-ampoule technique. 

The glass-ampoule, time-temperature pyrolysis method had been de
veloped in Hungary in 1978-79 for model compounds [FISCH et al. 1980], 
however, its application to natural core samples was introduced for the first time 
in the course of this investigation. 

Before subjecting them to pyrolysis, the core samples were powdered, 
acidized to eliminate the carbonates, extracted with chloroform and conse- · 
quently with a mixture of benzene-acetone-methanol. As a result, the core 
samples so treated contained organic carbon only in the form of kerogene. 

The time-temperature pyrolysis experiments and the gas chromatographic 
examinations of the produced gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons were conducted 
at the Organic Geochemical Laboratories of the U.S. Geological Survey, in 
Reston, Virginia. 

2. Location of samples and experiments 

The rock samples used in this study were obtained from tlie Dniva Basin, 
which is a sub-basin of the greater Pannonian Basin (for its geologic and 
sedimentologic description, see SzALAY-KONCZ 1981 ). The Neogene basement 
consists of Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks with varying subsidence 
and thermal history. The geothermal gradients in the Dniva Basin, calculated 
from the present temperature values, measured in deep oil exploration wells, are 
in the range of 35-55 oC/km. Lower than average geothermal gradients are 
commonly observed at the middle of the basin, where the Neogene sediments 
are thick. In contrast, the higher geothermal gradients can be found at the edges 
of the basin, where the Neogene basement is closer to the surface. In the fringe 
areas of the basin, characterized by very thick Miocene sediments, signs of oil 
genesis were found on the basis of the vitrinite-reflectance values and bitumi
nological parameters at a depth interval of 2.5-3.0 km, corresponding to a 
temperature range of 110-140 °C. The very intensive primary migration of the 
crude oil can be assigned to a depth interval of 3.0-3.5 km and to a temperature 
range of 140-180 oC [SZALAY-KONCZ 1981]. 

Pyrolysis experiments had been performed on sixteen drilled core sHmples. 
Two of the core samples were obtained from very young (recent) sediments 
(Barnegat Bay (BB) and Cedar Creek (CC), Atlantic Coastal Region, USA). All 
of the other core samples were collected from exploration wells, drilled in the 
SW part of Hungary. Their location are shown in Fig. 1. 

Before pyrolysis the two recent core samples were treated with chloroform 
and the other core samples were acidized with HCl and were then subsequently 
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Fig. 1. Location of the samples 
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1. abra. A mintak teriileti elhelyezkedese 

Puc. 1. nnoma.LJ:Hoe pacnpe.LJ:eneHHe npo6 nopo.LJ: 

subjected to an extraction with chloroform and then with a mixture of ben
zene-acetone-methano I. 

From these prepared core samples 1 g size subsamples were extracted and 
placed into glass ampoules, which were made of high melting-point glass. After 
inserting the 1 g subsamples, the ampoules were sealed in flame and the pyrolysis 
tests were made in laboratory oven at a maximum temperature of 280 oc for 
a duration of 3 hours. The temperature in the oven was gradually increased to 
280 oc during 2 hours, then was maintained at 280 oc during 3 hours followed 
by cooling during the next 2 hours. Hence the total heating time was about 7 
hours. From each initial rock sample two subsamples were pyrolyzed for the 
determination of the gaseous products and the extractable liquid hydrocarbons. 

For determination of the gaseous products the ampoules were placed into 
200 ml volume glass jars. The jars were filled with a saturated NaCI solution 
with the exception of a 15 ml headspace, which was flushed with helium before 
sealing. After sealing the jars, the ampoules were shattered by vigorous shaking 
and the released gaseous hydrocarbons were collected into the headspace. 
Subsequently, gas samples were extracted 1 ml each with a gas syringe through 
the rubber seal below the sealing cap. In every case, the breaking of the 
ampoules was successful. 

The gaseous or light hydrocarbon products (as high as C6 carbon number) 
were separated on Porapak R and HHKel F columns. Quantitative analyses 
were made on the basis of data obtained using the Porapak R column. The 
measurements were made on two different gas chromatographs using Porapak 
R and HHKel F columns. 

For determination of the higher carbon number (liquid) hydrocarbon 
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products, the ampoules were shattered in empty glass jars and the pyrolysed 
rocks were extracted with chloroform in Soxhlet equipment during a 24 hour 
period. After extraction, the chloroform was distilled off by rota distillation and 
the pyrolysis products were dried using a nitrogene evaporator. Before gas 
chromatographic examinations the extracts were dissolved in 0.5 ml n-hexane 
and from these solutions 1.8 microliter samples were injected on to SCOT 0 V 
101 and FS 0 V 101 capillary columns. 

3. Results and discussion 

Results of these tests showed that the organic carbon content of the rock 
samples (Corg) fell in the 0.006-0.021 gfgrock intervaJ with the exception of three 
carbonate-type rock samples. These carbonate-type samples have characteristi
cally low organic carbon content (0.001-0.002 gfgrock), therefore their bitumoid 
coefficients, that is the chloroform-soluble bitumoids organic carbon ratios on 
a gjg basis, are not authentic. · 

The important geochemical parameters of the rock samples and of the 
extracted bitumoids are listed in Table I. In the tables the following symbols are 
used: 
SK 
SB 

-chloroform soluble bitumoids gj 100 g rock 
-benzene-acetone-methanol soluble bitumoids; g bitumoids/100 g 

rock 
-organic carbon in the bitumoid-free and carbonate-free rocks; 

g C/100 g rock (free) 
C0 , 9 -total organic carbon (bitumoid C + kerogene C); g C/100 g rock 
Bx -bitumoid coefficient; g bitumoid carbonjg rock 
M -HCl insoluble residue; g residue/100 g rock 

-vitrinite reflectance, % 
-Lower Pannonian 

Mioc. -Miocene 
U.Cr. -Upper Cretaceous 
Tr. -Triassic 

Based on the concentration values of the chloroform-soluble bitumoids 
(Sx), the bitumoid-coefficient and the ratio of the chloroform-soluble/ 
benzene-acetone-methanol solubie bitumoids (Sx/S8 ), migrated bitumoids 
were thought to be present in the Cse-1/3 and Be-20/45 rock samples. 

Low bitumoid coefficients, which remained after the primary migration of 
the chloroform-soluble bitumoids, were observed in the rock samples having 
relatively high vitrinite-reflectance values, such as those below: 

Cse-1/3 
Cse-1/12 
Mu-1/5 

Bx Ro (%) 

0.035 0.88 
0.027 1.37 
0.006 3.01 



~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- - -

Well No Depth Age Rock type SK SB Cr corg. BK M Ro Pyrolysis products 

Core No (m) (w/w%) (w/w%) (w/w%) (w/w%) (w/w%) L (C, -:'-C6) 
(C1 +C2) 

---- CJ+ 
Cr 

g/g 
g/g 

Bares Ny-1/1 3011- 3016 LP clay-marl 0.081 0.013 1.300 0.611 0.166 41.3 0.55 0.578 0.579 ~ 
Bares N y- 1 /2 3344-3351 Mioc. clay-marl 0.087 0.016 1.461 0.841 0.083 52.0 0.65 0.388 0.608 §· 
Csesztreg $:::) 

Cse-1 /2 3419- 3420 Mioc. siltstone 0.185 0.016 1.137 0.912 0.162 66.0 0.78 0.338 0.863 5· 
Cse-1 /3 3579-3580 Mioc. siltstone 0.035 0.017 1.185 0.791 0.035 63.2 0.88 1.027 0.398 

;::s 

~ clay- marl 
?;-

Cse-1/8 3799- 3802 Mioc. dolomite 0.059 0.099 2.893 0.108 0.437 1.9 0.065 0.029 "' ...., 

Cse- 1/11 3817-3824 U .Cr. dolomite 0.030 O.Of,5 ~ 2.243 0.174 0.138 6.5 0.089 0.017 Cl 
c.t::l 

"' Cse-1/12 3824-3832 U.Cr. dolomite 0.021 o .o~.r,· 1.479 0.617 0.027 40.3 1.37 0.507 0.348 ;::s 

? lime- marl 
~ Patro- I/6 1434-1442 LP limestone 0.099 0.007 1.176 0.754 0.010 63 .0 0.195 0.907 "' siltstone ~ 

Patro- I/7 1521-1527 LP clay- marl 0.039 0.028 [::089 0.770 0.041 65.7 0.62 0.920 0.310 §· Belezna 
"' Be-20/45 2418-2435 Mioc. siltstone-marl 0.591 0.041 3.356 2.112 0.224 47.9 0.58 0.184 0.632 I 
~ 

Gyekenyes ~ 
Gyek- I/6 2913- 2921 Mioc. claystone 0.093 0.023 1.223 1.087 0.068 81.3 0.67 0.371 0.972 "' ...., 

M urakeresztur $:::) 

;? 
Mu- 1/5 3345- 3350 Tr. dolomite- ...., 

"' claystone 0.011 0.011 1.579 1.481 0.006 92.6 3.01 0.060 0.970 ~ 
Liszo- 4/7 2315-2318 Mioc. claystone 0.100 0.030 1.017 0.903 0.089 78.5 0.014 0.410 

...., 
Cl 

Magyarszentmikl6s ~ 
"" 

Mszm- 1/ 17 4130-4136 Tr. claystone-
1::;• 

~ limestone 0.012 0.006 1.215 0.120 0.080 8.7 1.00 0.208 0.686 "' (3090) ;;. 
Cl 

Mioc. l::l... 

Table I. Organic geochemical parameters of the rock samples 

I. tablazat. A kozetmintak szerves geokemiai parameterei 
N 

Ta6Au1Ja I . KeporeHHhiH mfpomn. OnpeJI.eJieHue nerKux npoJI.yKTOB yrneBOJI.OPOJI.a 0 
\0 
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On the basis of the stable carbon isotope measurements made from the 
kerogene of the rock samples, marine organic matter was found in the Cse-1/2 
and Cse-1 /3 Miocene samples, while terrestrial organic matter was found in the 
Cse-1/11, Cse-1 / 12, Bares Ny-1/1 and Bares Ny-1/2 samples. The results of 
the GC-based measurements of the gaseous or light hydrocarbons generated 
during the pyrolysis are shown in Table II. 

Maximum gas production was observed from the CC-37 sample (USA). 
Fifty per cent of the total gas products was methane. In comparison, the 
proportion of the methane is smaller in the gas mixtures generated from the 
other core samples. Maximum light hydrocarbon production was found to 
occur in the clay-marl type rocks. Minimum light hydrocarbon production was 
noted to occur in dolomitic rocks. 

Considering these preliminary results, an exact relationship between the 
generation of the light (gaseous) hydrocarbons and the geologic age and burial 
depth of the rock samples can not be ascertained. It seems to be very likely, 
however, that-in the case of the Mu-1/5 and Mszm-1/17 samples-the mini
mum light and liquid hydrocarbon production is caused by overmatured 
kerogenes which have a high alteration degree (R0 = 3.01 and 1.00 in Table 1.). 

In examining the possible relationships between the bitumoid-coefficients 
and the kerogene pyrolysis products, it can be stated that prior to the primary 
migration of the bitumoids, in the core samples of the same drilling, the 
bitumoid-coefficients and the unit values of the kerogene pyrolysis products 
show relationship (Table Ill.). 

According to this relationship, higher amounts of hydrocarbon mixtures 
were formed during the pyrolysis from those kerogenes which had higher 
bitumoid-coefficients. The maximum liquid hydrocarbon production (generated 
during the pyrolysis) is shown to contain a very complex hydrocarbon mixture, 
in which the carbon number range of the components is broad, usually between 
C8 and C25 • 

Similarly, in the generation of the C1-C6 hydrocarbons, the maximum 
liquid hydrocarbon production (yield) appears to be related to the clay-marl 
type rocks (Table IV.). 

As characteristic examples, the pyrograms of the Cse-1 j 11 and Bares 
Ny-1/2 samples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The average or medium liquid hydrocarbon production shows a predomi
nance of the n-alkanes in the range of C9-C18 . The pyrograms do not exhibit 
relationship with the rock types. It can be stated, however, that in the case of 
the Cse-1/8 and Cse-1/12 samples, the presence of isoprenoid-type hydrocar
bons is also indicative of dolomitic type rocks besides the predominance of 
n-alkanes (Table V.). 

Minimum liquid hydrocarbon production can be related to those rock 
samples in which the kerogenes are obviously overmatured. As a characteristic 
example, the pyrogram of the Mszm-1/17 sample is shown in Fig. 4. Minimum 
liquid hydrocarbon yields were observed in the two recent samples, BB-25 and 
CC-37 too, in which the original organic matter content were high. In these 



Wells and Depth Rock type LCt-C6 Ct Ethylene c2 c3 Ic4 LCs Ic6 Benzene 
Core Numbers (m) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) (ppm/g) 

BB=#=25 sed.-water - 4,940.7 1,470.4 365.7 322.9 790.7 977.3 447.3 566.3 0.38 
interface 

CC=#=37 sed.-water - 30,226.6 15,510.5 2,391.6 1,694.5 4,211.8 3,580.5 1,347.9 1,489.7 8.68 
interface ~ 

Bares Ny-1/l 3011 clay-marl 7,515.0 1,065.6 1,352.4 337.5 1,232.0 2,542.2 576.6 407.1 3.75 §· 
Bares N y-l/2 3344 clay-marl 5,670.0 661.9 1,243.3 224.5 1,163.8 1,795.9 291.6 251.5 ~ 

c;· 
Csesztreg ;:: 

Cse-l/2 3419 siltstone 3,843.6 788.4 788.8 203.5 558.3 1,031.4 218.0 2541"9 ~ 
Cse-1/3 3580 clay-marl, 12,173.0 1,377.5 1,619.8 466.1 1,744.3 5,016 1,266.0 676.8 3.29 ;>:;-

n:, 

siltstone 
.... 
Cl 

Cse-1/8 3800 dolomite 1,869.4 42.9 4.9 4.7 140.3 593.8 332.1 750.8 0.45 
<.t:l 
n:, 
;:: 

Cse-1/11 3817 dolomite 1,990.2 26.9 1.6 4.8 220.3 1,249.8 323.5 163.2 0.30 '? 
Cse-1/12 3824 dolomite, 7,503.6 911.8 800.5 232.4 485.1 3,098.5 984.3 991.0 22.20 ~ 

limestone 
n:, 

<::J--

Patr6--1f7 1521 clay-marl 10,018.5 1,290.9 770.8 306.6 1,184.0 4,198.1 1,409.3 859.0 0.15 ~ 

Patr6--1/6 1434 siltstone 2,292.3 481.0 537.7 73.9 317.1 402.6 75.8 404.1 4.95 §· 
Belezna ~ 
Be-20/45 2418 marl with 6,180.4 1,448.8 512.5 433.3 813.2 2195.1 469.0 308.5 3.00 ~ 

siltstone ~ 
n:, 

Gyekenyes .... 
$:::) 

Gyek-1/6 2913 claystone 4,542.6 813.6 1,200.0 224.9 674.9 1,352.5 165.4 111.2 ~ .... 
M urakeresztur 

n:, 

~ Mu-1/5 3345 dolomite- .... 
Cl 

claystone 952.8 302.2 145.0 22.0 35.4 52.1 55.2 341.0 ~ 
Magyarszentmikl6s "" ~-

Mszm-1/17 4130 clay-lime- 2,530.3 415.3 553.9 60.3 272.4 433.0 207.9 587.4 ~ 
n:, 

stone ;:;.. 
Lisz6--4/7 2315 claystone 141.4 41.1 9.8 65.8 24.6 Cl 

t:l... 

-
Table II. Kerogen pyrolysis. Determination of the light hydrocarbon products 

II. uiblazat. Kerogen pirolizis. A konnyii szenhidrogen termekek meghatarozasa 
N 

Ta6Auqa II. llapaMeTpbi o6pa3uos nopo.a; no opraHHqecKoif reoxHMHH 
......... 
......... 
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samples the kerogenes are obviously far from the so-called "maturation win
dow", that is their maturation is in a very early stage or, in other words, their 
alteration degrees are very low. According to the experiments, these recent 
samples (very young sediments) could produce only methane in any significant 
quantity. 

Well No Depth Vitr. refl . L (Ct -:-C6) Relative liquid 
Bitumoid coeff. BK hydrocarbon 

Core No (m) Ro Cr production 

Bares Ny-1 / 1 3000 0.55 0.106 0.578 very high 
Bares Ny-1 /2 3100 0.65 0.083 0.388 high 
Patro- 1/6 1400 0.010 0.195 minimum 
Patr6-1f7 1500 0.62 0.041 0.920 minimum 

Table III. Relationship between the bitumoid coefficients and the unit values of the kerogen 
pyrolysis products 

III. tab/azat. Osszefiigges a bitumoid koefficiens es a kerogen pirolizis termekek egysegertekei 
kozott 

Ta6Aulja III. 3a BHCHMOCTh xoJ$$HUHeHTOB 6HTyMoH.a;a oT e.a;HHH'IHhiX 3Ha'leHHH npo.a;yxToB 
IOporeHHoro nHpOJIH3a 

Well No Depth 
Core No (m) Age Rock type Remarks 

Cse-1 /3 3580 Lower clay-marl, Complex mixture 
Miocene siltstone Carbon number range: C

9
-C

25 
·cse- 1/11 3820 Upper dolomite Complex mixture 

Cretaceous Carbon number range: C 8---,-C28 
Bares Ny- 1/ 1 3015 Miocene clay-marl Complex mixture 

Bares N y-1 /2 3350 Miocene 
Carbon number range: C 9-----;C 25 

clay-marl Complex mixture 
Carbon number range: C 8- C 25 

Table IV. Kerogen pyrolysis. Maximum liquid hydrocarbon production 

IV. tab/azat. Kerogen pirolizis. Maximalis folyekony szenhidrogen termeles 

Ta6Aulja IV. KeporeHHhiH nHpOJIH3. MaKCHMaJihHajl .a;o6bi'Ia )I(H.LJ;Koro yrJieso.a;opo.a;a 
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Well No Depth 
Age Rock type Remarks 

Core No (m) 

Cse-1 /2 3420 Lower Miocene siltstone n-alkane predominance; 
l(ange: C9-C18 

Cse-1 /8 3800 Miocene dolomite n-alkane + isoprenoid predom. 
RaQge: C 10-C28 

Cse-1/1,2 3830 Upper lime-marl, n-alkane +isoprenoid predom. 
Cretaceous limestone, Range: Cg- C 18 

dolomite 
Gyek- I/6 2920 Miocene claystone n-alkane predominance 

Range: C9-C 18 
Be-20/45 2430 Miocene marl with n-alkane predominance 

siltstone Range: C9-C24 

Table V. Kerogen pyrolysis. Medium liquid hydrocarbon production 

V. tablcizat. Kerogen pirolizis. Kozepes folyekony szenhidrogen termeles 

Ta6AUlJa V. KeporeHHhiH nupoJIH3. Cpe.uHjJ:jJ: .uo6hJqa *H.UKoro ymeso.uopo.ua 

Fig. 3. Pyrogram of the kerogen from the Bares 
Ny-1 /2 core sample 

3. abra. A Bares Ny-1 furas 2. sz. magmintajab61 
szarmaz6 kerogen pirogramja 

Puc. 3. ITupotpaMMa KeporeHa KepHa N2 2 CKBa)I(HHhi 
Bares Ny-1 

Fig. 2. Pyrogram of the kerogen from 
the Cse-1 I 11 core sample 

2. abra. A Cse-1 funis 11. sz. 
magmintajab61 szarmaz6 kerogen 

pirogramja 

Puc. 2. ITuporpaMMa KeporeHa KepHa 
M 11 CKBa)I(HHhi Cse-1 
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The primary purpose of the time-temperature pyrolysis method described 
herein is to show a means to determine the character of the kerogene-type 
compounds without specifically isolating them. Hence, concerning the gener
ation of the C1-C6 and C8-C25 range hydrocarbons, the following observations 
can be made: 
i) Hydrogen-rich, oil-prone kerogen type compounds can be presumed to exist 

in the Cse-1/3, Cse-1/11, Bares Ny-1/1 and Bares Ny-1/2 rock samples. 
ii) Hydrogen-depleted, very poor hydrocarbon-producing kerogen type com

pounds can be presumed to exist in the Cse-1/2, Cse-1/8 and Patro-1/6 rock 
samples. 
Based upon these preliminary results, the estimation of the quantity and 

character of the hydrocarbons that may be generated, that is the potential 
hydrocarbon-productivity of sediments and rocks, based on the glass-ampoule, 
time-temperature pyrolysis method, using simple equipment, is promising. 

Fig. 4. Pyrogram of the kerogen from the 
Mszm- 1/ 17 core sample 

4. abra. Az Mszm-1 funis 17. sz. 
magmintajab61 szarmaz6 kerogen 

pirogramja 

Puc. 4. nuporpaMMa KeporeHa KepHa NQ 17 
CKBa)I(HHhi Mszm-1 

4. Conclusions 

The time-temperature pyrolysis method seems to be useful in the estima
tion of the kerogene type without its specific isolation. 

The vertical, log-like examination of the cores of exploratory drillings by 
the time-temperature pyrolysis method would probably be a successful ap
proach in the quantitative evaluation of the hydrocarbon resource potential of 
sedimentary deposits. 
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KEROGEN TiPUSANAK BECSLESE IDO-HOMERSEKLET 
PIROLiZIS MODSZERREL 

FISCH Ivan es KONCZ Istvan 

A szerzok ismertetnek egy egyszerii, un. id6-h6merseklet pirolizis m6dszert, melynek segitse
gevel, pontosabban a keletkezett pirolizis termekek gazkromatografias vizsgalataval becsiilni lehet 
a kozetmintak kerogenjenek tipusat (H 2-ben gazdag, j6 olajkepzo, ill. Hrben szegeny, gyenge 
olajkepzo ), ill. annak tengeri vagy szarazfOldi eredetet. 

A m6dszer alkalmazhat6nak latszik az iiledekes kozetek szenhidrogen potencialjanak becsle
sere. Mas geokemiai m6dszerekkel kapott informaci6kkal egybevetve novelheti a szenhidrogen
progn6zis pontossagat. 
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OQEHKA THUA KEPOrEHA METO)J.OM «BPEM~-TEMUEPATYPHOrO 
U11POJII13A» 

Hsau <l>Hlii u Hunsau KOHU: 

npoCTbiM MeTO.[{OM «BpeMSI-TeMnepaTypa nHpOJIH3a» Ha OCHOBe ra30-')I(H.[{KOCTHOU XpO

MaTOrpa<I>HH npo.[{yKToB nuponu3a MO')I(HO npou3secTH ou.euKy Tuna Keporeua nopo.[{ (6oraThiX 

BO.[{OpO.[{OM, C XOporneu ueqJTeo6pa3yiOUICH CllOC06HOCTblO, 6e.[{HbiX BO.[{OpO.[{OM, CO CJia6ou 

He<I>Te06pa3ylOUICU CllOC06HOCTblO ), a TaK')I(C HX MOpCKOe HJIH TeppureHHOC npOHCXO')I(.[{CHHC. 

MeTo.[{ npuro.[{eH MSI ou.euKH noTeuu.uana npoucxo')I(.[{CHHSI yr neso.[{opo.[{OB oca.[{OlfHhiX 

nopQ.[{. CpasuusaSI pe3yJihTaTbi, nonylfeHHhie 3THM MeTO.[{OM, c uu<l>opMau.ueU:, nonyqeuu..>H: 

.[{pyrHMH reOXHMHlfCCKHMH MCTO.[{aMH, .[{aHHbiU MCTO.[{ MO')I(CT llOBbiCHTb Ha.l{e')I(HOCTb nporH03a 

ymeBO.[{OpO.[{OB. 
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STRUCTURAL ROTATIONS FROM PALEOMAGNETIC DIRECTIONS 
OF SOME PERMO-TRIASSIC RED BEDS, HUNGARY 

Emo MARTON* and Donald P. ELSTON** 

Oriented samples of Permo-Triassic red beds were collected at five localities in the Balaton 
Highlands, one locality in the Bi.ikk Mountains, and two localities in the Mecsek Mountains. The 
objective was to obtain paleomagnetic directions, and poles calculated therefrom, for the evaluation 
of possible structural rotations for these different tectonic blocks. 

Statistically well defined paleomagnetic directions were obtained following stepwise thermal 
cleaning and the analysis of measured and removed remanence at each step for four localities in 
the Balaton Highlands (normal polarity) and for two localities in the Mecsek Mountains (reversed 
polarity). 

The directions depart significantly from the present field direction indicating an ancient 
remanence. However the carriers of the magnetization appear complex and may contain post-fold
ing as well as pre-folding components of magnetization. Nonetheless, tilt-corrected directions that 
support the results of an earlier paleomagnetic study indicate that Balaton Highlands are rotated 
about so· in a counter-clockwise sense with respect to the Mecsek Mountains (Mecsek Mountains 
Decl. 177.4·, Incl. - 5.0\ reversed polarity; Balaton Highlands, Decl. 307.2\ Incl. 11.0•, normal 
polarity). 

Comparison is made with paleomagnetic results from rocks of comparable age in the Mediter
ranean area. 

Keywords: palaeomagnetism, complex magnetization, thermal demagnetization, structural rotation, 
central Mediterranean 

1. Introduction 

From the viewpoint of plate tectonics, Hungary belongs to the tectonically 
complicated Mediterranean region. Paleomagnetic measurements have already 
shown that even a small area, such as that of Hungary, can be subdivided into 
terranes that have had different rotational histories arising from Alpine or
ogenesis [MARTON-MARTON 1978, 1980]. 

In view of the lack of fully oriented drill cores, paleomagnetic studies for 
tectonic analysis have been restricted to the sampling of outcrops. Results of 
this work have shown that minimum two units lie west of the River Danube 

* Eotvos Lonind Geophysical Institute of Hungary, POB 35, Budapest, H-1440 
** U.S. Geological Survey, 2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
Manuscript received: 24 April, 1985 
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(Transdanubia), one including the Transdanubian Central Range*, and the 
other including Southeast Transdanubia comprising the Mecsek Mts. and Vil
hiny hills. 

East of the Danube River, we have only a very limited knowledge of the 
subdivision and the history of rotations. Outcrops of rock older than Pannonian 
age are found in the North Hungarian Mountain Range. The paleomagnetic 
directions known from that area [MARTON 1980/a, MARTON 1981, -MARTON 
1983] lead to the conclusion that at least certain parts of the 1\!orth Hungarian 
Mountain Range were rotated in a counter-clockwise sense prior to occupying 
their present position. Thus the North Hungarian Mountain Range could have 
moved in coordination with the Transdanubian Central Range, but the estimate 
of the duration and the degree of the coordination cannot yet be made. 

The paleomagnetic technique has been most commonly applied for con
tinental-scale tectonic studies. Each continent has a unique apparent polar 
wandering path (successive determinations of the position of the magnetic poles 
relative to a continent), which represents its movements relative to the Earth's 
axis of rotation. Because the paths represent the movements of continents with 
respect to one another, the past positions of the continents· can be reconstructed 
by matching polar wander curves. This principle can be applied across all levels. 
because not only the major continents~ but even small tectonic units can have 
unique polar paths. Eventually, we should be able to reconstruct the relative 
motions of the Mediterranean fragments, although the recognition of the paleo
magnetically different units and the construction of their respective polar paths 
will be a long process. Nevertheless, each new determination contributes to the 
general solution, and at the same time places new constraints on any plate
tectonic reconstruction model. 

Paleomagnetically, the Permian Period is poorly defined in Hungary. We 
decided to attack the problem of determining paleomagnetic poles from fine
grained clastic red beds by joining forces. The method developed in the United 
States on/ collecting suitable samples and isolating the remanence residing in 
detrital hematite [for example, ELSTON-PURUCKER 1979], was integrated with 
experience accumulated in Hungary on analyzing complex magnetizations in 
general [MARTON 1980/b, MARTON 1984], and unraveling of multi-component 
remanence of red limestones in particular [MARTON et al. 1980]. 

2. Sampling and laboratory treatment 

In 1982, we coll~cted samples at five localities in the Balaton Highlands 
(part of the Transdanubian Central Range), one locality in the Biikk Mountains 
(North Hungarian Mountain Range), and two localities in the Mecsek Moun
tains (Southeast Transdanubia, Fig. 1). 

* In an attempt to unify geographical names, the editors use "Transdanubian Central Range" in 
accordance with former usage of Geophysical Transactions. The authors used "Transdanubian 
Central Mountains", and in some references it appears as "Transdanubian Middle Mountains" 
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Fig. 1. Sampling localities in Permo-Triassic red beds of Hungary 
Balaton Highlands: BP - Balatonalmadi, Vadvirag utca; 
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BQP - Balatonalmadi, quarry; BAP - Balatonanics; BFP - Balatonfiired; KP - Kovag66rs 
Mecsek Mountains: EPZ - Egedpuszta; EP RB - Boda 

Bukk Mountains: SBP - Szilvasvarad, Bacs6volgy 

I. abra. Permo-triasz voros uledekek mintaveteli helyei Magyarorszagon 
Balatonfelvidek: BP - Balatonalmadi, Vadvirag utca; BQP - Balatonalmadi, kOfejto; 

BAP - Balatonaracs; BFP - Balatonfiired; KP - Kovag66rs 
Mecsek hegyseg: EPZ - Egedpuszta; EP RB - Boda 

Bukk hegyseg: SBP - Szilvasvarad, Bacs6volgy 

Puc. I. MecTa B3j!Tlfj! o6pa3UOB nepMo-TpuacoBhiX KpacHOUBeTHbiX oTJIO)I(eHHH B BeHrpuu 
npu6aJiaTOHCKe ropbi: BP - c. oaJiaTOHaJIMa.[{hl, YJIHUa Ba.[{BHpar; BQP- c. oaJiaTOH

aJIMa.[{hl, Kapbep; BAP - c. oaJiaTOHapaq; BFP- r. oaJiaToHqnope,ll; KP- c. KeBaroepw 
Me'leKCKHe ropbi:EPZ - 3re,llnycTa; EP RB - c. oo.[{a 

ropbl DIOKK: SBP- CHJIBarnBapa,ll, .[{OJI. oaqo 

The remanence and the susceptibility of each sample was measured in the 
natural state. Pilot samples, selected to represent each of the localities, were 
partially cleaned by stepwise heating and cooling in a magnetically field-free 
space. The remanence and the susceptibility were measured after each step. 

The pilot studies indicated that the natural remanence cleans readily, i.e., 
the plot of the vectors trace as lines that project to the origins of orthogonal 
demagnetization diagrams at an early stage of the demagnetization analysis 
(Figs. 2a, 2c, 3a, 3c, 4a, 4c). All pilot samples exhibited decreases in susceptibil
ity at moderate temperatures (Figs. 2b, 2d, 3b, 3d, 4b, 4d) due t9 the conversion 
of maghemite to the stable mineral hematite. In some pilot samples, the suscep
tibility remained unchanged on further heating (Figs. 2b, 2d, 3b, 4b), whereas 
in other samples the susceptibility increased abruptly (Figs. 3d, 4d) indicating 
the formation of a new magnetic phase. Increases in susceptibility were ac
companied by the onset of spurious rpagnetizations (Figs. 3c, 4c), i.e., the end 
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points of the magnetic vectors that formerly plotted as straight line traces (slight 
deviations from a line being permitted), became erratic. 
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Fig. 2. a) and c). Orthogonal plots of the change in direction and intensity of the natural 
remanence on stepwise heating: D, declination;/, inclination 

b) and d). Change of the intensity (solid circle) and the susceptibility (open circle) on stepwise 
heating, both normalized with respect to initial values 

2. abra. a) es c). A termeszetes reman ens magnesezettseg iranyanak es intenzitasanak valtozasa 
lepcsozetes hokezelesre: D, deklinaci6, /, inklinaci6. Ortogonalis vetiiletek 

b) es d). A kezdeti ertekre normalizalt intenzitas (teli korok) es a szuszceptibilitas (iires korok) 
valtozasa lepcsozetes hokezelesre 

Puc. 2. a) u c). l13MeHeHue HanpasJieHHSI u HHTeHCHBHOCTH eCTeCTBeHHOH ocTaToqHon 
HaMarHuqaHHOCTH npu cTyneHqaTou TepMoo6pa6oTKe: D- CKJIOHeHue, I- HaKJIOHeHue. 

OpToroHaJihHhie npoeKUHH 
b) H d). J13MeHeHHe OTHeCeHHbiX K HCXO)l;HbiM 3HaqeHHSIM HHTeHCHBHOCTH (TIOJIHhie Kpyru) 

H BOCTipHHMqHBOCTH (nyCTbie Kpyru) npH CTyneHqaTOH TepM006pa60TKe 
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Fig. 3. a) and c). Orthogonal plots of the change in direction and intensity of the natural 

remanence on stepwise heating: D, declination; /, inclination 
b) and d). Change of the intensity (solid circle) and the susceptibility (open circle) on stepwise 

heating, both normalized with respect to initial values 

3. abra. a) esc). A termeszetes remanens magnesezettseg iranyanak es intenzitasanak valtozasa 
lepcsozetes hokezelesre: D, deklinaci6, /, inklinaci6. Ortogonalis vetiiletek 

b) es d). A kezdeti ertekre normalizalt i:ntenzitas (teli korok) es a szuszceptibilitas (iires korok) 
valtozasa lepcsozetes hokezelesre 

Puc. 3. a) H c). l13MeHeHHe HanpaBJieHHjl H HHTeHCHBHOCTH ecTeCTBeHHOH ocTaTO'IHOH 
HaMarHH'IeHHOCTH npH cTyneH'IaToH: TepMoo6pa6oTKe: D - CKJIOHeHHe, I - HaKJIOHeHHe. 

OpToroHaJihHhie npoeKUHH 
b) H d). J13MeHeHHe OTHeCeHHbiX K HCXO,l{HbiM 3Ha'leHHjiM HHTeHCHBHOCTH (nOJIHbie KpyrH) 

H BOCnpHHM'IHBOCTH (nyCTbie KpyrH) npH CTyneH'IaTOH TepM006pa60TKe 
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Fig. 4. a) and c). Orthogonal plots of the change in direction and intensity of the natural 

.~ remanence on stepwise heating: D, declination; /, inclination 
b) a.nd d). Change of the intensity (solid circle) and the susceptibility (open circle) and the 

degree of susceptibility anisotropy (small dots in Fig. 4d) on stepwise heating, all normalized 
with respect to initial values 

4. abra. a/esc). A termeszetes remanens magnesezettseg iranyanak es intenzitasanak valtozasa 
lepcsozetes hokezelesre: D, cteklinaci6, /, inklinaci6. Ortogonalis vetiiletek 

b) es d). A kezdeti ertekre normalizalt intenzitas (teli korok) es a szuszceptibilitas (iires korok), 
valamint a szuszceptibilitas anizotr6pia fok (pontok a 4/d abran) valtozasa lepcsozetes 

hokezelesre 

Puc. 4. a) u c). 113MeHeHue HarrpaBJieHHjl u HHTeHCHBHOCTH ecTeCTBeHHOH ocTaToqHoil 
HaMarJiuqeHHOCTH rrpu cTyrreHqaToil TepMoo6pa6oTKe: D - CKJIOHeHue, I- · HaKJIOHeHue. 

OpToroHaJibHbie rrpoeKIIHH 
b) H•d). l13MeHeHHe OTHeCeHHbiX K HCXO,[(HbiM 3HaqeHHjiM HHTeHCHBHOCTH (IIOJIHbie Kpyru) 

H BOCIIpHHMq:HBOCTH (rryCTbie Kpyru), a TaK)I(e CTerreHH aHH30TpOIIHH BOCIIpHHMqHBOCTH (ToqKH 
Ha puc. 4/d) rrpu cTyrreHqaToil TepMoo6pa6oTKe 
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Optimum cleaning temperatures for the individual collections were selected 
based on the behavior of the pilot samples. The following criteria were used: 

1) the remanence becomes single-component, with intensities adequate for 
measurement; 

2) magnetization residing in undesirable magnetic minerals, such as maghe
mite and hydrated iron oxides, is removed; 

3)new mineral phases with high susceptibilities are not formed. 
All samples were cleaned at the optimum temperatures selected for the 

individual localities, and commonly at lower and higher temperatures than 
optimum, as well. 

Stable directions: Partial demagnetization of the samples at the optimum 
temperatures yielded statistically well-defined directions for two sample groups 
from the Mecsek Mountains (EPZ and EPRB, Fig. 1) and for one group fro~ 
the Balaton Highlands ( BP, Fig. 1 and Table I). These groups are designated 
as reliable in the traditional sense. 

Sites BQP from the Balaton Highlands and SBP from the Biikk Mountains 
(Fig. 1) exhibited large scatter at all cleaning temperatures. Thus, they are 
useless for tectonic evaluation. 

The traditional approach of isolating a stable direction failed for three 
sample groups from the Balaton Highlands. We found, however, that the 
remanences of sites BAP and BFP (Fig. 1) are statistically well defined and plot 
away from the present field direction at lower than optimum temperatures 
(Fig. 5). We could even improve the statistics of the groups by calculating the 
locality means from subtracted vectors (removed remanence) instead of the 
measured ones (Table 1). The demagnetization analysis indicates that the 
"meaningful" signal in these rocks resides in the metastable mineral maghemite 
rather than in hematite. 

Subtracted vectors proved to be extremely useful for locality KP. The 
measured vectors here exhibit a great-circle distribution throughout, i.e., the 
overprint along the present field direction could not be removed. Examination 
of the subtracted vectors, however, revealed two components of the composite 
magnetization: one plotting close to and the other plotting well away from the 
present field direction (Fig. 6). The locality mean direction, of course, was 
calculated from the directions that lay well away from the present field (Table 1). 



Sampling location Code N/N0 
jjO jO k (X95 jj~ f/ Cleaning Remarks 

Balaton Highlands 
Balatonalmadi BPJ 20/20 323 49 21 7.8 319 9 500 oc red siltstone + with marl, mag-

hemite decays below 500 oc 

Balatonfiired I BFPJ 9/9 308 29 15 13.8 295 0 400 oc scatter too large abowe 400 oc, 
BFPJ 9/9 301 24 53 7.1 293 -8 subtracted vectors 400-500 oc maghemite decays below 400 oc 

Balatonar~cs I BAPJ 29/29 327 55 14 7.3 309 21 NRM subtracted vectors scatter too large at 525 oc 
BAPJ 29/29 322 53 25 5.7 307 18 NRM- 525 oc no explanation for the scatter 

Kovag6ors KPJ 8/12 309 47 113 4.9 310 24 subtracted vector 400-500 oc maghemite decays at 525 oc 
Mecsek Mountains 

Egedpuszta EPZJ 11111 167 -20 35 6.1 185 -10 525 oc maghemite decays below 525 oc 
Bod a EPRBJ 17/17 188 -31 25 9.8 170 0 500 oc maghemite decays at 500 oc 

N0 - number of samples collected 
N- number of useful samples 
D0

- mean paleomagnetic declination in the present system of coordinates 
JO- mean paleomagnetic inclination in the present system of coordinates 
k- Fischer's precision parameter 

a95 - radius of circle of confidence at 95 % probability level 
i5~- mean paleomagnetic declination after tilt correction 
r:_- mean paleomagnetic_ inclination after tilt correction 

Table I. Summary of paleomagnetic results on Permo-Triassic red beds, Hungary 

I. ttibtazat. A magyarorszagi permo-triasz kozeteken meghatarozott paleomagneses iranyok osszefoglalasa 

Ta6AulJa / . Cso)l;Ka naJieoMarHHTHhiX HanpasJieHHH, onpe)l;eJieHHhiX Ha nepMo-TpHaCOBhiX nopo)l;ax BeHrpHH 

N 
N 
~ 

I~ 
~-..... c 
~ 
I 
~ 
t=;--
c 
~ 
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Fig . 5. Stereographic plot showing locality means after tilt correction (enclosed by circles drawn 
at the 95 percent confidence level). Sites from the Balaton Highlands without confidence circles 

are directions before correction for tilt. For labels refer to Fig. I. An earlier result from 
Egedpuszta (same locality as EPZ) is show for comparison. Although the confidence circles are 

similar, the new result is an improvement, because the k value, indicating the degree of 
divergence of the vectors, is better for EPZ than for Egedpuszta, 1968 

5. abra. A mintaveteli helyek doles-korrigalt kozepiranyai IXgs-tel. A konfidencia korok nelkiili 
kozepiranyok a Balaton-felvideki mintaveteli helyek kozepiranyai tektonikai korrekci6 elott. 

A jelolesek magyarazatara lasd 1. abra. Osszehasonlitaskeppen egy korabbi meghatarozas 
eredmenyet is abrazoltuk Egedpusztar61 (EPZ-vel azonos mintaveteli hely). Bar a konfidencia 

korok hasonl6ak, az uj eredmeny megis jobb minosegii, mint a regi, mert k erteke, amely 
a vektorok parhuzamossagat jellemzi, jobb EPZ-re, mint az Egedpuszta 1968-as meghatarozase 

Puc. 5. CpeLI,HHe HanpasneHHSI MeeT B3SITHSI o6pa3QOB nocne BHeceHHSI nonpasKH 3a HaKJlOH 
c a95 • CpeLl.HHe HanpasneHHSI 6e3 Kpyros Ll.OBepHSI npeLI,cTaBJlSIIOT co6ou cpeLI,HHe HanpasneHHSI 

MeCT B3SITHSI o6pa3QOB npH6anaTOHCKHX ropax nepeLI, BHeCeHHeM TeKTOHHqeCKOH nonpaBKH. 
YCJlOBHhie 0603HaqeHHSI Ll,aHbl Ha pHC. 1. .LJ:nSI COnOCTaBJleHHSI H306pa:>KeHhl TaK:>Ke pe3yJlbTaTbl 

npe:>KHero onpeLI,eneHHSI c 3reLI,nycTa (MecTo OLl.HHaKosoe c EPZ). XoTSI KpyrH Ll.OBepHSI 
TIOXO:>KH, HOBbiH pe3yJlhTaT BCe-TaKH OTJlHqaeTCSI no KaqecTBY no CpaBHeHHIO CO CTapbiM 

pe3yJlhTaTOM, nOTOMY qTo 3HaqeHHe K, KOTOpOe 0603HaqaeT napanneJlhHOCTb BeKTOpOB, nyqrne 
Ll.JlSI EPZ, qeM onpeLI,eneHHe Ha 3re)J.nyCTa s 1968 r 
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Fig. 6. Balaton Highlands, site KP. Stereographic plot showing measured vectors at 500 oc 
(solid circles) and removed vectors between 500 oc and 400 oc (points encircled) 

6. abra. Balaton-felvidek KP je!U mintaveteli hely. Az 500 °C-os tisztitasi lepesben mert (teli 
korok) es az 500 es 400 oc kozott elveszitett (bekarikazott pontok) magnesezettseg iranyai 

szogtart6 vetiileten 

Puc. 6. MecTO B3.SITIUI o6pa3u;a c o603HaqemfeM KP B npu6aJiaTOHCKHX ropax. npuBe.LJ;eHhl 
HanpaBJieHH.SI HaMarHuqeHHOCTH, 3aMepeHHOH B wary oqumeHH.SI B 500 oC (nOJIHbiMH KpyraMH) 

u noTepeHHOH Me)I(.LJ;y 500 u 400 oc (o6Be.LJ;eHHhie KPY)I(KOM ToqKu), Ha cTepeorpa<PuqecKou 
npoeKUHH 

3. Discussion 

The locality mean directions for the statistically well defined groups are 
shown in Figure 5. The directions, corrected for local tilt, are plotted with their 
confidence circles at the 95 per cent probability level. As seen in Figure 5, all 
directions depart significantly from the present field direction, indicating high 
stability and an ancient age for the remanence no matter what the carrier of the 
magnetization is. Moreover, the locality mean directions from the Mecsek 
Mountains plot in a different part of the sphere than directions from the Balaton 
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Highlands. This latter observation supports the earlier conslusion of MARTON 
and MARTON [1978, 1980] that the Transdanubian Central Range and the 
Mecsek Mountains have undergone different rotations. 

The foregoing conclusions are not influenced by the actual age of the 
magnetization,_ which we cannot demonstrate to be older than the tectonic phase 
responsible for the local tilts. 

Unfolding, i.e. correction for local tilts, is one of the most powerful tests 
for establishing an early age for remanent magnetization. When the scatter in 
directions significantly increases on unfolding, the characteristic remanence 
postdates tilting of the strata. In contrast, if the scatter decreases significantly, 
the remanence is older than the folding. When a magnetization is sufficiently 
stable to survive a tectonic episode, there is a reasonable chance that the 
magnetization was acquired early, either during or shortly after accumulation 
of the strata. 

The fold test was not conclusive for the sampled localities because neither 
a significant decrease nor an increase in scatter was observed on application of 
tilt corrections. One reason is that the differences in the local positions are small 
with respect to the uncertainty of the individual mean directions (as expressed 
in the value of a95 , see Table I). Alternatively, some of the localities may exhibit 
pre-folding remanences, whereas others may exhibit postfolding remanences. 

Although a better control on the actual ages of the statistically well defined 
magnetizations is desirable, results from the present study are not inferior to 
results obtained from rocks of similar age elsewhere in the Mediterranean area. 

Rotations of areas relative to their present positions, and with respect to 
other tectonic units, are best shown by declinations. The mean declination for 
the Balaton Highlands points to the western-southwestern connection of the 
Transdanubian Central Range, whereas the mean declination of the Mecsek 
Mountains points to an eastern-southeastern connection (Fig. 7), similar to 
declinations for other than Permian rocks [MARTON 1984, 1985]. 

The actual age of the magnetization is not critical for the analysis of 
rotations because the declinations, corrected and uncorrected for tilt, are very 
similar. However, inclinations are more of a problem. The tilt-corrected inclina
tions fit the overall picture (Fig. 7), i.e., they are low and indicate that, as in 
other parts of the Mediterranean, the units sampled in Hungary accumulated 
at a near-equatorial latitude. 

However, the inclinations obtained for the Balaton Highlands disagree 
with inclinations obtained from somewhat younger Hungarian strata to an 
extent that it appears to contradict their supposedly close geologic ages (late 
Permian and early Triassic). Moreover; even the highest corrected inclination 
(KP 1, Table 1) is much lower than the inclinations obtained from Triassic 
marine strata (+38°, +41°, +35°, +35°, +33°, oldest Scythian, youngest 
Carnian) [MARTON-MARTON 1983]. In order to solve this problem, studies need 
to be continued in two directions. On the one hand, additional work is needed 
on red beds that display significantly different tilts. On the other hand, the 
possibility of the existence of an inclination error in the red beds will have to 
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be investigated (and eliminated?) and the reason(s) fo r the existence of markedly 
different inclinations between the red beds and the somewhat younger gray 
marls elucidated and resolved. 

-,.., .. 
3 

1 

2 
SARDINIA 

20 

Permian declinations 

1 D AFRICAN-ARABIAN.fCRELANO 

rmT1l SOLITHERN TETHYAN CONTI -
2 1illlJ] NENTAL MARGIN COMPLEX 

[External pbtforms ~s] 

3 u AUSTROALANE DOMAIN 

Fig. 7_ Declinations measured on Carboniferous, Permian, and Triassic rocks of the Central 
Mediterranean_ 

References: 1_ EDEL et al. 1981; 2. ZIJDERVELD et al. 1970 a, WESTPHAL et al. 1976; 3. HORNER-LOW
RIE 1981; 4. VANDENBERG 1979; 5. VANDENBERG-WONDERS 1976; 6. HEINIGER 1979; 7. HEINIGER 
1979; ZIJDERVELD et al. 1970/b, FoRSTER et al. 1975; 8. ZIJDERVELD et al. 1970/b; 9. MANZONI 1970; 
10. MANZONI 1970; 11. MANZONI 1970; 12. MARTON 1984; 13. Present paper; 14. MARTON-MARTON 
1983; 15. MARTON 1984; 16. Present paper; 17. MARTON, unpublished; 18-23. KRs et al. 1982; 
24. MARTON, unpublished; 25-27. NOZHAROV et al. 1980 

7. abra. A kozepso Mediternin teriiletrol karbon, perm es triasz kozeteken meghatarozott deklinaci-
6k iranyai 

1 - Afrikai-Arabiai eloter; 2 - a Tethis deli kontinentalis szegely iiledekei; 3 - Ausztro-alpi 
teriilet; 4 - 6ceani maradvanyok ( ofiolitok), kontinentalis elemekkel; 5 - Pieniny szirtov; 

6- a Tethis eszaki kontinentalis szegely iiledekei 

Puc. 7. HanpaBJieHHH CKJIOHeHHH, orrpe.LJ;eJieHHhie Ha rropo.LJ;ax Kap6oHa, rrepMa H TpHaca co 
cpe.LJ;Heii lfaCTH 6acceiiHa Cpe.LJ;H3eMHoro MOpH 

1 - A<f>po-Apa6cKHH <f>opnaH.LJ;; 2 - oca.LJ;KH lO)KHO-KOHTHHeHTaJibHoro 6opTa TeTHca; 3 -
ABCTpO-aJibiiHHCKaH TeppHTOpHH; 4 - OKeaHHlfeCKHe OCTaTKH (o<f>HOJIHTbi) 

C KOHTHHeHTaJibHbiMH :meMeHTaMH; 5 - 30Ha llbeHHHCKHX yTeCOB; 6 - OCa.LJ;KH . 
ceBepo-KOHTHHeHTaJihHoro 6opTa TeTHCa 
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MAGY ARORSZAGI PERMO-TRIASZ VOROS ULEDEKEK PALEOMAGNESES 
VIZSGALATA 

MARTONNE SZALAY Emo es Donald P. ELSTON 

Ininyitott mintakat gyiijtottiink ot permo-triasz voros homokko feltarasb61 a Balaton
felvideken, egy feltarasb61 a Biikk hegysegbol es ket feltarasb61 a Mecsek hegysegbol. Celunk az 
volt, hogy paleomagneses iranyokat es p6lusokat hatarozzunk meg, amelyek alkalmasak a kiilonbo
zo tektonikai egysegek lehetseges rotaci6inak kiertekelesere. 

Statisztikusanj61 definialt iranyokat sikeriilt meghatarozni a Balaton-felvidek negy, a Mecsek 
hegyseg ket feltarasab61 szarmaz6 kozetein tobb lepesben vegzett termikus tisztitas es a mert es 
eltavolitott remanencia elemzesenek eredmenyekent. 

Az iranyok szignifikansan elternek a mai ter iranyat61 es ez a remanencia idos korat bizonyit
ja. Ennek ellenere a magnesezettseg hordoz6i komplexek es egyarant lehetnek gyiirodes elottiek es 
utaniak is. Megis, a helyi dolessel korrigalt iranyok, amelyek a korabbi paleomagneses eredmenyek
kel osszhangban vannak, azt mutatjak, hogy a Balaton-felvidek kb. 50° -ot fordult el a Mecsek 
hegyseghez kepest (Mecsek hegyseg: deklinaci6: 177,4°, inklinaci6: - 5,00, forditott polaritas; Bala
ton-felvidek: deklinaci6: 307,2°, inklinaci6: 11,0°, normal polaritas). 

A meghatarozott iranyokat osszehasonlitjuk a Mediterran teriiletrol ismert hasonl6 koru 
paleomagneses eredmen yekkel. 

llAJIEOMArHHTHOE HCCJIE~OBAHHE llEPMO-TPHACOBLIX KPACHOQBETHLIX 
OT JIOiKEHHH B BEHrPHH 

3Me MAPTOH H ,[(oHaJI}l; n. 3JICTOH 

OpHeHTHposaHHhie o6pa3J.lhi 6hiJIH co6paHhl H3 miTH o6Ha)l(eHHH nepMo-TpHacoBhiX Kpac
HOI.lBeTHhiX necqaHHKOB B ilpH6aJiaTOHCKHX ropax, H3 O}l;HOrO 06Ha)l(eHHji 8 ropax DIOKK H }l;BYX 
o6Ha)l(eHHH B ropax MeqeK. Harna I.leJih 3aKJIJOqanach B onpe}l;eJieHHH naneoMarHHTHhiX Hanpasne
HHH H ITOJIIOCOB, KOTOphie ll03BOJijJIOT OI.leHHTh B03MO)I(Hhle BpameHHjJ pa3JIHqHhiX TeKTOHHqeCKHX 
e}l;HHHJ.l. 

Y }l;aJIOCh onpe}l;eJIHTh CTaTHCTHqecKH Ha}l;e)I(Hble HanpaBJieHHjJ Ha llOpO}l;aX, e3jJThiX H3 qeThl
pex o6Ha)l(eHHH ilpH6anaTOHCKHX rop H }l;Byx o6Ha)l(eHHH MeqeKCKHX rop, B pe3yJihTaTe cTyneH
qaToii TepMHqeCKOH qHCTKH H aHaJIH3a 3aMepeHHOH H y}l;aJieHHOH npH qHCTKe OCTaToqHOH HaMar
HHqeHHOCTH. 

HanpasneHHjJ xapaKTepHo OTKJIOHjJJOTCjJ OT HanpasneHHjJ HaCTojJmero nOJijJ, qTo no}l;TBep)l(
}l;aeT }l;BepHOCTh OCTaTOqHOH HaMarHHqeHHOCTH. HeCMOTpjJ Ha JTO, HOCHTeJIH HaMarHHqeHHOCTH 
jJ8JljJIOTCjJ CJIO)I(HhiMH H MOryT npOHCXO}l;HTh H3 }l;OCKJia}l;qaTOH HJIH ITOCJieCKJia}l;qaTOH 3ITOXH. 
Bce-TaKH, HanpaBJieHHji, nonpaBJieHHhie 3a MeCTHble HaKJIOHhl, KOTOphie COrJiaCyiOTCjJ C npe)I(HHMH 
llaJieOMarHHTHhiMH pe3yJihTaTaMH, llOKa3hiBaiOT, qTo paHOH ilpH6anaTOHCKHX rop COBeplllHJI 
nosopoT Ha OK. 50° no cpaBHeHHIO c MeqeKCKHMH ropaMH (rophi MeqeK: CKJIOHeHHe: 177,4°, 
HaKJIOHeHHe: - 5,0°, o6paTHajJ llOJijipHOCTh; ilpH6aJiaTOHCKHe ropbi: CKJIOHeHHe: 307,2°, HaKJIOHe
HHe: 11,0°, HOpMaJihHajJ llOJijJpHOCTh). 

Onpe}l;eJieHHhie HanpasneHHjJ 6hiJIH conocTaBJieHhi c naneoMarHHTHhiMH pa3yJihTaTaMhl }l;JijJ 
llOpO}l; llO}l;06HOrO B03pacTa, KOTOphie H3BeCTHhl B 6acceHHe Cpe}l;H3eMHOrO MOpjJ. 
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SEISMIC MODELING IN A COMPLEX TECTONIC ENVIRONMENT 

John J. MILLER*, Myung W. LEE*, Eva KILENYI**, 
Ilona PETROVICS**, Laszlo BRAUN** and Gabor KORVIN** 

The only known cokable hard coal occurrence of Hungary is found in the Mecsek Mountains 
of southern Hungary. ELGI has been trying since 1955 to apply the seismic technique to hard coal 
prospecting and in 1977 began to use the seismic reflection method. 

The complex tectonic style of the area, seismic horizons of short lateral extent cut by near 
vertical normal faults and some thrust faults, have caused the processing and interpretation of the 
recorded data to be extremely difficult. 

A cooperative effort involving ELGI and USGS scientists began in 1982 involving the use of 
two-dimensional modeling to create synthetic seismic sections from interpretation of the recorded 
data integrated with geologic information from boreholes. 

The first model showed the initial interpretation to be erroneous and resulted in the reprocess
ing and re-interpretation of the seismic line. The second model was calculated using ray-trace and 
wave-equation methods and confirmed some parts of the new interpretation. 

This study shows the value in using modeling in an iterative manner to aid the processor and 
interpreter. In addition, the limitations of both modeling and the CDP method of exploration are 
pointed out. 
Keywords: seismic modeling, coal exploration, reflection seismics, complex tectonism, Mecsek Mts 

1. Introduction 

The single known cokable hard-coal occurrence in Hungary is found in the 
Mecsek Mountains, in southern Hungary. The Jurassic (Lias) hard coal has 
been intensively and continuously mined since the middle of the last century in 
the Pecs-Koml6 territory and, as shown by increasing demands, is still of 
economic significance. A new region, considered to be prospective, is the east
ward continuation of the present-day mining area. The first exploratory bore
holes were drilled in 1976, and the available data suggest that the coal deposits 
are comparable in economic significance to those of the Pecs-Koml6 district. 
In the Mecsek Mountains, the Eotvos Lorand Geophysical Institute (ELGI) has 
applied seismic techniques to hard coal prospecting since 1955. It was found that 
refraction surveys could successfully be used to map the relief and depth of the 
Middle ·Triassic carbonate structures, additionally, these techniques provided 
information about the thickness of the Miocene formation. Nonetheless, all of 
the information gained from the refraction surveys proved insufficient to resolve 

* U. S. Geological Survey, Denver Federal Center, P. 0. Box 25045, Denver, Colorado 80225 
** Eotvos Lonind Geophysical Institute of Hungary, POB 35, Budapest, H-1440 
Manuscript received: 5 March, 1985 
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the tectonic pattern even in an approximate fashion. Therefore, during the 
gradual development of seismic reflection methodology, ELG I has repeatedly 
needed to return to the study-site armed with novel geophysical techniques. 

Among the techniques tested, dynamite surveys, first applied in 1977, 
proved that reflection seismics may be the proper method. But they also revealed 
serious obstacles to reflection surveying, caused by rough and covered top
ography, absence of roads, and difficult drilling conditions. Therefore VIBRO
SEIS® measurements, carried out since 1980, were specially designed for the 
topography and the roads by making the track of the vibrators curvilinear and 
deviating from the line of geophones 

The main exploration problem is the complex tectonic environment: the 
seismic horizons are dissected by normal and thrust faulting into blocks of short 
horizontal extension. This has required, first of all, increasing the lateral resolu
tion of the seismic method. 

2. Geological background 

The location of the experimental profile is shown in Figure 1 with the 
surface geology indicated. Surface geology and drilling data provided the fol
lowing stratigraphic information: the deepest formation encountered in the 
South Maza area is dolomite of the Anisian-Ladinian stage of the Middle 
Triassic, ( T~ - 1

), known from borehole V -21. This is overlain by a limy marl 
deposit of the Ladinian stage ( T~), followed by alternating fluvial, deltaic, 
lacustrine and lagoonal layers of Carnian ( T~), Norian ( T3) and Rhaetian ( T'3) 
ages. The last member of the Triassic is a 500-600 m thick sandstone layer of 
varying grain size and induration which is overlain by the Early Jurassic (Lower 
Lias) coal-bearing formation (of the Hettangian 1~ 1 ). The coal-bearing forma
tion consists of two rhythmic sedimentary cycles. The lower one reveals fluvial, 
tidal, marshland, deltaic and even littoral sedimentation cycles; in the upper one, 
littoral and mud-flat sedimentary cycles repeat one another. The Triassic
Jurassic boundary can only be drawn by means of pollen assemblages. The 
estimated thickness of the coal-bearing formation is 350-450 m. It is made up 
of coal seams of varying thickness and quality, of shales, aleurolite, sandstone 
layers and tuffite. Within the coal measures, one frequently encounters Late 
Cretaceous diabase instrusions which decrease coal quality. 

The overlying sandstone group (of lower Sinemurian substage, 1~1 ) was 
deposited without unconformity. It consists of limy sandstones, aleurolites, 
marls, and shaly marls; its average thickness is 250m. The marl group of the 
cover, belonging to the upper Sinemurian substage (1~2), was also created by 
continuous sedimentation, it mainly consists of marl, subordinately of clayey 
marl. Its thickness is 150-200 m. It is followed by a group of spotty marl layers 

® The use of trade names does not constitute an endorsement by the Eotvos Lonind Geophysical 
Institute or by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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Fig. 1. Geologic map of the study area with locations of the seismic profile and boreholes 
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( ]~3) of a thickness of about 300 m, consisting of marl and limy marl. These 
sediments ( J~ 1 - ~3) can be comprehensively termed as a marl formation of 
sublittoral-neritic facies. On the study site there is no information about the 
thickness of Middle Lias (Jl) sedimentary series or its relation to the overlying 
unit, in other places the thickness can reach 1000 m. Their material is clayey 
marl, marl, limy marl, sandy marl, and limy sandstone. Upper Lias and Dogger 
age layers ( J 1 - J2 ) were only found in two boreholes. Their estimated thickness 
is 40 m. The Bajocian ( J~ 1 ) is represented by marl and limy marl, its thickness 
is 70 m. The steeply dipping Maim formations ( J 3) consist mainly of different 
kinds of marls; their penetrated thickness is 120 m. 

Younger Mesozoic age is represented by the Lower Cretaceous diabase 
intrusions found in all boreholes, as well as the 150-m thick formation found 
in the V-11 hole, consisting of volcanic sedimentary breccia and volcanogenic 
sandstone successions. 

The eroded Mesozoic surface is covered by Miocene ( M) lacustrine rocks, 
followed by fluvial and volcanic rocks. The youngest Pleistocene-Holocene 
formations (PI-H) of the site are the loess, the clayey loess, erosional detritus, 
and Holocene soil uncomformably overlying the Miocene layers or the Meso
zoic rocks. 

It is far from easy to sum up briefly the tectonic framework of this area. 
partly because of the intricate tectonic pattern, and partly because. of the 
differing opinions expressed in the literature. In general though: 

(a) The folding mechanism of the easily traceable Austrian orogenic phase 
(mid-Cretaceous epoch) created the folds with NE-SW oriented axes, having 
broken flanks and transverse faults . 

(b) The folded structural elements are joined by SE-dipping overthrusts of 
NE-SW strike. The displacement along these planes of motion is NW -directed. 

(c) In the epoch following folding, with the decreasing compression, SE
ward dipping faults of 300-400 m throw occurred in the Northern Nappe Belt, 
and parallel with it to theSE. The Northern Nappe Belt (A) and its southeastern 
edge, the Northern Overthrust Line (BB'), delimit the study area from the north. 

(d) Subsequent to (or possibly simultaneously with) the formation of the 
longitudinal faults , transverse (WNW-ESE directed), SSW-ward dipping faults 
appeared. 

(e) The ENE-WSW and the NE-SW -directed faults are of Tertiary age. 
The southward dipping large fault of 800-1200 m amplitude, parallel with the 
6banya Valley, represents the southern boundary of the site. 

(f) The structural forms of the Mesozoic formations have affected the 
denudation following elevation, the beginning of Neogene sedimentation, and 
the initial phase of the development of the new structures as well. Consequently, 
folded structures of ENE-WSW strikes are rather frequent. 

(g) Within the Neogene basin, longitudinal and transverse faults can be 
traced-some of them indicating the reactivation of earlier faults-with ap
proximate displacements of 30-100 m. How far to the east the area extends, has 
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not been clarified to date. In some paxts of the area, the hard coal group had 
been denuded as far down as the uplifted Triassic formations. 

3. The model 

A common technique used in the interpretation of complex structures is to 
make a geologic model from interpretation of available borehole and seismic 
data, calculate the two-dimensional (2-D) seismic response of this model, and 
compare the results to the original seismic data. A good match between the 
model response and the original data gives confidence in the geologic interpreta
tion. A poor match necessitates reinterpretation of the available data. A theor
etical discussion of seismic modeling is given in the AIMS® (Advanced Inter
pretive Modeling System) Users Reference Manual, published by Geoquest 
International, Inc. [1983], together with an extensive bibliography. A case 
history on the use of ray-trace modeling for a "refined delineation of a complex 
salt dome structure is given in MAY and CoVEY [1983]. The first attempt to use 
AIMS modeling package, to calculate two-dimensional seismic models from 
borehole data in the area of interest, was made in May 1982. Unfortunately, 
the seismic data for the area were not processed adequately for this purpose at 
that time. 

A renewed attempt was made in November 1982, based on a copy of the 
seismic section processed with the routine package (Fig. 2), a geologic model 
interpreted from the borehole data along the line, and a preliminary interpreta
tion of the seismic line defined in terms of two-way seismic travel time. These 
data were used in model calculations in 1983. 

The results generated by the first model proved that the original standard 
processing of the line (performed using the SDS-3 program package [TIMAR 
1984] on the RYAD-35 computer) had not yet achieved the definition of an 
acceptable model, as shown by the poor match beetwen the input model and 
the synthetic results. In the next, refined processing cycle, a more definitive, 
high-resolution, noise-free time section was sought, by means of true amplitude 
preservation, proper deconvolution, and thorough editing of the field records 
(records with too large lateral offsets were left out). The correlation of seismic 
horizons was further enhanced by automatic static corrections and coherency 
filtering. 

The following were the main deviations from the standard scheme of 
processing: 

(a) use of floating point results after demultiplexing (previously: fixed 
point), 

(b) true amplitude recovery (instead of the previously applied digital Auto
matic Gain Control), and 

(c) a special Vibroseis deconvolution (VIBRODECON) on the original 
field seismograms (previously: spike deconvolution) followed by a post-stack 
zero-phase deconvolution. The resulting time section is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Time section after refined processing 
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Wave equation migration was applied next (Fig. 4). The main difficulty 
in processing was proper determination of the velocity functions to be used for 
migration. As indicated by the low signal-to-noise ratio, steeply dipping fault 
planes, and the short lateral extent of the layers seen in Figure 4, made delinea
tion of clearly identifiable reflectors, necessary for a proper velocity analysis, 
difficult to achieve. The velocities used in the second modeling effort were 
approximated in successive steps: the velocity functions applied for the com
putation of the rough stack were checked again by means of a velocity scan after 
automatic static corrections, and the derived velocities were used to obtain the 
final time section. These velocity functions were plotted, corrected according to 
the available well-log and geologic data, and the variation of the velocities along 
the profile was constructed. The v(x, t) function formed the basis of the depth 
transformation after migration. During the geologic interpretation, the veloci
ties of the· given layers were determined on the basis of a joint interpretation of 
the computed interval velocities and the acoustic logs; care was taken that only 
negligible deviations would occur between the velocities accepted in the model 
and the RMS velocities obtained from seismic velocity determinations. 

For the better enhancement of the tectonic planes, pie-slice filtering was 
applied (7 channels, 20-40Hz frequency bandwidth, 1000 m/s boundary veloc
ity). The pie-slice filtered time section is shown in Figure 5. The depth section 
before and after pie-slice filtering is shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
Although the section clearly reveals the position of the NW-ward rising tectonic 
planes, the seismic events of opposite dip are almost completely suppressed. In 
the definition of the final model, both versions of the depth section (with and 
without pie-slice filtering) have been utilized. 

The model is shown in Figure 8. The eroded Miocene surface was not too 
difficult to identify, as the reflection-free zone shows good agreement with the 
subsurface position of the Miocene formation known from boreholes. The fault 
structure was determined mainly on the basis of the layered nature of the upper 
part of the coal formation. The layered structure is an alteration of sandstone 
(subordinately: marl) and the coal seams. Acoustic velocities in sandstone 
increase with depth to a maximum value of 4500 mjs. On the other hand, 
velocities through coal layers barely change. In places where a trachydolerite 
intrusion has penetrated the coal, contact metamorphism induced a coking 
effect. At such sites velocities in the coal seam decrease (to 2000-2400 mjs), while 
the trachydolerite itself shows high velocities (5000-5800 mjs). Studies on core 
samples and acoustic logs prove the presence of both faults and overthrusts 
where the acoustic velocity abruptly drops (to 2000-2200 mjs). The overthrust 
planes crossing the coal-bearing formation seem to screen the deeper lying 
layers, as indicated by the deterioration of reflection quality; for example, note 
that the Triassic erosional surface interpreted at 200 m depth on the left side 
of Figure 7 and hit at about 800 m depth in the V-24 borehole is practically 
untraceable on the seismic data SE-ward from the overthrust plane subcroppiilg 
at 2000 m horizontally. 

The seismic character of the left side of Figure 7 is completely dissimilar 
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Fig. 5. Migrated time section with pie-slice filtering 
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Fig. 6. Migrated depth section 
Early Paleozoic: dark blue; Triassic: purple; Jurassic: Hettangian coal-bearing formation - brown, Sinemurian - green, Pliensbachian 

light blue; Miocene: orange 
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Fig . 7. Migrated depth section with pie-slice filtering 
Early Paleozoic: dark blue; Triassic: purple; Jurassic: Hettangian coal-bearing formation - brown, Sinemurian - green, Pliensbachian -

light blue; Miocene: orange 
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to the pattern after the appearance of the coal-bearing formation. Here, the 
presence of Middle and Lower Triassic strata can be assumed, the unconform
ably appearing deepest reflector of great interval velocity very likely corres
ponds to the surface of the early Paleozoic. If the modeling results show a fair 
agreement with the original seismic section, i.e. confirm the validity of the 
interpretation, all reflection profiles measured on the area will be reprocessed 
as this experimental one. 

4. Calculation of the seismic response of the model 

In the AIMS modeling package the interfaces between each layer must first 
be digitized in terms of horizontal distance and depth, and the physical proper
ties of the rocks (i.e. rock velocity and density) must be defined for each layer. 
Figure 9 shows a computer plot of the digitized model referenced to depth. Each 
layer boundary is defined to be a horizon and numbered. Next, normal
incidence ray tracing is performed. A ray perpendicular to each horizon is traced 
upward, refracting through horizons above until it emerges at a surface point. 
Those rays which emerge at a user-specified surface interval (analogous to a 
Common Depth Point interval) are saved and their two-way travel times and 
amplitude characteristics are calculated. Diffracted rays were not included in the 
model at this point. 

Figure 10 shows all the rays emerging on the surface at 100-meter intervals. 
The raypath-sort phase of the modeling package will collect all the rays emerg
ing at a common surface point. In order to demonstrate this as well as the effect 
of complex geology on the seismic response, Figure 11 shows those rays emerg
ing at surface position 3100. The seismic trace recorded at this position will be 

)mposed of reflected energy from layers 6, 7, 8, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 37, and 
9. Their horizontal positions at depth range from approximately 2700 to 3200 
1eters. Hence the time image is horizontally distorted. 

Figure 12 is a plot of travel times of the rays from Figure 10 beneath their 
llrface emergence point. Chevrons are plotted at the positions of the rays and 
1dicate either negative (<)or positive (>)polarity of the reflection coefficients. 
Jote that horizon 27 in time is mapped under position 2600 to 3000 meters, 
rhereas its true lateral extent is from 2450 to 2800 meters (see bold lines on Figs. 
0 and 12). The greater the dip of a reflecting interface, the greater will be its 
patial distortion. 

The spike-generation phase creates traces composed of spikes having the 
ppropriate amplitude positioned at the two-way travel time of each ray. The 
.mplitude is the reflection coefficient of the originating interface modified by 
ransmission and spreading losses through the medium. These spike traces are 
hen convolved with a user-defined wavelet (such as a Ricker, Klauder, or 
1andpass wavelet), the result being the two-dimensional seismic response of the 
nodel. In order to simulate the appearance of real seismic data, random noise 
:an be added to the model (see Figure 15) at any time after spike trace gener-
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ation, as well as gain function application or any other processing technique 
desirable. 

Figure 13 is the seismic response of a 20Hz Ricker wavelet convolved with 
spike traces at a 1 0-meter surface interval. The effects of transmission losses and 
spherical spreading on the reflection amplitude have been ignored; thus Figure 
13 is the true amplitude response and can be considered to approximate an 
unmigrated, stacked section without diffractions. 
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5. Discussion and interpretation 

Comparing Figure 13 to Figure 5 (the migrated time section with pie-slice 
filter) and to Figure 3 (the time section after refined processing) reveals areas 
of similarity and dissimilarity. In the horizontal range of 800 to 2,000 meters, 
the modeled response and the real data generally match. This is the area of the 
simplest geological conditions along the line. The layered, dipping, and faulted 
events between 2,100 m and 3,300 m horizontally, and 200 to 700 msec also 
show a good match . However, there are dissimilarities which cause some ques
tion as to the validity of the model. 

One problem concerns the shallowest horizon, which outcrops at the 
surface position 3,100 and represents the erosional surface truncating the faul
ted, dipping coal beds. This shows a distinct reflection in the model but does 
not appear in the real data. Similarly, the fault plane interpreted as horizon 
No. 37 appears as a dipping reflector on the model but not on the data. Finally, 
horizon No. 39 was interpreted from borehole data to be a discontinuity in 
velocity and input to the model as such. It also appears as a dipping reflector 
on the model but cannot be found on the real data. 

The discontinuous and segmented appearance of the reflection events 
shown in Figure 13 might be caused by the discontinuous normal gradient of 
the subsurface model, such as the fault boundaries. In this case, the normal
incident ray theory would not provide adequate seismic response because the 
reflection comes from an area, not simply from a single point source as assumed 
in ray-tracing. In an attempt to resolve some of these problems, we decided to 
calculate the wave-equation solution to the seismic response. The main dif
ference between the wave-equation and ray-trace solution is that all diffracted 
energy is included in the wave-equation solution. The wave-equation solution 
to the model is shown in Fig. 14. The erosional surface mentioned earlier as well 
as the fault plane defined as horizon No 37 are both still present. However, the 
match between this solution and the original data is now much better, par
ticularly in the area of the segmented reflecting events between 2,000 m and 
3,500 m horizontally and 200 and 500 msec. Also, the strong reflector between 
3,500 and 4,000 m horizontally, and 600 to 800 msec has lost its segmented 
appearance. This improvement is evident in other areas of the model also. 
Figure 15 is the wave-equation response with random noise added in an attempt 
to match more closely the appearance of the original data. 

6. Conclusions 

The fact that erosional surfaces and fault planes appear as reflections in the 
model but do not appear in the original data is caused by a limitation in the 
modeling. The model requires that each change in physical property (e.g. 
velocity and density) be defined as a distinct layer boundary (called a horizon). 
Velocity transition zones, like those which sometimes appear in a highly faulted 
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Fig . 13. Ray-trace response using 20Hz Ricker wavelet 

13. abra. Sugarutvezetessel, es 20 Hz-es Ricker wavelettel szamitott szintetikus szelveny 

Puc. 13. CHHTeTaqeCKHH pa3pe3, BhlqHcJieHHhiH no MeTO.llY npoBe,[{eHml no TpaeKTOpHH 11 HCnOJih30BaHHeM HMnyJihCa PHKKepa qaCTOTOH 20 fu 
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Fig. 14. Wave-equation response using 20 Hz Ricker wavelet 

14. abra. Hulhimegyenlettel, es 20 Hz-es Ricker wavelettel szamitott szintetikus szelveny 

Puc. 14. CHHTeTHqeCKHH pa3pe3, BhlqHcJieHHhiH no BOJIHOBOMY ypaBHeHHIO c HCllOJih30BaHHeM HMllYJihCa PHKKepa qacTOTOH 20 ru. 
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Fig. 15. Wave-equation response using 20Hz Ricker wavelet with noise added 

15. abra. Hull<imegyenlettel, 20 Hz-es Ricker wavelettel es zaj hozzaadasaval szamitott szintetikus szelveny 

Puc. 15. CHHTeTH'IeCKHH pa3pe3, Bbi'IHCJieHHbiH no BOJIHOBOMY ypaBHeHHIO C HCllOJlb30BaHHeM HMllYJibCa PHKKepa 'IaCTOTOH 20 rl{ 
H .n;o6asJieHHeM myMa 

1.0 
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area, are extremely difficult to simulate in a model. Erosional surfaces, although 
having a distinct velocity discontinuity, are usually rough, highly irregular 
surfaces which occasionally give rise to no-reflection zones, because of their 
energy scattering properties. This type of surface is also difficult to model. 

The model and geological knowledge showed excellent correlation in the 
coal-bearing area which has normal faults, as well as in the area to the northwest 
in which the rock units are not as deformed. The wave-equation solution shows 
tliat much of the energy dipping from right.to left on the processed time section 
(Fig. 3) are diffractions. This confirms the validity of the migrated time section 
(Fig. 4) and gives credibility to the decision to use pie-slice filtering to aid in 
structural interpretation. Therefore, we conclude that the model is a reasonable 
geologic interpetation of the seismic cross section. 

The geology of the study area is extremely complex, whereby a combina
tion of reverse and normal faults truncate continuous layers. To be successf~l, 
the COP method needs strata of reasonably continuous lateral extent and any 
fault intersecting the layer can violate this requirement. Figure 16 shows the 
result of ray tracing a COP gather (i.e. an assamblage of traces belonging to the 
same Common Depth Point) centered at surface position 2, 700. To give it more 
clarity, only rays of horizons 16, 24, 27, 30 and 39 were traced. The complexity 
of this COP gather is immediately obvious. Although the strata dip but slightly, 
the refraction of the rays through the fault planes cause a large scattering in the 
reflection points. This could give rise to errors in stacking velocity analysis, and 
can be compounded when migrating the data and converting to depth. Figure 17 
shows the synthetic COP gather calculated from the raypaths shown in Fig
ure 16. The travel times for horizon 39 are nearly equal for all source-receiver 
offsets and would, therefore, need an unreasonably high velocity in order to 
properly stack this reflection. This could be another reason why this fault plane 
does not appear on the real data. We see from this example that we are 
approaching the limits of the conventional COP method. We therefore suggest 
that if further seismic reflection work is to be done in this area, great care be 
taken in the selection of recording and processing parameters. 
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Fig. 16. Rays traced from COP gather centered around surface position 2700, from layers 16, 
24, 27, 30 and 39 

16. abra. A 2700 szelvimykar6 kornyekehez tartoz6 sugarak a 16, 24, 27, 30 es 39 sz. retegrol 

Puc. 16. Jlyqu, OTHOCj~IUHeCj~ K OKpy)I(HOCTH llHKeTa .J\(Q 2700 C nJiaCTOB 16, 24, 27, 30 H 39 
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Fig. 17. Synthetic COP gather from rays shown in Figure 16. Left: Spikes at the appropriate 
travel times. Right: Spikes convolved with 20-80 Hz bandpass wavelet 

17. abra. A 16. abra sugarainak megfelelo szintetikus csatornagyiijtes. Baloldalt csucsok, 
jobboldalt a csucsok 20-80 Hz savsziires utan 

Puc. 17. C6op CHHTenfqecKHX KaHaJioB, cooTBeTCTBYIOmHx nyqaM Ha pHc. 16. HaneBo- nHKH, 
HanpaBO- llHKH llOCJie llOJIOCOBOH cpHJibTpaQHH 20-80 ru 
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APPENDIX 

For the experimental seismic profile the field geometry was chosen as 
follows: an unusually short geophone-base distance (12.5 m instead of25 m) and 
the minimal possible offset of 112.5 m that can be used in the presence of the 
vibrator-generated noise on the rocky ground (the exploration depth range was 
1,500 m). The vertical resolving power was increased by the wide band of the 
input sweep (20-80Hz). Although the coverage had originally been planned as 
twelve-fold, this could not be uniformly achieved along the whole profile be
cause of the rough terrain. The low-velocity-layer also shows rapid changes: its 
average velocity is 600-1 ,000 mjs, its thickness is varying between 7-65 m. The 
layer below the low-velocity-layer is still variable, with a boundary velocity of 
1,000-2,400 mjs. As referred to the 170m datum plane (a.s.l.) static corrections 
range between 8-70 ms. 
Steps of the refined processing of the VA-4/7 line: 
1. Demultiplexing of the field material into 4-byte floating-point SDS-3 trace 

sequential format. 
2. True amplitude recovery (RAMP) and VIBRODECON on the primary 

records with subsequent bandpass filtering (20-70 Hz) and normalization 
(NORM) based on total record length. 

3. Rough stack after EDIT and STAT and normal moveout (KIN) with a priori 
velocity information. 

4. Automatic improvement of the static corrections. 
5. Velocity determinations after the automatic statics, by means of velocity 

scanning. Improved stack using updated velocity functions. 
6. Zero-phase deconvolution on the refined stacked section with subsequent 

filtering (in 20-40 Hz, 30-60 Hz and 20-60 Hz bands). 
7. Wave-equation migration, followed by the same filtering as in 6. 
8. Pie-slice filter applied to the migrated time section (7 channels, 20-40 Hz 

frequency band, 1,000 mjs velocity cut-oft). 
9. Depth transformation with the determined velocity functions. 
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SZEIZMIKUS MODELLEZES BONYOLULT TEKTONIKAI VISZONYOK K6Z6TT 

John J. MILLER, Myung W. LEE, KILENYI Eva, PETROVICS Ilona, BRAUN Laszlo es 
KORVIN Gabor 

A mecseki fekete koszen kutatasat az ELGI 1955 6ta szeizmikus refrakci6s m6dszerrel, majd 
1977 6ta szeizmikus reflexi6s m6dszerrel vegzi. A terii1et bonyo1ult tektonikaja, a rovid tavon 
kovetheto hatarfelii1etek, ame1yeket k6ze1 fiiggo1eges vetok es fe1to16dasi sikok szabda1nak igen 
megnehezitik a szeizmikus anyag feldo1gozasat es erte1mezeset. 

Az ELGI es a USGS egyiittmiikodese 1982-ben kezdodott a ketdimenzi6s modellezes haszna-
1atara a Mecsekben. Az e1so modell nem eredmenyezett megfelelo egyezest a va16di szelvennyel, 
ezert az anyagot ujra fe1do1goztuk es erte1meztiik. A masodik modellezes soran mind sugarut-vezete
ses, mind hullamegyen1etes modellezest a1ka1maztunk a fe1adat mego1dasara. Ezutta1 mar h!nyege
sen jobb egyezest kaptunk, de meg mindig maradtak ellentmondasok. 

A tanu1many bemutatja, hogyan 1ehet a modellezest hasznositani a feldo1gozas es ertelmezes 
e1osegitesere, iterativ uton. u gyanakkor ramutatunk a modellezes es a k6z6s me1ysegpontos szeiz
mikus e1jaras korlataira az adott foldtani viszonyok k6z6tt. 

CEHCMU'IECKOE MO,ll,EJIUPOBAHUE UPU CJIOJKHhiX TEKTOHU'IECKUX 
YCJIOBURX 

,L].:>KOH .LJ.)K. Ml1JIJ1EP, MIOHf B. JIH, 3Ba Kl1J1EHI1, 11JIOHa nETPOBl1l.l, JlacJIO EPAYH 
u 1a6op KOPBUH 

Pa3BC)l;Ka MCCTOpO)K)l;CHHSI qepHOfO yrm1 B ropax MeqeK npOBO)l;HTCjl HHCTHTYTOM 3J1111 C 
1955 r. C nOMOW.biO CCHCMHqeCKOfO MCTO)l;a npCJIOMJICHHbiX BOJIH, a C 1977 r.- MCTO)l;a OTpa)KCH
HhiX BOJIH. CJIO)KHOe TCKTOHuqecKoe cTpoeuue pauoua, KopoTKHe paccTOj(HHjl npocJIC)KHBaHHjl 
pa3)l;CJIOB, nepeCCKaCMbiX noqTH BCpTHKaJihHbiMH c6pocaMH H Ha)l;BHfaMH, BCChMa 3aTpy)l;HHIOT 
o6pa60TKY H HHTepnpeTaUHIO MaTCpHaJIOB CCHCMOpa3BC)l;KH. 

COTPY.ll:HHqecTBO MC)K.ll:Y 31J111 H TeoJioruqecKoii cJiy)K6ou CiliA uaqaJIOCh B 1982 r. no 
npuMeHeHHIO .ll:BYXMepuoro MO.ll:CJIHpoBaHHjl B ropax MeqeK. ITepBajl MO.ll:CJih ue )l;aJia cooTBeTc
TBYIOW.ero COBna)l;CHHjl C HCTHHHbiM pa3pC30M, nOJTOMY MaTCpHaJI 6biJ1 3aHOBO o6pa6oTaH H 
no)l;BepruyT HOBOH HHTepnpeTaUHH. B npouecce BToporo MO.ll:CJIHpoBaHHjl 6hiJIH ucnOJih30BaHhi 
cnoco6 npOBC)l;CHHH no TpaCKTOpHH, a TaK)KC CnOC06 BOJIHOBOfO ypaBHCHHjl )l;Jljl pelliCHHjl 3a)l;aqH. 
flpH JTOM 6biJ10 noJiyqeHO 3HaqHTCJ1bHO Jiyqrnee COBna)l;CHHC, HO BCC-TaKH OCTaJIHCh HCKOTOpbiC 
npOTHBOpeqHH. 

B pa60TC noKa3aHO, KaK MO)KHO HCnOJih30BaTh MO)l;CJIHpOBaHHC )l;Jl.SI npO)l;BH)KCHHH o6pa6oT
KH H HHTCpnpeTaUHH nyTCM nOBTOpCHHH. B TO )KC BpCMH OTMCqCHbl orpanuqeHHjl MO)l;CJIHpOBaHHjl 
H ceiicMopa3BC.ll:Oquoro MCTO)l;a O.i.T. npu )l;auuou reoJioruqecKoii o6cTaHOBKe. 
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HIGH RESOLUTION INTERVAL VELOCITIES 

Istvan KESMARK Y* 

The principal limit of the resolution of physical methods in the presence of random com
ponents (i.e. noise) is well known in statistical theory. However, there has been an increasing 
demand for a higher resolution of the physical parameters for exploration purposes. Therefore, an 
important research aim is to achieve a reasonable compromise between the two controversial 
requirements. 

As demonstrated in this paper, the estimated interval velocities become very unrealiable and 
highly correlated if resolution is increased. To find a compromise, the reliability of interval velocity 
estimates must be increased to an acceptable level while ensuring that the estimates stay close to 
physical reality. This process should result, more or less, in smoothing the original rough estimates. 

This paper consists of three parts. In the first part, the statistical description of interval velocity 
estimation errors is outlined. In the second part, the possibility of decreasing estimation errors is 
discussed by taking into consideration the highly correlated nature of interval velocity estimates via 
the computation of statistical residuals. In the third part a few synthetic examples of the application 
of the method is shown. 

Keywords: interval velocity, Dix-formula, statistical estimation 

1. Statistical behaviour of the interval velocity estimates 

First let us look at the statistical description of the estimated interval 
velocity errors, the mean, the standard deviation, and covariance between 
various layers. Suppose that seismic measurements are made above a half space 
containing horizontal homogeneous layers. The spread parameters can be 
chosen arbitrarily. As a result of standard velocity analyses, we may have a great 
number of arrival time and stacking velocity pairs (t0 , vs) corresponding to 
primary reflections spaced arbitrarily close to one another. All these hyperbolic 
parameters are supposed to contain statistical errors. The independence of the 
errors corresponding to each horizon is also assumed to be present. This is a 
realistic approach after a successful automated static correction. 

The standard deviation and covariance of reflection hyperbola parameters, 
t0 and vs, can practically be deduced on the basis of the standard deviation, (J0 

of the random time shifts after the automatic static correction (see APPENDIX A). 
Thus, in the case of a known standard deviation, (J0 the mean, standard 
deviation and covariance of hyperbola parameters, t0 and vs, can directly be 
estimated. These parameters can be regarded as secondary measurement data 
of known statistical behaviour. 

* Geophysical Exploration Company, POB 213, Budapest, H-1391, Hungary 
Manuscript received: 9 April, 1985 
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Now, the estimation of interval velocities by the well known Dix formula 
can be discussed. The formula is expressed by the error terms of each quantity: 

(vs; + L1vs) 2Ctoi +A to)- (vsi - 1 + Avs;- ) 2(t~i - 1 +A to;-) 

Cto; +A to)- Ctoi- 1 +A to;- ) 

where: v; is the interval velocity of the i-th layer 
L1 v; is the error term of v; 

(1) 

vs" and t0 " is the stacking velocity and the zero offset arrival time of the 
n-th reflection, respectively. 

The mean, standard deviation and covariance of interval velocity error 
term, L1 v;, can be expressed after expanding the expression into Taylor series, 
retaining the linear terms and computing the expected values (see APPENDIX B). 

In essence, it may be said that the interval velocity estimates are unbiased 
but, may have very large standard deviations in the case of small layer thick
nesses or high noise level. The considerably large negative correlation between 
interval velocity estimates of the adjacent layers is of further complication. 

For example a stacking velocity error of a certain reflection affects two (the 
upper and lower) interval velocity estimates in the opposite sense. 

For a quick impression, an example of the standardized form of covariance 
matrix C of L1 v; is: 

1.00 
-0.47 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.47 
1.00 

-0.61 

0.00 

0.00 
-0.61 

1.00 

0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

1.00 

It shows that, the covariance can be characterized by a tridiagonal matrix. 
Because of the large negative correlation, the interval velocity estimates show 
non-minimum standard deviations. Evaluating these statistical parameters, the 
interval velocity .estimates can also he regarded as secondary (or tertiary) 
measured data at a later stage. 

2. Correction of correlation terms 

A tridiagonal matrix, whose off diagonals contain negative elements, des
cribes an altet:nating, oscillatory stochastic process. It is also known that actual 
interval velocities vary systematically as sediment compaction varies therefore, 
interval velocities of different layers are not quite independent. 

The residual computation method, well known from statistics, offers means 
to remove the correlation terms. The principle of the method is that terms 
predicted from all other estimation errors L1 ~ (k =1= i) are subtracted from each 
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estimation error A V: . The prediction can be carried out on the basis of a linear 
regression model, similar to the predictive deconvolution. 

Let us introduce the variable ~i which is the difference of the interval 
velocity estimate, V:, computed by Dix's formula, and an ideal estimate, vi, to 
be determined later: 

(2) 

(The statistical behaviour of ~i is the same as that of A~ described in APPENDIX B.) 
The residual1Ji can be expressed by the inverse matrix D of the covariance 

matrix C (see APPENDIX C): 

(3) 

where, Dki and Dii are elements of matrix D ( = C- 1
) and M is the number of 

sedimentary layers. The values 1Ji are free from the correlation effect. The 
covariance of the residual has the following form (see APPENDIX C): 

E{1Ji1JJ = Dii · det (D)/(DiiDii) (4) 

This expression depends on the covariance matrix, C (and vi) only. Equation 
(4) serves as the theoretical lower limit of the correlation between residuals, 1Ji 
and 1Ji· To achieve an estimate of minimum standard deviation, the sum square 

M 

of the actual residuals N = I ~i must be minimized or decreased to the 
i= 1 

theoretical minimum formulated by eq. (4), where " denotes the actual value 
during the iteration. Substituting ~i into the expression of 1Ji and norm N, a 
simple equation can be deduced, by equating the partial vi derivates to zero: 

where, (5) 

Trivial solution: vi = V: 
M 

Practical solution: I (~1/E{1Ji1Ji}) = M 
i 

In spite of the meaningless trivial solution, the gradient vector can easily 
be used to decrease norm N step by step, starting from an arbitrary smooth 
velocity function v~0 >. 

At the n-th step, N can be computed from ~k and D. The direction of the 
steepest descent of N can also be found varying the components d">. Thus, v~n+ 0 

(i = 1, 2, ... , M) can simply be reached by a displacement of a certain length, 
within the direction mentioned above. 

To start the iteration, a reasonable choice for a smooth velocity function 
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is a simple stepwise function, which exactly obeys the local compaction trend 
and best fits to the interval velocities computed by the Dix formula. 

To find a reasonable solution, a technique can be applied that is similar to 
the white noise addition method. All elements of covariance matrix C outside 
the main diagonal are multiplied by a constant a, with values between zero and 
one. 

The case a= 0 is equivalent to the application of the Dix formula without 
modification. If a is equal to 1, the result generally is a strongly smoothed 
stepwise function. An intermediate solution can be achieved by using a between 
0 and 1. 

3. Examples 

A model example containing a velocity anomaly is shown in the next 
figures.* 

Standard deviation, at, of the random time shifts with which the original 
arrival time data were corrupted is 2 ms. (The source offset is 120 m, the 
geophone interval is lZO m and the coverage is 12 fold.) The solid line always 
shows the assumed noise-free model. The white lines (in the center of the grey 
zones) show the estimated velocities computed from noisy synthetic data. The 
grey areas show the standard deviations of the estimates. Fig. 1 is the case of 
Dix's formula (a= 0). The interpretation and decision on the existence of one 
(or more) low velocity anomaly are no easy tasks due to the large standard 
deviations. 

Let us regard now the practical use of the resultant interval velocity 
estimate against the parameter a in the case of the given model (Fig. 2). In the 
case of low noise level** the improvement is not significant, but in the case of 
high noise or small layer-thickness the improvement is considerably better 
expressed by the r.m.s. difference between the original noise-free interval veloci
ties and estimates computed from synthetized noisy (t0 , V5 ) pairs. The ideal 
solutions are represented by the absolute minima of the curves. The range of 
the curves (the relative improvement) is certainly greater in the latter case. In 
most cases, the value a= 0.9 results in nearly optimum fit. 

In the case of a= 1 the result is always an extremely smooth (biased) 
stepwise velocity function . These solutions are very similar to one another, even 
when the noise levels are quite different. This is the reason why the curves 
converge in the case of a= 1. 

* The situation represented by this model is similar to that of the interval velocity problem of 
marine gas hydrates where the aim is to estimate the interval velocity of the free gas bearing layer 
under the gas hydrate layer. 

** Decreasing the noise level (a,= 0.5 ms instead of a,= 2 ms) is equivalent to increasing the spread 
length or the coverage, according to APPENDIX A . 
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Fig. 1. Velocity function, computed by Dix's 
formula, for a model containing a velocity 
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1. abra. Dix-formuhival szamitott 
sebessegeloszlas sebesseg-anomaliat tartalmaz6 

modellre 

Puc. 1. Bhi'IHCJieHHoe no cpopMyne 
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Figures 3. and 4. show the results of the algorithm in the case of a= 0.9 and 
a= 1.0. The bulk of the large alternating errors was removed on the former and 
the anomaly is better recognizable. The latter result is rather smooth. The place 
of the anomaly is visible but its amplitude is rather small. Therefore, choosing 
a= 0.9 is a compromise between an unbiased but inefficient estimate and an 
efficient but biased estimate. The estimate is biased because short interval 
velocity anomalies appear as gradual changes. 

For example, if the noise level is high, . the outstanding feature of short 
interval velocity anomalies may be completely smoothed out. This draws the 
attention of the interpreter, that the given quality of the available seismic data 
is not sufficient for certain conclusions. 

It is worth noting that the whole process is in close analogy with the 
standard predictive deconvolution. In the predictive deconvolution process 
there is an oscillatory shotpoint wavelet to be removed from the trace. The 
autocorrelation function (act) of the wavelet can be estimated from the trace 
itself. The inverse operator is computed from this acf. 

In the interval velocity estimation, there is also an oscillatory term to be 
removed. The acf of this term and the prediction operator can be computed 
theoretically. The smooth function, vi, to be determined should be that, from 
which the result of Dix's formula can be predicted with a given (minimum) 
variance. 

lNTERVRL VELOCITY (KM/SJ 
.co 2. 00 J. 00 s.oo 

o. oo r--r-,.---,----,..-..-,..---,..---,..---.----.----.,...----, 

,C=.9 

[i~~ 
2. 00 1--t--t--t--~±::---+-+-+-+-+--t--1 
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3. 00 f----t--t--t--t--t--

Fig. 3. Velocity function using the algorithm proposed (a=0.9) 

3. abra. Sebessegeloszlas a javasolt algoritmus alkalmazasaval, a= 0,9 eseten 

Puc. 3. Pacrrpe.neneuHe cKopoCTeH rrpH rrpHMeHeHHH rrpe.nnaraeMoro anropHTMa, 
B cnyqae a = 0,9 
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Fig. 4. Velocity function using the algorithm proposed (a = 1.0) 

4. abra. Sebessegeloszi<is a javasolt algoritmus alkalmazasaval, a = I ,0 eseten 

Puc. 4. Pacnpe.LJ:eJieHHe cKopocTeii npH npHMeHeHHH npe.LJ:JiaraeMoro aJiropHTMa, 
B cJiyqae a = I ,0 

4. Conclusions 

263 

In the estimation of interval velocities no local maxima of the velocity 
spectrum have to be rejected in order to get small enough deviations. Such 
type of information loss can be avoided. Due to this feature, the method can 
comfortably be used for interpretation of automatically picked peaks on 
velocity spectra. 
The method retains the simple physical model during the interpretation. 
Some smoothing methods result in smooth curves or splines instead of such 
simple stepwise interval velocity functions. 
The method automatically assures that resolution increases, if the measured 
data are more reliable . 
The method is a useful tool to find efficient estimates in the case of highly 
correlated data. 
The display of standard deviations of the estimated physical parameters 
(interval velocities and depths) are especially useful for quick visual reckon
ing of the reliability of the interpretation. 
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APPENDIX A 

Statistical description of the estimated reflection hyperbola parameters t0 and vs 

A simple model of a reflection hyperbola located on a set of traces has the 
following form: 

. - ( 1~) fki(A, vs, t0 ) - Aq; ti - V t0- ~ (A. I) 

where fki is a discrete element of a trace of a CMP (Common Mid Point) set, 
k is the "offset" index (k runs from 1 to the actual coverage number), 
i is the " time" index 

A is the amplitude factor of the wavelet 
q;(r) is the known wave shape 
ti is the time variable 
xk is the offset variable 
t0 is the zero offset arrival time 
vs is the stacking velocity. 

In the case of a regular spread, xk can be expressed in the following simple form: 

xk = cfJ + (k- l)G (A.2) 

where, cfJ is the actual spread offset and G is the geophone spacing within the 
given type of CMP set. So, the statistical model of the correspondent traces Yki 

can be written: 

(A.3) 

where, nki is the correlated random noise component of zero mean and standard 
deviation, a. 

The statistical interpretation theory gives means to the optimal estimation 
of parameters, t0 and V5 , in the presence of noise. As a by-product, the standard 
deviations and covariances also can be estimated [HoLTZMAN 1971, SAL.\T et al. 
1982]. 

The effectiveness of the (pure quantitative) interpretation can be charac
terized by the information matrix I, which is the inverse of the covariance matrix 
of the estimated parameters in the above case. 

The general element of the information matrix is: 

(A.4) 

where, R;r is the covariance matrix of the noise component, p = {p1 , p 2 , ••• , Pn} 
is the vector of unknown parameters. 

Substituting (A.l) into (A.4), and applying indirect partial derivatives 
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where (A.5) 

and, using the spectral representation of quadratic forms, we get: 

A 2 1 x: 
Ivv = 2 w6I2 

a vs k tk 

(A.6) 

wo 

where, W = - dw 
1 f w2 I <P( w) 12 

2n r(w) 
(A.7) 

-- wo 

w 0 = n/LJ t , LJt is the time spacing, <P(w) and r(w) are the Fourier transforms of 
the normalized autocorrelation functions of the wavelet rp, and the noise, 
respectively. 

Inverting the 2 x 2 information matrix we obtain the covariance matrix of 
the estimated parameters: 

2 - a2 6" 1 
D ( V5 ) - - 2 - V5 ~ 2/ D 

A W k tk 

2 4 
2 - a "xk 2 

D Cto) - -2 - ~ 2 /CtoD) 
A W k tk 

(A.8) 

xt 1 ( xl)2 

where, D = I 2 . I 2 - I 2 
k t k k t k k tk 

Fortunately, very similar expressions can be derived from the case when 
a hyperbola is fitted by the least squares method to the arrival times corrupted 
by random time shifts of standard deviation at [AL-CHALABI 1974, KESMARKY 

1976, MARSCHALL 1978]. 
The only difference is that the factors a 2/(A 2 U') and tk in eqs. (A.8) are 

replaced by a'f and t0 , respectively. Thus 

a2 
""' a2 A2w"' t· 

(A.9) 

at can easily be estimated at the final step of the automated static correction. 
This latter approach is much more simple for practical use. 
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APPENDIX 8 

Statistical description of the estimated interval velocities, ~ 

Expressing the error term, Lf ~from eq. (1), expanding it into Taylor series 
according to Lfvs;' Lfvsi- l, Lft0i and Lf t0i_ 

1
, neglecting higher than first-order terms, 

we obtain (omitting the subscripts s and 0): 

1 { vf- vf-1 } 
Lf~ = ( _ ) vJiLfvi-vi_ 1ti_ 1Lfvi-l + 

2 
[tiLfti_ 1-ti_ 1LftJ 

~ ti ti-l ti 

The expected values of significance are as follows (assuming "non static type" 
random time shifts): 

E(Lf ~Lf l'}) = 
1 

[ + viv /itiE(LfviLfv)- viv j- 1 tit j- 1E(LfviLfv j- 1) + 
~l'}~1j 

2 2 
vi -vi-l 

+ 
2

T [vititiE(LfviLfti_ 1)- vJiti_ 1E(LfviLft)]-
J 

- vi-l V/i-l tiE(Lfvi_ 1Lfv) + vi-l vj-l ti_ 1ti_ 1E(Lfvi-l L1vi_ 1)-

2 2 
vi- vi-l 

2 
T [vi - 1 ti- 1 tiE(Lfvi- 1 Lf ti_ 1)- vi- 1 ti-l ti_ 1E(Lfvi_ 1Lft)] + 

J 

vf- vf-1 { + 
2 
~ V//iE(Lfv iLfti _ 1)- vi-l ti-l tiE(Lfv j-l Lfti_ 1) + 

vJ- vJ- 1 } + 
2

1} [titiE(Lfti_ 1Lfti_ 1)-titi_ 1E(Lfti_ 1Lft)] -

vf- vf-1 { 
- 2 ~ [ v l jt i - 1 £( Lf v jLf t) - v j- 1 t j- 1 t i - 1 £( Lf v j- 1 Lf t i) + 

vJ-vJ- 1 }] + 
2

1} [ti_ 1tiE(LftiLfti_ 1)- ti_ 1ti_ 1E(LftiLft)] 

where ~ = ti- ti-l 

APPENDIX C 

Linear prediction of correlated random variables 

Let us determine the coefficients au which satisfy the following condition 
[VINCZE 1968]: 

(C.1) 
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Equating the partial au derivates with zero, we get: 

Ci2a12 + ci3a13 + ... + ciMa1M = ci1; (i = 1, 2, ... , M) (C.2) 

where, Cii = E{~i~i}. 
Rearranging of eq. (C.2) yields (completing the system (C.2) with its first 

row): 

c[ ~r::l = [!] (C.3) 

where Sis a constant. Eq. (C.3) is the same as the system used at the design of 
prediction error (optimum spike deconvolution) operators, although, matrix C 
does not exhibit the so-called Toeplitz symmetry. 

The solution can simply be written as: 

a - - D1i 
1i- D 

11 

The general solution has the form: 

D .. 
a =- _____!1_ 

ii D .. 
u 

where Dii is the ij-th element of matrix D ( = C - 1 ). 

Now, the residual 11i can simply be expressed: 

M MD .. 
rti = ~i- I aij~j = I _____!}_ ~j 

Hi j= 1 Dii 

The covariance of 11i can be written in the same way: 

E{'lili} = E (~, ~ D,.~. · ~iJ DA) = 

1 
= --IIDikDjlckl = 

DiiDii k 1 

1 
= --D .. · det (D) 

DiiDjj I} 

because of I Di1Ck1 = c5ik det (D) 
l 
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NAGYFELBONTASiJ SEBESSEGFUGGVENY -BECSLES 

KESMARK Y Istvan 

A szeizmikus sztratigrafiai kutatas fontos celja, hogy az intervallumsebessegeket minel ponto
sabban, minel nagyobb felbontassallehessen becsiilni. Az intervallumsebessegeket a Dix-formulaval 
becsiiljiik. A formula alkalmazasanal problemat okoz, hogy minel vekonyabbak a figyelembe vett 
retegek, a becsiilt parameterek sz6nisa es korrelaltsaga annal nagyobb. Egy lehetseges megoldas, 
hogy csupan egy bizonyos korlatnal nagyobb retegvastagsagokat vesziink figyelembe. 

A szomszedos retegek becsiilt intervallumsebessegei kozti nagy negativ korrelaci6 figyelembe
vetelevel az ilyen informaci6vesztesegeket csokkenteni lehet. Az eljaras kisebb sz6rasu es kevesbe 
oszcillal6 sebessegfiiggveny-becsleseket eredmenyez, egyezesben a megfigyelheto kompakci6s tren
dekkel. A kapott fiiggvenyek a parameterek sz6rasaival egyiitt abrazolhat6k, tomor formaban. Az 
eljaras j61 szemlelteti az anomalis sebessegii vekony retegek detektalasanak elvi korlatait. 

OQEHKA YPABHEHUSI CKOPOCTU C BbiCOKOH PA3PEIDAIOIIlEM 
CUOCOiiHOCTbiO 

l1unaau KEIIIMAPKl1 

,l),JISI CeHCMHqecKHX CTpaTHrpaqmqecKHX HCCJie):{OBaHHH oqeHh Ba)I(HO KaK MO)I(HO C 60JibliiOH 
TOqHOCThlO H C BhiCOKOH pa3pe11IaiOll{eH CTIOC06HOCThlO OUeHHTh CKOpOCTh HCCJie):{yeMOfO HHTep
BaJia. l1HTepBaJibHhie CKOpOCTH OUeHHBaiOTCSI C TIOMOll{hlO q,opMyJihl ,lJ,HKCa. llpH npHMeHeHHH 
:HOH q,opMyJihl, B03HHKaeT npo6JieMa, CYTh KOTOpOH 3aKJIIOqaeTCSI B TOM, qTo qeM TOHhliie 
HCCJie):{yeMhie CJIOH, TeM C MeHbliieli TOqHOCThlO MO)I(HO onpe):{eJIHTh OUeHHBaeMhie napaMeTpbi, 
TeM 60Jihliie HX KOppeJISIUHSI. ,l),m1 pa3pe11IeHHSI 3TOH npo6JieMhl, MO)I(HO Bbi6HpaTb ):{JISI H3yqeHHSI 
TaKHe CJIOH, MOll{HOCTh KOTOpbiX 60Jihliie HeKOTOpOH npe):{eJihHOH MOll{HOCTH. 

l1cnOJih3YSI 3uaqHTeJihHYIO oTpHUaTeJihHYIO Koppen.srUHIO oueuHaaeMhiX HHTepaaJihHhiX 
CKOpOCTeH COCe):{HHX CJIOeB, MO)I(HO yMeHhliiHTh TaKorq po):{a TIOTepH HH!l>OpMaUHH. B pe3yJihTaTe, 
npH HCTIOJib30BaHHH 3TOfO MeTO):{a, TIOJiyqaeM TaKHe OUeHKH ypaBHeHH.SI CKOpOCTH, KOTOphie 
HMelOT 60JihliiHH pa36poc H KOJie6aHHSI, TIO OTHOliieHHIO K Ha6JIIO):{aeMhiM KOMTiaKUHOHHhiM 
TpeH):{aM. flonyqaeMhie ypaBHeHH.SI BMeCTe C pa36pOCOM napaMeTpOB MO)I(HO H306pa3HTh B KOM
naKTHOH !l>opMe. TipH npHMeHeHHH 3TOfO MeTO):{a XOpOliiO npOCJie)I(HBaiOTC.SI TeopeTHqecKHe 
rpaHHUhl ,[{eTeKTHpOBaHH.SI TOHKHX CJIOeB C aHOMaJihHOH CKOpOCThlO. 
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MEASUREMENT AND PROCESSING OF SHORT-OFFSET VERTICAL 
SEISMIC PROFILE DATA 

Myung W. LEE*, John J. MILLER* and Gabor GONCZ** 

During the past years, the Geophysical Exploration Company (GKV) developed a method 
of recording Vertical Seismic Profiles using small explosive charges in a shothole by loading the hole 
through a Y -shaped tube. This method allowed re-using of the shothole many times and ensured 
the waveshape of the downgoing pulse to be similar from shot to shot. 

Two VSP data sets were processed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) into kinematically 
interpretable sections. The processing algorithms were ada:.>ted to the hardware of the GKV. 

This paper presents the results of VSPs recorded in Hungary and processed by GKV using 
this adapted software. The results are promising and further development of this field technique 
warranted. 

Keywords: short-offset VSP, wave shaping, signal consistency, repetitive explosive source 

1. Introduction 

Within the last few years, the Geophysical Exploration Company of Hun
gary (GKV) has developed a successful vertical seismic profile (VSP) field 
procedure based on an explosive energy source. This procedure has become a 
standard method in GKV's seismic activity. However, GKV did not have 
sufficient capability to process VSP data. Concurrently, the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) had considerable success in VSP data processing for similar field 
configurations [LEE and BALCH 1983], but lacked success with explosive energy 
sources. Therefore, these mutual interests resulted in a cooperative program in 
the field of vertical seismic profiling, whereby a few short-offset VSP measure
ments obtained by the GKV were analyzed and processed by the USGS. The 
primary aim of this processing was to obtain VSP sections that were easy to 
interpret kinematically. This paper outlines the VSP field procedure, data 
processbg, and results of three examples of the VSP measurements: the wells 
of Szeghalom-15, Kismarja-30 and Endrod-E-5 (for location see Fig. 1). 

* United States Geological Survey, Denver Federal Center, Box 25045, Denver, Colorado 80225 
** Geophysical Exploration Company (GKV), POB 213, Budapest, H-1391, Hungary 
Manuscript received: 16 April, 1985 
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Fig. I. Location map of the wells where VSP measurements were made 

I. abra. A cikkben szereplo VSP men!sek helye a terkepen 

Puc. I. Y'laCTKH, r)J.e npoBOJJ.HJIHCh ua6JIIOJJ.eHHSI BCII, H KOTOphie ynoMSIHYThi B )J.auuou 

CTaThe 

2. The field procedure 

The principle of VSP measurement is quite simple. The wavefield generated 
by a surface or near-surface energy source close to a wellhead is recorded by 
a downhole geophone which is clamped to the borehole wall. The geophone in 
the well detects the first arrival and the various downgoing and upgoing primary 
and multiple waves reflected in a layered earth. The wavefield is recorded in 
sequence at a given interval over the depth range to be investigated. Figure 2 
shows an idealized version of this configuration and the data set to be expected 
from such a configuration. 

For the data sets presented in this paper, the measurements were carried 
out in cased, cemented wells using Geospace® WLS-1100-type downhole geo
phones and a DFS-IV® recorder. The wavefield was generated by explosive 
charges, and 6 to 7 channels were recorded per shot. 

The shot and receiver-pattern geometry is illustrated in Figure 3. The upper 
part of the figure is a plan view and shows the shot holes; the lower part is a 
cross-sectional display showing the well and the geophones. The actual values 
of the various distances, shown in Figure 3, vary depending on the field circum
stances. The shotpoint-to-well distance (that is, the offset L) should be as small 
as J?Ossible; in practice, it is 50--60 meters. The distance I is about 10 meters. The 

® The use of trade names does not represent endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey or 
the Geophysical Exploration Company of Hungary. 
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shot depth h is fixed by on-site test measurements in which a series of shots are 
recorded by the downhole geophone at a fixed depth and the shot generated 
from different depths. The shot depth generating the most concentrated first 
arrival is selected. The shot holes are drilled and prepared in advance. 

The VSP Method 
Surface 

Reflector 

VSP Section 
0~----------------------=T~im-e-~---

Direct arrivals Reflected arrivals 

R1 .JI' .. Jl' _, 'f 

Fig. 2. Idealized VSP configuration [after 
BALCH et al. 1982] 

Top: Typical VSP field configuration 
Bottom: Idealized data set from the top 

configuration 

2. abra. Idealizalt VSP meresi elrendezes 
[BALCH et al. 1982 nyoman] 

Fenn: Tipikus VSP meresi elrendezes 
Lenn: Idealizalt meresi adatok 

Puc. 2. exeMa H)leamnwposaHHhiX 
H3MepeHHH Ben (no BALCH et al. 1982] 

Bsepxy: PacnoJIO)KeHHe THnH'IHhiX 
H3MepeHwii Ben 

BHH3y: )l,aHHhie H)leaJIH3HposaHHhiX 
H3MepeHHH 
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In order to obtain consistent wavelets from the different shots, small 
charges are used to maintain the condition of the shot hole for as long as 
possible. Usually explosive charges of 0.1 to 0.25 kg are used. 
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Fig. 3. The field geometry employed by GKV 
Top: Plan view showing shot holes and borehole 

X 

X 

H 

Bottom: Cross-sectional view showing downhole geophone, shot hole, and monitor geophone 
locations 

3. abra. A G K V terepi meresi elrendezese 
Fenn: Feliilnezet, mely mutatja a melyfunist es a robbant6lyukakat 

Lenn: Keresztmetszet a geofonok elhelyezkedesevel (kor: robbant6pont, haromszog: geofon) 

Puc. 3. CxeMa noJieBbiX U3MepeHUH B rKB 
Bsepxy: nonesaSI cxeMa B nnaHe, Ha KoTopoH: noKa3aHbi CKBa)f(UHbi rny6oKoro 6ypeHnSI u 

B3pbiBHbie CKBa)f(UHbl 
BHn3y: Pa3MeuwHne npneMHUKOB s pa3pe3e 
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The charges are loaded through a Y -shaped junction of the drilling tube 
which is lifted a few meters before shooting to avoid damaging the tube. After 
shooting, the hole is flushed. The number of shots that can be made in a single 
shot hole is determined by how long the generated wavelet shapes remain 
similar, or until the charges can no longer be loaded safely. It has been our 
experience that 50 to 60 shots can be fired in one hole with a frequency of 1 shot 
every 3 minutes. 

The geophone pattern is also shown in Figure 3. The downhole geophone 
is lowered to the depth H , and locked to the wall by a mechanical arm, 
controlled at the surface, providing a good coupling to the side of the borehole. 
The geophone detects the vertical component of the wavefield and records it on 
channels 1 and 2 with a 2 msec sampling rate. A near-field geophone is placed 
under the weathered zone at depth Hm (about 50---60 m) in a hole drilled in the 
center location of the shotholes. This geophone is recorded on channel 3. Other 
control geophones are planted on the surface. The one placed at the top of the 
near-field geophone hole is recorded on channel 4. The uphole geophone is 
recorded on channel 7. Two more geophones are located close to the wellhead 
and are recorded on channels 5 and 6. 

To avoid distortion of the total wavefield, filters are not used, with the 
exception of a notch filter if necessary. The preamplifiers are set carefully and 
the sources of surface noise are eliminated or attenuated as much as possible. 
We have found this field procedure to be quite productive and it allows consider
able energy in a broad frequency band to be generated and transmitted deep 
into the earth. 

3. Processing 

The processing philosophy and some algorithms were furnished by the 
USGS. These algorithms were adapted to GKV's computer system and were 
used to process the data presented in this paper. Traces from the downhole, 
uphole, and near-field geophones were used in the processing. The main purpose 
of the processing was to obtain easy-to-interpret kinematics on VSP sections. 
It was not our intention to study wavelet attenuation or variation of signal 
shape. Our main interest was in analyzing direct arrivals and upgoing primary 
reflections which can be used to support structural interpretation of the surface
recorded seismic data. 

Trace selection, editing 

The raw field records are displayed in large-scale format after demultiplex
ing. The objectives of this display are to edit unusable traces, choose between 
repeated shots, check polarity, etc. In addition, the approximate arrival times 
of the downgoing direct waves are measured. These approximate arrival times 
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are used later in automatic determination of the first arrival times. In this phase 
of the processing, the raw data are edited for the purpose of further processing. 

Time corrections 

The aim of static corrections of surface reflection seismic data is to compen
sate for the kinematic effects of the variation of shot depth and surface eleva
tion. In short-offset VSP measurements, such effects are usually not significant. 
The positions of the downhole geophone are assumed to be correct; thus, 
geophone point corrections are not performed. Another source of the static time 
shifts is the variation of the shot depth, even though efforts to avoid this are 
made in the field. 

To compensate for this effect, the downhole geophone traces are shifted 
with the average of the uphole times. Static time shifts could be introduced from 
shot to shot by the time difference between the zero time of the trace and the 
actual explosion time of the charge. The existence of this error can be seen from 
the records acquired from the same shothole and the same depth. In these 
records, the uphole times are different and the times of the first arrivals on the 
near-field traces are also different; these two differences are correlated. 
Therefore, a well geophone is corrected with the time difference between the 
time of the actual near trace and the average arrival time of the near traces. 

Because the actual offset is not zero, ,a dynamic time shift is also present. 
On short-offset VSPs, this can be significant on shallow depth traces. Presently, 
this is corrected by approximation and for direct arrivals only. After time-shift 
corrections, the arrival time of the downgoing direct wave is known as a 
function of depth. From these arrival times, the average velocity function can 
be computed and an interval velocity model may also be constructed using 
statistical estimation techniques. One of the objectives of the short-offset VSP 
is to obtain the average velocity function in finely spaced intervals, and this 
function can be a valuable tool in the processing and interpretation of surface 
seismic measurements close to the well. 

Wave let shaping 

The interpretive value of VSP data would be greatly increased if every shot 
emitted the same type of wavelet, whereby the wavelet variations recorded could 
be attributed to geologic conditions. However, the energy sources create vari
able wavelets, even when appropriate field procedures are carried out carefully. 
When shot holes are changed, this wavelet variation is especially striking. Nu
merical wavelet shaping, therefore, is required in order to convert variable 
wavelets to a standard waveshape. In this study, the near-field traces for wavelet 
shaping were used. One of the near-field wavelets is considered to be the 
standard, reference wavelet. 
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For each near-field trace, a deterministic shaping filter was designed using 
the selected reference wavelet as the desired output. These filters were applied 
to the appropriate downhole traces and produced rather similar wavelets on 
different traces. 

The effectiveness of the shaping filters is shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
Figures 4 and 5 show VSP data from the Szeghalom-15 well; Figures 6 and 7 
show data from the Kismarja-30 well. Figures 4 and 6 display the data before 
shaping; Figures 5 and 7 show the results after shaping. The effectiveness of 
shaping depends greatly on the assumption that the near-field wavelets recorded 
are similar to the source-generated wavelets at the wellphone. 
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Fig. 4. Raw VSP data from Szeghalom-15 showing variation in signal shape 

4. abra. A Szeghalom-15 nyers VSP szelvenye 

Puc. 4. Heo6pa6oTaHHhiH npo<I>HJih BCII Szeghalom-15 
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5. abra. A 4. abra szelvenye jelalaksziires utan 
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Amplitude processing 

The amplitudes of the signals of a raw VSP section vary as a function of 
time and depth also. The geometrical spreading of seismic energy is the domi
nant physical process that causes reduced amplitudes. It is desirable to recon
struct this energy spreading. A gain function, balancing the downgoing direct 
wave, is computed in an experimental way. For the Szeghalom- 15 well, G = 
T /250)2, where G is the gain function and T represents the one-way travel time. 
Further physical processes which affect the amplitude of the propagating seismic 
wavelet are not compensated for in our existing program package. 

Velocity filtering 

The well geophone detects both the downgoing and the upgoing wavefields, 
therefore, the VSP section is an interference of many different primary and 
multiple reflections. Both the downgoing and upgoing wavefields contain in
formation, but it is desirable to separate these two types of waves. The basic 
tool to remove unwanted energy modes with different apparent velocities is the 
velocity filter. 

The tube wave, shear waves, and converted waves also can be attenuated 
in this way; hence, the velocity filter may improve the signal-to-noise ratio too. 
The velocity filter used operates in the frequency-wavenumber (F-K) domain. 
The downgoing and upgoing events are separated by passing the appropriate 
quarter of the F-K plane, and applying a bandpass filter with an 80-Hz cut-off 
frequency simultaneously. There is a significant dynamic difference between the 
separated downgoing and upgoing wavefields. In the downgoing wavefield, the 
strongest event is the direct wave with downgoing multiples oflesser energy. The 
weaker upgoing wavefield consists of primary and multiple reflections. 
Therefore, the downgoing direct wave was attenuated by 10 dB, after which the 
two wavefields were combined to produce a well-balanced section. This VSP 
section was corrected for two-way travel time, which aligns the upgoing events. 

The VSP data from the Kismarja-30 well, processed in this manner, can be 
seen in Figure 8. The up going wavefield of this section corrected to two-way time, 
can be seen in Figure 9, and the downgoing waves corrected to zero time are 
shown in Figure 10. Different types of waves can be seen clearly, for example, 
a downgoing direct wave, a strong upgoing reflected wave at 1,150 m, and their 
first surface multiples. A few weak reflections can be observed on the upper part 
of the upgoing wavefield. Similar VSP data from the Szeghalom-15 well are 
shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. VSP data obtained in the Kismarja-30 well after velocity filtering, attenuation of 
downgoing wavefield by 10 dB, and merging upgoing and downgoing wavefields. Data have 

been shifted to align upgoing events 

8. abra. A Kismarja-30 VSP szelvenye sebessegsziires es a lefele halad6 hullamter 10 dB-lei val6 
csillapitasa, majd a le- es felfele halad6 hullamok osszeadasa utan. A lefele halad6 hullamokat 

statikus tolassal fazisba hoztuk 

Puc. 8. <l>uJihTpaQJUI no CKopocTu npo<t>um1 Kismarja-30 u nepeMemaiOmeecjl BHU3 BOJIHOBoe 
noJie c 10 .LJ.-M 3aTyxaHueM, 3aTeM BHU3 u BBepx nepeMemaiOmuecjl noJijl nocJie CJIO)I(eHUjl co 

CTaTuqecKUM C,lJ.BUfOM no $a3e 
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Fig. 9. The upgoing part of wavefield from Figure 8 

9. abra. A felfele halado hullamok a 8. abrabol 
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Puc. 9. OepeMelllaiOlllMecSI ssepx BOJIHhi, M3o6pa)l(eHHhie Ha pwc. 8 
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Fig. 10. The aligned, downgoing part of the wavefield from Figure 8 

10. abra. A fazisba hozott lefele halad6 hullamok a 8. abrab61 

Puc. 10. C.LlBHHYThie no cpa3e, rrepeMemawmHeCSI BHH3 BOJIHhi, H3o6pa)l(eHHhie Ha pHc. 8 
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Fig. 11 . VSP data from the Szeghalom-15 well processed as in Figure 8 

11. abra. Szeghalom-15 VSP szelvenye a 8. abnihoz hasonl6an feldolgozva 

Puc. 11. 06pa6oTKa npoqmJISI BCll Szeghalom-15, aHaJionrqHoMy pHc. 8 
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Fig. 12. The upgoing part of the wavefield from Figure II 

12. abra. A felfele halad6 hullamok a II. abrab61 
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Puc. 12. ITepeMern.aiOrn.HecSI BBepx BOJIHhi, H3o6pa)l{eHHhie Ha pHc. II 
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Fig . 13. The downgoing part of the wavefield from Figure 11 

13. abra. A lefele halad6 hullamok a 11. abrab6l 
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Puc. 13. llepeMell.laiOll.lMCCH BHM3 BOJIHbl, M306pa:lKeHHbiC Ha pHC. 11 
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Deconvolution based on the downgoing wave 

The previous illustrations show that, the downgoing direct wave separated 
by a velocity filter is neither a spike nor a well-defined wavelet; it is a com
plicated wave train. This long wave train is reflected from the boundaries 
producing multiples and making the interpretation a complicated task. 
Therefore, it is desirable to apply spi"ing deconvolution to contract signals. The 
deconvolution operator is designed from a time window containing the down
going direct wave. The advantage of using the direct wave to design decon
volution operators is that the signal strength is greater than that of the usual 
wavefield used to calculate deconvolution filters. The deconvolution increases 
the resolution of the VSP wavefield as can be seen in Figures 14 and 15, which 
are the deconvolution of Figures 8 and 11, respectively. Figures 16 and 17 are 
the deconvolved, upgoing wavefields from Figures 9 and 12, respectively. 

Cumulative vertical stacking 

A simple and effective procedure that emphasizes upgoing reflections is the 
vertical summation of VSP traces which have, in phase, upgoing reflections 
along equal time lines. This procedure positions the traces at their proper 
two-way surface arrival times. The cumulative stacking of the deconvolved, 
upgoing wavefield at Kismarja-30 is shown in Figure 18. The good resolution 
of the reflections and the improved signal-to-noise ratio is apparent in this 
section. Figure 19 shows the top few traces of the cumulative stacking of the 
upgoing wavefield at Endrod-E-5 displayed next to the conventional surface 
data recorded near this well. The good correlation between the two data sets 
gives a high degree of confidence in reflector identification on the surface data. 

4. Conclusion 

VSP field procedure, employed by GKV, using explosive energy sources 
proved to be adequate, but should be improved to produce better quality data. 
The processing of the VSP data, based on the techniques and algorithms 
obtained from the USGS, is promising but should be further developed in order 
to better interpret the dynamics of the wavefield. 
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Fig. 14. VSP data from the Kismarja-30 well after deconvolution 

14. abra. A Kismarja-30 VSP szelvenye dekonvoluci6 utan 

Puc. 14. ITpO<pHJih BCIT Kismarja-30 nocJie ,neKOHBOJIIOUHH 
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Fig. 15. VSP data from the Szeghalom-15 well after deconvolution 

15. abra. A Szeghalom-15 VSP szelvenye dekonvoluci6 utan 

Puc. 15. llpoqmnh BCll Szeghalom-15 rrocne ,neKOHBOJIIOUHH 
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Fig. 16. Deconvolved, upgoing wavefield from Figure 14 

16. abra. Dekonvolvalt felfele halad6 hullamter a 14. abrab61 

Puc. 16. ).],eKOHBOJIIOposauuoe, nepeMemaiOmeecSI ssepx BOJIHosoe noJie, H3o6pa)l(euuoe ua 
pHC. 14 
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Fig. 17. Deconvolved, upgoing wavefield from Figure 15 

17. abra. Dekonvolvalt felfele halad6 hullamter a 15. abnib61 
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Puc. 17 . .ll:eKOHBOJIIOposauuoe, rrepeMel!laiOl!leec.s~ ssepx soJiuosoe rroJie, H3o6pa)l(euuoe ua 
pHC. 15 
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Fig. 16. Deconvolved, upgoing wavefield from Figure 14 

16. abra. Dekonvolvalt felfele halado hullamter a 14. abrabol 

Puc. 16 . .IJ.eKOHBOJIIOpOBaHHOe, nepeMeiiJ,aiOIIJ,eeC}I BBepx BOJIHOBOe TIOJie, H306pa)l(eHHOe Ha 
pHC. 14 
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Fig. 17. Deconvolved, upgoing wavefield from Figure 15 

17. abra. Dekonvolvalt felfele halad6 hullamter a 15. abrab61 
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Puc. 1'7: .[{eKoHsomoposaHHoe, nepeMemafOmeecSI ssepx BOJIHosoe noJie, u3o6pa)l(eHHoe Ha 
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Fig. 18. Cumulatively summed version of Figure 16 

18. abra. A 16. abnin lathat6 szelveny kummulativ osszegzes utan 

Puc. 18. llpoqmJih, noKa3aHHhiH Ha pHc. 16, nocJie KYMMYJISITHBHoro cyMMHpoBaHHSI 
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Fig. 19. Correlation between cumulatively summed VSP data and conventional surface reflection 
data near the Endrod-E-5 well 

19. abra. Kummulativan osszegzett VSP reflexi6s csatormik illesztese az Endrod-E-5 funis 
kozeleben felszini reflexi6s idoszelvenyhez 

Puc. 19. Coe.r:umeHHe KaHaJioB oTpa)l(eHHhiX BOJIH KYMMYJISITHBHO npocyMMHpoBaHHoro BCn 
B6mnH CKBa)I(HHbl Endrod-E-5, K TIOBepXHOCTHOMY BpeMeHHOMY pa3pe3y OTpa)l(eHHbiX BOJIH 
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L YUKKOZELI VSP MERESEK ES FELDOLGOZASUK 

Myung W . LEE, John J. MILLER es GONCZ Gabor 

Az elmult evekben a GKV kifejlesztett egy hatasos modszert kis toltetek alkalmazasara, 
melyeket egy Y alaku cso segitsegevel juttatnak lea robbant6lyukba. A m6dszer lehetove teszi, hogy 
egy robbant6lyukat sokszor felhasznaljunk, mikozben a lefele halad6 jelalak alig valtozik. 1 

1983 elejen a G K V ket VSP meresi anyagat a USGS altai kifejlesztett programrendszerrel 
feldolgoztuk Denverben, es kinematikailag j61 kiertekelheto szelvenyeket kaptunk. A feldolgoz6 
algoritmusokat a GKV beepitette a sajat feldolgoz6 rendszerebe. 

A dolgozatban Magyarorszagon mert VSP adatokat mutatunk be, melyeket az adaptalt 
programrendszerrel dolgoztunk fel. Az eredmenyek biztat6ak, es a terepi meresi m6dszer sikeresnek 
bizonyult. 

TEXHMKA M3MEPEHMU M CllOCOiihl OliPAiiOTKM ~AHHhiX BCn llPM 
MMHMMAJihHOM PACCTO~HMM ME)((~Y llYHKTOM 83PhiBA M CKBA)((MHOU 

MIOHr B. JUI, ,l.l.)KOH ,l.l.)K. MHJIJIEP R ra6op rEHIJ, 

B npOlllJlhiX ro.n.ax B npe.n.npRSIMRR reo<lmJRqecKoro Hccne.n.osaHRSI rTHrn (GKV) 6h1Jl 
pa3BRT 0)1.RH J<f><f>eKTRBHbiH cnoco6, 3aKJliOqaiOil.lRMCSI B npRMeHeHRR He60JlblllRX no Macce 3ap
SI)1.0B, KOTOpbiM 3allOJlHSIIOT CKBa)KRHhl npR nOMOil.lR Y -o6pa3HOH Tpy6hi. 3TOT MeTO.LI. cnoco6c
TByeT TOMy, qTO MO)KHO RCnOJlh30BaTh O.LI.HY B3pbiBHYIO CKBa)KRHY He0)1.HOKpaTHO, B TO BpeMSI KaK 
nepeMell.laiOil.laSICSI BHR3 <f>opMa CRrHaJla e.n.sa R3MeHSieTCSI. PaHee B3pbiBHOH MeTO.LI. He 6hiJl .ll.OC
TaTOqHO pa3pa6oTaH, XOTSI R 6hiJla noTpe6HOCTh R B aHaJlR3RpOBaHRR 3TOfO MeT0)1.a, R B COOT
BeTCTBYIOil.lRX cnoco6ax ero o6pa6oTKR. 

B Haqane 1983 r. .n.sa MaTepRana no BCn 6hiJlR OTBe3eHhi B USGS. ,l.l.nSI Rx RHTepnpeTal.lRR 
6hiJla RcnoJlh30BaHa TeXHRKa o6pa6oTKR, KOTopaSI 6biJla .pa3pa6oTaHa B USGS, RCnOJlh3YSI KOTO
PYIO Mhi MOfJlR 6bi nonyqRTh KRHeMaTRqecKR xoporno noHRMaeMhie npo<f>RJlR. AnropRTMhi 
o6pa6oTKR 6biJlR npRcnoco6neHhi K co6cTBeHHhiM cnoco6aM o6pa6oTKR B GKV. 

B .n.aHHOM or<IeTe npe.n.cTasneHbi pe3yJlhTaThi R3MepeHRii BCn B BeHrpRR, KOTOpbie o6pa6a
TbiBaJlRCh HaMR Ha co6cTseHHOM amopRTMRqecKoM nporpaMMHOM o6ecneqeHRR. Pe3yJlhTaThi 
o6pa6oTKR nonyqRJlRCh o6Ha.n.e)KRBaiOil.lRMR, KpoMe Toro cnoco6 R3MepeHRH xoporno ce6SI 
3apeKOMeH)1.0BaJl. 
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TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC SOUNDINGS-DEVELOPMENT 
OF INTERPRETATION METHODS AND APPLICATION TO BAUXITE 

EXPLORATION 

Kristof KAKAS*, Frank C. FRISCHKNECHT**, J6zsef (JJSZASZI*, 
Walter L. ANDERSON** and Erno PRACSER * 

Under a cooperative program between the U.S. Geological Survey and the Eotvos Lorand 
Geophysical Institute, central loop and single loop time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) sound
ings were made at a number oflocalities in Hungary. The primary objective was to test the usefulness 
of the method in exploration for bauxite. The results of the soundings were interpreted by use of 
a nonlinear least-squares computer algorithm which fits the data with one-dimensional models. 
Interpretation of the data was generally complicated by the fact that most of the soundings were 
distorted due to lateral changes in the conductance of the overburden or other causes. Direct 
evidence of known bauxite deposits was not found. However, the results indicate that TDEM 
soundings can provide structural information useful to locating bauxite deposits indirectly. In two 
areas, evidence of a deep conductor beneath a .bauxite deposit was found. The central loop or single 
loop techniques were found to be rather slow for routine exploration where a dense set of soundings 
is needed, therefore, in the future, fixed source or large loop configuration will be tested in bauxite 
exploration. 

There are two serious problems in interpretation of TDEM sounding curves by computer 
inversion; the required computer time is excessive for inversion of all the data acquired in a routine 
survey and satisfactory results cannot be obtained when the sounding curves are highly distorted 
by lateral changes in resistivity. Anomalous zones can readily be identified by plotting the data in 
the form of pseudosections with time along the vertical axis. To produce quantitative information 
on the variation of resistivity with depth or the depth to interfaces between layers, methods termed 
TSH and TRH are being developed. The TSH method is based on an approximation for the 
response of a thin conductive sheet in a resistive half space and it yields apparent conductance versus 
apparent depth curves. The TRH method is based on the rate of diffusion downward of the eddy 
currents in a half-space and it produces a resistivity versus depth curve. 

Keywords: transient electromagnetic sounding, bauxite prospecting, Marquardt inversion, time-domain 
electromagnetics 

1. Introduction 

Many of the principles of transient electromagnetic depth sounding have 
been understood for more than 30 years. Until the past several years, transient 
or time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) soundings were generally made with 
heavy equipment and large offsets between source and receiver to sound to 
depths of up to several kilometers. In the last few years, highly portable 

* Eotvos Lorand Geophysical Instiute of Hungary, POB 35, Budapest, H-1440 
** U. S. Geological Survey, Denver Federal Center, P.O . Box 25046, MS 964, Denver, Colorado 

80225 
Manuscript received: 3 January, 1985 
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equipment, which was developed primarily for exploration for conductive mi
neral deposits, has been employed for· sounding to shallower depths using short 
times and short offsets between the source and receiver. Time-domain methods 
have a number of advantages over other geoelectrical sounding methods. 
Generally, TDEM soundings are more sensitive to the presence of conductive 
layers than other geoelectrical measurements. Most TDEM techniques are 
relatively insensitive to topography and high precision in surveying is not 
required. Measurements made with short offset configurations are not as likely 
to be distorted by lateral variations in resistivity as measurements made with 
long offset configurations, and it is much easier to make high-resolution TDEM 
measurements than frequency-domain measurements using short offsets. 

The development and application of TDEM methods for high-resolution 
sounding to depths of 0.5-1.0 km is of great interest to the Eotvos Lonind 
Geophysical Institute (ELGI) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). 
Cooperative studies between these two organizations have included an evalua
tion of short offset TDEM methods in sounding and as applied to bauxite 
exploration in Hungary, the development of mathematical tools for computer 
inversion of data taken about large loops, and the development of rapid techni
ques for interpreting TDEM soundings. 

2. Field studies 

During November 1982, experimental TDEM measurements were made 
jointly by USGS and ELGI personnel at a number oflocations in Hungary. The 
objectives were to test the usefulness of the method in bauxite exploration and 
in shallow sounding for other purposes. The basic equipment was a Mark II 
SIROTEM® desinged by CSIRO [BusELLI-O'NEILL 1977]. An auxiliary high 
power switcher developed by the USGS was used for some of the work. Most 
measurements were made using the central loop configuration in which a small 
vertical-axis, multi-turn loop is placed at the center of a much larger square 
transmitter loop. By means of an electronic switch at the input of the receiver 
the SIROTEM instrument can also be used with a single loop for both transmit
ting and receiving; a few such measurements were made. Transmitting loops 
with sides having dimensions at 50, 100, 200, and 400 meters were used. The 
system transmits a train of bipolar nearly-square pulses with an off-power 
interval between pulses. Measurements can be made at up to 32 times (channels) 
aft~r the end of the current pulse. Results from a minimum of 512 and a 
maximum of 4096 pulses can be stacked. Typically the results from two or more 
individual runs, .using 2048 stacks were averaged. The number of channels of 
useful information depended on the signal-to-noise ratio which, in turn, depend
ed on the resistivity of the earth, the transmitter current, and cultural back
ground noise, which in Hungary, was generally noise from 50 Hz mains. A v-

(1\) Use c\f trade names does not constitute endorsement either by ELGI or USGS 
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eraged values of the transient voltage were transformed to apparent resistivity 
using microcomputer programs developed by RAAB and FRISCHKNECHT [1983]. 
Apparent resistivity, as defined in their algorithm, is the resistivity of the 
homogeneous earth which would produce a response equal to the observed 
response. Apparent resistivity data were inverted using nonlinear least-squares 
programs developed by ANDERSON [1982/a, 1982/b], which fit data to one
dimensional models. 

In Hungary, bauxite deposits typically occur in structural depressions or 
in sinkholes on the surface of high-resistivity Triassic carbonate rocks [BAR
DOSSY 1982, 1984]. The bauxite is covered by Quaternary and Tertiary deposits 
of sand, clay, marl, and sometimes limestone of high resistivity. The other 
materials generally have resistivities ranging from about 5 to 100 .Qm. The 
resistivity of bauxite is generally similar or a little higher than that of the 
overburden, excluding the limestone. Thus, the bauxite does not constitute a 
good target for direct detection by electrical methods. However, it is often 
possible to detect depressions on the surface of the Triassic carbonates. Ideally 
one could detect such depressions using a series of central or single loop 
soundings. Apparent resistivity curves calculated for a hypothetical 3-layer 
model in which the thickness of the bauxite layer is varied are shown in Figure 
1. The curves do not exhibit a pronounced feature characteristic of the bauxite 
layer, nevertheless, it should be possible to resolve these various cases in the 

d, =100 9, =20 

d2=0 92=80 

93=2000 

TIME(s) 

Fig . I . Theoretical curves for a model containing a bauxite layer 

I. abra. Elmeleti tranziens szondazasi gorbek bauxitreteget tartalmaz6 modell felett 

Puc. I . Teopeni'IecKne KpnBbie 30H;:I:npoBaHnSI MITIT Ha.IJ: MO;:I:eJihiO, co;:I:ep)l(ameu 6oKcnTOBhiH 
cnou 
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field. Of course, the effect of an actual bauxite deposit would be somewhat 
smaller than indicated in Figure 1 because such a deposit has finite lateral 
dimension usually on the order of 50-200m. 

Measurements were made at one site where the earth was known to be 
rather uniformly conductive to a depth of several hundred meters, and at five 
sites where bauxite deposits exist. Single- and central-loop measurements were 
made between the Gerecse and Buda hills, SE of Zsambek, where it is known 
from resistivity soundings that there is a thick section having a rather uniform 
resistivity. A good fit to the observed data was obtained with the model in
dicated in Figure 2. Parameters for the conductive layers are generally well 
resolved. Parameters for the thin upper layer and the depth to the resistive 
basement are not well resolved. The indicated depth in Figure 2 is less than the 
actual depth of about 550 meters. However, another, somewhat poorer fit to 
the data was obtained with a model in which the depth to basement is 600 
meters. It is interesting to note that in this example, where a conductive overbur
den overlies a resistive basement, the effective depth of investigation was on the 
order of the loop dimensions ( 400 meters) using a current of about 2 amperes. 
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Fig. 2. Sounding curve and interpretation for nearly homogeneous half-space 

2. abra. Szondazasi gorbe es kiertekelese kozel homogen felter felett 

Puc. 2. KpuBaSI 30H.LI;HpoBaHHSI u ee HHTeprrpeTaUHSI Ha.LI; rronynpocTpaHCTBOM, 6JIH3KOM 
fOMOfeHHOMY 

For the opposite case of an insulating layer over a conductive basement, the 
depth of investigation under the same conditions can be 3 or 4 times the loop 
dimension. 

Results obtained from the SE Gerecse coal basin, NW of Zsambek, are 
shown in Figure 3. Most of the parameters are fairly well resolved, although for 
the second layer the resistivity and thickness are not well resolved but its · 
conductance. The resistivity of the basement is not well resolved and the depth 
to resistive basement is less than that given by a nearby borehole (380m). The 
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calculated TDEM apparent resistivity curve fails to rise as sharply as the 
observed curve at late times. It was not possible to find a layered earth model 
which would produce a suitable fit to this part of the observed curve; in fact, 
the results in Figure 3 were obtained by neglecting the last four points on the 
curve in the inversion process. Failure to find a !-dimensional model which will 
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Fig. 3. Sounding curve and interpretation for the locality in the SE Gerecse coal basin 
'M =Miocene rhyolite tuff; maE= Eocene marl with coal seams; ctmT 3 =Upper Triassic dolomitic 

marl; ctT 3 =Upper Triassic dolomite 

3. abra. Szondazasi gorbe es kiertekelesenek osszehasonlitasa furasi retegsorral (Gerecse DK-i 
elotere) 

Puc. 3. KpHBaSI 30HJJ,HposaHHSI H conocTaBJieHHe ee HHTepnpeTaUHH c pe3yJibTaTaMH bypeHHSI 
(10 B npeJJ,ropbe rop r epeqe) 

'M = pHOJIHTOBbiH Tycp MHOUeHOBOfO B03paCTa; maE = 30UeHOBbiH MepreJib C yrJiepO)l,Hb!MH 
CJIOSIMH; dmT 

3 
= BepxHe-TpHaCOBbiH )l,OJIOMHTOBbiH MepreJib; dT 

3 
= BepxHe-TpHaCOBbiH 

)l,OJIOMHT 

fit the data indicates that the sounding curve is distorted by lateral variations 
in resistivity. In this case, abrupt thinning of the conductive layer in the vicinity 
of the sounding is the most likely cause of distortion and may account for the 
difference between the depths from the borehole and the sounding. 

Three sounding curves obtained near Csabpuszta, the models obtained by 
computer inversion, and results from boreholes are shown in Figure 4. All three 
curves were fitted to a 5-layer model, although the presence of this many layers 
in not very obvious in sounding S-1. Good fits were found for S- 1 and S-2. 
A layered earth model having a resistivity curve duplicating all of the details of 
S-3 was not found, indicating that S-3 is badly distorted by lateral variations 
in resistivity. This is not surprising considering the large differences observed 
between the three soundings. The values for the third and fifth layers, which 
have high resistivities, are not well resolved. The top of the third resistive layer 
coincides approximately with the top of middle Eocene sediments intersected 
by the boreholes. The top of the fourth conductive layer coincides rather closely 
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Fig. 4. Results of soundings 
for a locality near Csabpuszta 
I - layer resistivities and 2 -

interface based on TDEM 
interpretation; 3 - surface of 
the Cretaceous limestone from 

drillholes, seismic 
measurements and 

multifrequency EM soundings; 
0 - M =Oligocene- Miocene; 

maE 2 =Middle Eocene marl; 

mE 2 =Middle Eocene 
limestone; amE 2 =Middle 
Eocene argillaceous marl; 

bx =bauxite; mK 3 =Upper 

Cretaceous limestone 

4. abra. A szondazasok 
eredmenye Csabpuszta 

kornyeken 
I - retegellenallas es 2 -

reteghatar a tranziens 
szondazasok alapjan; 3 -

a felsokreta meszko (U godi 
Meszko Formaci6) felszine 

furasok , szeizmikus reflexi6s es 
multifrekvencias 

elektromagneses meresek 
alapjan 

Puc. 4. Pe3yJihTaThi 30HJlHposamul B oKpecHOCTH 4a6nycTa 
I - conpoTHBJieHwe CJIOR w 2 - rpaHwua M€)1(JlY CJIORMH no naHHhiM MITIT, 3 - nosepxHOCTh 

H3BeCTHRKOB BepXHeMeJIOBOfO B03pacTa (yrO)lCKaR CBHTa H3BeCTHRKOB) no )laHHbiM 6ypeHHH, 
MOB 11 lfaCTOTHOro JJieKTpoMarHHTHoro 30HJlHposaHHR 

0-M OJIHroueH- MHOUeH; maE
2 

= cpe)lHeJOUeHOBhiH MepreJih; mE
2 

= cpe)lHeJOUeHOBbiH 

H3BeCTHRK; ""E2 = cpe)lHeJOUeHOBbiH aprHJIJIHTOBhiH MepreJih; bx = 60KCI1T 
mK 3 = BepxHeMeJIOBbiH 113BeCTHRK 

Puc. 5. Pe3yJihTaThi Mnn Ha MecTopo)l()leHHH 6oKCHTOB .baKOHhocJion 
a) Kpwshie 30HJl11posaHHH Mnn 11 11x npw6JII1)1(eHI1e TpexcJioHHOH _{cnJioruHaR JI11H11R) 

11 lfeThipeXCJIOHHOH (nyHKTHpHaR JIHHHR) MO)leJIRMH 
b) reoJIOfl1lfeCKHH pa3pe3 c pe3yJihTaTaMH 30H)l11pOBaHHH Mrrn 

I - TpexcJIOHHbiM, 2 - lfeTbipexcJIOHHhiM npw6JIH)I(eHHeM l) 
c) OcTaTOlfHbie seJIHlfHHhi Kpwsou 3aTyxaHHR s 3aBHCHMOCTH oT speMeHH 

(nopR)lKOfO HOMepa KaHaJia) 
d) Ka)l(ymeecR yneJihHoe conpoTHBJieHI1e B 3aBI1CHMOCTH oT speMeHH 

- (nopH)lKoro HOMepa KaHaJia) 
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Fig. 5. Results of TDEM soundings from the Bakonyoszlop bauxite-prospecting area 
a) TDEM sounding curves with 3-layer (solid line) and 4-layer (dashed line) model curves 

b) Geologic section based on drillholes and electrical section interpreted from TDEM soundings 
l - result of 3-layer inversion; 2 - result of 4-layer inversion 

c) Pseudosection of the residual decay curve as a function of the measurement time 
(channel number) 

d) Pseudosection of the apparent resistivity as a function of the measurement time 
(channel number) 

5. abra. Tranziens eredmenyek, bakonyoszlopi bauxitelOfordulas 
a) Tranziens szondazasi gorbek haromreteges (folytonos vonal) es negyreteges 

(szaggatott vonal) modellillesztessel 
b) Foldtani szelveny a tranziens szondazasok eredmenyeivel 

1 - a haromreteges; 2 - a negyreteges kozelitesbol 
c) Lecsengesi gorbe maradekertekei az ido (csatornaszam) fiiggvenyeben 

d) Latsz61agos fajlagos ellenallas az ido (csatornaszam) fiiggvenyeben 
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with the top of the Cretaceous sediments as found in the boreholes and by other 
geophysical measurements [KAKAS 1983]. The fifth layer appears to dip to the 
north in disconformity with the other layers. We might expect this layer to 
represent the Triassic carbonate basement but the interpreted depth for resistive 
basement at S-3 is too shallow according to the borehole. Nonetheless, resistive 
layers could be present in the Cretaceous section of this sequence. 

Results of five soundings, made over a bauxite deposit in the Bakonyoszlop 
region are shown in Figure 5. The initial parts of all five soundings are very 
similar. The late time parts of soundings Bl and B2 rise too steeply to be fit with 
a layered earth model. Sounding B3 was fitted using a 4-layer model with a very 
conductive fourth layer and B4 and B5 were fitted approximately to a similar 
model. Since, with the possible exception of B3 , the latter part of all of the 
soundings appears to be distorted, they were all fitted using 3-layer models and 
using only the first 6- 8 points on the sounding curves. The results of this 
procedure are indicated by the solid lines and resistivity values shown on the 
cross section. The results obtained by fitting B3, B4, and B5 to 4-layer models 
are shown by dashed lines. Although the thicknesses and resistivities of the 
upper two layers are somewhat different for the two models, the conductances 
of the second layer are nearly the same suggesting that fitting only the first part 
of the sounding curves is a valid procedure. Values for the conductance of the 
second layer, as determined from the TDEM measurements, are a little higher 
than those obtained from interpretation of unpublished resistivity soundings 
made along the same profile. In a general way the 3layers determined by TDEM 
measurements coincide with the lithology obtained from the borehole measure
ments. The conductive layers tend to correspond with sandstone and clay and 
the resistive layers with limestone and marl. 

Data collected along a profile may be presented in a number of ways which 
emphasize qualitatively changes in the electrical section, such as those caused 
by faults or pinch-outs. To prepare the pseudosection shown in Figure 5/c, the 
difference between each decay curve and the average of all five curves were 
calculated, and the results were plotted and contoured with station position 
along the horizontal axis and time along the vertical axis. Since penetration 
depth increases with time, this pseudosection bears some resemblance to a true 
section. The principal anomaly coincides approximately with the known baul)-ite 
body. However, this simple procedure does not provide quantitative depth 
information and, with little doubt, the anomaly shown in Figure 5 is due to a 
conductive zone below the deposit rather than the bauxite deposit. 

Similar pseudosections can be prepared by plotting and contouring ap
parent resistivity values as in Figure 5/d. In this pseudosection, a depression in 
the contours appears approximately beneath the bauxite deposit. Again let us 
emphasize that it is not the effect of the small bauxite deposit which is seen here, 
but rather a zone of low resistivity in the basement which has not been detected 
by other methods. 

There is no independent evidence at this site to confirm the presence of a 
deep conductor as indicated by B3 or to suggest the cause of such a conductor. 
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Most likely, the conductive zone is a two- or three-dimensional feature rather 
than a layer and it may be displaced laterally from the profile. It is known from 
other localities in Hungary that fracture zones in dolomite, which are filled with 
water and sometimes clay, constitute conductors in the resistive basement. In 
fact, it has been suggested that structural depressions which may contain 
bauxite may sometimes be associated with such conductive zones in the base
ment. 

The results for two soundings made near Bicske are shown in Figure 6. The 
soundings are very dissimilar, C-1 indicating the presence of 4 layers and C-2 
indicating 3 layers. The conductances of the upper layer, as found from the two 
soundings, are quite similar and agree well with results of Slingram profiling. 
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Fig. 6. Results of soundings from a locality near Bicske 
a) Geological and electrical section 

b 

dtO =Oligocene dolomite debris; rT 3 =Upper Triassic Hauptdolomit 
b) Sounding curves with the best-fit inversions 

6. abra. A szondazasok eredmenyei Bicske kornyeken 
a) Foldtani-geoelektromos szelveny 

b) Szondazasi gorbek a legjobban illeszkedo megoldasokkal 

Puc. 6. Pe3yJihTaThi 3oH.n:upoBaHuif B oKpecHOCTU J>uqKe 
a) feOJIOro-reo:meKTpuqecKUH pa3pe3 

dtQ = .Ll:OJIOMUTOBbie o6JIOMKU OJIUrOUeHOBOrO B03pacTa; fT 
3 

= BepxHeTpUaCOBbiH OCHOBHOH 
.Ll:OJIOMUT 

b) KpnBhie 3oH.n:upoBaHHjl u TeopeTuqecKue KpnBbie, COBMeCTUMhie JiyqlllUM o6pa3oM 
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The resistivities of the second layer are unrealistically high and are a result of 
fitting distorted curves. Other than the first layer, the models differ markedly 
from each other and do not correspond to known geologic features. Several 
attempts were made to fit the observed data with a model in which the upper 
layer was fixed to the depth to the Oligocene dolomite debris (C-1) or the depth 
to the Triassic basement (C-2); however satisfactory fits could not be obtained 
using these constraints. The resistivity for the deep conductor, as indicated by 
C-2, is unreasonably low. Likely, C-2 is badly distorted or contains . some 
erroneous data points. However, the fact that C-1 indicates the presence of a 
conductive layer in the basement lends some support to the possibility of the 
existence, of a conductor of unknown configuration in ·the basement. 

The results given above indicate that the central-loop or single-loop TDEM 
methods can be used for sounding in the bauxite producing regions of western 
Hungary. However, the electrical sections there, which basically consist of 
conductive layers over a resistive basement, are not as easily resolved as in the 
opposite case when resistive rocks overlie conductive layers. Many of the 
sounding curves obtained are distorted; one of the primary causes is probably 
sharp lateral changes in the conductance of the conductive sediments. Previous 
experience with this method indicates that sounding curves taken near fairly 
pronounced lateral changes in resistivity can be fitted well to one-dimensional 
models even though the soundings are distorted [FRISCHKNECHT-RAAB 1984]. 
Thus, it is apparent that, lateral changes in resistivity in the localities studied 
in Hungary are very severe. 

3. Fixed-source TDEM measurements 

The central-loop and single-loop techniques are examples of moving
source methods in which the source is moved for each new station. Moving
source methods are very suitable for reconnaissance work where measurements 
are made at widely separated sites. They also have some advantages in that the 
geometrical relationship between source and receiver is constant. However, 
when a high density of stations along a profile is needed, the single- and 
central-loop techniques are very slow. Much higher rates of production can be 
achieved if the source loop is left in a fixed position for a series of measurements 
and the only receiver is moved for each new station. Besides being faster, 
fixed-source techniques offer an advantage over central- or single-loop techni
ques in that the horizontal component, as well as the vertical component of the 
field can be measured. While galvanic or "current gathering" effects are sup
pressed in the central or single loop techniques, they are enhanced at large 
source-receiver separations. The absence of galvanic effects simplifies inter
pretation but galvanic currents often identify the location of weak conductors 
that do not carry significant vortex currents due to direct induction. This 
phenomenon may be useful in bauxite exploration. Probably, the chief disad-
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vantage of the fixed-source method for bauxite exploration is the changing 
geometry between source and receiver. 

The USGS and ELGI have been working on interpretation techniques in 
anticipation of making TDEM soundings using the fixed-source method. AN
DERSON [1984] has developed a very efficient computer program, using lagged 
convolution for computation of the horizontal and vertical frequency-domain 
fields inside and outside a large loop on a horizontally layered earth. A time
domain version of the same program is being evaluated. Following the general 
approach used by RAAB and FRISCHKNECHT [1983], Pnicser has developed 
suitable expressions for calculation of apparent resistivity when a large loop is 
used. It appears that development of an inversion program for fixed-source 
soundings will not be a major task. 

4. Development of other interpretation methods 

Development of alternatives to interpretation by computer inversion is a 
major concern. In some areas, TDEM sounding curves can be interpreted easily 
but finding good fits to the data from the Csabpuszta, Bakonyoszlop and Bicske 
sites using four- and five-layer models required computation of many forward 
models for guidance, and many inversion runs using different starting par
ameters and constraints. The effort both in terms of personnel time and com
puter time was far too great to be practical in routine exploration. Furthermore, 
to achieve good results with the inversion technique used here, the sounding 
curves must not be seriously distorted by the presence of sharp lateral changes 
in the electrical section. Therefore, interpretative techniques which do not 
require large computer resources and which are stable and yield useful results 
when applied to distorted sounding curves are needed. 

Pseudosections are useful in qualitative interpretation but they do not 
provide estimates of the depth to anomalous zones. A rapid means of making 
approximate depth estimates is needed for efficient conduct of field surveys as 
well as to provide final results when curve matching using one-dimensional 
models fails . What is needed is a simple and direct transform between time and 
depth; equivalent transforms exist for other methods such as magnetotellurics. 
The following two methods represent attempts to devise such transforms for 
time domain methods. 

If a highly resistive half-space contains a thin, conductive layer, the tran
sient response depends on an elementary algebraic expression [WAIT 1956]. For 
the case when the depth to that layer is of the order of the loop dimensions or 
greater WAn's expression may be simplified to obtain a procedure for ap
proximate inversion of sounding data. From the transient response we compute, 
at each time instant, the "apparent depth of investigation" and the total conduc
tance of the section. The results of applying this procedure to a theoretical curve 
are plotted as a function of time (Figure 7/a). In this diagram the effect of the 
conductive layer at 300m is observed as a sharp feature at about 800 microsecs. 
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Fig. 7. Application of the TSH method for a theoretical model 
a) Apparent conductance versus time and apparent depth versus time curves 

b) Apparent conductance and interval resistivity versus apparent depth curves 

7. abra. A TSH kiertekeh!s vizsgalata elmeleti gorbeken 
a) Latsz6lagos vezetokepesseg-ido es latsz6lagos melyseg-ido gorbe 

b) Latsz6lagos vezetokepesseg- es intervallum-ellenallas- latsz6lagos melyseg gorbe 

Puc. 7. Auarrn3 HHTepnpeTauuu "TSH" ua TeopeTH'IeCKHX KpHBbiX 
a) KpnBhie Ka)l(ymeucSI npoao.IJ;nMocTn-apeMeuu u Ka)l(ymeucSI rJiy6nHhi-BpeMeuu 

b) KpHBhie Ka)l(ymeucSI npoao.IJ;HMOCTH-Ka)l(ymeucSI rJiy6nHhi u HHTepaaJihHoro conpoTHBJieHHSI
Ka)l(ymeucSI rJiy6uubi 

We can produce a more descriptive and clear display if we plot the total 
conductance as a function of the apparent depth (Figure 7 I b). From this plot 
the layers can be identified and the depths of the layer boundaries can be 
estimated. We have plotted also what we term the "interval-resistivity curve"; 
it is computed frorp differences in the apparent conductances and depth. This 
plot is also useful in preliminary interpretation. This method might be called 
the TSH method because we established a transformation between the time, T, 
and depth, H, using the conductance, S. 

The second method is based on the velocity with which transient eddy 
currents move downward and outward from the transmitter loop in a homo
geneous half-space [NABIGHIAN 1979]. The effective depth of the currents, or 
"smoke ring", is a function of time and half-space resistivity. For the central
loop configuration a short formula can be used to transform the apparent 
resistivity versus time function to apparent resistivity versus apparent depth 
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function. We can call this technique a TRH method because it is a transforma
tion between the time, T, and depth, H, using the resistivity, R. We are testing 
this technique on theoretical and field results. In this simplest form it seems to 
work well for a conductive layer over an insulator, but not for the opposite case. 
Work is continuing to try to find a suitable modification which will make the 
technique more useful. The TSH and TRH methods require little computer time 
and can also be applied to distorted sounding curves, but improvements must 
be made before these techniques will be useful in routine work. 

Efficient application of TDEM soundings in a large exploration program 
requires an integrated program of data acquisition and interpretation. A block 
diagram illustrating proposed relationships between data acquisition, rapid 
methods of interpretation, and interpretation based on curve fitting is shown 
in Figure 8. 

5. Conclusions 

Direct evidence of the bauxite deposits at two of the locations (Bakonyosz
lop and Bicske) where transient field measurements were made cannot be 
discerned from the data. This is not surprising considering the size and resistivity 
of the deposits and the complexity of the electrical section of these sites. It 
appears that such deposits can be detected only indirectly by mapping their 
structural settings. The central-loop time-domain method can provide needed 
structural information in areas where lateral changes in resistivity are gradual, 
but sounding curves which are badly distorted by sharp lateral changes in 
resistivity cannot be fully interpreted using existing techniques. If the central
loop configuration is applied in areas similar to the sites at Csabpuszta and 
Bicske, we recommend using a station spacing of one-half or possibly one-quar
ter of the side of the loop to help cope with lateral variations. We also recom
mend making measurements at earlier times to define better the near-surface 
part of the electrical section. To increase productivity, we suggest use of large
loop TO EM techniques. 

Existing inversion or curve fitting techniques using one-dimensional models 
are too slow and too sensitive to distortions in the data to be adequate for 
routine interpretation of data, such as would be acquired in bauxite exploration. 
Some success was achieved in developing more rapid and robust methods of 
interpretation but substantial improvements must be made before these meth
ods will be useful in routine interpretation. 
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A TRANZIENS ELEKTROMAGNESES SZONDAZASOK KIERTEKELESI 
MODSZEREINEK FEJLESZTESE ES A SZONDAZASOK ALKALMAZASA 

A BAUXITKUTATASBAN 

KAKAS KristOf, Frank C. FRISCHKNECHT, UJSZASZI J6zsef, Walter L. ANDERSON es 
PRACSER Erno 

Az USGS es az ELGI egyiittmukodesenek kereteben kiserleti tranziens szondazasokat vegez
tiink tobb bauxittarol6 szerkezet felett a Dumintuli-kozephegysegben. A szondazasokat egydimen
zi6s Marquardt-inverzi6val ertekeltiik ki. A kiertekelest megnehezitette, hogy a szondazasok nagy 
resze (fOleg a fedoellemillas inhomogenitasa miatt) torzult volt. Bar a bauxittelepeket kozvetleniil 
nem lehetett kimutatni, az eredmenyek azt mutatjak, hogy a tranziens szondazasokb61 kapott 
szerkezeti kep a bauxittestek indirekt detektalasara alkalmas. Ket bauxitelOfordulason a bauxittest 
alatt j6lvezeto melyz6na volt kimutathat6. Nagy teriiletek hal6zatos felmeresere akar a kozepponti 
vevotekercses, akar az egyhurkos elrendezes alkalmazasa lassu, ezert gazdasagtalan; erre a TURAM 
(nagykeretes) elrendezest tervezziik hasznalni. 

A szamit6gepes inverzi6s kiertekelesnek komoly hatranya egyreszt, hogy sok szamit6gepidot 
igenyel, masreszt, hogy torz gorbek kiertekelesere nem alkalmas. K valitativ kiertekeleshez (anoma
lis z6nak kijelolesehez) az adatokat pszeudoszelvenyek formajaban, az ido fiiggvenyeben abrazol
hatjuk. Az ellenallas-- melyseg fiiggveny, vagy a hatarfeliiletek melysegenek kvantitativ meghataro
zasahoz a TSH es a TRH eljarast kivanjuk alkalmazni. A TSH eljaras a nagyellenallasu felterben 
telepiilo vekony vezeto reteg feltetelezesen alapul, es vezetokepesseg-melyseg fiiggvenyt eredme
nyez. A TRH eljaras a szondazasi gorbe melysegtranszformaci6jat vegzi el, az orvenyaramok 
maximumanak metyseg-ido osszefiiggese alapjan. 
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PA3BHTHE CUOCOiiOB HHTEPUPETAQHH )J.AHHhiX 3JIEKTPOMArHHTHhiX 
30H)J.HPOBAHHU UO METO)J.Y UEPEXO)J.HhiX UPOQECCOB H UPHMEHEHHE 

30H)J.HPOBAHHU )J.JISI PA3BE)J.KH liOKCHTOB 

KpuunoQ> KAKAill, <l>peHK ~. <l>PHillKHEXT, Ho)l(e<P YHCACH, BaJihTep JI. AH)l.EPCOH 

u 3pHe llPAqEP 

B paMKax COTpy.nHuqecTBa Me)l(.[{y reoJioruqecKOU CJiy)I(60U CillA "3Jirl16biJIH npoBe.[{e

Hbl 3KCnepuMeHTaJibHbie 30H.[{HpOBaHHj~ no MeTO.llY nepeXO.[{HbiX npoueCCOB nO.[{ HeKOTOpbiMH 

60KCHTOHOCHbiMH CTpyKTypaMU B paUOHe 3a.[{yHaHCKOfO cpe.[{HerOpbj~. 30H.[{HpOBaHHj~ 6hiJIH o6pa-

6oTaHbl O.[{HOMepHOU HHBepcueu MapKapTa. J1HTepnpeTaUHj~ .[{aHHbiX 6hiJia 3aTpy.[{HeHa HCKa

)l(eHHeM 60JiblliOU qaCTH KpHBbiX (rJiaBHbiM o6pa30M H3-3a HeO.[{HOpO.[{HOCTH conpOTHBJieHHU B 

noKpoBe). XoTjl HeJihJj~ 6biJIO npj~MO BbijiBHTb 6oKCHTOBbie JaJie)l(u, pe3yJibTaThi yKa3hiBaiOT Ha 

TO, qTo noJiyqeHHajl B pe3yJihTaTe JoH.nupoBaHHjl no MeTo.ny nepexo.[{HhiX npoueccoB CTPYKTypHajl 

KapTuHa noJBOJijleT Bhi.[{eJij~Tb 6oKCHTOBhie TeJia KOCBeHHbiM nyTeM. Ha .llBYX MecTopO)I(.[{eHHjiX 

60KCHTa B nO.[{OlliBe 6oKCHTOBOfO TeJia 6biJia Bbi.[{eJieHa XOpOlliO npOBO.[{j~lllaj~ rJiy6uHHaj~ 30Ha. 

)l.Jij~ CbeMKH 06lliHpHbiX p 'aUOHOB no CeTH npHMeHeHHe ycTaHOBOK KaK CO cpe.nHeU npueMHOU 

KaTylliKOU, TaK H C O)lHOU neTJIOU OKa3biBaeTCj~ Me.[{JieHHbiM, H nOJTOMY He3KOHOMUqHbiM 

cnoco6oM; .[{Jijl TaKou ueJiu npe.nycMaTpuBaeTCjl npuMeHuHe ycTaHOBKH TYPAM (c 6oJihlliOH 

paMOH). 

Cepbe3HbiM He.nocTaTKOM HHBepcuoHHOH HHTepnpeTauuu Ha 3BM jiBJijleTCj~ BbiCOKaj~ no

Tpe6HOCTb B MalliUHHOM BpeMeHH, C O.[{HOU CTOpOHbl, H HefO.[{HOCTb ee .[{Jlj~ HHTepnpeTaUHH 

HCKa)l(eHHbiX KpHBbiX C .npyrou. )l.Jij~ KaqecTBeHHOU HHTepnp~TaUHH (Bbi.[{eJieHHj~ aHOMaJibHbiX 30H) 

.[{aHHbie MOfYT H306pa)l(aTbCj~ B BH.[{e nceB.[{O-pa3pe30B B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT BpeMeHH. )l.Jij~ 
onpe.[{eJieHHU 3aBHCHMOCTH COnpOTHBJieHUj~ OT my6HHbl, HJIH .[{Jlj~ KOJiuqeCTBeHHOfO onpe.[{eJieHHj~ 

rJiy6uHbi JaJieraHuj~ pa3pe3oB B HaCTOj~lllee BpeMjl pa3pa6aThiBaiOTCj~ cnoco6hi TSH u TRH. 

Cnoco6 TSH ocHoBaH Ha npe.nnoJIO)I(eHuu HaJiuqujl TOHKoro npoBO.[{jllllero CJIOjl B BhiCO

KOOMHOM noJiynpOCTpaHCTBe H B pe3yJihTaTe .naeT Q>yHKUHIO 3aBHCHMOCTH npOBO.[{HMOCTH OT 

rJiy6HHbi. Cnoco6 TRH BbinOJIHjleT npeo6pa3oBaHue KpuBou JoH.nupoBaHHjl no rJiy6uHe Ha oc

HOBaHuu 3aBUCHMOCTH rJiy6HHbl MaKCHMyMa BHXpeBbiX TOKOB OT BpeMeHU. 
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COMPARISON OF INTERPRETATION METHODS FOR TIME 
DOMAIN SPECTRAL INDUCED POLARIZATION DATA 

Laszlo VERO*, Bruce D. SMITH**, Walter L. ANDERSON** 
and J6zsef CSORGEI* 

Two approaches to the interpretation of time-domain induced polarization (TDIP) are: the 
use of an exponential power series model and the use of generalized complex impedance (resistivity) 
or the Cole-Cole model. The exponential model is demonstrated to fit observed decay curves well 
and produces parameters describing changes in curve shape. Parametric changes can, in some cases, 
be correlated with changes in rock type or mineral texture, but they lack clear physical significance. 

The Cole-Cole model can be used to fit decay curves with the same accuracy as the exponential 
model. Advantages in its use to interpret time-domain induced polarization are; l. putting time- and 
frequency-domain measurements on a common basis, 2. the model can be related conceptually to 
certain polarization mechanisms, 3. it can predict the variation in decay curve shape caused by finite 
pulse times of different lengths, 4. the model provides a stable numerical approximation to electro
magnetic coupling. In addition simultaneous inversion of decay curves with different short pulse 
times can be used to obtain information available from long pulse times. 

Keywords: induced polarization, time domain, Cole-Cole model, interpretation, inversion 

1. Introduction 

Time domain (TO) and frequency domain (FD) measurement of induced 
polarization (IP) processes has had a long history of successful applications to 
metallic mineral exploration [SuMNER 1976]. More recently IP methods have 
been used in exploration for non-metallic minerals (hydrocarbons, coal), geo
thermal resources and increasingly for ground water resources [WASHBURNE 
1982]. Expanded applications of the IP method to define more subtle anomalies, 
require advanced interpretation methods. To a certain extent this has been 
accomplished for FDIP [PELTON et al. 1978, 1983, 1984]. However, similar 
advances have not been made in TDIP. This paper briefly reviews some of the 
existing methods to interpret TDIP data, and introduces a new method of 
interpretation that bridges the gap between TO and FD induced polarization 
applications. 

* Eotvos Lonind Geophysical Institute of Hungary, POB 35, Budapest, H-1440 
** U.S. Geological Survey, Denver Federal Center, P.O.Box 25046, MS 964, Denver, Colorado 

80225 
Manuscript received: 14 January, 1985 
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2. Basic principles 

A brief review of the IP method is warranted because of the geologic 
orientation of other papers in this volume. Excellent more technical summaries 
are given by SuMNER (1976), and WASHBURNE (1982). In field IP surveys, current 
is injected into the earth through current electrodes and a resulting voltage (Vp) 
is measured across potential elec .. _·odes (Figure 1 fa). For TD surveys, the 
current is turned on for a length of time (termed pulse or on-time) then turned 
off (termed off-time). The transmitted waveform is then repeated with current 
flow in the opposite direction. The pair of positive and negative on-off 
waveforms constitutes a cycle. If the target in Figure 1/a is polarizable, then the 
voltage at the potential electrodes may have a form such as shown in Figure 1 /b. 
The polarization of the target creates a transient decay voltage and correspond
ing charging response as observed in the received waveform. The cycle of 
transmitted pulses is repeated with successive measurements of the received 
waveform averaged until the desired signal-to-noise ratio is obtained (if poss
ible). 

In TD measurements the most commonly measured parameter is the 
chargeability m, which is defined as the ratio of the received voltage just after 
the turn-off(~, Figure 1 /c) to the voltage (Vp) just before turn-off [SEIGEL 1959, 
DOLAN 1967, McLAUGHLIN 1967]: 

(1) 

However, because most transmitters are less than ideal and because there are 
electronic limitations in receivers, only the apparent value of m is measured: 

m' = v;;v;. (2) 

This parameter neglects the shape of the decay curve, which contains informa
tion about the polarization process [WAIT 1959, BERTIN-LOEB 1976, ERKEL et 
al. 1979, and HALVERSON et al. 1979]. Clearly, the shape of the decay curve must 
be ·described by sampling the transient voltage at several time points along the 
decay curve. Previous work on the analysis of decay curves has demonstrated 
that variations in its shape can in some cases be attributed to differences in rock 
types [PELTON et al. 1978]. However, the approach to curve shape analysis and 
its interpretation is far from uniform or standard [WAIT 1959, KOMAROV et al. 
1979, ERKEL et al. 1979, JOHNSON 1984]. 

In contrast, analysis of multifrequency IP data (analogous to measure
ments of many points along the TD decay waveform) has become much more 
standardized through the use of the Cole-Cole model of IP processes [PELTON 
et al. 1978, 1983, 1984]. We will discuss this model in a subsequent section. The 
applications of this method to TD data, or more specifically, spectral TDIP 
data, has been debated in several papers. For example, ToMBS [1981] suggests 
that IP instruments with short pulse times cannot be used to discriminate rock 
types by curve shape analysis. Recently, SoiNINEN [1984] has claimed that TD 
curve shape characteristics are not interpretable in terms of frequency domain 
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TIME DOMAIN INDUCED POLARIZATION 

ARRANGEMENT 
TRANSMITTER 

r----- ---IE) CURRENT ELECTRODES 

! 'ffi' ,:~;~;:'~ . . . . .. . . ·. ! 
OVERBURDEN . 

I \ 
\ -

I \ 

RECEIVED WAVEFORM 

TRANSMITTER ON I TRANSMITTER OFF I TRANSMITTER ON 

~---~~-r~~-~~~-------: 
lo I I 

~ 

INTERPRETATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Vp and m 

TIME 10 

Fig. 1. Principles of time domain induced polarization: a) example of arrangement of 
transmitter (current) and receiver (voltage) electrodes, b) conceptual shape of the received 

waveform, c) measured voltages (Vp' and V5') and theoretical values (Vp, V5 ) 

1. abra. Az idotartomanybeli gerjesztett polarizaci6 alapelvei: a) pelda az ado (aram) es vevo 
(fesziiltseg) elektr6dak elrendezesere, b) a mert jel elvi alakja, c) a mert fesziiltsegek ( V p' es V5') 

es az elmeleti ertekek (Vp, V5 ) 

Puc. 1. OcHOBHhie npHHUHllhi Bhi3BaHHOH nomrpu3auuu so speMeHHOH o6nacTu: a) npuMep 
paCllOJIO)I(eHHj~ 3a.l1,alOlJ..lHX (TOKOBbiX) H npHeMHbiX (noTeHUHaJihHbiX) :meKTpO.L1,0B; 
b) npHHUHllHaJihHaj~ <l>opMa H3MepeHHOfO CHrHaJia; C) H3MepeHHhie HanpSI)I(eHHSI 

(Vp' u V5') u ux TeopeTuqecKue 3HaqeHusr (Vp u V5 ) 
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models. However, JOHNSON [1984] has demonstrated compatibility between TD 
and FD curve shape analysis. The following discussion will hopefully lead to 
a unification of TD and FD intepretation. 

A final interpretation issue concerns inversion, the process of determining 
parameters of a model from the measurement data. A basic consideration in the 
inversion of IP data is to define an appropriate model to describe the measure
ment data. Once the model is defined, then the inversion technique must be 
chosen. Two methods of data inversion are by curve matching using an album 
of forward model curves, or by using a computer to find model parameters that 
best fit the measurement data in a least-squares sense. Curve matching methods 
have been used or proposed by TOMBS [1981] and JAIN [1981]. We favor the 
least-squares computer inversion methods using a linearized form of the for
ward model. PELTON et al. [1983, 1984] have described in detail some of the 
fundamentals of this type of inversion method for FD data. 

3. Exponential model 

Derivation and application of the exponential model for the interpretation 
of time domain IP data has been described in detail by ERKEL et al. [1979] and 
CsoRGEI et al. [1983]. The following discussion summarizes this work in order 
to demonstrate its application to TDIP data analysis. 

The general form of the exponential equation is 

N 

v. = w + "' we<- t/r;) 
t 0 L... I 

i= 1 

where 
v; = decay voltage at time t (volts) 
t = time after turn off (milliseconds) 

N = number of exponential terms 
W; = amplitude of ith term (volts) 
ri = time constant of ith term (milliseconds) 
~ = constant value (volts) 

(3) 

Though this equation is not particularly justified by induced polarization 
theory, it may fit the observed decay waveform quite well . The amplitude terms 
can be directly related to the chargeability since they describe the instantaneous 
drop in voltage at the turn-off time (t = 0 in Figure 1 jb ). This equation can be 
used to fit observed decay curves by the inversion methods mentioned previous
ly. Experience with fitting several thousand decay curves has demonstrated that 
for normal decay curves the data can be easily fitted within a predicted observa
tion error. Consequently equation (3) is an adequate mathematical (as opposed 
to physical) representation of the TDIP decay waveform. 

One major consideration in the implementation of equation (3) is the 
number of components required to obtain a good data fit. Figure 2 shows the 
effect of using 3, 4 and 6 components of the series to fit a TDIP decay waveform. 
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The computer program, written for a Hewlett Packard 9845® desktop com
puter, automatically increases the number of components, until the least-square 
error reaches either an asymptotic value or reaches the estimated data error. 
Generally at least four components or nine parameters are required. 
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Fig. 2. Difference between observed and computed voltages usmg 3, 4 or 6 exponential 
components 

2. abra. A 3, illetve 4 vagy 6 exponencialis osszetevo alapjan szamitott es a mert fesziiltsegek 
kozti ki.ilonbsegek 

Puc. 2. PacXO)I()J.eHue U3MepeHHhiX u pacqeTHhiX Hanpj{)l(eHuif. Ha ocHoBe 3-x, 4-x u 6-u 
3KCTIOHeHU.UaJ1hHhiX qJieHOB 

Interpretation of resulting values of the time constants presents another 
problem since the mathematical model does not have any physical meaning in 
terms of induced polarization processes. To some extent the laboratory IP 
response of samples from a given geologic setting can be used to establish trends 
associated with certain types of mineralization, alteration, or mineralogy. Figure 
3 shows typical results from laboratory measurements of different types of 
sulfide-bearing rocks. This figure demonstrates that each type, depending on the 
nature of the sulfide distribution, is associated with a different set of amplitude 
values ( ~/ W1). 

One limitation of the exponential model is that the distribution of am
plitude values may change as a function of the pulse duration. The general trend 
of the distribution of ~/ W1 is preserved for long pulse times (Figure 3/b ). 
However, there are distinct differences at different pulse times even though the 

®Use of trade names does not constitute endorsement either by the Eotvos Lonind Geophysical 
Institute, or the U.S. Geological Survey 
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--------~----------~------------~-------10 

T= 38s 
coarse grained 
or veinlets 

--------~-----------+------------~-------00 
10 100 

________ ,_ __________ -+------------~-------10 

T[s] 

':!:!1. w, 

Fig. 3. Normalized amplitude (W;/W1) plotted as a function of time constant (ri) for different 
textures of sulfide-bearing rocks: a) charging time of 3~ seconds, b) charging time of 

960 seconds . 

3. abra. A ri idoalland6 fiiggvenyeben abrazolt normalt amplitud6 (W;/W1) kiilonbozo szulfid 
tartalmu kozetekre a) a gerjesztesi ido 38 masodperc, b) a gerjesztesi ido 960 masodperc 

Puc. 3. 3aBHCHMOCTb HOpMHpOBaHHOH aMITJIHTY.Llbl (WJW1) OT ITOCTOSIHHOH BpeMeHH r, ,llJISI 
ropHbiX nopo.n c pa3HbiMH co,nep)l(aHHSIMH cyJih$H,noa. BpeMSI B036y)l(,neHHSI: 

a) 38 ceK; b) 960 ceK 

physical polarization process presumably remains the same. This point will be 
discussed in the subsequent section on the interpretation of field measurements. 

General conclusions from use of the exponential model are: 
1. It c~n be used to fit adequately observed decay curves within the 

tolerance of measurement errors. 
2. The inversion of the model is computationally efficient and can be 

implemented on a desktop computer system for routine interpretations. 
3. The model cannot account for changes in the shape of the decay curve 

as a function of different pulse durations. 
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4. Changes in the decay waveform can be correlated with mineralization 
type, based upon laboratory sample measurements of different types of sulfide 
mineral distribution within the rock (massive, disseminated and barren). 

4. Cole-Cole model 

Development of the fundamental equation describing IP behavior in the 
FD using the Cole-Cole model is given by PELTON et al. [1978, 1983, 1984]. This 
model is an attempt to bridge the gap between electrochemical models with 
rather complex equations [e.g., WoNG 1979, 0LHOEFT 1982] and the more 
qualitative methods such as the previously described exponential series model. 
Polarization of a medium reflects its capability to store and release electrical 
energy. The mechanisms which create the polarization process are varied an4 
complex. However, one easily understood mechanism is interface polarization, 
shown graphically in Figure 4/a. Current can pass directly through the media 
via the unblocked pore path. In the partially blocked pore path, the conductive 
(metallic) particle impedes the flow of current which creates a net electrical 
charge at the interface between the particle and electrolyte. When the current 
source is turned off, the net charge around the particle discharges. The charge 
and discharge is termed a polarization process. 

The Cole-Cole model can be used in a qualitative way to describe this 

pore 
path 

matrix 

Ro 

Fig. 4. Principles of Cole-Cole model applied to induced polarization: a) conceptual model of 
the induced polarization process, and b) an electrical circuit which describes the electrical 

behavior 

4. abra. A gerjesztett polarizaci6ban alkalmazott Cole-Cole modell: a) a gerjesztett polarizaci6s 
folyamat elvi modellje, b) az elektromos viselkedest megad6 helyettesito aramkor 

Puc. 4. Mo.LJ.eJih KoJI-KoJI, ucnoJih30BaHHa~ s MeTO.LJ.e Bhi3BaHHOH noJI~pu3auuu: a) 
npuHuunuaJihHa~ MO.LJ.eJih npouecca Bhi3BaHHOH noJI~pu3auuu; b) 3KBHBaJieHTHa~ cxeMa, 

onuchiBaiOma~ 3JieKTpuqecKoe nose.neHue 
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polarization process. The electrical circuit shown in Figure 4/b is an analog to 
the schematic polarization process shown in Figure 4/a. Resistance of the open 
pore path is given by the resistance R0 while the blocked pore path is represented 
by a series combination of a resistor and a complex impedance element (like a 
capacitor) termed the Warburg impedance. The Cole-Cole model expresses the 
variation in complex resistivity or impedance as a function of frequency: 

Z(w) = R0 {1-m[l-
1
. ]} . 

1 + (zwrY 
(4) 

Each of the parameters of the model, above, can be expressed in terms of the 
electrical circuit as shown in Figure 4/b and are defined as follows 

R0 = de resistivity (Qm) 
m = chargeability (volts per volt) 
r · ;,; the time constant (seconds) 
c = frequency dependence (dimensionless) 
w = angular frequency (radians per second) 

=Fl 
The time constant given in the Cole-Cole model is not the same as time 
constants in the exponential model (equation 3). When m = 1.0, the Cole-Cole 
model becomes approximately an exponential with time constant r, but there 
is no strict mathematical relation between the two models. What is important 
here, to recognize that the Cole-Cole model can be related to a physical 
polarization mechanism, such as shown in Figure 4/a. Other polarization mech
anisms, that can be related to the Cole-Cole model, include double layer 
interface polarization [KLEIN et al. 1984], packing of conductive spheres with 
a resistive coating [WAIT 1959], and some electrochemical processes [WONG 
1979]. 

The electrical nature of the earth or even a rock sample is clearly more 
complex than a simple electrical circuit (Figure 4). A much more realistic model 
is a collection or distribution of electrical circuits. Both theory and controlled 
experimentation (Figure 5/a) have shown that the grain size of polarizable 
particles can be directly related to the time constant ( r in equation 4). This 
observation leads to a basis on which rock types can be discriminated through 
use of the Cole-Cole model. A classical example is discrimination of graphites 
and sulfides which have different effective grain sizes leading to markedly 
different time constants (Figure 5/b) [PELTON et al. 1978, SMITH et al. 1983]. 
Another example is discrimination of economic and non-economic sulfides in 
some porphyry copper deposits because of a difference in the texture of the 
sulfide minerals [0STRANDER-ZONGE 1978]. 

The Cole-Cole model has been used to interpret many different types of 
FDIP data. From the previous discussion advantages of using the Cole-Cole 
model are: 

1) It can be related to certain polarization mechanisms. 
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Fiy . 5. Time constant variations: a) versus grain size, and b) versus chargeability for graphites 
and massive sulfides 

5. abra. Az idoalland6 kapcsolata a) a szemcsemerettel, es b) a gerjeszthetoseggel, grafit 
es massziv szulfidok eseteben 

Puc. 5. CBSI3b nocTOSIHHOH speMeHw a) c .nwaMeTpoM 3epeH w b) c so36y)K_naeMOCThiO 
.ll;JISI rpacpMTOB M MaCCMBHhiX CYJihcpM.ll;OB 

2) Variations of the model parameters can be related to textural variations 
leading to possible rock type discrimination. 

3) The model has a minimum number of parameters to describe most FDIP 
data, and 

4) The variations in pulse shape for different pulse times can be predicted. 
A closed form of equation ( 4) does not exist for the time domain. This has 

lead to some problems in adapting its use to TDIP investigations. In solving the 
forward problem we wanted to duplicate as closely as possible the actual 
waveform used in field measurements. The particular method presented here is 
described in detail by ANDERSON and SMITH [1984] and only summarized below. 
The step function response (e.g. infinitely long pulse time) is computed using 
a convolution approach described by GuPTASARMA [1982]. Under certain cir
cumstances the convolution method does not provide numerically accurate 
answers. In this case (automatically detected by the program) an integral 
equation [LEE 1981] is numerically solved to yield greater accuracy. Numerical 
solution of the integral equation, though, is too slow for routine use. 

Having found the solution of equation (4) in time domain for an infinitely 
long pulse (step function) the next step is to compute the response for a series 
of finite positive and negative pulses (Figure 1/b). The response is computed by 
summation of the step function response over appropriate time intervals deter-

b) 
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mined by selected positive and negative on-off times [WAIT 1982]. The resulting 
program can be used to compute voltages at specified times on the decay 
waveform for any on-time (TPJ), off-time (TP2) or number of cycles (NP). 
Summation over a number of cycles is analogous to the stacking procedure in 
field measurements. 

TD-IP BEHAVIOR : T =VAR 

• CURVE T 
1 1 E-5 
2 1 E-3 
3 1 E-1 
4 1E+1 
5 1 E+3 

10~ 1CJ, 
TIME [s] 

TD-IP BEHAVIOR : T=VARIABLE 

TP=4 

TP=30 
W.,--o-rTTTTTTr-----r--r-rTTTnrr-""T"""""T--r--rTTTTT"""----r---r-r..-rrr...-...,......-....,....,..,......., 

• CURVE T 
1 1 E- 5 
2 1 E- 3 
3 1 E-1 
4 1 E+1 
5 1E+3 

T= • 
( =0.4 

·· ... ...... 
··· ... 

·~~·~··· ... 
', ·...:::.·4 
', .5 

' ' ' 3 

1CJ4~~~WL-L~llWL-~~~-L~lill~~~~ 
10-3 10-2 10"1 10° 

TIME[s] 

b) 

Fig. 6. Forward Cole-Cole model solutions for variable time constants: a) 4 second pulse time, 
b) 30 second pulse time 

6. libra. A Cole-Cole modell alapjan, kiilonbozo idoalland6kra szamolt lecsengesi gorbek: a) a 
gerjesztesi ido 4 masodperc, b) a gerjesztesi ido 30 masodperc· 

Puc. 6. KpHBLie 3aTyxaHHJI, paccqHTaHHLie Ha ocHose MO,ZJ;eJIH KoJI-KoJI .lUIJ~ pa3HhiX 
llOCTOJIHHbiX BpeMeHH. )l,JIHTeJihHOCTh B036y)f(,ZJ;eHHJI: a) 4 ceK; b) 30 ceK 
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One of the applications of the forward problem is to examine characteris
tics of the TDIP response as determined by the Cole-Cole model. Figure 6 
illustrates a set of curves generated for two different pulse times with the time 
constant variable. The other parameters of the model have been held to constant 
values (R 0 = 1, m = .5 and c = .4). A few interesting observations can be made 
from these curves. 

The theoretical value of m, the chargeability, for all of the curves is .5. This 
represents the value of voltage at the instant of voltage turn-off. In practice the 
finite pulse m is measured at some time after turn-off which is seldom less than 
1 millisecond, the earliest time in Figure 6. Even though more than eight decades 
of values for the time constant have been used the estimated value of m at 
1 millisecond will always be less than the true value, for both long and short 
time constant polarization processes. In the case of short time constants, most 
of the decay occurs before measurements begin, leading to an underestimate of 
m. The measured values of the long time constant curves for 4 and 30 s pulses 
show that the longer pulse time yields an asymptotic voltage value that is closer 
to the true value of m, but is still a considerable underestimate. The case where 
the time constant is longer than the pulse time (curves 4 and 5 in Figure 6/a and 
curve 5 in Figure 6/b) presents a different problem in estimating the true charge
ability. The voltage value for this curve at 1 millisecond is an asymptotic value 
which is practically the same as would be observed at the shut-off time. How
ever, the observed value of m will never be the same as the theoretical value 
because of the difference in the IP process time constant and the pulse duration. 
Only in the limiting case of an infinitely long pulse would the true value of m 
be observed. 

This discrepancy between the true and ob&erved value of m for long time 
constant processes is the reason that ToMBS [1981] concluded that only long 
charging times could be used to discriminate between long and short time 
constant IP processes. However, a complete analysis of curve shapes, partially 
indicated in Figure 6, can provide the missing information. This point is discuss
ed in more detail in the following section, but obviously use of the Cole-Cole 
model in inversion of field TDIP allows the true value of m to be estimated. 

Effects of varying the other Cole-Cole model parameters can be studied 
in a similar way as was done for the time constant given above. The general 
conclusion from the above discussion is that the forward problem computations 
are an effective way to evaluate the behavior of time domain induced polariza
tion. 

5. Applications 

In the following discussion we compare applications of the exponential 
model (equation 1) and the Cole-Cole model (equation 4) to interpretation of 
spectral time-domain IP data. An example of data from a well-digitized decay 
wave form is shown in Figure 7. The computed curve (solid line in Figure 7) is 
the same for both the Cole-Cole (C-C) and the exponential model parameters 
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HUNGARY DATA SET #1 

SOLUTION: 
RO = 55.91 
m = 0.676 
T = 6.22 
( = 0.38 

10° 
TIME [s] 

Fig. 7. Decay curve showing observed values (circles) and computed least-squares fit (solid line) 
using Cole-Cole model 

7. abra. Mert lecsengesi gorbe (korok) es a hozza a legkisebb negyzetek elve alapjan illesztett 
Cole-Cole modell (folytonos vonal) 

Puc. 7. 113MepeHHa'l: KpHBaR JaTyxaHH'I: (Kpy)I(KH) H MO}l;eJih KoJI-KoJI, corJiacooaHHa'l: no 
npHHU:HllY HaHMeHblliHX KBa}l;paTOB (CllJIOIIIHa'l: JIHHHR) 

given in Table /. Seven parameters were required for the exponential model 
whereas only four are needed for the C-C model. In general we have found that 
the C-C model is a simpler parameterization of most decay curves because less 
parameters are required for a .good fit to the data. · 

As discussed previously there is no simple relationship between parameters 
of the two models. However, we have found empirically that, generally the 
average time constant of the exponential model is most closely related to the 
C-C model time constant for decay curves free of problems discussed below. 

Amplitudes (J.l V) 
W0 48 
w1 840 
W2 648 
w3 456 

m'=0.165 

R0 55.9 .Qm 
m 0.676 

Exponential 

Cole-Cole 

Time constants (s) 

r 1 11.9 
r 2 1.64 
r 3 0.31 
Average r=4.6 

r 6.2 s 
c 0.38 

Table I. Comparison of exponential and Cole-Cole parameters 

I. tablazat. Az exponenciatis es Cole-Cole parameterek osszehasonlitasa 

Ta6A. /. ·CpaoHeHHe napaMeTpoo JKcnoHeHu:HaJihHOH MO}l;eJIH H MO}l;eJIH KoJI-KoJI 
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Consequently, presentation of interpretations using the exponential model 
might best use the average time constant value as indicated in Table I. 

Three types of problems cr,n be encountered in interpretation: 
1) Discrepancies between t e true and observed value of chargeability, 
2) Effects of electromagne ic coupling, and 
3) Determination of model parameters for long time constant decays using 

short or finite pulses. 
The problem of discrepanc~es between observed and true values of charge· 

ability, illustrated schematicall~ in Figure 1/c, has been discussed previously. 
The second problem is illustrated in Figure 8. 

As shown in Table I the ~I alue of chargeability (m') estimated from the 
exponential model is about a actor of four smaller than the true value (m) 
predicted by the C-C model The forward problem solutions shown in 
Figure 6/b demonstrate why th~re is a discrepancy between values of m' and rn,. 
The charging time for field mea urements shown in Figure 7 is 32 seconds arid 
the C-C model parameters are 'ntermediate between curves 3 and 4 of Figure 
6/b. Considering that the first oltage sampling time for this example is 160 

w 
(!) 

., 

TRANSMITTER 
OFF 

........... ..,.-IP decay curve 
·,·~ 

~ 0 ---------+--+-+--,.,-::.-::-----=---::::-:TI~ME::-

§2 / 
I 

/{--..._negative EM coupling 

I 
I 

Fig. 8. Electromagnetic coupling can ~roduce strong negative response near beginning of decay 

8. abra. Az elektromagneses csatolasJ nagy negativ fesziiltsegeket okozhat a lecsenges kezdeti 
szakaszaban 

Puc. 8. B HaqaJibHOH cTaLJ;HH 3aTyxa H.sl 3JieKTpoMarHHTHa.sl CB.sl3h MO)KeT Bhi3BaTb 6oJihllJHe 
. OTpH~aTeJibHbie Hanp.si)KeHH.sl. 

milliseconds (.160 seconds), the !general difference between m' and m is compat
ible with the forward solutions.! 

The problem of electromagretic (EM) coupling (Figure 8) is a complicated 
question that has been widely Ciebated [e.g. PELTON et al. 1978, and WYNN
ZoNGE 1975]. Without going intb details, EM coupling is caused by electromag
netic wave propagation producdd when either initiating or terminating galvanic 
current flow into the ground. T~e switching of galvanic currents in turn causes 
inductive currents to flow within confined conductors. In addition, some EM 
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coupling is due to currents induced between the wires connecting the transmitter 
and receiver electrodes (Figure 1/a). Cases where the EM coupling acts to 
oppose the polarization process is termed negative EM coupling. This negative 
EM coupling is schematically shown in Figure 8 where the transient decay curve 
has a negative component, causing its amplitude to increase and then decrease 
as a function of time. The general effect of EM coupling is to obscure the 
polarization process. Hence, a major interpretational problem is to identify the 
EM and IP components in order to separate them. 

The exponential model has been applied to the data shown in Figure 9 
which have a strong negative coupling component. As described by Cs6RGEI 
et al. [1983], inversion of data with negative EM coupling is numerically very 
unstable using the exponential model. In the case of these data, the time 
constant of the first term had to be held to a fixed value in order to obtain 
realistic model parameters. The exponential model parameters (Table II), 
consist of two exponential terms. The first term can be interpreted to be 
associated with the negative coupling (note negative amplitude) and the second 
term with the IP effect. However, data interpretation along the complete profile 
demonstrates that the second exponential term is also influenced by EM coupl
ing [Cs6RGEI et al. 1983]. Thus the exponential model does not lead to a clear 
separation of EM and IP effects. 

~ w 
0 
fz 

60 

w 
ln40 z 
~ 
f-

20 

HUNGARY DATA SET 112 

10° 
TIME [s] 

SOLUTION : 
RO = 57.8 
m = 0.403 
T = 0.678 
c = 0.439 

m2 =-0.937 
T2 =0.063 
c 2 :;: 0.938 

Fig. 9. Decay curve with negative electromagnetic coupling at beginning of decay (observations 
are circles and least-squares theoretical solution is solid line) 

9. abra. Lecsengesi gorbe negativ elektromagneses csatolassal a lecsenges kezdeti szakaszaban 
(a mert ertekeket a korok jelentik, a legkisebb negyzeteken alapul6 elmeleti megoldas a 

folytonos vonal) 

Puc. 9. KpusaH 3aTyxauuH c oTpui.J,aTeJihHOH 3JieKTpoMarHHTHOH CBH3hl0 s uaqaJihHOH cTa.LJ.HU 
3aTyXaHUH (Kpy)I(KU - U3MepeHHhie 3HaqeHHH; CllJIOIIIHaH JIUHUH - TeopeTuqeCKOe peiiieHUe Ha 

OCHOBe HaHMeHhlliUX KBa)].paTOB) 
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Exponential 
Amplitudes (Jl V) Time constants (s) 

Wo 29 
wl -294 EM Tt 0.06 
Wz 56 IP Tz 1.43 
m'= -0.18 m~ = 0.035 

Cole- Cole 
EM mt -0.94 fP mz 0.403 

Tt 0.063 Tz 0.068 
Ct 0.94 Cz 0.439 

Table II. Comparison of exponential and Cole-Cole parameters for decay curves with EM 
coupling 

II. tab/azat. Az exponencialis es Cole- Cole parameterek osszehasonlitasa EM csatolast is 
tartalmaz6 lecsengesi gorbere 

Ta6Jl . II. Cpasueuue napaMeTpos 3Kcnol-feHu.uaJibHOH MO.LJ;eJiu u MO.LJ;eJiu KoJI- KoJI .LJ:JIH KpusoH: 
3aTyxaHHH, BKJifO'IafOlll,aH B ce6H H 3M CBH3b 

The C- C model parameters, given in Table II, show that two models, i.e. 
sum of two terms (equation 4), must be used. As discussed by PELTON et al. 
[1978], the EM coupling effects can be represented by the C-C model. However, 
there is only an empirical basis for its application in this case. In practice, the 
C-C model was found to be numerically much more stable than use of the 
exponential model in data inversion. The component with negative chargeabil
ity (Table II) is the presumed negative coupling. Analysis of other examples 
along the same profile as examined by Cs6RGEI et al. [1983] generally indicates 
that the spatial variation of the presumed IP parameters is less influenced by 
the strong EM coupling than the corresponding variation using the exponential 
model. 

Comparison of parameters determined for each type of model (Table II) 
demonstrates the following. The C-C model parameters for the EM coupling 
are typical of values observed in frequency-domain measurements. Interesting
ly, the exponential and the C-C model yield the same general value of the time 
constant for EM coupling. This is due to the fact that the m2 and c2 parameters 
yield very nearly an exponential decay waveform when they have near-unity 
values (PELTON et al. 1983, 1984). However, there is not as good an agreement 
between the two IP time constants, because the intermediate value of m does 
not approximate an exponential decay. Addition of another exponential term 
might improve agreement between averaged r values, as in the case of the first 
data set analysis. Again there is a difference between the predicted m values 
(voltage at time = 0). 

Conclusions from the brief analysis of negative EM coupling are: 
1) The C-C model yields numerically more stable and realistic results for 

strong EM coupling problems, 
2) Time constants for both models are similar for the EM coupling, 
3) The C-C model provides better estimate of the IP process in the presence 

of EM coupling, and 
4) Neither model has a theoretical basis for approximating EM coupling. 
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The final interpretational problem to be discussed is the interpretation of 
long time constant IP processes with short pulse times. This problem was 
discussed previously in terms of forward model computations, where it was 
shown that the exponential model cannot predict variations in decay curve 
shapes due to different pulse times. 

When short pulse times are used with long time constant processes, the 
interpreted time constant is always much shorter than the true time constant. 
The traditional solution to this problem has been to use long pulse times 
(HALVERSON et al. 1979). However, a new alternate approach is possible through 
use of the Cole-Cole model. 

The variation in decay curve shape for an IP process with a 1,000 second 
time constant is shown in Figure 10 for different pulse times. Differences in curve 
shapes as a function of different pulse times indicate that a long time constant 
polarization process is present. If the time constant is much shorter than the 
pulse time, then there would be no difference in the curve shape for different 
pulse times. 

An alternate method to using a long pulse time, proposed here, is to use 
two or more short pulse times. Differences in the resulting decay curve shape 
can be interpreted with the C-C model by simultaneous inversion of the dif
ferent decay curve shapes. This interpretational method has obvious practical 
advantages. For the example, shown in Figure 10, a pulse length of 600 seconds 

TO -IP BEHAVIOR: TP=VARIABLE 
10-1 r-----.-..--..-.--.,...........~-...,...--.-.....--T--rrTTT"----r---r---r-""T""T"TTTr--r--,.--,r-r-m-n 

MODEL = 1 ! TP= • NP= 8) 
m = 0.5 
T = 1000 
c = 0.4 

• CURVE TP 
1 4 
2 30 
3 600 

Fig. 10. Forward model results for a Cole-Cole model having a long time constant for different 
pulse times ( T P) 

10. abra. Hosszu idoalland6ju Cole-Cole modellre vonatkoz6 elmeleti lecsengesi gorbek 
kiilonbozo gerjesztesi idok (TP) eseten 

Puc. 10. TeopenttieCKHe KpHBhre 3aTyxaHHjl JJ:JJjl MO.LJ.eJiu KoJI-KoJI c 6oJihrnoii nocTOj{HHoii 
BpeMeHH B CJiyqae pa3HbiX 8peMeH B036y)I()J,eHHji (TP) 
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is needed to determine accurately the 1,000 second time constant. For one 
complete cycle of positive and negative pulses 40 minutes would be required. 
Of course, even more time would be needed for signal stacking of repeated 
cycles. 

A practical application of this interpretation method is shown by data in 
Figure 11. The example is taken from TDIP measurements made over a zone 
of carbonaceous rocks which have a long time constant based on laboratory and 
field FDIP measurements. TDIP measurements were made with both two- and 
four-second pulses, which had one set of common time points along the decay 
curve. Interpretation of the data from a single pulse yielded an estimated time 
constant of the order of 20 seconds. This is markedly shorter than the minimum 
time constant of 500 seconds determined by an FDIP measurement using the 
same electrodes. The data shown in Figure 11 are somewhat noisy but the 
difference in waveforms clearly indicates that a long time constant process is 
present. A simultaneous inversion of both sets of data yields a time constant of 
900 seconds. This is much more compatible with FDIP results. Thus, use of two 
short time pulses in simultaneous inversion can provide information equivalent 
to a single long pulse. · 

COMBINED INVERSION FOR CARBONACEOUS ROCK (Saudi Arabia) 

0 

10;0-2 

0 
X -------- .... 

X ''K.. ........ 

ToN ToFF 
4 sec 2 sec 
2 sec 2 sec 

10'1 

..... .,. ............ 
~..... 0 

~ ..... 

10° 

' X' 

TIME [s] 
101 

Fig. II. Simultaneous inversion of time-domain induced polarization measurements (circles 
and x's) over a carbonaceous rock unit with a long time constant 

II. abra. Hosszu idoalland6val jellemezheto szen tartalmu kozeteken vegzett idotartomanybeli 
gerjesztett polarizaci6s meresek (korok es x-ek) egyidejii inverzi6ja 

Puc. II . 0.n:HospeMeHHa51 RHBepcR51 R3MepeHRM Bhi3BaHHOM IIOJI51pR3aU:RR BO BpeMeHHOM 
06JiaCTH C pa3HhiMR BpeMeHaMR B036y)I(JJ;eHR51 (Kpy)I(KR R X-bl) HaJJ; yrJIRCThiMH ropHbiMR 

IIOpOJJ;aMR, XapaKTepR3YIOIURMRC51 60JihlliRM IIOCT051HHhiM BpeMeHH 
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6. Conclusions 

The application of the Cole-Cole (C-C) model in a generalized inversion 
of time-domain IP data is a new approach to interpretation. This model has 
certain advantages and disadvantages over the use of an exponential series 
model. A major advantage of using the C-C model is that time- and frequency
domain interpretations can be put on a common basis. The exponential model 
is a purely mathematical representation in contrast to the C-C model, which 
is, at least conceptually, based upon certain polarization mechanisms. The 
computations for a completely generalized time domain. C-C model, however, 
are at least an order of magnitude more complex (slower}'than for the exponen
tial model. 

Both C-C and exponential models can be used to characterize TDIP decay 
curves to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. The parameters of either model can 
be correlated with variations in decay curve shape that, in some cases, indicate 
specific rock types or mineral textures. However, exponential model parameters 
cannot be related easily to existing studies done in the frequency domain. In 
addition, different exponential parameters are required to fit curves measured 
with different pulse times. The C-C model application does not have either 
limitation. 

Electromagnetic coupling effects can be approximated numerically by eith
er model. Neither model is related by theory to EM coupling. The Cole-Cole 
model does offer numerically stable solutions that have a clear separation of EM 
and IP effects in many cases. 

Simultaneous inversion of different short pulse time decay curves with the 
Cole-Cole model allows long time constant IP processes to be identified. This 
application is not possible with the exponential model. 
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IDOTARTOMANYBELI SPEKTRALIS GERJESZTETT POLARIZAC(()S ADATOK 
ERTELMEZESI MODSZEREINEK OSSZEHASONLiT ASA 

VERO Laszlo, Bruce D. SMITH, Walter L. ANDERSON es CSORGEI Jozsef 

Az idotartomanybeli gerjesztett polarizacios meresek ertelmezesenek ket utja lehet: az expo
nencialis hatvanysor modell, illetve az altalanositott komplex impedancia (ellenallas) vagy Cole-Co
le mode II segitsegevel. Bebizonyosodott, hogy az exponencialis mod ell jol illesztheto a mert lecsenge
si gorbekhez es igy olyan parametereket kapunk, amelyek leirjak a gorbealak valtozasait. A parame
terek valtozasait ugyan neha kapcsolatba lehet hozni a kozettipus, vagy ercesedesi szovet valtozasai
val, de lenyegeben nines vilagos fizikai jelentesiik. 

A Cole- Cole modellel ugyanolyan pontosan lehet a lecsengesi gorbeket kozeliteni, mint az 
exponencialis modellel. Az idotartomanybeli gerjesztett polarizacios meresek ertelmezeseben valo 
hasznalata a kovetkezo elonyokkel jar: l) Az ido- es frekvencia-tartomanybeli mereseket kozos 
alapra helyezi . 2) A modell elvileg kapcsolatba hozhato bizonyos polarizacios mechanizmusokkal. 
3) Megadja a kiilonbozo, veges hosszusagu gerjeszto impulzusok hatasara bekovetkezo valtozaso
kat a lecsengesi g6rbe alakjaban. 4) A modell az elektromagneses csatolasra is stabil numerikus 
kozelitest ad. · 

Ezen feliil kiilonbozo rovid idejii gerjeszto impulzusokhoz tartozo lecsengesi gorbek egyidejii 
inverzioja arra is felhasznalhato, hogy olyan informaciot kapjunk, amely egyebkent csak hosszu 
gerjesztesi idokkel kaphato meg. 

CPABHEHHE METO,LI.OB HHTEPnPETALJ,HH ,LI.AHHhiX CnEKTPAJibHOH 
Bbi3BAHHOH nOJI$1PH3ALJ,HH 80 BPEMEHHOH OliJIACTH 

JlacJio BEPE, Epyc )],. CMHC, BaJihTep JI. AH)l,EPCOH u Ho:lKecp t.J"i~PrEH 

l13MepeHUSI MeTO,llOM Bbi3BaHHOH nOJIS1pH3al.{UU BO BpeMeHHOH o6JiaCTU UHTepnpeTupyiOTCSI 
.llBYM» cnoco6aMu: no MO.lleJiu cyMMhi JKcnoueuuuaJibHhiX qJieuos; npu noMomu o6o6meuuoro 
KOMnJieKcuoro conpoTUBJieHUSI HJIH MO.lleJiu KoJI-KoJI. )l,oKa3aHo, qTo JKcnoueuuuaJibHOH MO.lle
JihJO XOpOIIIO OnUCbiBaJOTCSI U3MepeHHhie KpUBbie 3aTyXaHUSI, U TaK noJiyqaJOTCSI napaMeTpbi, 
XOpOIIIO OnUCbiBaJOmue U3MeHeHUSI cpopMbl KpUBOH. l13MeHeHUSI napaMeTpOB UHOr,lla CBSI3biBaJOT
CSI C U3MeHeHUSIMU TUna ropHbiX nopO.ll UJIU TeKCTypbi opy,lleHeHHSI, HO OHU no CYTH ,lleJia He UMeJOT 
»cuoro cpu3uqecKoro 3uaqeuuSI. 

npu noMomu MO,lleJiu KoJI- KOJI KpHBhie 3aTyxaHUSI annpOKCUMupyiOTCSI c TaKOH :lKe Toquo
CTbJO, KaK u npu noMomu JKcnoueuuuaJibHOH. l1cnoJih3osauue MO.lleJiu KoJI-KoJI s HHTep
npeTauuu H3Mepeuuii Bhnsauuoii noJI»pu3auuu so speMeuuoii o6JiacTu uMeeT cJie.llyJOmue npeu
MymecTsa: l) )l,aeTCSI o6ma.si OCHOBa ,llJI.si U3MepeHHH BO speMeHHOH U qaCTOTHOH 06JiaCT.siX. 2) 
)l,auua.s~ MO.lleJib s npuuuune MO:lKeT 6biTh cs.s~3aua c onpe,lleJieHHhiMH Mexauu3MaMu noJI.s~pu3a
uuu. 3) Oua onucbisaeT H3Meueuu.s~ cpopMbi Kpusoii cna,lla, Bhi3hisaeMhie pa3HhiMH uMnyJihCaMu 
so36y:lK.lleHu.si Kouequoii .llJIUTeJibHOCTH. 4) Mo,lleJib ,llaeT ycToifqusoe qucJieuuoe npu6Jiu:lKeuue 
TaK:lKe U JJieKTpOMarHHTHOH CB.si3U. 

KpoMe "foro, O.llHOspeMeuua.s~ uusepcu.s~ KpHBhiX cna,lla oT pa3HhiX KopoTKux uMnyJihCOB 
B036y:lK,lleHU.si n03BOJI.sieT noJiyquTb UHcpOpMal.{UIO, KOTOpa.si B UHhiX yCJIOBU.siX ,llOCTynua JIUIIIb npu 
UCnOJib30BaHUU .llJIUTeJibHbiX B036yx(,llaJOmHX UMnyJihCOB. 
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APPLICATION OF THE GEOLOGIC RETRIEVAL AND SYNOPSIS 
(GRASP) PROGRAM AT THE EOTVOS LORAND GEOPHYSICAL 

INSTITUTE OF HUNGARY 

Roger W. BOWEN*, Ferenc CSERCSIK** and Laszlo ZILAHI-SEBESS** 

The GRASP system was implemented and applied to various data management tasks at the 
Eotvos Lonind Geophysical Institute (ELGI) including a mineral resources data base, and a 
computer based catalogue of ELGI's library. 

In addition to the large-sclae GRASP system a scaled-down version named MICRO-GRASP, 
written in BASIC, has also been implemented. Further development for geological applications pose 
some special problems, in particular, how to establish logical connections between different GRASP 
data bases. A solution, based on a new version of GASP is proposed. 

Keywords: GRASP, mineral resources, DBMS, data retrieval, information system 

1. Introduction 

The GRASP (Geologic Retrieval and Synopsis Program [BowEN-BOTBOL 
1975], developed by the U.S. Geological Survey) was installed on the RY AD-35 
computer of the Eotvos Lorand Geophysical Institute (ELGI) in 1981. On 
account of limitations of the hardware- software environment, the original 
implementation had no conversational capabilities. In 1982 the system was 
converted to run in a conversational mode. · 

Our experiences with GRASP have been very favorable. In the following 
sections we review these experiences to show some of the uses to which GRASP 
has been applied at ELGI. 

2. Catalogue of mineral resources 

At present, the computerized recording of the mineral resources of Hun
gary is produced in batch mode in ELGI's computer center. The required 
reports of typical data are collected once a year. Summaries are created giving 
the status as of the January 1, the yearly changes in mineral resources, and the 
causes of the changes. Data entered for processing is based on information 
obtained from three types of questionnaires [SoMos 1982]: 

*U.S. Geological Survey, 920 National Center, Reston, Virginia 22092 
** Eotvos Lonind Geophysical Institute of Hungary POB 35, Budapest, H- 1440 
Manuscript received (revised form): I August, 1985 
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- data of the mining district (41 different data fields) 
-data of the block group (21 different data fields), and 
-data of the block (71 different data fields) . 

From these records, reports are produced for all geographic blocks, mining 
districts and companies according to both in situ and industrially economical 
mineral resources. Further reports are produced on the changes based on 
different geological categories and on the various utilizations of raw materials. 
Without striving for completeness, let us only mention a few of them: different 
reports are computed on the economical-, reserve-, and non-'economical mi
neral resource data sets for all categories [PRUZSINA 1976]. A tabulation of 
changes is prepared showing the sets from the beginning of the year to the end, 
the type of changes according to their origin (e.g. geological-geophysical re
search, mining, research for mineral objects, modification of the economic 
environment, change of expense limits, etc.). Special uses can be made of the 
specific qualitative means, the geographical distribution of the economical 
minerals, and for other reasons. 

This recording method (i.e. processing once a year) cannot answer ques
tions which arise during the course of a year. Therefore, the applicatiOn of 
GRASP becomes particularly useful, as our experience has shown for data from 
several mining districts. Data· sets, derived from the computed mineral resour
ces, are checked and processed by the software-interface program CONVERT. 
Once the data base has been generated by CONVERT, various queries can be 
quickly answered by GRASP. These queries are answered by using the 'CON
DITIONS', 'LOGIC' and 'SEARCH' commands in GRASP. A type code 
defines the type attribute of the data collection (e.g. mining district, block group, 
or block). Note that different data structures mean different GRASP data bases. 
Special codes are used to differentiate those mining districts, which are under 
exploration, from those which are producing. 'FUNCTION' command is used 
for statistical analysis of numeric data fields. Also, one can separate records on 
the basis of quantitative parameters which fall between given limits. Important
ly, the user does not need to predefine his queries. 

The capability to update the GRASP data bases, according to the current 
changes, permits new geological data to be quickly integrated into the data 
bases. These data bases can subsequently be used as input to the next yearly 
computation. Since informational reports on the mineral resources are 
produced at different levels, correspondingly different levels of GRASP data 
bases can be generated. Individual levels can be defined by the application area, 
and by the purpose of use. These include: 

- Raw data (original measurements) 
- Mining district data 
- Summaries. 
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3. Library information system 

The computer-based catalogue of ELGI's Geophysical Library provided 
another opportunity to apply GRASP. Its form is based on standard biblio
graphic information supplemented with relevant references. The record struc
ture is as follows : 
ITEM/SOURCE/TITLE/AUTHORS/FIRM/JOURNAL/VOL/NO/PAGE/ 
YEAR/DESCR/REF 
SOURCE - The library where the publication is available 
DESCR-- Descriptors (keywords) 
REF - References 
The data in the REF field are values of ITEM which correspond to other records 
in the same data base. Incompletely described data are flagged. For instance, 
if the library, where a certain publication is available to users, is unknown, "R" 
is entered in the SOURCE field. In such a case, of course, other fields will also 
be left incomplete until the required information is obtained. 

Let us show by an example, how to make a separation by means of 
references. Suppose that we would like to collect the publications which refer 
to the works on seismic refraction written by Oliver J. and/or Ewing M. 

First, search criteria are established by the 'CONDITIONS' command: 
ENTER COMMAND: 'CONDITIONS' (or 'COND')- the apostrophe in

dicates the user's 
input' 

A. 'AUTHORS CS OLIVER J.' (CS means "contains substring") 
B. 'AUTHORS CS EWING M.' 
C. 'DESCR CS SEISMIC REFRACTION' 
D. <cr> -(empty line to terminate the current GRASP function). 

In the second step the conditions are combined by means of the 'LOGIC~ 
command: 
ENTER COMMAND: 'LOGIC' (or 'LOGI') 
ENTER LOGIC: '(A+ B)*C' (or'(A. OR. B). AND.C') 

The next step is the separation: 
ENTER COMMAND: 'SEARCH' (or 'SEAR') 
INPUT FILE: 'PUBL' - (Logical name of data base) 
OUTPUT FILE: OUT1 - (Logical name of the output file, arbitrarily defined 

by user) 
The 'LIST' command is then used to generate a listing of item numbers in OUT1 
file. Thus, GRASP has provided the item numbers of those papers by Oliver J. 
andjor Ewing M. whose subjects is the seismic refraction technique. Let us 
suppose, for example, that these numbers are: 1015,226,4832,12. The following 
step is the actual search for the publications which refer to these items: 
ENTER COMMAND: 'COND' 
A. 'REF CS ,1015,' (item numbers are embedded in commas to provide a 

unique value) 
B. 'REF CS ,226,' 
C. 'REF CS ,4832,' 
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D. 'REF CS ,12,' 
ENTER COMMAND: 'LOGIC' 
ENTER LOGIC: 'A+B+C+D' 
ENTRE COMMAND: 'SEARCH' 
INPUT FILE: 'PUBL' 
OUTPUT FILE: 'OUT2' - (for storing the selected records) 
After the search command has terminated, the OUT2 file contains the informa
tion on the publications which refer to the seismic refraction works of Oliver J. 
andjor Ewing M., completing the retrieval by references. 

This method has certain limitations: 
- The number of conditions are limited by the number of letters in the 

English alphabet. 
- The reading and manual entry of all generated item numbers, that a 

user has to perform, is time-consuming and mistake-prone. 
These limitations can be overcome by adding a new GRASP command which 
allows selection based on matching values from a separate file of keys instead 
of selection based on the 'COND' and 'LOGIC' commands. A temporary file 
containing the item numbers (i.e. the keys) would be created using the 'LIST' 
command. This temporary file is used by the new command to complete the 
selection. This command can be implemented similar to the 'LINK' command, 
which is a feature of GRASP on USGS computers. Collaboration on the 
implementation of this command on ELGI's computer is currently under pro
gress. 

4. Further development 

In addition to the large-scale GRASP system there is a smaller version 
named MICRO-GRASP which is written in the BASIC language. The charac
teristics of MICRO-GRASP and the expanding use of personal computers 
stimulate further development in the real-time updating of records and a possi
bility to employ floppy drives. 

Geologic applications pose a further problem: namely, how can a logical 
connection be established between different GRASP data bases without the 
need of storing all original and secondary data together? In other words, how 
can inevitable redundancies, storage, and access-time problems be eliminated. 
GRASP has a very favorable feature which suggests the solution: it can access 
up to 10 data bases during a single execution. However, they cannot be accessed 
simultaneously. The LINK command will provide a partial solution by means 
of pseudo simultaneity, which must be extended to effective simultaneity in 
order to connect/combine data bases with different structures. There are many 
suggestions, both in literature and in practice, but original criteria of GRASP, 
namely portability and data/machine independence should be preserved. Cer
tainly, these require further consultations and should be a joint venture of the 
interested specialists. 
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A GRASP ADATBAZIS KEZELO PROGRAMRENDSZER ALKALMAZASA AZ 
ELGI-BEN 

Roger W. BOWEN, CSERCSIK Ferenc es ZILAHI-SEBESS Laszlo 

A cikk btlmutatja a GRASP rendszer nehany alkalmazasat az ELGI-ben, es az azokkal 
szerzett tapasztahitokat. Ezek a teriiletek: 

- asvanyvagyon adatbazis, 
- az ELGI szakkonyvtaranak szamit6gepes informaci6s rendszere, 
A nagygepes GRASP verzi6 mellett a BASIC nyelven irt MICRO-GRASP programot is 

hasznaljuk. A geol6giai alkalmazasok folvetnek nehany tovabbi problemat, mint pl.: hogyan lehet 
kiilonbozo GRASP adatbazisok kozott logikai kapcsolatot letesiteni . A cikk a GRASP uj verzi6ja 
alapjan megoldast is javasol a kerdesre. 

nPMMEHEHWE CMCTEMhl nPOfPAMM YnPABJIEHMSI liA30M ,LI.AHHhiX 
8 BEHfEPCKOM fEOCI»I1311lJECKOM MHCTMTYTE HM. Jl. 3TBEWA 

Po)l)l(ep B. I>OEH, <l>epcHu l.IEPl.IHK, JlacJio 3HJIAXH-IllEI>Eill 

B CTaThe )leMoHcTpHpyiOTCSI HeKOTOpbie npHMeHeHHSI CHCTeMbi GRASPs 3JitH, H noJiyqeH-
Hbie OllbiTbl. 06JiaCTH npHMeHeHHSI: 

- 6a3a )laHHbiX MHHepaJibHbiX pecypcos, 
- KOMllbiOTepH30BaHHbiM KaTaJior reocpHJHqecKOM 6H6JIHOTeKH 3Jirl1, 
PSI)lOM c sepcHew GRASP-a Ha MOI.l{HOM 38M, TaK)I(e npHMeHSieTCSI nporpaMMa 

MICRO-GRASP, 3anHCaHHaSI Ha SI3biKe BASIC: npHMeHeHHeM ynpaBJieHHSI 6a30M )laHHbiX B 
06JiaCTH reOJIOfHH B03HHKaiOT HOBbie np06JieMbl, HanpHMep, KaKHM o6pa30M C03)laTh JIOfHqec
KYIO CBSI3b Me)I(JlY pa3HbiMH 6a3aMH )laHHbiX GRASP-a. Ha ocHose Hosow sepcHH GRASP-a 
CTaThSI npe)lJiaraeT peweHHe sonpoca. 
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